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Abstract 

Many power system simulation tools exist for small-signal stability analysis. This is due to 

the rapid development of computer systems, higher industrial growth and the need for 

reliable power system simulation tools for efficient planning and control of electric 

power systems. Three power system small-signal stability simulation tools have been 

selected for comparison and these are: PSAT 2.1.2, MatNetEig and PacDyn 8.1.1. These 

combine both open and closed source code industrial-grade power system analysis tools. 

The objective of this thesis is to compare three simulation tools on power system small

signal stability analysis. Input formats, data output flexibility, dynamic components and 

synchronous machine saturation modelling in all three simulation tools were amongst 

other features investigated for comparative studies. 

All tools have constant PQ load models, static non-linear ZIP load models, equivalent 1t

circuit AC transmission, synchronous generators with saturation, A VR excitation systems 

and power system stabilizers. All tools give the A matrix via the Matlab workspace. 

PacDyn and MatNetEig tools give both mode shapes and participation factors while 

PSAT gives the participation factors only. Additional Matlab scripts were written and 

Microsoft Excel was used for additional data formatting and visualisation. 

PSAT 2.1.2 and MatNetEig tools are Matlab based open source simulation tools 

developed to run in Matlab environment in either graphical user interface or via the 

command line. Command line usage offers access to all internal data, unlimited 

simulation support for small-disturbances and plotting utilities. PSAT and MatNetEig 

Matlab codes can be easily modified for enhanced capabilities and to meet the user 

requirements. 

PacDyn 8.1.1 is a closed code simulation tool with efficient algorithms and advanced 

graphical user interface. Time domain step and frequency disturbance simulations can be 

customised via the ''Transfer function manager". PacDyn has additional editors for data, 

user-defined controllers and plotting utilities for enhanced modelling and analysis. 

Small-signal stability is the ability of a power system to maintain synchronism under 

small-disturbances such as small changes in loads and generation. The disturbance is 
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considered small enough if equations governing the dynamics of the system can be 

linearized around an operating equilibrium point. 

The single machine infinite bus (SMIB) and the "two-area, four-machine" (2A4M) power 

system models were selected for test purposes and different power system study cases 

were modelled and analysed using all three tools. The results were then compared using 

modal analysis (eigenvalues) technique, the A state matrix, mode shapes (eigenvectors), 

participation factors and time domain simulations. 

The following network configurations were modelled for comparative tests and analysis 

in all two power system models using all three tools: 

• Manual control 

• System controlled by an A VR (with high transient gain and transient gain reduction) 

• System controlled by A VR and PSS 

The focus was on local and inter-area oscillatory modes and the following conclusions 

were drawn from the main findings: 

• SMIB power system model 

All tools gave similar results for different values of the damping coefficient. The effects 

are negligible on frequency but higher on the damping ratios. A positive damping 

coefficient increases the damping ratio while a negative value decreases the damping 

ratio. This was true for both modal and time domain simulations. The damping ratio is 

high on higher order generator models. PacDyn results closely matched MatNetEig 

results in all synchronous machine models with negligible differences. The differences in 

frequency and damping ratios between PacDyn and MatNetEig results were negligible 

while PSAT gave highest damping ratio changes when saturation was considered. 

The effects of including as well as neglecting the armature resistance and leakage 

reactance are negligible in frequency and damping ratios in PacDyn and MatNetEig 

tools. These two simulation tools also gave similar time domain simulation plots. 

The result from PSAT gave stable modes (that are wrong) for a system controlled by an 

AVR exciter. Both the saturation and the AVR model used in PSAT tool contributed to 
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wrong results in both modal analysis and rotor angle response to applied step (small

disturbance) time domain simulations. 

• 2A4M power system model 

Three electromechanical oscillatory modes were identified in all tools with one inter-area 

mode and two local area modes. Eigenvectors and participation factors were used to 

identify these oscillatory modes. PSAT gave higher frequency and damping ratios 

compared to PacDyn and MatNetEig tools. The results in MatNetEig closely matched 

PacDyn results. 

It was proved that setting a reference machine on the system eliminates redundant 

eigenvalues as expected. The effects of armature resistance, leakage reactance and 

saturation are small and negligible on numerical results for small-signal stability analysis. 

However, the effects of saturation are different due to the mathematical models used in 

these three simulation tools. A positive damping coefficient increases the damping ratio. 

F or a system with all four generators controlled by A VR (high transient gain and 

transient gain reduction models); PSAT tool gave higher frequency and damping ratios as 

compared to PacDyn and MatN etEig results. PSAT results were confirmed to be 

incorrect for this A VR excitation .type. The results from PacDyn matched MatNetEig 

results with small differences due to rounding errors in MatNetEig. Incorrect results 

given by PSAT are due to the A VR models implemented in this simulation tool. 

When the system was modelled with A VR and PSS on all synchronous machines; all 

tools gave stable electromechanical eigenvalues for PQ and ZIP load types on the local 

and inter-area oscillatory modes. The effects of saturation are much higher in PSA T. 

These can not be ignored fot the purpose of small-signal stability analysis. Although 

slighdy hi&h, the effects of saturation in PacDyn and MatNetEig can be ignored. 

Small-disturbance step response simulations in time domain analysis indicated the 

dynamic response as predicted using modal analysis in PacDyn and MatNetEig tools 

while PSAT gave unstable and contradictory responses. Unstable control modes were 

identified as the cause of instability in PSAT results. PacDyn and MatNetEig tools are 

more adequate and reliable as indicated by numerical and step response time domain 

simulation results. PacDyn is more advanced and recommended following the findings. 
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Common Notations 

This section highlights most important acronyms, abbreviations, symbols and measuring 

units used in this dissertation. These are commonly used in power system stability 

analysis context. 

Abbreviations 

Acronym 

2A4M 

abc 

AC 

AVR 

CDUEdit 

CEPEL 

CPAT 

DAE 

DC 

DFC 

dqO 

EditCepel 

FACTS 

GUI 

HTG 

HVDC 

IEEE 

Matlab 

MatNetEig 

OCC 

PacDyn 

PlotCepel 

PMU 

Description of the acronym or abbreviation 

"Two-area, four-machine" power system model. 

Phase current components in Park's transformation equations. 

Alternating current. 

Automatic voltage regulator. 

User-defined controller data editor by CEPEL. 

Centro de Pesquisas Energia Electrica, Brazilian company. 

CRIEPI's Power System Analysis Tool. 

Differential algebraic equation(s). 

Direct current. 

Data format conversion. 

Direct, quadrature and zero sequence current components in Park's 

transformation equations. 

Data editor for PacDyn supported data file formats from CEPEL. 

Flexible AC transmission systems. 

Graphical user interface. 

High transient gain. 

High voltage direct current. 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. 

Compiler programming language software from MathWorks. 

Small-signal stability analysis simulation tool by G. Rogers. 

Open-circuit characteristic curve (for magnetic saturation). 

Small-signal stability analysis and control design simulation tool by 

CEPEL. 

CEPEL's Plotting, visualisation and data processing tool. 

Phasor measurement unit. 
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PSAT 

PSS 

PSS/E 

PST 

SAUPEC 

SMIB 

SSSA 

SVC 

TEF 

TGR 

UCT 

UDC(M) 

VDL 

VSMI 

Power system analysis toolbox by F. Milano. 

Power system stabilizer. 

Power systems simulator for engineering. 

Power system toolbox (pST2 for PST version 2) by Cherry Tree Farm .. 

Southern African Universities Power Engineering Conference. 

SMIB (One machine connected to an infinite bus). 

Small-signal stability analysis. 

Static vat compensator. 

Transfer energy function. 

Transient gain reduction. 

University of Cape Town. 

User-defined controller (model). 

Voltage dependent load. 

Voltage stability margin index. 

ZIP (Load) Static non-linear load with characteristic combinations of constant 

impedance (Z), constant current (I) and constant power (P). 

Symbols used 

Symbol 

A 

d-

f 

H 

I 

Description of the symbol 

Power system state matrix. 

Direct axis component 

Frequency. 

Inertia constant. 

Identity matrix. 

90 degrees phase shift (used for complex representation). 

~ Damping coefficient. 

L Inductance. 

M Moment of inertia. 

P Real power. 

p. Electrical power output. 

Pa Participation factor of state k on the mode i. 

Pm, P mech' P min Synchronous generator's mechanical input power. 

Q Reactive power. 

q- Quadrature axis component. 

R Resistance. 
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t 

a 

<1>. , 

qt. , 

Time. 

Net accelerating or decelerating torque. 

Electrical torque. 

Mechanical torque of a synchronous machine rotor shaft. 

Time period. 

Reactance. 

Impedance. 

Rotor angle. 

Small perturbation (deviation). 

Frequency deviation. 

Damping ratio deviation. 

Tolerance (error). 

Damping ratio. 

Phase angle. 

Eigenvalue(s). 

Real part of the eigenvalue. 

Right eigenvector corresponding to eigenvalue i. 

Flux linkage. 

Left eigenvector corresponding to eigenvalue i. 

Rotor speed (or imaginary component of the eigenvalue, depends on 

the context). 

Measuring units 

Unit 

% 

p.u (pu) 

rad 

Hz 

s 

kV 

MVA 

·0 

Description of the measuring unit 

Percentage. 

Per unit. 

Radians. 

Hertz. 

Seconds. 

Kilovolts. 

Megavolt-amperes. Unit of apparent power (vector sum of real and 

reactive power). 

Degrees. 
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Chapter 1: 

1. Introduction 

The power system continues to become larger due to the advancing technology and 

industrial development. This growth together with the deregulation of electric utilities 

makes the power system more complex and increase security of supply risk. Although 

the size of the power system continuously increases, there are reduction methods which 

are used to reduce various power system components while maintaining the nature and 

behaviour of the over-all power system. By identifying similar power system components 

with identical dymuruc response, the size of the power system model can be eventually 

reduced to a single machine infinite bus (SMIB). The single-machine infinite-bus model 

is an adequate simulation tool for investigating the dynamics of a single generator (or 

power plant with multiple but identical machines) against the rest of the power system 

when one is only inters ted in the local model of the plant [1]. The disadvantage is that the 

behaviour of individual component is lost during the process. To avoid this problem, 

simulation tools are development with the capability of modelling and simulating multi-

. machine power system models at relatively higher speed and less memory requirements 

essential for adequate planning, stability analysis and control designs [2]. 

As more and more power system simulation tools are becoming available on the market, 

it becomes difficult to specifically say which of the simulation tools is suitable to use for 
,- . . 

a specific study. field. In· .1979; CI GRE' study committee.· [3] recommended. the 
• 1. -, :. 

developm~~t of powerful eigenvalue programs for small-signal stability analysis of power 

systems and hence the need for simulation packages. These tools are different, with 

different modelling techniques/algorithms and at times, numerical results differ; making 

it even more difficult to validate simulation results [4]. In addition, learning and 

mastering these tools is time consuming [4]. Power industries already using other tools 

become dependent on the already ''working software" and become reluctant to change. 

Power system software packages are classified as either Commercial or 

Educational/research-aimed software tool. Commercial tools are closed source code, 

well tested, generally efficient and well developed while educational tools are open source 

freely available with flexible and easy code expansion [5 - 7]. When choosing or changing 

1 
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a power system simulation package, it is crucial to consider the following aspects of the 

software tool: 

• Reliability of the software. 

• Modelling methodologies used by software. 

• User-friendliness of the software. 

• Adaptability of the software to meet user's requirements. 

• Graphical user interface. 

• Data input/ output formats and data compatibility with other software packages. 

• Reduced and detailed higher order component models. 

There are many advantages of using power system simulation tools. Other factors to 

consider in small-signal stability applications include - but not limited to - modal 

solution analysis (eigenvalues and eigenvectors), the ability to conduct time domain 

simulations, linearization and efficient computational speed [8]. 

The needs for efficient power system modelling and analysis tools are to simplify and 

speed-up network computations [7, 9], to perform system reliability, stability, risk 

analyses for planning and control purposes, to estimate optimal productivity and reduced 

capital expenditure for high return on investment, to reduce obsolete parts and improved 

quality of supply to the consumers. 

As part of the ongqing .work to investigate and~erfortn: a comparative analysis of 

different power system software packages, the author's task is to compare three software 

packages for small-signal stability analysis~ These software packages are: Power System 

Analysis Toolbox (pSAT 2.1.2 by Federico Milano), PacDyn (pacDyn 8.1.1 by CEPEL, 

Brazil) and MatNetEig by Graham Rogers of Cherry tree scientific software. 

1.1. Background to the investigations 

Small-signal stability is concerned with the ability of the power system to regain stability 

after small disturbances such as gradual changes in loads or generation. The small-signal 

stability of a system can be investigated through modal analysis (eigenvalues of the 

system A matrix), based on linear tools and techniques. If the real part of the eigenvalue 

is negative the system is stable, otherwise the system is unstable. This simple principle 
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has been used for many years in large power system to coordinate various control devices 

such as automatic voltage regulators (A VR), power system stabilizers (PSS) and static var 

compensators (SVCs), etc. However, due to the differences in components modelling 

and solution methodology, for the same investigated power system, different simulation 

tools could give different results. 

According to Kaberere [4], understanding why different simulation tools give different 

results is not a trivial issue. There are no industry-accepted standards for comparing the 

power system simulation tools available on the market. Some simulation tools used for 

small-signal stability analysis at the University of Cape Town have already been 

compared. These include: 

• PSS/E [1]. 

• EUROSTAG [1, 10]. 

• DIgSILENT PowerFactory [11 - 12]. 

• Matlab Power System Toolbox (pS1) [11-12,14]. 

• PSCAD [11 - 13]. 

• SSAT [1] 

• Ma~etEig[l,l~. 

• Matlab power system Blockset [15]. 

• CRIEPl's Power System Analysis Tool (CPA1) [16]. 

However, not all available software packages have been covered. 

The objectives of this research are to extend the previous work and include new software 

packages such as PSAT and PacDyn for small-signal stability analysis. A software 

comparative study of this kind is a useful one, given that there are different software 

tools available on the market. 

1.2. Overview of simulation tools to be compared 

Three power system simulation tools were selected for comparison and these are PSA T, 

Ma~etEig and PacDyn. 

3 
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PSAT is an abbreviation for Power System Analysis Tool. It is an open source Madab 

based power simulation package designed for analysis of both steady state and dynamic 

simulations. It has the following routines used for power system analysis: Power flow, 

continuation power flow, optimal power flow, small-signal stability analysis, Time 

domain simulations and phasor measurement unit (PMU) placement. Input data is 

specified in either Simulink PSAT library single lines or Madab (pSAT format m-fi1e). 

The tool has data conversion drivers to import data from various standard data fonnats 

[17] and a well developed graphical user interface [18]. 

PacDyn is a comprehensive small-signal stability analysis package developed by CEPEL 

(Centro de Pesquisas de Energia Electrica, Brazil). Data formats supported include 

formats such as PSS/E, ANARADE, Binary and PacDyn data fi1e formats. It has built-in 

as well as user defined models [19]. It requires converged load flow in the fonn of 

electrical network data. PacDyn comes with data editors for different data formats as well 

as user-defined control editors for the modelling of unlimited dynamic models [9]. 

MatNetEig software tool is a Madab based power system simulation tool and uses classes 

called neCc for network model structures. MatNetEig tool supports data fi1e formats in 

PST V2, PSS/E or IEEE common data fi1e format. Power system stability analysis can 

be done in either command line or by using graphical user interface (GUI) [20]. 

1.3. Justification of research 

This research is a continuation of the work previously done in analysing and comparing 

power system software packages that are used for power system simulation analysis in 

different study fields. Worldwide, many power system simulation tools have been briefly 

investigated [5 - 6,8]. 

1.4. Objectives and contributions 

The objectives and contributions of this thesis project report are: 

• To give background information on power system stability and analysis methods and 

the need for software tools in power system modelling and simulations. 

• To provide a detailed description of the selected power system simulation tools and 

modelling requirements for small-signal stability analysis. 
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The contributions of this thesis are: 

• To conduct simulations tests on two power system models using all three software 

packages and to study results for comparative studies. 

• To show how variations in saturation affect simulation results. 

• To show the effect of armature resistance and leakage reactance on modal solution. 

• To give conclusions and recommendations on the findings of the investigations. 

1.5. Research methodology 

To successfully conduct comparative analysis of the three simulation tools on small

signal stability of power systems, a review of power system stability and component 

modelling were conducted followed by a brief study of all three simulation tools. Two 

power system models (SMIB and the 2A4M) were chosen for test purposes and different 

power system study cases were modelled and analysed using all three tools and the results 

were compared. 

1.6. Limitations and scope 

The scope of this thesis project is limited to the comparison of three power system 

simulation tools (i.e. PSAT, PacDyn and MatNetEig) for small-signal stability analysis. 

This implies that software tools available at the date of the commencement of the project 

were used. 

PSAT version 2.1.2 was used in all PSAT cases even though there is a newer version of 

this simulation tool available (pSAT 2.1.3 released in April 2009 and PSA T 2.1.4 released 

in June 2009). PacDyn 8.1.1 is used instead of the newer PacDyn version 9.0 that was 

released in May 2009. There is one MatNetEig version available and this tool is analysed 

and compared with PacDyn 8.1.1 and PSA T 2.1.2 for small-signal stability of the two 

power system models on different excitation controls. The synchronous generators are 

modelled without turbine governors. 

Although all three tools can model power systems for different types of analysis, only 

small-signal stability in the form of modal eigenvalue analysis, time domain simulations 

and sensitivity analysis are investigated and discussed. 
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1.7. Thesis outline 

Chapter 2 gives detailed theory on power system stability and analysis methods used in 

power system small-signal stability. 

Power system components and modelling techniques used for various power system 

components are presented in chapter 3 with emphasis on synchronous machine 

modelling, saturation, excitation systems, transformers, lines and loads. 

Chapter 4 presents PSAT 2.1.2 simulation tool. Data input formats, usage and output in 

small-signal stability analysis are thoroughly investigated and discussed. 

Chapter 5 gives an overview of MatNetEig simulation tool. All component models used 

in MatNetEig applicable to the selected SMIB and the 2A4M power system models are 

presented. Data input formats, usage and output in small-signal stability analysis are 

thoroughly discussed. 

Chapter 6 highlights PacDyn 8.1.1 simulation tool. All component models used in 

PacDyn applicable to selected models are presented as well as data input formats, usage 

and output in small-signal stability analysis. 

The descriptions of power system models as well as all test case studies conducted are 

presented in chapter 7. 

Chapter 8 covers the simulation results and discussions for all three simulation tools 

using; modal analysis, time domain simulations, mode shapes (eigenvectors) and 

participation factors. 

The conclusions and recommendations are given in chapter 9. 

All power system data and additional simulation results are included in the Appendix. 
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Chapter 2: 

2. Power System Stability 

2.1. Background 

The power system was first introduced in the early 1880s as a direct current (DC) station 

supplying few customers in a small geographic area [21]. The size of the area covered was 

about 1.Skm in radius. This then rapidly developed with many interconnections of loads, 

transmission lines and generators as a DC system. The development of this electric 

power system resulted in the implementation of single. phase and later three phase 

alternating current (AC) systems for efficient transmission of high voltages with long 

lines over larger geographic areas [21,22]. 

Recent developments in power systems include the use of high voltage direct current 

(HVDC) transmission lines with hybrid inverter and' converter stations at the end of the 

lines interconnecting AC systems. The use of HVDC transmission systems offers cost 

efficient means and more power transfer capabilities over AC systems on longer lines. 

There are many HVDC transmission systems worldwide to date. These include the ±S33 

kV DC transmission line in South Africa and the ±400 kV HVDC line in the United 

States [21]. 

Nevertheless AC systems have been favoured for centuries and resulted in many 

interconnections of synchronous machines, loads, AC transmissions line and HVDC 

transmission lines and their controls in various locations. This resulted in rapid growth in 

electric power system and the interconnection of different non-linear components, 

making the electric power system relatively large and complex to analyse without the use 

of digital computer simulations [21, 23, 24]. Computer packages are used to model and 

simulate power systems for planning, reliability, efficiency, stability analysis and control 

design. Reliability of the analyses results from the computer simulation tools heavily 

depends on accurate modelling and linearization of network equations [22]. 

Higher industrial development, load growth and deregulation of the electric power 

system results in constraints imposed on the power system [21 - 23]. Some of the 
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constraints include operating the power system closer to the stability limits as well as 

overloading. Power system stability problem is of great concern in ensuring continuity of 

energy transfer from generation to loads at all time, recovery of system following 

disturbances and efficiendy tuned stabilising control systems. This concept of stability 

will be discussed in detail with emphasis on small-signal stability analysis. 

2.2. Terms and definitions in power system stability 

Different tenninologies used in power system stability are discussed following extensive 

literature survey on the power system stability concept. 

• Power system stability is the ability of a power system to remain in a state of 

equilibrium under normal operating conditions and to regain acceptable state of 

equilibrium after being subjected to a disturbance [21,25]. 

• Transient stability is the ability of the power system to maintain synchronism when 

subjected to severe or large disturbances. The disturbances can be sudden changes in 

system configuration as a result of faults, lightning, loss of lines and loss of 

generation [21 - 23, 25, 26]. Transient stability analysis is done on the first swing 

using the power - angle curve. If the electrical power output of the synchronous 

generator does not go out of step during the first swing, the system is transient 

stable. Otherwise the system loses synchronism and becomes unstable [21,22,25]. 

• Dynamic stability is the term used to describe transient stability in the presents of 

control systems. The control systems can be the automatic voltage regulators (A VR), 

automatic frequency controls and HVDC inverter and converter control systems. 

When the system is transient stable, the oscillatory behaviour following a disturbance 

is dependent on the time constants of the control systems on the synchronous 

machines and other dynamic system components [21, 22, 27]. The duration of 

stability analysis is more than the transient stability simulation duration. Analyses can 

be done over tens of seconds. According to Kundur [21], the term dynamic stability 

is not recommended to be used following recommendations from IEEE and CIGRE 

study committees due to different interpretations. 
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• Rotor angle stability is the ability of interconnected synchronous machines to 

remain in synchronism [21]. This form of stability is subdivided into small-signal and 

transient stability and is analysed using time domain and eigensolution techniques. 

Understanding synchronous machine dynamics is the fundamental to rotor angle 

stability analysis. 

• Small-signal stability is the ability of a power system to maintain synchronism 

under small-disturbances such as small changes in loads and generation [21,26]. The 

disturbance is considered small enough if the equations governing the dynamics of 

the system can be linearized around an operating equilibrium point [21]. 

• Voltage stability refers to the ability of the system to maintain steady acceptable 

voltages at all buses on the system. The system is said to be voltage stable if the 

increase in reactive power results in the increase in bus voltage magnitudes [21]. 

Instability may lead to voltage collapse. The analysis techniques include the V-Q 

sensitivity analysis, P-V curves and voltage stability margin index (VSMI) [24]. 

• Oscillatory modes is a term used for the complex eigenvalues, the imaginary part of 

the eigenvalue gives the oscillatory frequency of the system mode. The oscillatory 

modes are classified into four categories based on the frequency range and the 

location of dominant state variables. They are; local area mode, inter-area mode, 

control plant mode and torsional mode [2, 14,21]. 

• Inter-area mode is associated with groups of machines in one part of the system 

swinging against synchronous machines in other parts of the system. The oscillatory 

frequency is in the range of 0.2 to 0.7 Hz [29]. This mode type is often found when 

there is a weak tie line interconnecting two areas or groups of synchronous machines. 

• Local plant (area) mode refers to the swinging of units at a generating station with 

respect to the rest of the power system. The oscillatory frequency ranges from 0.7 Hz 

to about 2 Hz. 
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• Control mode io ~ssociated with synch.'"Onous genentDn and their control systems 

" ,ch as the AVR excit~tiO<l systems [211_ The m.1n cauoe of tm. i, the inappropriate 

tuning ~nd coordinatiO<l of the controls ')~tem. 1be frequency i, above 2 f-:lz. 

• Torsional mode is rotational {trmi'''a/; o,cillations 1,"ociated with the mechanical 

,haft of ~ turbine--genentor [211. 

The control modes and IOrsionol mudes are shown in the power system ,tabilitJ 

cla"ificatiO<l diagnrn but not to be ~nolysed further in this thesis. 

2.3. Cb""jfi~ ation" of power system 'I~bility 

Cla,.iflcation of ,ptcm sbbility depend, on the ru.t\Itt and ,everity of the disturbance, 

duration of analysis and the te<:hniqucs used in an>lysing stability pmblem. P",,-er oystem 

stability probktm can easily be d~s";'fied into two follll.'l. i.e. rotor ~ngle ,tability and 

yollage st~bilitr 121, 22. 25]. ThC!e are further subdivided as shown on the diagram in 

Pig_ 2_1 1211. Other authors chI" ify the power ,ystem m.bility into three categorieo 

includlflg frequency ,tability [21-

,,' , 

Figure 2 .1, Oassifications ofpower sy.tem . tab ility 12, 211 

Foe the purpose of this research, the focus i, On rotor angle sLability in blue ,haded 

bloch in Fig_ 2_1_ 
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2.4. Analysis methods used in small-signal stability studies 

Various methods of analysing power system stability problems exist in literature as well 

as those implemented in different software packages for stability analysis. These include 

the swing equation, equal-area criterion and eigenanalysis techniques. The choice of 

analysis method depends on the type of stability problem. Eigeoanalysis method is used 

for small-signal stability while the equal-area criterion is for transient stability analysis. 

Both the swing equation and the equal-area criterion have been briefly discussed in the appendix. 

2.4.1. State space equations and modal analysis 

The dynamic behaviour of a power system is modelled by a set of non-linear differential 

and algebraic equations (DAE) linearized around an equilibrium operating condition. 

The dynamic behaviour of the system is given by equation (2.1) below. 

x = f(x,u, t) 

y = g(x,u, t) 

Where x- derivative of x with respect to time 

x - State variables of dimension n x n 

f - Vector of non-linear functions of size n x 1 

u - Input variables of size m x 1 

y - Output variables of size p x 1 

g - Vector of non-linear functions of size p x 1 

t-Time 

(2.1) 

n - Order of the power system modd indicating the total number of eigenvalues 

For systems that are time invariant (derivatives of the state variables are not explicit 

functions of time), the DAE equations in (2.1) can be simplified to (2.2) below. 

x = f(x, u) 

y = g(x,u) 
(2.2) 

When the power system is operating at steady-state equilibrium (Xo and Uo are constant at 

any time instant), the rates of change on any state variables are zero as follows: 

11 
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(2.3) 

Power system small-signal stability involves small disturbances or perturbations on the 

state variables. If from an equilibrium position mentioned above the system is perturbed 

by small amounts I:lx and Llu respectively, the new system state equations become (2.4). 

x = f [(x 0 + ~), (uo + ~u)] 
y=g[(xo +~),(uo +~u)] 

where x=Xo+1:lx and u=Uo+Llu. 

(2.4) 

Taylor series expansion on (2.4) and neglecting second and other higher order terms of 

the partial derivatives results in linearized set of equations (2.5) is obtained [2, 3, 14, 21]. 

M=AL\x+B~u 

~y=C~+D~u 
(2.5) 

The linearized equations in (2.5) are commonly shown without the symbol ceLl" as 

follows: 

where: 

x=Ax+Bu 

y=Cx+Du 

A - is an n x n state matrix 

B - is an n x r input matrix 

C - is an m x n output matrix 

D - is an m x r feed-forward matrix 

(2.6) 

The matrices A, B, C and D are vectors of partial derivatives of non-linear functions f 
and g with respect to time with appropriate dimensions as shown above. Power system 

stability performance is detennined from the eigenvalues of a square dimensional state 

matrix A together with their corresponding eigenvectors (mode shapes) and participation 

factors [2, 11, 21]. These eigenvalues are then used in eigenvalue analysis technique -
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often referred to as modal analysis - to detennine the small-signal stability of a power 

system [2, 11,21,24]. 

Eigenvalue analysis methods allow one to identify the natural modes of a power system 

and to identify the damping, frequency and nature (mode shapes and participation 

factors) for these modes, for a given operating condition. This method is used in small

signal stability analysis without the need to experiment with the actual power system 

model or to perform time domain simulations. 

2.4.1.1. Computation of eigenvalues 

The eigenvalues of the state matrix A can be computed by solving the characteristic 

equation (2.7), the roots of which give the poles of state and output of the power system 

model. 

det(A - AJ.) = 0 (2.7) 

Where A are the eigenvalues and I is the identity matrix. The identity matrix is a square 

dimensional matrix with ones on the diagonal and zeros off-diagonal entries. Each 

eigenvalue of the system takes the form of equation (2.8) 

A. = u±jm (2.8) 

Where a is the real part and w is the imaginary part. These eigenvalues are either real or 

complex and they give the dynamic performance of the system as follows: 

• Real eigenvalues indicate non-oscillatory modes. 

• Complex eigenvalues occur in conjugate pairs for oscillatory modes. 

• The real part gives the damping and the imaginary part gives the frequency of 

oscillation [21,25]. 

• The system is stable if all real parts are negative. 

• Positive real parts indicate an unstable system. 

• The damping ratio (Q detennines the rate of decay of the amplitude of the 

oscillations and is given by equation (2.9) below. 
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(2.9) 

The damping ratio is adequate if it is in the range 3 to 5 % where 3 % is too weakly 

damped while 5 % is weakly damped [21,29]. The eigenvalues are commonly computed 

using the QR algorithm. Sparsity techniques are used for large systems [21,24,26]. 

2.4.1.2. Mode shapes and eigenvectors 

For every eigenvalue ().;) there are corresponding right and left eigenvectors that satisfy 

the equations (2.10) below. 

A4>j = ~4>j 

'PjA=~'Pj 

for i=1, 2, ... , n 

(2.10) 

where el>i and Wi are the right and left eigenvectors respectively corresponding to 

eigenvalue Ai and n is the number of eigenvalues. 

The right eigenvector (el» describes the activity of the state variables in a mode and is 

often referred to as a mode shape. The left eigenvector ('P) describes the contribution of 

the activity of a state variable to the mode. Left and right eigenvectors corresponding to 

different eigenvalues are orthogonal and their product is zero. The product of 

eigenvectors corresponding to the same eigenvalue is given by (2.11) [2,21,24,29]. 

(2.11) 

where Ci is a non-zero constant. This constant is usually normalized so that Ci=1 as given 

by the function (2.12) 

{
I, fori = j c .. = 4>. 'P. = 

IJ I J 0, for i *" j 
(2.12) 
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2.4.1.3. Participation factors 

Participation factors are the product of the left and right eigenvector components of the 

selected eigenvalue. They give the relative participation of state variable to a mode given 

by (2.13) as a measure of observability multiplied by controllability in a power system. 

PId = Cl>jk 'P1d (2.13) 

where Pki is the participation factor of the selected state variable in a given eigenvalue 

mode, '¥ki and <l>jk are the left and right eigenvector components respectively. 

Participation. factors are dimensionless quantities [24] often normalised to give·· it total 

. sum of 1.0 (100 %) for all states participating in a given mode. The normalised 

participation factors are given by equation (2.14) below. 

(2.14) 

for k=l to n 

where n is the number of all states participating in a mode. 

2.4.2. Other analysis methods 

There are many power system stability analysis techniques such as Routh-Hurwitz (R-H) 

stability ~riterion and Tr~sfer Energy Functions (rEF). R-H is nece~sary to analyse a 

single-input-single-output system without performing time domain simulations [30]. TEF 

r are closely related to the swing equation and equal-area criterion where the TEF limit is 

the maximum energy gained from a disturbance in joules [21,30]. 

2.5. Summary 

Different terminologies used in power system stability were presented followed by the 

classification of different power system stability and analysis techniques used. Analysis 

method used depends on the type of power system stability problem to be solved. 
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Chapter 3: 

3. Power System Components Modelling 

3.1. Introduction 

Power system stability results can only be accurate and reliable if all components are 

modelled to closely reflect the steady-state and dynamic behaviour of the actual power 

system. For this reason, it is important to understand different power system 

components as well as how they are modelled and interconnected. The power system is a 

compkx and by far the largest human-made system on earth with many generators, 

transmission lint:s and loads. This makes it highly non-linear and difficult to predict the 

dynamic behaviour of such a big system due to non-linear components [1,2, 11,21]. 

The overall power system is subdivided into generation, transmission and distribution for 

bulk load supply. All these power system subsystems contribute to the stability of the 

power system [21, 23]. Higher load growth continuously forces these systems to operate 

doser to their stressed limits condition, requiring efficient computer simulation tools for 

efficient planning, stability analysis, design and control [26]. 

As complex and big as this system can be; it can be broken down into smaller subsystems 

whose dynamic characteristics can be easily modelled. Not only does the breaking down 

of the system into smaller subsystems make it easy to model, but it also makes it easy to 

study individual generator dynamics in the complex system when interested in local plant 

modes [1]. 

This chapter discusses different power system components modelling in power system 

stability analysis. A generic SMIB model in Fig. 3.1 adopted from [11] will be used to 

indicate different components applicable to this research. The system is further 

subdivided into individual components to easily discuss modelling techniques and 

fundamental characteristics thereof. 
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Bus 1 Bus 2 Bus 3 

PQLoad 

Figure 3.1: SMIB power system 

The diagram in Fig. 3.1 has the following power system components applicable to the 

SMIB and the 2A4M system models chosen for test cases in this research: 

• A synchronous generator, excitation system comprised of the automatic voltage 

regulator (A VR) and the power system stabilizer (PSS). 

• Transmission line (Z) and a two-winding transformer. 

• Infinite bus. 

• Loads: Constant PQ loads and a static non-linear polynomial (ZIP) load models. 

• Power system buses (nodes) 

The power system is designed to continuously supply the load demand at all times. The 

electric generation must always match load demand and the losses across the entire 

transmission system during steady state operating condition [11]. When the power system 

is subjected to a disturbance, protection systems are required to provide protection 

functionalities to detect and eliminate minimal number of faulted components to 

enhance stability and recovery of the power system [31 - 33]. 

During and after the disturbance, the power system undergoes major oscillations. The 

excitation systems (A VR and PSS) initiate corrective measures to control the generator 

terminal voltage as well as damping of the power system oscillations [2,14,16,21]. 

The transmission system is comprised of transmission lines and transformers that 

provide the transfer of power from different areas to the loads at different voltage levels 

for efficient power transfer capabilities [21, 22]. 
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It is evident that the stability of the power system is dependent on different power 

system components. It is therefore important to accurately model all components. Power 

system components in Fig. 3.1 will be further discussed in detail to highlight fundamental 

characteristics important for small-signal stability analysis. 

3.1.1. Synchronous generator. 

Small-signal stability of a power system is about keeping all interconnected synchronous 

machines in synchronism [21]. Accurate modelling of the synchronous machine is 

therefore utmost important for reliable power system stability analysis results. 

There are many synchronous machine models in theory and all have advantages and 

disadvantages in power system stability analysis. The simplest machine models are easy to 

model and analyse while they do not accurately reflect the dynamics of high order 

machine models. Detailed higher order machine models on the other hand accurately 

model generators for the analysis of small-signal stability but it is difficult to get the 

complete synchronous machine data from the manufacturers. When dealing with higher 

order machine models, additional complicated tests have to be done in order to acquire 

synchronous machine reactance, time constants and saturation data [1,2, 14,21,34]. 

The synchronous machine models range from simplest classical (2nd order) to detailed 8th 

order machines. The 6th order synchronous machine model is the preferred machine for 

small-signal stability analysis [2, 11, 14]. The order number indicates the number of states 

associated with the synchronous generator on the eigensolution. 

Synchronous machines are modelled using either operational impedance model or the 

coupled-circuit model [2, 21]. The coupled-circuit model requires standard parameter 

data to be specified for direct axis (d-axis) and quadrature axis (q-axis) for the complete 

synchronous machine model. These models cater for the effects of magnetic saturation 

that will be discussed further in detail. 

The d- and q-axis parameters are easily derived using Park's transformation by 

transforming phase quantities to dqO quantities. The transformation is done using the 

matrix equations given by [16, 21] as follows: 
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Phase (abc) to dqO equations 
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-sin(O) 1 ~d] 
-sin(O- 21r) 1 Iq 

3 
21r io 

-sin(O+-) 1 
3 

~. ] (3.1) 'b 
ic 

(3.2) 

The equations above are actual values for both balanced and unbalanced systems where: 

id, ~ and io are the d-axis, q-axis and zero sequence currents respectively. 

i., ib and i.: are the phase currents. 

e is the phase angle. 

Both equation (3.1) and (3.2) were adopted from [21] 

This research covers models of 2nd to 6th order machines. The machine models discussed 

in this thesis are as follows: 

(a) Classical 2nd order machine model 

The classical machine is the simplest model used in stability analysis for the first 

electromechanical swing or when the duration of study is less than 1" <fJ time constant of 

the generator. The classical machine model is represented by a constant voltage (E') 

behind transient reactance (X'.v. This machine model simplifies network computations 

and has less data requirements [1, 21]. There are two states associated with the classical 

generator model i.e. speed (1:11») and rotor angle (1:18). 
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The classical machine model is represented by a non-linear differential swing equation 

for the synchronous generator rotor. The swing equation can be derived and explained 

using Newton's second law or the "mass-spring analogy" as follows [22,25,27]: 

Tm -Te =Ta 

p =Ta 
a OJ 

(3.3) 

where Tm, Te, and Ta are mechanical torque, electrical torque and accelerating torque, 

respectively while CI) is the rotor speed. By using the torque and power relationship and 

assuming the rated synchronous generator angular speed to be 1 per unit, we get (3.4) 

(3.4) 

Where COs is the base angular velocity in radians per second, S(t) is the rotor angular 

position in radians, H is the inertia constant representing stored kinetic energy at 

synchronous speed in seconds (or M.W-s/MV A), Pm is the mechanical power of the 

machine (p.u) , Pe is the electrical power output and Pa is the net accelerating or 

decelerating power in p.u [11,21,28]. 

The equations (3.4) are non-linear and are solved by digital computer simulation tools 

using integration methods. The swing equation is given by [21] to include the effects of 

damping coefficient as follows: 

d!l.aJ, = _l_(f _ f - K !l.OJr) 
dt 2H m e D 

do 
- = OJo!l.OJ, 
dt 

(3.5) 

where Ko is the damping coefficient and CI). is the angular velocity of the synchronous 

machine rotor. 
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(b) Third order model 

The third order model was developed as an extension of the classical model to include 

the effects of field windings. There are three states indicated by I:!..w, 1:!..8 and 'IIf' where 'IIf 

is the flux linkages in the field windings [14]. 

(c) Fourth order model 

This synchronous machine model is an extension of the 3m order model [10]. It includes 

the effects of electrical damping by adding a damper winding on the quadrature (q-) axis. 

It has four states (I:!..w, 1:!..8, 'IIf and '111,J, where '1'1'1 is flux linkages in the damper windings. 

(d) Fifth order model 

The 5th order machine model includes the damper winding in the direct (d-) axis and 

extends the 3th order with two additional states ('1'1'1 and WId) to make the total states five. 

This machine is believed to be a good representation of a salient pole synchronous 

machine model in power system stability studies [14, 17,21,20,35]. 

(e) Sixth order model 

A round rotor machine is accurately modelled by a 6th order machine model. This model 

has an additional damper winding in the q-axis to cater for the eddy currents. It has six 

states represented by I:!..w, 1:!..8, 'IIf, '1'1'1' WId and'll2q. This machine model is recommended 

for power system small-signal stability analysis [1,2,21]. Figure 3.2 indicates the coupled 

circuit (a) direct axis and (b) quadrature axis equivalent circuit for the 6th order model [2]. 

(a) d-axis (b) q-axis 

Figure 3.2: d- and q-axis circuits of a 6* order synchronous machine 

The machine models in Fig. 3.2 (a) and (b) were indicated without the effects of 

saturation. The open-circuit characteristic curve (Ocq of the terminal voltage versus the 
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field current is used along with the :rir-gap lin~ to detennin~ th~ sanrn.tion in d-:uci, for 

th~ ,ynchronous machin~. According to [2, 14, 17,21,20, 36]. th~t~ arc many model, 

u.,~d to modd machin~ "'-turatioo with no unique gcnet:illy acc~ptabl~ method. [4]

The'e tmthematical unrn.tion modd, arc dL-Vdoped following re.<oo~ble .. ,wnption. _ 

Alr~gap trne (a) 

~~ , 
-------------'1 

-~ -----------, 

0: hI OL 

OCC cu r ve IbJ 

held cu ~ rer~ :Fj i lo.uJ 

Figure 3.3: Synchronou, machin~ . anIration cun'~ 

Diff~rent authors and pov,er 'y'tem ,imulo tion tool, u,c. different ,"l\l!a~(\n model, bu t 

mo,t eoll11}}()1] modd, use the exponential modd si'-e!l by equ.tiO!l (3_6) below: 

(3.6) 

where A~, B,~ arul e are the ,aturation parameters calculated from the oce and air-gap 

cul,-e. ,h()'.1,~ in I'ig. 3_3. C i . normally med a, (l.S indiating the point on the yoltage or 

Ill'"'- wher~ oce and Air-gap]in" start, to split (beginning of th~ ""n-linear portion of 

the aee line)_ 'l-'(t) is the flux (or the yoltage) at an}' rime in. tant in per unit as follows: 

S A .~ (l .l--o.'1 

1~" "" e 
(3_7) 

The v~lt\~s of S, ~ arul S" are calculated directly frolll the cruves by taking field current 

nIue, at points at> ' " b, and b, u shown Oll Pig. 3.3 where a, and b, cone, ponds to 
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voltage or flux values at 1.0 per unit on the air-gap and aee lines respectively. Similarly, 

~ and b2 are current values at 1.2 per unit voltages on the air-gap and aee curves 

respectively. The values of St.o and St.2 are then calculated as follows: 

The saturation model defined in [20,37] is given by equations (3.8). 

(3.8) 

where [20] uses the the exponential saturation equation (3.6) with an additional factor '¥a

A...t to fit the saturation curve. 

Saturation model used in [17] is given by equations (3.9) 

a l b l -a l 
S1.0 = 1-- = ---

bl bl 

a 2 b2 -a 2 
SI.2 = 1-- = ---

b2 b2 

(3.9) 

Model described by [2] is defined by equations (3.10) 

(3.10) 

Values found using equations (3.8) - (3.10) are then used to solve equation (3.7) 

simultaneously to get Aut and But. It is important to note that different simulation tools 

require saturation parameters to be specified differendy. Some tools require the user to 

specify S10 and S1.2 while others require A..." But and C. All these values are internally 

used to model the synchronous machine saturation characteristics using mathematical 

models used by the respective software tools [17,20,35,37]. 
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The usage requirements and data format specifications for the three simulation tools 

under comparative study are all discussed in components modelling for PSAT, 

MatNetEig and PacDyn in chapters 4, 5 and 6 respectively. These models are all 

different, mort detailed disCTISsWn tlIId ma/bmtatica/modtls of salllration used in these tools have been 

covered in appendix C. The variations in mathematical saturation models used resulted in 

differences in numerical simulation results [2, 17, 20, 35], as shown in chapter 8. 

3.1.2. A VR excitation system.. 

There are many types of automatic voltage regulation (A VR) excitation system models 

developed over the years. These include rotating DC, rotating AC and static thyristor 

AVR exciters in literature [2, 14, 17, 21, 20, 35]. The main function of all these AVR 

excitation systems is to provide direct current (dc) field voltage to control the generator 

terminal voltage [2, 14, 16,21]. AVR models developed by IEEE are the most commonly 

used in power system studies and these include IEEE type-1 and IEEE type-2 exciter 

models. Although other exciter models exist and should be used, the IEEE models are 

mosdy used due to simplicity and availability of data [21]. 

3.1.3. Power system stabilizer. 

Power system stabilizers (PSS) are used to damp power system oscillations. They 

enhance the stability of a power system following a disturbance. The PSS uses auxiliary 

signals such as speed, frequency and voltage to improve the oscillatory behaviour of the 

power system [9, 11, 21]. %e generic power system stabilizer block diagram below is 

used to explain functionalities of different components of a PSS. 

T ... s 
Kw Tws + 1 

v.min 

v.max 

Figure 3.4: Generic power system. stabilizer block diagram 

Fig. 3.4 shows fundamental building blocks of a power system stabilizer as follows: 

1. Gain and washout circuits: Used to filter the DC offset of the input signal 

and to provide right amount of damping required. 
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2. Lead-lag circuit*: Phase compensation to provide phase lead to the phase lag. 

Note: * The lead-lag circtlit (2) can be one or two depending on the angle to be compensated for tllning 

the PSS to stabilise the -!ynchronollS generator. 

3.1.4. AC transmission lines. 

AC transmission lines can be modelled using different modds such as the short line 

model, medium line and long line modd [22, 23, 26]. However, in this research work 

transmission lines have been modelled using a lumped-circuit equivalent ~cuit modd 

for the analysis of voltages and currents at both ends of the lines [5, 22]. Transmission 

lines are generally represented by the "two port network" shown in Fig. 3.5. This shows 

the relationships between sending end voltages and currents with the receiving end 

voltages and currents [11, 22] 

Is 
~ I Z=R+j~ i ~ 

v y -- Two Port Network -- y V. • - -~ -~ 2 (ABCD) 2 

Figure 3.5: Equivalent ~circuit transmission line (two port network) 

The diagram in Fig. 3.5 is the equivalent 7t-circuit of the transmission line with the 

following network components: 

V. and Is are the sending end voltage and current. 

Vt and It are the receiving end voltage and current. 

Z = R + j~ is the series impedance of the line, per unit length. 

Y is the shunt admittance of the line. 

The impedance and admittance of the line are commonly represented by parameters A, 

B, C and D. The equivalent 7t-circuit (short line) modd is used to modd AC transmission 
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line impedances of the transmission lines in all three simulation tools compared in this 

research [22,23]. 

3.1.5. Two-winding transformer. 

A transformer is used in transmission systems for the utilisation of different voltage 

levels and to enhance power transfer capability [11, 21, 22, 43]. A model used is an 

equivalent 7t-circuit transmission line with an "ideal transformer" represented by fixed or 

variable turns ratio (a:l) and both series reactance and shunt reactance given by "Ze" 

shown in Fig. 3.6 below [21, 38]. 

Vp Vs 

a:l 

Figure 3.6: Ideal two-winding transformer 

The diagram in Fig. 3.6 shows an ideal two-winding transformer with the following 

circuit components: 

Vp and V. are the primary and secondary voltages respectively. 

a is the transformer voltage turns ratio. 

Z. is the transformer impedance normally modelled using an equivalent 7t-circuit. 

3.1.6. Bus classifications. 

A power system bus or node is a virtual point on the network where different power 

system components can be connected. There are different types of buses based on the 

components connected. Each bus has a total of four variables (i.e. real power, reactive 

power, magnitude of bus voltage and phase angle). Bus classification depends on the 

both the known and unknown variables prior to load flow solution [11, 18,21- 23]. 

(a) Swing bus 

(b) PV or voltage controlled bus 

(c) Load or PQ bus 
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The detailed discussion of bus classifications is covered in the Appendix. 

3.1.7. Infinite bus. 

In power system stability analysis terms, an infinite bus is a voltage source with constant 

voltage magnitude, phase angle and frequency. This represents the part of the power 

system relativdy large enough not to be affected by the faults on the system. This bus 

also represents a big generator far from the point of fault (disturbance) [2,21]. 

Different simulation tools use different methods in moddling an infinite bus. Some tools 

use a voltage source with constant voltage magnitude and phase angle while others use a 

classical machine resulting in additional redundant states [17, 20, 35]. The use of an 

infinite bus or a reference bus in stability analysis removes redundant states [19,21]. 

3.1.8. Power system loads. 

At any given instant, the power system generation must match the load demand and 

losses. With the high economic and industrial growth, the load demand increases and 

forces the power system to continuously operate close to the power system stability 

margin. It is important to understand the dynamics of the loads to accuratdy modd all 

loads for power system stability analysis [1,2, 11, 16,21]. 

There are many types of dectric power system loads but these are all classified in two 

main broad categories. These are static loads and dynamic loads. Static load modds have 

algebraic functions of bus voltage magnitudes and frequency at any instant [2,21]. 

It is important to note that is not always easy in the real life to know the exact 

representations of the load and in some system the load can have mixed characteristics of 

both dynamic and static loads [1, 16,21]. 

Dynamic load modds vary rapidly with changing voltage and frequency and they are 

given by algebraic functions of bus voltage magnitudes and frequency deviations 

dependent on the past instant [1,2,21]. Dynamic load models will not be discussed in 

detail as they are not used on any modd in this thesis. 
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Static load models in power systems have different forms but only the exponential and 

polynomial load models are discussed in this thesis. 

(a) Exponential load models 

These load models have either constant power or constant current or constant 

impedance load characteristics. The exponential function defining the real and reactive 

power components are given by equations (3.11) 

p=p,(;,J 

Q=Q.(;')' 
(3.11) 

where a and b are the exponents for the real and reactive power components of the load 

as follows: When the value of a (or b) is 0, 1 or 2: Then P (or Q) is constant power, 

constant current or constant impedance respectively. 

The exponential load model above requires initial real and reactive power components 

(Po and Qo) at the initial operating condition with bus voltages Vo where subscript "0" 

denotes the initial condition 

(b) Polynomial load models (ZIP) 

Static load can also be modelled using polynomial load models with algebraic functions 

of bus voltage magnitudes. These loads are also referred to as ZIP loads due to the 

components constant impedance (Z), constant current (I) and constant power (P) adding 

up to the overall load. Equation (3.12) below shows ZIP load models for real and 

reactive power components: 

P=Po[PI(y 2)+ P2(y)+ P3] 

Q = Qo[ql (y 2)+Q2(Y)+q3] 
(3.12) 

where Pb P2 and P3 are portions of constant impedance, constant current and constant 

power on the real component of the load (P); qb ~ and q3 are portions of constant 
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impedance, constant current and constant power on the reactive component of the load 

(Q) and V is V /Vo as described in the exponential load model. 

The portion Z, lor P can be in percentage (%) or in per unit (fraction) depending on the 

simulation tool. Both qh <lz and 'b must add up to unity (for per unit) or 100 in %. 

Similarly the components Pb P2and P3 must add up to 100 %. 

The exponential and polynomial load models discussed so far do not have frequency 

dependency. The frequency dependency of these loads are included by multiplying the 

first equation of (3.11) and (3.12) by an additional factor (1+KepLlf) for real power 

component and by multiplying the second equation (3.11) and (3.12) by (1+Kr.Af) for 

reactive power component. This result in (3.13) and (3.14) below for exponential and 

ZIP load models respectively: 

p=p,(~r (l+K.MJ 

Q=Qo(~J (l+K.MJ 

P=Po[PI(V 2)+ P2(V)+ P3](1+KtpM} 

Q = Qo[ql (V 2) + q2 (V) + q3 ](1 + Ki}M) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

Where Krp and Krq are the active and reactive power frequency dependency constants 

respectively and !:::.f is the frequency deviation. 

Equations (3.13) and (3.14) assume both the voltage and frequency dependency of the 

load as used by various power system simulation tools. Analysis of the three simulation 

tools used in this research indicated that all tools can model both exponential and 

polynomial load models. The effects of ZIP load models have been investigated and the 

findings were given in the discussion of the results in chapter 8. 
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3.2. Summary of components modelling. 

nus chapter highlighted power system component modelling techniques commended by 

different authors in the literature. These components include synchronous machines, 

excitation systems, transmission lines, two-winding transformers, infinite bus and load 

models. Different bus classifications were discussed and mathematical expressions for 

static load models were shown. 

The three simulation tools investigated use different saturation models on synchronous 

machines. More specific details and usage formats for PSAT, PacDyn and MatNetEig 

will be discussed in chapters 4, 5 and 6 as used in small-signal stability analysis. 
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Chapter 4: 

4. Features And Capabilities Of PSAT 2.1.2 Simulation Tool 

4.1. Power System Analysis Toolbox (pSAT 2.1.2) 

PSAT [17] is free open source Matlab based power system simulation package designed 

for the analysis of both steady state and dynamic simulations. It has the following 

routines used for power system analysis: Power flow, continuation power flow, optimal 

power flow, small-signal stability analysis, time domain simulations and phasor 

measurement unit (PMU) placement. It has documentation and quick reference manuals 

that offer users support and tutorials with network data files for examples. PSA T tool 

has an online discussion forum with over 7038 problem discussions messeges, challenges 

and suggested solutions with 1835 registered members up-to-date [34]. 

The load flow routine requires bus, line, slack generator, PV generators, constant power 

loads, FACTS devices and shunt admittances data in either Simulink PSAT library single 

lines or Madab (pSAT m-file) data format. Dynamic simulations require additional 

dynamic components data defined by: Synchronous machine models, control system 

(A VR excitation, PSS, Turbine governors, etc), dynarriic load models, faults, breakers and 

many other components not to be covered in this thesis. Data can also be imported from 

various standard data formats (i.e. CEPEL ANARADE, Chapman, Cyme, DIgSILENT 

PowerFactory, EPR!, Eurostag, Flowdemo, IEEE common format, Matpower, Neplan, 

Pcflo, PSS/E, PST2, PowerWorld, Simp ow, VST and many other data formats) [17,35]." 

The tool has data format conversion (DFC) modules used to convert supported data file 

formats to and from PSAT data format. The DFC promotes users to enhance research 

capabilities. The section on component modelling describes how each component is used 

and applicable mandatory data fields when using PSAT 2.1.2 data format. 

Load flow is performed by making use of standard Newton-Raphson (NR), fast 

decoupled (BX and XB), Runge-Kutta, Lwamoto and simple robust method [17]. In this 

thesis, NR method is used for all load flow simulations. Load flow solution is an entry 

point for stability studies where dynamic components are initialised. 
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After a successful load flow simulation, dynamic network analyses are performed using 

analytical Jacobian matrices and Matlab's sparse algorithms to compute eigenvalues for 

small-signal stability (modal) analysis and time domain simulations. Integration methods 

used in time domain simulations are Trapezoidal rule and Forward Euler [17]. For more 

details on these methods, see [21,26,28]. PSAT allows users to model disturbances in 

the form of perturbation files or via the command line usage direcdy after load flow 

convergence. Faults and breakers are used extensively to model and simulate 

disturbances. This research covers modal analysis and time domain simulations for small

signal stability studies as well as the visualisation of eigenvalues and participation factors 

of the power system model. 

PSAT 2.1.2 has a wide variety of output formats that can be set or used for analysis, 

viewing and presentation of simulation results. Results are mainly provided and 

accessible from the main graphical user interface (GVI) in both text and graphical 

formats. All results can be exported and saved in formats such as plain text, Excel, 

LATEX, html, Matlab scripts, Windows metafiles, colour EPS plot files and many other 

data formats. PSAT allows access to all internal variables via the Matlab work space. 

Static and time domain simulation results are logged in a Command History log and this 

history log can be exported and saved in plain text ASCII file format. Small-signal 

stability analysis results (eigenvalues) can be viewed in graphical plots (Z-map and S

map), text and they can be exported to other file formats. When using Simulink network 

data formats, it is possible to view load flow results on the network single line diagram. 

General program settings can be modified via the G VI settings options and can also be 

specified together with network related settings in the network model data file. All 

general program settings can also be set via the settings file (Settings.m) located under 

the PSAT root directory folder. Base and tolerance settings can be changed or set on the 

main program window (i.e. base MV A, frequency, start time, end time, maximum 

number of iterations, power flow tolerance and dynamic tolerance). Settings on the 

network data file has precedence and always overwrites the settings specified on the main 

G VI window when performing load flow and time domain simulations. 
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reference to user manual is advised when using perturbation files. Table 4.1 below shows 

component models and data formats used in PSAT simulation tool [17]. 

Component 

Model 

Bus 

Table 4.1: PSAT 2.1.2 components and data formats 

PSAT 2.1.2 

PSAT 2.1.2 models a bus using Bus.con in matrix vector form. 

Mandatory fields are: 

(Bus_number norminal voltage in kV Voltage(p.u) angle(8 rad)]. 

The bus should have a corresponding vector Bus.names with bus 

names specified. i.e. 

Bus.names = {'Bus1 ';'Bus2'; ... }; 

Transmission Power system lines (AC) are modelled using Line.con in row vector 

line matrix form per line. The required fields for the line using nominal1t

circuit model are: 

[FromBus# ToBus# MV A kV Freq length* 0.0** R X B] 

Where Freq is the power system frequency, MV A is the system MV A 

base. This MV A base can also be set in the command line using 

Settinngs.mva=value; 

Note: *length is specified in km while R, X and B in per unit on the 

system base. ** Since R, X and B are in per unit, the line length does 

not have effect on the line model. Therefore, the value 0.0 is inserted. 

Transformer Line.con described above for lines is also used to model 

transformers, the following data fields are mandatory when Line.con 

is used for a transformer data: 

[FromBus# ToBus# MV A kV Freq 0.0 V_ratio R* x* O.O*] 

Note: * R and X are in per unit on the transformer ratings, 0.0 denotes 

values that are not applicable in a two-winding transformer. 
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Synchronous PSAT has 8 synchronous machine modds ranging from second order 

Machine classical to detailed 8th order modd as follows: Classical modd (II), 3m 

order (III), 4th order (IV), 5th order (V.I), 5th order (V.lI), 5th order 

(V.III), 6th order (VI) and 8th order (VIII). The order indicates the 

nwnber of states associated with the synchronous generator. The 8th 

order modd will not be used in this thesis and therefore not discussed. 

The machine data is implemented in a row vector matrix data in 

Syn.con where each row represents a synchronous machine modd 

using the following data format with 26 columns: 

[Bus# MVA kV F(HZ) Modd# Xl Ra Xd X'd X"d T'dO T"dO 

Xq X'q X"q T'qO T"qO M(2H) D Kw Kp rP rQ Taa S1.0 S1.2] 

The data "Kw Kp rP rQ Taa S1.0 S1.2" are optional and can 

only be included if modelling of machine saturation is required. Valid 

moddnwnbers (Modd#) are 2, 3, 4, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 6 and 8. All 

generator data are included depending on the machine type as defined 

in the user manual. Data not required should be set to 0.0. 

There are three 5th order modds indicated by 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. They all 

have five states each. Machne modd 5.1 asswnes X'd=X"d=X"q' Modd 

5.2 asswnes only one additional circuit on the d-axis while modd 5.3 

considers the effects of speed variation on tyhe flux linkages [17]. 

Table 4.2 shows machine time constaOts and reactance applicable to 

different models of the synchronous machines. 

Table 4.2: synchronous machine time constants and reactance. 

Order TdO TqO Tn dO rqO iXd ~'d Xnd Xq X'q iXn 
q 

D ..J 

III ..J ..J ..J ..J 
IV ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J 

V.I ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J 
V.l ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J 

Vol ..J ..J ..J ..J 

VI ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J 

VOl ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J 
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The user manual must be checked and used for other assumptions. 

The synchronous machine saturation is modelled by parameter data 

S1.0 and S1.2 in the Syn.con data given by S1.0=1-(a/bJ and 

S1.2=1-(aibz). 

The saturation factors S1.0 and S1.2 are internally used to calculate A 

and B constants. The Saturation model used is the exponential model 

with I (eqj = A.eB 
(eq' - C) where C is internally fixed to 0.8 in the 

program code. The parameters at, ~ bt and b2 are taken from the air

gap/ open circuit saturation curve as indicated in chapter 3. 

Infinite Bus The infinite bus is referred to as a "Slack generator" in PSAT. Each 

network model should have at least one slack generator but only one 

slack bus per network model can be selected as a reference node. Slack 

generators are modelled as ''V 6" buses with constant voltage 

magnitude and phase angle as reference in small-signal stability. 

PSAT uses SW.con with each row vector representing a slack 

generator. The following structure shows mandatory data fields: 

[Bus# MVAkV V(p.u) V_angle (rad)] 

Optional data are the reactive power and voltage limits on the bus(es). 

PV / PQ bus Both PV bus and PQ generator bus models are available in PSAT in 

the variables named PV.con and PQgen.con for PV bus and PQ 

generator respectively. These data are specified to be used in load flow 

simulations before the initialisation of dynamic components, ref ere to 

data files in the appendix for usage. 

Case studies conducted in [18] revealed that the PV bus model has 

better convergence characteristics than the PQ generator bus model in 

terms of speed and accuracy. 
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The following mandatory data formats are used on PV bus and PQ 

generator bus respectively: 

PV.con = [Bus# MY A kV V(p.u) PgO(p.u)] 

PQgen.con = [Bus# MY A kV PgO(p.u) QgO(p.u)] 

Notes: PV bus has both reactive power and voltage limits as optional 

data while PQ generator has voltage limits on the optional data. For all 

small-signal stability cases in this thesis, a PV bus was used. 

AVR Exciter PSAT has three automatic voltage regulator (AVR) excitation types. 

A VR Type I is a standard Italian regulator (ENEL), A VR Type II is 

the standard IEEE model 1 and A VR Type III is the simplest A VR 

model used for "rough" stability analyses [34, 35]. A VRs are modelled 

to define primary voltage regulation of synchronous machines. The 

block diagrams of type I and II A VR are included in the appendix. 

All A VR exciters are modelled in a row vector format under the name 

Exc.con with the following distinctive structures where 0.0 indicate 

values that are not required for these A VR types respectively: 

AVR Type I 

[Gen# 1 V r..Jdu V rJdjn Uo Tl T2 T3 T4 T. Tr A. B. status] 

AVR Type II 

[Gen# 2 V r..Jdu V rJdjn K. T. Kr T f 0.0 T. Tr A. B. status] 

AVR Type III 

[Gen# 3 V f..)dax V £..)din Uo T;: Tl V!U Vo T. Tr 0.0 0.0 status] 

where: A. and B. are the saturation coefficients, status (lor 0) is used 

to set the A VR as either connected or not connected. Both A. and B. 

are not used in this thesis. The differences in these three A VR types 

can be seen on the required data as well as on the block diagrams. 
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PSS 

These three A VR types can all be used in one power system modd 

with the exception that only one A VR is required per synchronous 

machine. A VR type III is the one that have been used in this thesis. 

The diagram in Fig. 4.2 shows a type III A VR system. Refer to the 

appendix and the user manual for type I and II A VR block diagrams. 

v 

Figure 4.2 Type III A VR block diagram 

Major restrictions are that some parameter data can not be set to zero 

(0.0) on these A VR models. It is not possible to minimally reduce the 

above modd by setting other time constants to zero. 

PSAT has five different types of power system stabilizers (PSS). Each 

PSS type supports three types of input signals (i.e. rotor speed w, 

active power Pg and bus voltage magnitude V g of the generator to 

which the PSS is connected through the A VR). The PSS output signal 

is the state variable V pss that modifies A VR reference voltage (V ~V. 

PSS data is modelled in row vector data format in a Vector named 

PSS.con with the following structure applicable to all PSS types: 

[A VR# PSS~odd# PSS_sig V 1MB V sMin Kw Tw Tt T2 T3 T4 ... 

K. Ta ~ kV Va*MD. Va*Min VI*MD. VI*Min e_tIu: W_thr S2 status] 

PSS~odd# is the model number (1, 2, 3,4 or 5) specifying the type 

ofPSS modd to use. PSS_sig indicates the input signal type as follows 

{1: Speed input, 2: Power input and 3: Voltage input}. Types 4 and 5 

are similar to 1 and 2 respectivdy and checks for both the threshold 

voltage (e~ and speed threshold (w_ttJ signals status. 
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Load (1): 

PQLoad 

Power system stabilizers can not be used with znc! order (II) generators. 

Algebraic modelling of the PSS does not allow some parameter data to 

be set to zero (0.0). For the purpose of this research, PSS type 1 with a 

speed input signal was used. 

The block diagram in Fig. 4.3 below shows a PSS type II system; refer 

to the user manual for type 1, 3, 4 and 5 block diagrams. 

vsmax 
r-

!L.,. Tws ~ TIs + I ---t T3S + I r---+ I .!4 
Kw r:s+T T2S+ I T4S+ I Tes+l 

--./ 
vsmin 

Figure 4.3 Type 2 PSS block diagram 

The PSS block diagram in Figure 4.3 can be reduced by setting some 

of the parameter data to 0.0 if required (ie. T3 and/or TJ. The 

restriction is that T 4 can not be set to 0.0. 

PQ loads are modelled using PQ.con in a row vector fonnat and the 

mandatory data fields are structured as follows: 

[Bus# MV A kV PL(p.u) ~(p.u)] 

Note: P L and ~ are in per unit on the system MV A and bus voltage 

kV ratings. Negative PL and ~ values can be used for excess power. 

Optional data include voltage limits to be set to the bus where 

individual loads are connected and also allows for the conversion from 

PQ to impedance if the load flow solution is likely not to be reached 

within specified tolerance and/or number of iterations [17, 18]. 

Load (2): PSAT has the following static-nonlinear load models: voltage 

Static non- dependent loads (VDL), ZIP loads, frequency dependent loads, 

linear Loads exponential recovery loads, thermostatically controlled loads, Jimma 
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and mixed loads. All these load types are function of the bus voltage 

magnitudes. The use of VDL and ZIP loads (Mn.eon) and their 

fonnats will be discussed. Only the results found when using ZIP 

loads (pLeon) are presented. 

Voltage dependent loads (VDL) are the exponential load models with 

the name Mn.eon to model the load. Equations (4.1) represent the 

real and reactive power components of the load as monomial 

exponential power of the bus voltage magnitudes: 

P=Po(1 VI)~ 
Q = Qo(l V I)aj 

(4.1) 

where exp, exq = (0, 1, 2) for constant power, constant current and 

constant impedance respectively, V is the bus voltage magnitude (p.u). 

The fonnat for a VDL load (Mn.eon) is as follows: 

[Bus# MVA kV Po Qo exp exq z status] 

where Po: Active power rating % (p.u) 

Qo: Reactive power rating % (p.u) 

exp: Active power exponent (0, 1,2) 

exq: Reactive power exponent (0, 1,2) 

z: {Oil, 1: Initialise after power flow} 

status: {Oil, 1: Connected} 

ZIP loads are modelled in PSAT using polynomial functions of bus 

voltages as PLeon. These load models have components of the 

impedance (Z), current (I) and power (P), hence the name (ZIP). They 

have a quadratic expression of bus voltages follows: 
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v V 
p=g(_)2 +Ip(-)+Pn 

Vo Vo 

v V 
Q=b(_)2 + Iq(-)+Qn 

Vo Vo 

(4.2) 

Where Vo is the initial voltage at the load bus as obtained by the power 

flow solution and V is the magnitude of the bus voltage in per unit. 

ZIP loads can also be included directly in the power flow analysis with 

the following equations used when the initial voltage is not known. 

P = g(V2)+ Ip(V)+ Pn 

Q=b(V2)+Iq (V) + Qn 

(4.3) 

ZIP load models require a PQ load as modelled in Load (1) and the 

additional parameter data as defined in Pl.con below models the ZIP 

load as a percentages of the this PQ load. 

[Bus# MVA kV F(HZ) g Ip Pn b Iq ~ z status] 

Where: 

g: Conductance % (p.u) 7 constant impedance part 

Ip: Active current % (p.u) 7 constant current part 

P n(~: Active(reactive) power % (p.u) 7 constant power 

b: Susceptance % (p.u) 7 constant impedance part 

Iq: Reactive current % (p.u) 7 constant current part 

z{1/0}: Initialize after power flow 

Status {1 /O}: Connection status. 

The exponential voltage dependent load (VDL) and polynomial (ZIP) 

load models can be modelled with frequency dependency in PSA T. 

The additional factors (1 + ~~f) for active power component and 

(1 + ~~f) for reactive power component are used. The frequency 

dependency of the load is accounted for by the change in frequency 
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Fault 

Breaker 

(.6f). Load frequency dependence was not modelled in this research. 

PSAT is capable of simulating faults on the bus as specified on the 

Fault.con row vector matrix for balanced 3 phase faults. The fault 

data format is as follows: 

[Bus# MV A kV F(HZ) tf(s) tc(s) tR.(p.u) fX(p.u)] 

where tf: Fault time (sec) 

tc : Fault clearance time (sec) 

tR.: Fault resistance (p.u) on system base. 

fX: Fault reactance (p.u) on system base. 

Breakers in PSAT are modelled by using a variable name Breaker.con 

with the following data format: 

[line# Bus# MVA kV F(HZ) status tl t21 

where: status {breaker initial state, 1: Closed, 0: Open} 

tl: First intervention time (sec) 

~: Second intervention time (sec). 

Note: breaker operation interventions at t1 and t2 depend on initial 

state of the breaker (i.e. whether to open or close at these time 

instances). The breakers are all 3 pole breakers and operate on all 

phases simultaneously. 

Disturbance In addition to faults and breakers, PSAT uses perturbation files to 

model power system disturbances. The perturbation disturbances 

require knowledge of programming as well as an in-depth knowledge 

of internal input and output variable names. 

Disturbances modelled can include - but not limited to - changes in 

loads, generation, reference voltages, rotor speed, mechanical power 

input and others. Perturbation files with disturbance were used in the 

research but their usage is not described in details in this thesis. 
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4.3. PSAT components summary in small-signal stability analysis 

Table 4.3 below shows a summary of component models as used in PSAT 2.1.2. TIlis 

table can be used as a quick reference manual when modelling a power system for small

signal stability studies in PSAT 2.1.2 simulation tool. 

Table 4.3 Summary ofPSAT 2.1.2 Power system components model names 

Component Component description PSAT model Name 
Bus Bus.con 
Bus names Bus.names 
Line/ transformer Line.con 

Steady state Slack generator SW.con 
components PVbus PV.con 

PQ generator PQ2en.con 
PQload PQ.con 
MVABase Settings.mva 

Synchronous generator ~.con 
Infinite bus / Slack generator SW.con 
A VR excitation controller Exc.con 

Dynamic stability Power system stabilizer PSS.con 
components Voltage dependent load (exponential) Mn.con 

ZIP load PI. con 
Fault Fault.con 
Breaker Breaker.con 
Disturbances (Generic) Perturbation files 

4.4. Summary 

This chapter highlighted power system components and modelling techniques used in 

PSAT 2.1.2. PSAT has a wide variety of input data support and data conversion 

capabilities. It has advanced text and graphical plotting utilities for results viewing and 

analysis. Although the scope did not cover all component models, all static and dynamic 

components used in the selected power system models in this thesis were investigated 

and their usage requirements in small-signal stability analysis were explained. 

All eight different types of synchronous machines ranging from classical r order to 

detailed 8th order models were discussed. It was indicated that PSAT has three built-in 

A VR excitation types and five PSS types. All PSS types have three input signal types. 

PSAT 2.1.2 has a wide variety of static non-linear load models including voltage 

dependent loads and ZIP load models. PSAT supports dynamic load models such as 
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thennostatically controlled loads; these load modds are not covered in this thesis and 

therefore not discussed in detail. Fault data and breaker operation data structures and 

usage in time domain simulations were also indicated. In addition to faults and breaker 

operations, user defined disturbances can be modelled in perturbation files. 

PSAT has well documented user manuals, quick reference manual and an up-to-date 

online discussion forum. 
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Chapter 5: 

5. Features And Capabilities Of Matneteig Simulation Tool 

5.1. MatNetEig 

MatNetEig (version 1) is a comprehensive small-signal stability analysis tool. It has 

MatNetFlowas a power flow program for load flow simulations. 1bis software tool is an 

open source Matlab based simulation tool and uses a class object called "neCc" for the 

complete network mo~el structure. Matlab:s vectonzed and sparsity t~chniques are 'used 

for optimised memory and high processing speed. MatNetEig can only perform load 

flow and small-signal stability analysis. Small-signal stability analysis is done using modal 

analysis and small-disturbance simulations where small disturbance can be done using 

step response time domain and frequency response simulations. The simulation tool and 

corresponding documentations are available free from the owner [39]. 

MatNetFlow is specifically used for load flow simulations and can be called in Matlab 

command line or via the graphical user interface (GUI) by calling "netview" on Matlab's 

command prompt. Newton-Raphson is the only method used for load flow 

computations in MatNetEig. Data formats supported are Power system toolbox V2 

(PST2), PSS/E (PTI26) and IEEE common format [20]. The PST2 data required for 

load flow are the bus and line specification matrices in m-file formats. MatNetEig cannot 

support single line diagrams. 

The load flow engine "netflow" is called prior to the dynamic analysis to get a steady 

state solution prior to the initialisation of all dynamic components. Dynamic simulations 

are done via the customised GUI as well as on the Matlab command prompt using 

special MatNetEig commands. The small-signal stability analysis GUI is initialised and 

activated by typing the command "SSView" on Matlab command prompt 

MatNetEig has graphical plots and Matlab output text results presentation formats. The 

netview GUI gives access to results, plots and functions. 1bis GUI can be used when 

adding, deleting or modifying the power system components or models. Solved load flow 

cases can be exported and saved in Matlab (.mat) file, PSS /E PTI26 or IEEE common 
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MatNetEig's command-line usage provides unlimited access to all functionalities and 

results. Command-line usage requires good Matlab programming skills and learning this 

is time consuming. Plain text and Matlab's graphical plotting utilities are the main forms 

of output results when in command line usage. 

The flowchart in Fig. 5.2 shows how neCc object is formed from input data file. A 

successful neCc object with a converged load flow solution is then used as an entry level 

for all small-signal stability analysis. 

.. 
Save 
data 

1 ASCII Input 

Form data input 
Structure 

Data 

Construct 
Network class 

Neec 

Power Flow 
Solution 
netflow 

I 

Modify 
Network 

Power Flow 
Solution netflow 

r--: Examine 
data L-____ ..J 

Figure 5.2 MatNetEig/MatNetFlow neCc object fonnation [20] 

The ASCII input shown on the flow chart in figure 5.2 above can be in any of the three 

supported data formats (i.e. PST2, PSS/E and IEEE common format). The input data 

structure formed is similar for all input data types; this structure is then used to construct 
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a neCc class object. In MatNetEig, a neCc class object can be used to reconstruct a 

network data file in any of the supported input data formats or can be saved as a Matlab 

(.mat) data file. The subscript "us" is for unsolved, "s" in n... of Fig 5.2 is for solved, 

"mod" for modified data and "mods" for solved modified data. 

Program settings can be changed direcdy by editing the source code or safely via the 

program GUI. Load flow related settings are accessible on the GUI via "Solve" ? 

"Solution Options" menu where tolerance, iterations and other limits can be specified. 

The small-signal stability analysis GUI has no customisable settings. Time domain and 

frequency response analysis settings can be set via the GUI when doing step and 

frequency response simulations. 

Small-signal stability analysis can be done using full or reduced sparse modal analysis. 

MatNetEig has additional drivers used to calculate frequency response between; single 

input - single output for full linearized modds and their associated zeros, single input -

single output for sparse linearized modds and their associated zeros, multiple input -

multiple output for sparse linearized modds, few zeros and their left and right 

eigenvectors from sparse differential-algebraic equations [20]. 

MatNetEig has a genview GUI for generator functions that allows users to import 

synchronous machine data from dynamic data files. When using the genview GUI, users 

can; plot machine saturation curves, view performance charts (P vs. Q), view 

synchronous machine data and modify synchronous machine data. 

5.2. Component modelling in MatNetEig 

All power system components used in the chosen power system modds are indicated 

and discussed in table 5.1. MatNetEig's (PST2) component names are shown in bold. 

Table 5.1: MatNetEig/MatNetFlow Component model and data format 

Component MatNetEig 

Model 

Bus MatNetEig uses PST2 bus data in a row vector matrix named bus. 

The data format structure is shown bdow: 
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[Bus# V mag(p.u) V lIIg\e(deg) Pg(P.u) ~(p.u) PL(p.u) Q,(p.u) G(p.u) 

B(p.u) type ~ Qp., kV Vmu VmaJ 

where the bus type "type" is defined as follows: 

1: Swing bus 

2: PV generator bus 

3: Load bus (PQ load or generator bus, depending on the load 

or generation data specified). 

Note: The per unit values are on the system base quantities. 

Transmission MatNetEig modds the transmission line using an equivalent 1t-circuit 

line modd. The PST2 data format used in MatNetEig for the line data is 

also in a row vector matrix called line with the following structure for 

mandatory data fidds: 

[FromBus# ToBus# R(p.u) X(p.u) B(p.u) Tap_ratio Tap-phase] 

Note that this line data format is also used for tap changing 

transformers. The tap phase (fap_phase, in degrees) is used when 

there is a phase shifting transformer. Setting Tap_ratio to 0.0 disables 

automatic tap changing. 

Transformer Transformers and lines share the same modd name (line) and 

structure using a row vector matrix data. Additional data fidds are the 

minimum step, maximum step and the step size in per unit for tap 

changing transformers as follows: 

[FromBus# ToBus# R(p.u) X(p.u) B(p.u) ... 

Tap_ratio Tap_phase max_step min_step step_size] 

If the transformer modd is not an automatic tap changing 

transformer, the same line structure as indicated for a line is used. 

Synchronous The synchronous machine data is modelled in a matrix named 

Machine mac_con with the following data format: 

[Mac# Bus# MVA ~ R. ~ X'd X"d Tdo T"do~ X'q X"q ... 

T qo T" qo H Do Dl type SI S2 frP frQ] 
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1,19 

The parameter "type" defines the machine type and the machine type 

detennines the type of saturation model to use on the synchronous 

machine. The saturation is defined by both the type and the 

parameters S1 and S~. For other parameters, 0.0 can be used if those 

parameters are not applicable to a synchronous machine model. 

MatNetEig supports only four synchronous machine models (i.e. 

classical model which is the 2nd order, transient 4th order, sub

transients 5th and 6
th order). 

The user manual does not include the 4th and 5th order models as part 

of the supported or available models. The program is designated such 

that neither X'd nor T'do can be set to zero, if any of these is set to 

zero, the system terminates with a system error. Table 5.2 shows 

required time constants and reactance. 

Table S.2: mac_con machine reactance and time constants table 

Order TdO T'qo T"dO T" qO Xd X'd X"d Xq X' q X" q 

II ..J 
IV ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J 
V ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J 
VI ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J 

Table 5.2 above should be used together with a user manual for other 

system assumptions when modelling synchronous machines. 

MatNetEig has three generator types and three saturation types as 

follows: 

a) Generator types 

The generator types are classical, salient and round rotor defined by 

"type" on mac_con data as discussed on synchronous machines: 

type=1: Classical generator 

types=2, 20, 21, 22 or 23: Salient pole 

type=3, 30, 31, 32 or 33: Round rotor 
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b) Saturation types 

When generator type is {21 or 31} : Saturation type is 1 given by (5.1) , 

Bw =5.010{1.~~2 J 
Asat = Sl e-o·

2B 
.. (5.1) 

i = 'II + 4 eB .. <II'.-o.8) - A 
a ~t sat 

When generator type is {22 or 32} : Saturation type is 2 defined by the 

following equations: 

kl = 1.2S2 - SI 

k2 = 2.4(S2 - SI) 

k3 =1.2S2 -1.44S1 

k2 -~k/ -4klk3 B = ......;;....----=~--;.....;;.. 
801 2k 

1 

A = 1.2S2 

80t (l.2-B801 )2 

i='I'o +A801('I'0 -B801)2 

'1'0 > B801 

(5.2) 

When generator type is {2, 20, 23, 3, 30 or 33} Saturation type is 3 and 

the following saturation equations are used: 

(5.3) 

All saturation types in MatNetEig simulation tool are defined and 

specified by parameters Sl and S2 calculated from open-circuit 

saturation curve as follows: SI=(bcaV/al and S2 = (b2-a,)/~. Refer to 

chapter 3 for at> ~, bl and b2 parameters. 
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Saturation type 3 is the preferred type due to the continuity of the 

saturation curve and its slope at all points [20]. Type 1 saturation 

model closely match those used by PSAT 2.1.2 and PacDyn 8.1.1 

simulation tools and was used for comparison purposes. A round 

rotor machine with saturation type 1 (i.e. type=31) was used when 

modelling saturation on these investigations a shown in equation (5.1). 

Any synchronous machine can be reduced into a classical machine by 

setting type=l direcdy on the mac_con data structure or by using 

"mac_con(nb,19)=1 on the data file, where nb is the bus number 

with the generator to be reduced to a classical machine. If all machines 

are to be set to classical generators, simply use mac_con(:,19)=1. The 

classical machine model has two system modes. 

Infinite Bus Any synchronous machine can be reduced to an infinite bus by using 

an additional command called setib. 

MVABase 

This command does not represent system data but is only a way of 

reducing the states of the system by eliminating the selected 

synchronous machine(s). The selected synchronous machines are 

modelled using a voltage behind transient reactance. 

An error occurs when changing a machine to infinite bus in a system 

where all the generators are electro-mechanical (classical) generators. 

To avoid this, at least one machine should be transient or sub

transient generator. 

If all machines are classical generators, an infinite bus is modelled by a 

classical machine used to represent an infinite bus as an external 

source. However, this adds two additional eigenvalues on the system. 

The MV A base is specified during a simulation via a file dialog box. It 

is specified when MatNetEig prompts for the MV A and frequency. 
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PV / PQ bus These are all part of the bus data as indicated in bus. The parameter 

"type" indicates the generator type as follows: 

When type is: 

2: The bus is a PV generator bus 

3: The bus is a PQ bus (PQ load bus or PQ generator bus). 

On a SMIB system, when a PQ bus type is used, MatNetEig fails to 

recognise the infinite bus as an external network capable of supplying 

or taking excess load, resulting in non-convergence error [18]. 

To avoid load flow convergence problems, a PV bus modd was used 

in this thesis with a flat start voltage magnitudes and phase angles. 

AVR Exciter MatNetEig has 16 IEEE standard excitation systems for control of 

voltage at the generator's terminals. These exciters are all modelled 

using the same variable name exc_con. There are three DC type 

exciters, eight AC exciters and five static exciter modds. All exc_con 

models have 31 data columns that must be specified. 

For this thesis, only data structures and block diagrams for the AC 

Type 7 exciter (AC4a) and Static Type 10 exciter (ST1a) are presented. 

These two modds are the only moods suitable to be customised to 

modd and represent the simple A VR exciters from [21]. 

The following data format represent for the Type 7 AC4a exciter 

modd. 

[Type Gen# ~ x., T, K.. Ta Tb Tc 0 0 0 0 Vim.~ Vimn •• , 

o 0 V ma V ann ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0] 

Figure 5.3 shows Type 7 AC4a exciter block diagram used in 

MatNetEig simulation tool. 
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v ... 

v,.. 

Figure 5.3 AC4a excitation system 

By setting some parameters to 0.0 (i.e. To and T J, it is possible to 

further reduce the above model to a simple A VR system used in this 

thesis accurately. 

Type 10 Static exciter (ST1a) data and block diagram (Fig. 5.4) as used 

in exc_con model follows below: 

[Type(u) Gen# R.: x., Tr K. T. Tb Te Kr T f Tbl Tel Virnx Vinm ••• 

Vunx VamnVIII\XVann K.: 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 000] 

V_ 

1 .. T. 1 .. T.s K. V, 

1 .. T. 1 .. T .. 1 .. T. 

V ... 

-. V_ 

1 .. T, .. 
Figure 5.4: STla Excitation System (A VR) 

The zero entry values in the data format indicate data not required on 

this excitation system model. 

MatNetEig allows the user to set other parameters to 0.0 (i.e. Te, Tb, 

Tel> Tbl Kr and T~ to further reduce the above model. 
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PSS There is only one type of power system stabilizer (PSS) supported by 

MatNetEig. This PSS has 5 types of input signals (u) that can be 

individually selected by specifying the input type parameter. The PSS 

model in MatNetEig can be connected to any exciter except the DC3. 

The PSS is modelled by pss_con and the data format has the 

following structure: 

[fype Gen# Gp.. Tw Tnt Tdt Tn2 Td2 Ymu. Ymin ... 

Twd Tnf Tdf nnf ndf GJ 

MatNetEig uses the block diagram shown in Fig. 5.5 for the PSS. 

Ymin 

Figure 5.5: Power system stabilizer (PSS) block diagram 

The input signal type (u) can be any of the following: 

1: Speed input 

2: Bus frequency input 

3: Power input 

4: Rate of change of power with respect to bus frequency with 

speed input 

5: Rate of change of power with respect to bus frequency 

The data (fwd' Tn£> Tdf, nnf, ndf and Gp) are optional and were not 

used in this research. Note that this structure can not be further 

reduced due to the following restrictions: Lead and lag time constants 

(f ~ and T.u) can not be set to zero. They can be set to any other 

value, hence introducing unwanted pole and zero at the negative 

reciprocal of these values (i.e. A.i = -l/Td2 and Zi = -l/Td. It is 

suggested that equal values be used (i.e. T d2 = T ~ = 1.0, placing the 

additional pole and zero at -1) [40]. 
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Load (1): 

PQLoad 

Load (2): 

ZIP Load 

MatN etEig models the PQ load using the same data in bus as 

indicated at the beginning. 

PL and QL values are used within the bus data to model the load's real 

and reactive components of the load in per unit at the applicable base 

frequency, MV A and voltage level. The bus type should be set to 3 

(indicating a PQ load bus). 

ZIP loads are a combination of constant impedance (Z), constant 

current (I) and constant power (P). All ZIP loads can be modelled in 

MatNetEig by using load_con. To model ZIP loads, the following 

data format is used to for non-conforming load models: 

[Bus# Ap_fr Rp_fr Ac_fr Rc_fr] 

Where: 

Ap_fr: fraction of constant active power load 

Rp_fr: fraction of constant reactive power load 

Ac_fr: fraction of constant active current load 

Rc_fr: fraction of constant reactive current load 

All these fractions are set specified in per unit. 

Fault and Faults and breakers are not supported in MatNetEig. This simulation 

Breakers tool does not have support for transient simulations. 

Disturbances MatNetEig simulation tool does not have support for transient 

stability studies. It has frequency and step response simulations for 

small-signal stability analysis. These are all done via the customised 

GUI for small-signal stability analysis. A list of all internal variables is 

provided when running these simulations through which single-input

single-output or multi-input-multi-output variables can be selected for 

step and frequency domain simulations. 
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5.3. MatNetEig components summary in small-signal stability analysis 

Table 5.3 shows a summary of all component models as used in MatNetEig simulation 

tool that are applicable to the selected SMIB system and the 2A4M system models. It can 

be used as a quick reference manual when modelling a power system for small-signal 

stability analysis in MatNetEig. 

Table 5.3: Summary of MatNetEig Power system components model names 

Component Component description MatNetEi2 model Name 
Bus bus 
Bus names -
Linel transformer line 

Steady state Slack generator I Swing bus Incorporated in bus 
components PV bus and PQ generator Incorporated in bus 

PQload Incorporated in bus 

Synchronous generator mac con 
Infinite bus setib, mac con(:,19) 
A VR excitation controller exc con 

Dynamic Power system stabilizer pss con 
stability ZIP load load con 
components Fault and Breakers -

Disturbances Frequency and step response 

The "..!, 111dicates not applicable or not available 111 MatNetEig sunulauon tool. 

5.4. Summary 

MatNetEig uses Matlab object classes to construct a network structure model. The input 

data formats supported are PST2, PSS IE and IEEE common format. The simulation 

tool has a GUI for load flow and an additional GUI used for all small-signal stability 

analysis. Matlab command prompt can be used for all steady state and dynamic analysis. 

In this chapter, data supported and PST2 formats for all components models applicable 

to this thesis were discussed. 

MatNetEig uses bus and line specification matrices for all steady state load flow 

simulations. Additional dynamic data has been indicated as follows: four synchronous 

machine models with three machine types (classical electromechanical, salient pole and 

round rotor types) and three types of saturation models specified by the machine type. 

There is a special command for setting any synchronous machine as an infinite bus. 
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There are 16 excitation types (DC, AC and Static AVR excitation systems) and one PSS 

model that support five types of input signals. The load is modelled on the bus data by 

specifying the load and bus type as a load bus. ZIP loads are modelled as non

conforming loads where the user can specify the load mix from constant impedance, 

constant current and constant power. This simulation tool does not support dynamic 

loads, FACTS devices or HVDC systems, transient faults or breaker models. 

Disturbances are simulated using frequency and step response simulations with multiple 

input-multiple output simulation capabilities. 

The program comes with user documentation but the documentation lacks useful 

information such as all available generator models (4th and 5th order machines are not 

included in the manual). The procedure used when reducing a synchronous machine to 

infinite bus is not clearly indicated. 
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Chapter 6: 

6. Features And Capabilities Of Pacdyn 8.1.1 Simulation Tool 

6.1. PacDyn 8.1.1 

PacDyn 8.1.1 is a closed source code software by CEPEL (Centro de Pesquisas de 

Energia Electrica). The version used in this thesis is licensed for educational purpo·ses. 

PacDyn is an industrial-grade comprehensive package for the analysis of small-signal 

dectromechanical stability and sub-synchronous resonance of large scale ACjDC power 

. systems. It uses: a graphical user interface (GUI) to access and launch all required 

functionalities. It is not possible to draw single line diagrams of the power system modd 

in PacDyn simulation tool. However, user defined controllers can be drawn using block 

diagrams [9, 19]. 

PacDyn has algorithms to calculate eigenvalues, dominant eigenvalues, transfer function 

zeros, residues, step response, frequency response as well as generator synchronising and 

damping torques. Amongst other functionalities PacDyn is mainly used for investigations 

of small-signal stability and control interaction problems, synchronous resonance, 

analysis of multi-machine power systems, optimal placement of PSS to damp local and 

inter-area modes, identification of inadequate system controllers (AVRs, PSS, SVC, etc), 

linear time responses and local impact analysis [36,41]. 

The program was written in FORTRAN and some routines in C++, resulting in speed 

and rdiability of those applications. The default program settings limit the program to 

16000 AC branches and the tool can compute up to 1000 eigenvalues for full 

eigensolution through the QR routine. The size of the network modd can be altered on 

the Fortran Parameter statements. Modelling system can only be limited by the user's 

hardware installation and computer memory [9, 19,41]. 

PacDyn 8.1.1 does not have load flow routines. It takes converged load flow solution 

data in the form of dectrical network data. The load flow converged data is known as the 

electrical. network data file. PacDyn 8.1.1 can read input data formats from PSSjE, 
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EUROSTAG and binary files generated by AnaRede v9.3.3 (a CEPEL's load flow 

software tool). 

Dynamic stability algorithms used include QR-Eispack full eigensolution algorithms, QZ 

algorithm, partial eigensolution algorithm, Rayleigh Quotient, Refactored Bi-Iteration 

algorithm, dominant transfer function pole algorithms, dominant pole spectrum, multiple 

input-multiple output transfer function dominant pole algorithm and transfer function 

zeros [19,42]. PacDyn has user-defined and built-in controller models that can be used 

when modelling steady state and unlimited dynamic power system components. 

The input data is then validated for convergence and dynamic components are initialised. 

User defined controllers are scanned for convergence using either Block scanning 

method or Newton's method. If the. electrical network and dynamic components data 

files fail the convergence test, PacDyn terminates without performing small-signal 

stability analysis [41]. 

Results are visualised in a. number of ways in PacDyn 8.1.1. It has an advanced state-of

the-art Windows graphical user interface (GUI) and allows the simultaneous visualization 

of various results using tables, plots and bar charts. The main result formats are on

screen graphical plots, on-screen plain text results, 132-column output data file and 

internal database tables used for graphical plotting and Matlab output data that can be 

easily read by the accompanying Matlab codes for the A matrix and modal analysis [19]. 

The program's accuracy when using standard settings has a default tolerance of 10-10 in all 

components of the vector given by equation (6.1) [41] 

E=Ax-Ai (6.1) 

where A and x are eigenvalues and their corresponding right eigenvectors respectively. 

PacDyn 8.1.1 has many power system model components, including AC buses, branches, 

synchronous machines, PQ loads, static non-linear ZIP loads, A VR excitation systems, 

power system stabilizers, induction motor loads, FACTS, SVC, TCSC, HVDC systems, 

dynamic loads and many other components not to be discussed in this thesis. 
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Fig-uire G. 1 sho" .. p .cDyn R_ I. 1 main GUI window and the license registration demil" 

,,,nO" "" .. ~'''''."., ... '-_, •• ' ._, ..... ~~ - .. 

CI"'_ c. .. ,,,,'_,,_~""r...,. ' _' 

"_ v.,,,",,, 
Co"";,,. ~ '''',2))3 ' (fn. x, _ '""""" 

" .. -..-, ,~-~ 
r; ,;,..; ;:;;;::;; ,,;;:;,;;'" _ ,;.,...... ~ ,_,..;....'" 

I",. , ..... '01, 
1 """'. ~~'-', ""'1.,'_ ."" 

Figure (;.-1: PacDyn R.Ll Ueemnl u'~r details nnd mnin "~ndow 

_".l!I1 

TI", pwg,",ll]u' few m",~ me1",' through whi ch "I: Ilt"~r"'" fU"Cll()Ho cm b~ occc"",J, 

6.2. Compon~nt moddling in PacDyn R.-I.1 

. I'hi, ,,,,,cion Co,"'" network compon~:lt mClclcls ,,, ed in PaeDyn formatted electrical and 

dynamic data file" For . implicitj-, ocly tho"" components med in this the,;. are 

di,eu,"cd. To ayoiu tep",ition. the following units and fonruH con'-entions are used in all 

d~ta formats: (p.u): p" unit On the . pplicable 'Ystem bases; (---) : No applic~ble unit. k 

alphanumeric tc:xt form.t; I: integer; and P: decimal ~oatlng numbet_ Table 6.1 ,h""" 

applicabl., components ~nd data formats_ 

Tahle 6.1: l'acDyn 8.1.1 compon~nl model< arl<l data format. 

C"mponcnt Pa"Dyn 8,1.1 

"\["de l 

lJ liS PaeDyn 8.1.1 u.,es BUS DATA on the PacDyn Electric.l ner.,ork 

dat1 formal. 'm, ,trucNre is in ~ row ",,,,Of pcr bus dam with 80-

cc>umn card-record format as follows: 

B lJS# (nam~) ('-0 Ir) (mgle) (pgtn) ( ~n) (pload) (q load ) (gs h unt) (bshun t) 
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The format indicated is available from the EditCEPEL program 

provided with PacDyn 8.1.1. EditCEPEL is an editor that can be flsed for 

both electrical and &/yntl11lic data editing. PacDyn data format indicated does 

not include character positions as required by PacDyn tool. Data used 

by this simulation tool has to be specified in exact position on the data 

fields. For example, qgen must be specified in column location 

number 38 to 46 in MV ar using a decimal floating point number. 

The card-record below shows the bus data parameters and required 

values in associated position using 80-column card-record format, this 

format will be used in all data formats. 

BUU IIUI NAIlS WlAO VANG 
(-) (-) (pM) -) 

I A • • 

'IJ, IJ' , II I~ 

POlIN 
(IIW) 

p 

QGIIN 

(11\'''' 
P 

PLOAD 
(IIW) 

p 

Q LOAD G IHUNT BIHUNT 

- (p.oI (p.oI p p p 

JJ!I,IJ.I. J'I I.U, JJJJ~,IJ 1'1 .I.IJ~JJ: 

Data not required can be set to 0.0 or left blank. The above is used as 

follows when using VMAG and PLOAD data entries as examples: 

• VMAG: Magnitude of the bus voltage in per unit, using a decimal 

point floating point number. The value should be entered in the 

column location 13 to 20. 

• PLOAD: A real part of the load is entered in MW with the 

decimal floating point number (F) in the location 47-55. 

Note: The "A" format indicates a text string. Neither the double nor 

single quotes are required on string format. The end of the bus data is 

indicated by a ''Terminator code" -999 in location 1-4 columns. 

Transmission The AC branch data (BRANCH DATA) for an equivalent 1t-circuit 

line model is used to model a line. All values are specified in per unit on 

the system base MV A, kV and frequency. The card below is used in an 

80-column card-record format for the line data: 
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nmI TOll RUNS XUNB BUNS TUnO PHMB 
H 1-) (poo) (poo) (poo) (poo) (poo) 
II P P P P P 

,IJJ. JJJ. J~, 11'1.1.1 . .I.I.IJJ. !I,IJ.I.lJ JJJ!I.U,IJJ 1'1 .1.1.1.1.1.111 111'1 

Note: The user manual refers to BLINE as the ''Total charging 

susceptance of a transmission line in MVar". Instead, BLINE should 

be specified in per unit and NOT in MV ar. 

A ''Terminator code" -999 is used to indicate the end of the AC 

branch data. The value -999 is specified in the columns 1 to 4 in place 

of the terminating bus number (FROM). 

Transformer PacDyn 8.1.1 uses the AC branch data as defined in Line above 

(BRANCH DATA) 

PROM TOll • UNB I: UNB • LINB T RAnD PHAIB 
(-) 1-) (poo) •• ) (0) •• ) (poo) 
II P P P P P 

,IJJ. .1.1. JJJ~,IJJ 1 Irll'l.lJ. .l.I.IJJ. !I,IJJ.!.! J!J'lLLU.I.IJJJ!I,L1I JJ UII'lI!! JJ IJJJ~ 

Note that all voltages are in per unit; T RATIO and PHASE are left 

blank or set to 1.0 and 0.0 respectively. BLINE should be specified in 

per unit and NOT in MV ar as mentioned in the user manual. 

The end of the branch data (transfonner) is indicated by a 

''Terminator code" -999 in columns 1-4. 

Synchronous PacDyn 8.1.1 supports eight synchronous machine models from 

Machine classical 2nd order to detailed 6th order with three 5th order and two 6th 

order synchronous machine models. The synchronous machines are 

all modelled using the data execution code DGEN with 86-column 

card-record fonnat. 

Synchronous machines may require one or two input data records in 

what is called primary and secondary record cards, depending on the 

model adopted for the machine. 

Synchronous machine models #1, #2 and #3 require the primary 
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record only. Machine models #4, #5, #6, #7 and #8 use both the 

primary and second records. The machines' model number and order 

(state) relationship used in PacDyn are as shown on table 6.2. 

Table 6.2: PacDyn synchronous machine models 

I Model# 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 I 
I Order I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 5SSR I 6SSR I 5SSR I 

The highest machine order is 6th represented by machine model #5. 

Machine models #6, #7 and #8 are used for sub-synchronous 

resonance (SSR) studies. SSR models were not used in this thesis. 

The cards below show fields of the data in the DGEN execution code: 

Primary record (Models #1, #2 and #3), Mandatory records only 

I ..,.. N .. IIVAII H It'. "'" "" x. ... ,... ..... lip SPAC 0 
I (-I U R 0 (llVA) "'~/UA) (pa) (pa) (pa) (p.o) (p.o) .... ) .... ) (pa) {-I (p.o/,..) 

I ~:~ p p p p p p p p P PIP 

lUlU. I.IJJJJ~JJ~LI. 1'1 1'1 1'1 'II 

where IIGN: Machine status (blank turns machine on, X turns off) 

NUMA: Machine unit number to identify parallel machines 

MREF: Control code (blank: normal, R: reference machine) 

MODL: Synchronous machine model number (see table 6.2) 

Optional data: (Location 82-86 columns, Freq (HZ) using F format. 

Freq: (Default frequency is 60 Hz, when left blank) 

I~, 

When the power system is modelled without an angular reference 

machine or an infinite bus, state variable redundancy occurs in 

synchronous machines. Resulting in additional zero pole in the state 

matrix spectrum. Using a reference machine or an infinite bus reduces 

order number and eliminates the matrix redundant states [2,40,42]. 

Secondary record (Models #4 to #8), Mandatory records only: 

N N 
U U 
M M 
A T 

X"d 
(p.a) 

p 

X"q 
(p.a) 

p 

T"dD 
<-) 

p 

XI 
(p.a) 

p 

A 
(-) 

p 

B 
(-) 
p 

c 
(-) 

p 
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where NUMA: Machine number (identical to Primary record) 

NUMf: Number of parallel units connected to this bus. 

A, Band C: Saturation factors for machine models #4 to #8. 

Optional data (Location 59-82 columns, Step-up transformer data) as 

follows: {Xt: HV reactance, Rtr: resistance, Xtr: reactance, Str: MY A}. 

The reactance and time constants used depend on the machine model 

type and data requirements on that specific synchronous machine. 

Table 6.3 below shows the required data for each machine model: 

Table 6.3: DGEN machine reactance and time constants table 

ModeI# Xd Xq X'd X'q X"d X"q Xl Xp 1"dO 1"qO T"dO T"qO 
1 

~ ~ ~ 2 " " " 3 " " " " " " " 4 " " " " " " " " " " 5 " " " " " " " " " " " 6 " " " " " " " " " 7 " " " " " " " " " " " 8 " " " " " " " " " The user manual must be checked and used for other assumptions on 

these specific synchronous machine models. 

Two different saturation models exist in PacDyn. The 1st model is 

used on machine models #2, #3 and #4 where the saturation factor 

(SF AC) IS required on the primary record. The open-circuit 

magnetization curve relating terminal voltage to field current is used to 

fit the saturation curve given by the equation (6.2) below: 

Ifd = Vocc + SF AC{Vocc) 7 

C = SFAC-1.2 
d 1.27 

(6.2) 

Saturation models in PacDyn8.1 use equation (6.1) for models #2, #3 

and #4 where Cd is intemally used to derive d- and q-axis saturation 

models. The user enters the per unit field current (lrcJ at V 0«= 1.2 p.u 

(defining 1.0 p.u of Ifd as that current required to produce 1.0 p.u Vace 

along the air-gap line) known as ~ on the generator data [40]. 
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The second saturation model is used on synchronous machine models 

#5, #6, #7 and #8. Saturation factors A, Band C are used and 

specified on the secondary record. A, Band C are calculated from the 

manipulation of equations St=(bcaJ/at and S2=(b2-~/~ to fit the 

curve SAT=A.eB(IE'I-c). SAT is then internally used when calculating d

and q-axis saturation models. C is normally used as 0.8 [37,41 - 43], 

although PacDyn allows users to specify any value instead of 0.8 p.u. 

The end of the synchronous machine data (DGEN) is indicated by a 

''Terminator code" -999 in columns 2-5. 

Infinite Bus . PacDyn models an infinite bus as an AC bus with constant voltage 

magnitude and phase angle. The same synchronous machine data 

execution code DGEN is used, with only the bus number (BUS#) 

specified on the primary record in columns 2 to 6 as shown on the 

data format below. There is no limit on the number of infinite buses 

that can be modelled. 

I BUS# 
I (_) 
G I 
N 

IIGN: Code X turns off the machine, while blank set the machine in

service. In other words, to model an infinite bus in PacDyn simulation 

tool, the user ONLY enters the bus number under the code DGEN. 

The use of infinite bus on the system removes redundant zero poles 

on the state matrix as described in synchronous machine model above. 

The end of the synchronous machine and infinite bus data (DGEN) is 

indicated by a ''Terminator code" -999 in columns 2-5. 

PV / PQ bus This simulation tool has both PV and PQ generator models and their 

data is incorporated in the load flow electrical network data BUS 
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DATA as indicated in bus modelling. 

IIt.IN l1l1I NAMB ¥MAG VANG PGBN 
(-)H ... (_)~ 

I A P • • 

.UJ. IJJJJn IJ~WJJ: I.IJJ.UU m. 

QGBN 

(MY'" • 
• LOAD Q LOAD GIHUNT BIHUNT 
~ _ (00.0) ... 

• • • • 
11'I.IJJ.lJ IJJJ~.IJJ .I.I.I~JJ~.IJJ. JJJJJl. II II' 

VMAG and PGEN are used to define a PV bus while PGEN and 

QGEN define a PQ generator bus. 

AVRExciters PacDyn 8.1.1 has five built-in AVR excitation models. It has support 

for user defined controllers (UDC) and user defined topologies (UD1) 

that can be used to model unlimited excitation controllers. The use of 

UDC and UDT will be described later and subsequendy their usage 

will be explained. The built-in A VR excitation systems are modelled 

using a control code DA VR. Model 3 and 5 A VR excitation systems 

format and block diagrams are as follows: 

Model 3 A VR system data format: 

If 
(-) 
p 

11 
(Joe) 
p 

'fa Td r. T. Sell sa .. I0Il 
(toe) (toc)H(toc)(-)H(-)H 

p p p P ..................... I 

Model 3 A VR system block diagram: 

---+ 
1 + sT. 

Figure 6.2: A VR Excitation system modd 3 

To use the data format above for a model 3 A VR system in Fig. 6.2, 

set KrT rTn=Td=~=T.=V oat=V "",,=V mm=O.O or leave blank. NCOB 

is the number of the bus whose voltage is to be controlled while 

NUMA is the machine number. K. and T. are the A VR data and 

NMOD is the A VR model number (3). 
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PSS 

Model 5 A VR system data format is as follows: 

I Bill HilT. 
I (-) U (-) (aec) 
C I II P P 

.I. 

II 
(-) 
p 

1T 
(aec) 
p 

To Td r. T. SolS s.r. .. NaIll 
(aec) (lee) H (aec) (-) (-) (-) (-) 
p p p P llioaIIolDW1etlllioallol I 

Model 5 A VR system block diagram. 

VreE 

+ 

+ 
1+sT. 

Figure 6.3: A VR Excitation system modelS 

To use the data format above for a model 5 A VR system shown in 

figure 6.3, set KrTr=~=Te=Vsat=Vsmx=Vsmn=O.O or leave blank. K., 

T., Tn and Td are the A VR data and NMOD is the model number (5). 

The built-in A VR models number 3 and 5 were used as well as the 

user defined controller (user defined topology) A VR models. PacDyn 

user defined A VR models are preferred over built-in A VR systems 

due to unlimited and flexible modelling capabilities [9, 19,42]. 

The end of the excitation control system data (DA VR) is indicated by 

a ''Terminator code" -999 in columns 2-5. 

There is one built-in power system stabilizer (PSS) modelled by the 

data execution code DPSS. It can have any number of input signals 

via the input summation block. The built-in PSS model can take a 

maximum of three input signals. DPSS code has three data records as 

follows: The output definition record, parameters record and input 

definition record. On this thesis, a PSS with speed input and V pss 

output was used, the parameter data depends on the PSS model. The 
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data format below and block diagram models a generic PSS model: 

Output definition record: 

G (-) (-) (Y ....... ) 
N I I A ~~~ ;:J=JJ JJJJJJJJJ~JJJJJJJJJlJJJJJJJJ,I~.lJJJJJ,IJJ~JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ ~ 

Parameters record: 

VPH2 NIIP2 NIIT2 
(-) (Vor) (Vor) 
A P P 

Parameters data: 
r---

GAJH ..... To. T4I T .. T .. .... .... TO> 
(-) (-) (000) (000) (-.) (-) (-I (-) (000) 

• • • • • • • • • 
I. JJJJJJJ 'I 11.IJJJJ IJJ~.IJJ 11'1 II~ 1'1 

• • I 

Where: 1,2 and 3 are the applicable 1st, 2nd and 3rd blocks respectively 

as can be seen in Fig. 6.4. 

Vin-I 

BLOCK 1 BLOCK 2 BLOCK 3 BLOCK 4 BLOCKS 

1+sT •• 1+sTD2 1+sTa3 sTw Vpoo 

Gain 
1+sTdl 1+sTc12 1+sTd3 I+sTw 

Figure 6.4: Generic power system stabilizer block diagram 

Any of the "lead-lag" blocks in Fig. 6.4 can be eliminated by assigning 

equal numeric values to the numerator and denominator time 

constants of the block to be eliminated. For example, setting 

Tn3=Td3=1.0 eliminates Block3 with one eigenvalue decoupled from 

the system and equal to -1. 

In addition to built-in power system model; user defined controllers, 

user defined topology and associated user defined controller 

parameter data were used to model PSS for the selected power system 
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Load (1): 

PQLoad 

Load (2): 

ZIP Load 

models. 

The end of the power system stabilizer data (DPSS) is indicated by a 

''Terminator code" -999 in columns 2-5. 

Constant PQ loads are modelled as part of the electrical network data 

file in BUS DATA 

The PLOAD and QLOAD parameter values should be specified in 

MW and MV ar to model the PQ load data from a converged load flow 

solution in locations 47-55 and 56-64 respectively. The format below 

is used for bus modelling where load data is specified. 

IIlIt IIJIN_ lIWl VANG PG!N P LOAD Q LOAD G!IHUNT .!IHUNT 
(-) (-) (p.a) (depeo) (IIW) (IIW) (11\'11\ (p.1I) (p.II) 
I A P , P P P P P 

Negative values can also be used for a generator bus. 

Static non-linear loads data execution code DNNL is used in an 80-

column card-record format to represent polynomial (ZIP) loads. 

ZIP load models can be set for individual buses or for all buses in an 

area or for all buses in the system, depending on code value in the 

field ITIP on the data field. Individual bus load modelling record has 

precedence over the area load modelling record, which has precedence 

over the whole system load modelling. 

The equations (6.3) are used to model real and reactive power 

components of the load as static non-linear ZIP loads: 

Where: 

P=Po(Ap+Bp 1 VI+Cp IVI2) 

Q = Qo (Aq + Bq 1 V 1 + Cq 1 V 12) 
(6.3) 
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Fault 

Ap = 100 - 8p - Cp (%); 8p + Cp S 1 00 % 

Aq = 100 - 8q - Cq (%); 8q + Cq S 100 % 

The ZIP load data execution code fonnat is as follows in PacDyn: 

I BtU IIp% ~ Cp% CoJ% I 
~ (-) (%) (%) (%) (%) ~ 
N IFF F F P 

(6.4) 

Where Bp and Bq: Active and reactive power (%) of the total load 

proportional to the bus voltage magnitude (constant current). 

Cp and Cq: Active and reactive power (in %) of the total load 

proportional to the square of the bus voltage magnitude 

(constant impedance). 

ITIP: Load modelling code {B: Bus, A: Area, S: System) 

The parameters A, Band C are the portions of the total load which is 

equivalent to constant power, constant current and constant 

impedance respectively. Subscripts p and q are for real and reactive 

power components of the load. 

The end of the non-linear load data (ZIP loads) is indicated by a 

''Terminator code" -999 in columns 2-5. 

PacDyn 8.1.1 does not have faults and breaker models. It has transfer 

functions that can be customised via the activity centre database. The 

transfer function can be customised to model the behaviour of various 

power system components, input and output functions with relative 

weighting values are used. These transfer functions are then used in 

time domain and frequency domain analysis to closely simulate fault 

disturbances and breaker operations. 

A list of variables (ntlllJes) that (an be used in input, output and pOlller .rystem 

components lllill be included in Appendix D for monitoring and controL 
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· . 

System Base The system MY A base (MY A BASE) is defined in PacDyn formatted 

(MV A) electrical network data file with the following format: 

(IIV"I ~ I.lJJJJJJJ~JJJJJ~lIJJJJJJJJ~JJJJJJJJJ~lIJJJJJJJJ~JJJJJJJJJ~.lJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ~ 

The MY A base is specified in location 09-14. There is no ''Terminator 

code" since there is only one record to be specified. 

System data PacDyn 8.1.1 requires the system data configuration to be specified on 

configuration the dynamic data file. This is specified using the data execution code 

DSYS. DSYS uses an 80-column card record format to store all 

settings needed to specify configuration of how dynamic data and the 

simulation thereof is to be handled. The format is as follows: 

roo-- .--- r r- I I"j I I 
FRBQ IIMVA HNUM 

H I I 
V U 

I 
P C T P B S 

(Ha) (MVA) (-) y a L 0 D 
S S D 

F F I P N F L C a s u 
T a B I 

I. IJ31JJI I~a J ~IIJl IJl IJ71J I: I 3 7 I I IJ7IJJ~ILlJ.L1 JJJJ',W·I.LlJ.IJ~ 

The following defaults settings/values will be used: 

HNUM: Number of history files = 0 

H1YP: Electrical network type (A/H:Anarade, P:PacDyn) = P 

IPRN: Network data printout on output file rr /N) = Y 

IELF: Abort ifload flow data is inaccurate rr /N) = Y 

IVOLT: Check voltage stability analysis rr /N) = N 

IUCDR: Initial condition report (f/N) = T - Generate a 

report even if initial conditions are violated. 

ISSR: Synchronous resonance stability analysis (1, 2, 3) = 1 

conventional electromechanical stability analysis. 

IPSSE: PSS/E machine compatible rr /N) = N - PacDyn 

ICDUI: User defined controller initialisation rr: Block 

scanning, N: Newton) = Y - use block scanning and 

switch to Newton's method if block scanning fails. 

In summary, DSYS is an excecution code used in PacDyn data file 
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Case Tide 

and it was used as follows in this thesis: Use PacDyn Electrical and 

dynamic components network data files, print network data on the 

output file, check initial condition and terminate if the load flow is not 

converged, do not perform voltage stability analysis, generate a report 

for debugging if initial conditions are violated, use electromechanical 

stability analysis (no SSR) , PSS/E data is not used, user defined 

controller models to be scanned for convergence or switch to 

Newton's method for convergence. 

PacDyn uses a three line, SO-column text for case identification tide 

with the header code TITU. The format is as follows: 

CAIB nn.BDATA CQD8 8XCBCV'JION 
(-) NO UNIT OF' MBAIUaBIIIBNI'.1DoCOUJMN COIJ..ItBa)U) POUIAT 
IAITBlITI'ftINGI'OIUIIAT.NOIINGUI.,..,.,.,.UlQUOTBIBQUlItIiD 

The three lines should all be specified, any of the three lines can be left 

blank but all lines should be available on the code. The tide data 

specified is later printed as the dynamic case identification tide on the 

output file. There is no "Terminator code" in the TITU code 

execution as the system requires only three lines with text data format 

User defined DUDC execution code and terminator code STOP are used when 

controllers modelling a power system component model using a user defined 

controller (UDC). The actual component is modelled by using 

available variable codes and blocks IDs (BLID) or block diagrams. 

The UDC data structure applicable is in this sequence: 

DUDC 

, NUJoI 

'(-) 
G , 

PIAG 
(-) , 

NAME (VDC/UD1) 
(-) 
A 

NBI 
(-) , 

NB2 
(-) , 
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• 
IILAG NlDB BUD I 'VINP VOU'I' 
(-) (-) (-) G 1-) 1-) 

I A A N A A 

A 
(-) 

I 

8 
(-) 

I 

c 
(-) 

I 

D 
(-) 

I 

The next record-card format is used when the DP AR parameter is 

used for a variable name. 

FLAG 
(-) 

I 

BUD 
(-) 
A 

VALUE 
(V-) 

F 

Each UDC requires a UDC number, UDC name, input variable 

specification, output variable specification and functional blockS. The 

following functional parameters/block IDs (BLID) are applicable to 

the A VR and PSS models used in this thesis and will be discussed: 

IN: Defines the input parameter (V ref' VI' WW) 

OUT: Defines the output parameter(Efd' V po;; 
SUM: Summation block with any number of input, one output 

LDLG: Lead-lag block parameters given by (A+Bs)/(C+Ds) 

GAIN: Gain block. 

The UDC can be assigned fixed values or use variable names that can 

be assigned values within the UDC controller scheme. 

UDC with variable parameter names can be used as a user defined 

topology (UD1) where the topology can be used as a library. This 

UDT can be imported and used by many models by assigning 

different UDT names and numbers with applicable parameter names 

and values. Refer to UDT for usage and data format in the next page. 

The PacDyn simulation tool comes with an editor for UDC and UDT. 

The editor (CDUEdit) has support for single line block diagrams and 

dynamic code import/export for UDC and UDT. Figure 6.S below 

shows a block diagram of a simple A VR modelled in CDUEdit ready 
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11

10 be ""PO'lC,d~: ~ dynamic data file. 
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.Figure 6.5; User defin ed contmJler - AVR E xcitation system 

Tht: . bove " ... , exported to a dynamic data file ar><! the cod. ,hown in 

Fig. 6. 6 was automatically genernled. 
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Figure 6.6: Dyn;unk dat a code for AVR user-de fi ne d <controller 

E~ch UDC/UDT can have unlimit.d moJej, of dynamic power 

'ystem components. The STOP code j , med in location 2-5 to 

in dlC~," th o end of ~ tnnd<l in ~n UOC/UDT .eheme. The 

T ~mrin .. tor code -<)99 is used to end Uoe/UDT scheme and i. al", 

u, ed in lOCAtion 2_5 of the SO_wlurnn cam.record fonnat_ 

UDC and UDT =tion code. giv~ flexibility to dynamic po" .. "r 

'y,rem component. modelling [9J Addition al excimtion or.tem. that 

are not avoilable on the ' ptem library Oln be modelled a. UDT and 

!"tor imported to any dynamic data file. T".t err .. , conducted in [9J for 
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UDTand 

associated 

UDC 

. parameter 

data 

UDC models identical to built-in systems show that UDCs and UDTs 

are reliable in accurately modelling excitation systems [9,41]. 

The terminator codes (STOP; -999) are used in location 2-5 to 

represent FLAG or the end ofUDC/UDT data. 

PacDyn 8.1.1 allows user the flexibility of building generic user 

defined controllers with variable parameters that can be used as 

extended libraries. These models can be imported and used with any 

dynamic data file as user defined topologies (UDT) . 

The requirements for UDTs are the parameter specification for newly 

imported dynamic models. A UDT is identical to UDC as described 

with the exception that UDT have variable names defined after a 

DPAR statement for parameters to be changed on a particular model. 

The process of using a UDT is as follows: Use a data execution code 

DUDT for a new UDC. Import the UDT using its exact name and 

number to a new UDC model with a unique name and number. 

Specific data for the new UDC model has to be assigned via an 

associated user defined controller parameter data (AUDC). The code 

used to assign data to different param.eters is DPAR followed by the 

parameter name and data value. 

The following formats show the data execution code for UDT and 

A UDC respectively: 

DUDT 

I NUN 
I (_) 

~ I 

NAME (UDC/UDT) 
(-) 

p 

Where NUM is the UDT number 

JILAG HID. BUD 'fINP YOUr 
(-0) (-) (-) (-) (-) 

I A A A A 

A 
(-) 

I 

II 
(-) 

I 

c 
H 

I 

D 
(-) 

I 
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PlAG 
(-) 

I 

STOP 

-999 

BLID 
(-) 
A 

VuiabIo NAME 
(Vodoble) 

A 

VALUB 
(V_bIo) 

p 

Note: The usage of the UDC, UDT and AUDC can is included in the 

network data file in appendix. 

AUDC 

NUMC 
(-) 

I 

STOP 

-999 

NAMEC 
(-) 
A 

BLID 
(-) 

I 

NUMT 
(-) 

I 

NAMET 
(-) 
A 

NAME 
(-) 
A 

VALUB 
(V_bIo) 

p 

UDC example; for a simple A VR exciter with Ka=200 and Tr=0.02. 

The UDT abov~ will have two variables (Ka and Tr) as follows: 

DPAR 

DPAR 

Ka 

Tr 

The associated user defined controller parameter data (AUDC) will 

also have two variables and two values as follows to model the A VR: 

Ka 200.0 

Tr 0.02 

This makes it easy to have one generic controller to be used on 

models that have identical formats but different values. The end of the 
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UDT / AUDC model data is indicated by a ''Tenninator code" -999 in 

colwnns 2-5. 

End of PacDyn 8.1.1 requires an execution code to be used to indicate the 

dynamic data end of the dynamic components data file. The code to use is END 

and it is used in the location 1-4. 

6.3. PacDyn 8.1.1 components summary in small-signal stability analysis 

Table 6.4 overleaf shows a summary of all component models as used in PacDyn 8 .. 1.1 

applicable to this research. This can be used as a quick reference manual when modelling 

a power system model for stability studies using PacDyn simulation tool. These 

components models are applicable when modelling - but not limited to - the SMIB as 

well as the 2A4M power system models for small-signal stability analysis. 

Table 6.4: Summary ofPacDyn 8.1.1 Power system components model names 

Component Component description PacDyn 8.1.1 model Name 
Bus BUS DATA 
Bus names Incorporated in BUS DATA 
Line/ transformer BRANCH DATA 

Steady state Slack ~nerator N/ A (No load flow data) 
components PV bus / PQ ~nerator Incorporated in BUS DATA 

PQload Incorporated in BUS DATA 
System base MVABASE 

Synchronous ~nerator DGEN 
Infinite bus Incorporated in DGEN 
A VR excitation controller DAVR; DUDC; DUDT; AUDC 

Dynamic stability Power system stabilizer DPSS; DUDC; DUDT; AUDC 
components ZIP load DNNL; DUDC; DUDT; 

AUDC 
Case tide TITU 
System data and settings DSYS 
End of dynamic data file END 
Fault Transfer function 
Breaker Transfer function 

6.4. Summary 

Different power system components and modelling techniques used in PacDyn 8.1.1 

have been discussed. PacDyn 8.1.1 simulation tool requires three files for a complete 

power system model and analysis. It requires two network data files and an activity centre 

database. The network data files are the converged load flow electrical network and 
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dynamic network data files. An activity centre database contains infonnation about the 

network data files for a complete case analysis. PacDyn supports various data formats 

(pacDyn fonnat, PSS/E, Eurostag and AnaRade) for electrical and dynamic network 

data files. Output results are available via a 132-column fonnatted text, Output window, 

lists, tables that can be exported to other fonnats and advanced graphical plotting 

formats. The program can export results to be easily read by supporting Matlab code. 

PacDyn Electrical network data file and Dynamic network data files formats were 

discussed and the following components applicable to the selected models were 

indicated: System configuration settings format, eight Synchronous machine models 

ranging from classical 2nd order to detailed 6th order models. The machine models have 

two saturation models. The infinite bus is modelled as an AC bus with constant voltage 

magnitude and phase angle, it is modelled by setting the bus number to be used as an 

infinite bus. There are five built-in A VR excitation systems and one PSS that can be 

easily customised to model simple excitation control systems. 

The simulation tool comes with different editing tools such as CDUEdit and EditCepel 

for advanced editing. The two editors allow for easy modelling of dynamic component 

models using user defined controllers, user defined topologies and associated user 

defined controller parameter specifications. The UDC, UDT and AUDC provide 

extended capabilities for component modelling using simple coding or block diagrams. 

Constant PQ loads are modelled with the bus data in the electrical network data file. The 

program has support for static-nonlinear ZIP loads that can be modelled and used as a 

combination of constant impedance, constant current and constant power. The ZIP load 

models are easily set for individual buses, area or the whole system via a single data 

execution code parameter. PacDyn 8.1.1 does not have faults or breakers but these can 

be simulated using transfer functions in the Transfer Management database. The 

program has comprehensive user manual and tutorial documentations. 
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Chapter 7: 

7. Description Of Power System Mo~els And Case Studies 

This chapter gives detailed description of the power system modds used and case studies 

performed for stability analysis. 

Two power system modds were chosen for modelling and analyses for the purpose of 

this research. Th~ modds used were of varying complexity from 2nd order classical 

generator to detailed 6th order model. The two modds are the "SMIB" and the "2A4M" 

systems. Each of these power systems is briefly described indicating power system 

components applicable to each specific model. 

7 .1. Power system models 

7 .1.1. Single machine infinite bus (SMIB) power system model 

This modd was adopted from [21]. It represents the simplest dynamic modd to be used 

for small-signal stability analysis. The SMIB modd has been used by many authors to 

study the dynamics of synchronous machines of varying degrees from classical to 6th 

order modds as well as the excitations systems (A VR, PSS and speed governors) on 

stability of power systems [2, 14]. Figure 7.1 bdow shows the single line diagram. 

Bus I 

S=O.9+j0.3 
V1=l.OOLOo 

jO.lS 
(p.u) 

Bus 2 

..... ,; ... , 
~ Fault 

jO.S 
(p.u) 

Bus 3 

Figure 7.1: SMIB power system model [21] 

The following assumptions and operational quantities were used for the SMIB in Fig. 7.1: 

• The system base quantities are 2220MV A, 24 kV and 60 Hz. 
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• Tl,. impedance between Bu, 1 and Bus 2 represents ~ 1:1 transformer ~nd 'IV", 

teplaced by on identic:olline imp"dance of jO_15 p_u on the sY'tem b~sc_ 

• Bus 1 wa, modelled ~s a PV bu, with P. =O,9 p.u and Vo=I,OO p.u 

• BO$ 3;' an infinite bu, WIth fixed vollHg<' mognitude and angle M indicated_ 

• Timc dt,tru.in ,imulati()m 'were done by appl)dng a ,mall-di,rurbance on the 'Y'tem. 

• All impedances .nd p",,;et ore tn per unit on. <yw:m ba<e of22201l-fVA:1.I 24- kV. 

An.lly,;e, were done for different sY"chrnflou< tnad1Jnc mod.!, 'Uf'potted by e.ch 

<imulation t()()l on mfUlual control (constant F.,.n) , The effect of leahg<O reactance, 

=rure re,;'tance and ,aruration on cig<Orrvaluc. have be"" studied ~nd analysed. 'The 

excitation control, (AVR and PSS) were modelled and their effects on mod,l solution 

analyoed. TirnI: dmruun .imuiatlom "'ere also performed for a ",,,,ll-di.mrhnce. Th< 

,,,,,,pM. ",{w",k, and ,xli/an"" '~"I,.I1J_fk"'_r data iJ i"tI","d i~ th. App",d;x, mh6" A. 

7,1,2. Two_a<ea, four_ma~hjn~ (2A4M) pc"" .. ")'s\em mode! 

Figure 7_2 . how •• diagtam of the "2/1';'\1" model [21 ]. 

~ . " " 
• . . , 

-'-- ~ 

,. {> <~ KD -,-.- ,-" ", 

Figure 7.2: 2A4-M p ower 8yslem mood (2A4M) 

Figure 7,2 above was drawn using Simulink .ingle line library tool, in PSAT, .howing 

how PSAT ~afl be u"d to model a PO",;eI ' yotem network using . ingle line diagt>m', The 

"2A411-1" ' ystem (2A4-_M), h.c:reafter referred to os the "tw. arfa {I'''''' .r dbbmid"d 2A.;M' 

i, ~ ,mall p()wer .ystem mod.! operating at 60 Hz and l00MV A ba.e with, 

• 11 bu.e, (power system nodes) and tWfl identical are~' connected by long 

tr:o.n,mi"ion line' (weak ti .. j connecting Area 1 to Area 2. 

• 4- x two-winding transforffiCr. (9((IMVA, 20/230 kV, X=jO.15 p,n on 9U{)/dV,\ base), 
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• 4 synchronous generators (900MVA, 20 kV, 60 Hz). Generators 1 and 2 in Area 1, 

generators 3 and 4 in Area 2. 

• 2 constant PQ loads at 230 kV bus ratings, with excess reactive power injection into 

the power system. Static ZIP loads models were also modelled with active power as a 

constant current and reactive power components as constant impedance [14]. 

Although small, the two area system gives realistic power system dynamics of a large 

power system model for analysis [2]. Generators 1,2 and 4 are modelled as PV buses. 

Generator 3 is the reference machine. There is no infinite bus on this system model. 

Detailed generator models (6th order) are used for all four synchronous machines with 

saturation included on manual control. The excitation control systems (A VR and PSS) 

were then modelled on all synchronous machines and their effects analysed. In all case 

studies, inter-area and local area oscillation modes are analysed. 

Time domain analyses were done and the response of rotor speeds of all four 

synchronous generators were plotted. A comparison with modal analysis was made. 

7.2. Case studies 

A load flow solution was performed on the power system models in section 7.2.1 (SMIB) 

and 7.2.2 (2A4M) using PSAT and MatNetEig/MatNetFlow. The converged load flow 

results were used in PacDyn. This was done to ensure that the electrical network steady 

state solution has adequately converged for the initialisation of dynamic components and 

formation of state space equations before small-signal stability analysis can be done [11]. 

A total of 66 case studies were conducted using modal analysis with 33 cases done on the 

SMIB system and 33 cases done on the 2A4M system. Mode shapes and participation 

factors were computed and additional 24 calculations done for the deviations in 

frequency and damping ratios for the cases above to analyse the effects of various 

aspects on modal solutions. Time domain simulations were simulated on these cases. The 

case studies were conducted as follows: 
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7.2.1. SMIB power system study cases 

The following case studies were conducted on the SMIB model using all three software 

packages and comparative analysis made on the eigenvalues. 

7.2.1.1. Manual control 

7.2.1.1.1. The effects of damping coefficient on modal solution 

1bree damping coefficient (Ko) values were used as follows: Ko=O, Ko= -10 and 

Ko=+10. Eigenvalues were analysed and the effects ofKo on modal solution noted. 

7.2.1.1.2. Generator models and effect of saturation (2nd
, 4th and 6th order machines) 

All generator models supported by the respective power system simulation tool were 

modelled, simulated and results analysed. For the purpose of this thesis, only the 4th and 

6th order synchronous machine results are presented. Infinite bus modelling methodology 

on each software tool has been studied and the effect investigated. 

The effect of including saturation as well as neglecting saturation was investigated on 

eigenvalues of the oscillatory modes. Saturation models used in all three software tools 

were investigated. A round rotor synchronous machine was used for the 6th order model. 

7.2.1.1.3. Effects of leakage reactance and armature resistance on modal solutions 

The synchronous machine was modelled with leakage reactance ~ and armature 

resistance R. neglected. Results were compared with those obtained with R. and ~ 

considered in the synchronous machine model. 

7.2.1.1.4. Time domain simulations 

Time domain simulations were done to verify the interpretation of eigenvalues, 

frequency and damping on local area oscillatory modes on 4th and 6th order models. 

7.2.1.2. System controlled by AVR excitation control, no power system stabilizer 

7.2.1.2.1. Effect on 4th order and 6th order generator models 
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The effect of including the automatic voltage regulator (A VR) on eigenvalues of the 

SMIB system with a 4th order and a 6th order generators were analysed. Different types of 

A VR excitation systems supported by each simulation tool were all investigated. 

7.2.1.2.2. Time domain simulations 

Time domain simulations were done to verify the interpretation of modal solutions for 

systems with 4th and 6th order synchronous machines. 

7.2.1.3. System with A VR excitation and power system stabilizer 

7.2.1.3.1. Effect of A VR excitation on 4th and 6th order generator models 

The effect of including the automatic voltage regulator (A VR) and the power system 

stabilizer (PSS) on eigenvalues of the SMIB system with 4th order and 6th order 

synchronous machine models have been analysed. Different types of A VR excitation 

systems supported by each simulation tool were investigated. 

7.2.1.3.2. Time domain simulations 

Time domain simulations were done to verify the interpretation of eigenvalues, 

frequency and damping on oscillatory modes for systems with 4th and 6th order 

synchronous machines. Step change in mechanical power input to the synchronous 

generator and the reference voltage input to the A VR were used as small-disturbances. 

7.2.2. 2A4M power system study cases 

Small-signal stability analysis of this power system model was performed on manual 

control with constant PQ load models. Eigenvalues were computed and oscillatory 

modes analysed. 

The inter-area and local area oscillatory modes were identified using mode shapes and 

participation factors. 

The effect of including and neglecting the armature resistance, leakage reactance, 

saturation and different excitation controls were analysed. Finally, time domain 

simulations were done on each case and comparisons made on the results of the 

investigations as follows: 
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7.2.2.1. Manual control 

The system under investigation was modelled on manual control with constant E£d and 

the following case studies were conducted: 

7.2.2.1.1. Generator 3 modelled as a reference machine 

This was done to analyse how the use of reference machines affect the total number of 

states and small-signal stability analysis. Different modelling conventions were used 

depending on the simulation tool's modelling technique (i.e. Reference machine, infinite 

bus, slack or swing bus). 

Another case was conducted with the power system modelled without a reference or 

infinite bus. Redundant states and additional eigenvalues were analysed. Results obtained 

when Bus 3 was set as a reference machine with all generators modelled on manual 

control were noted for comparison. 

Mode shapes and participation factors were computed and plotted using compass plots 

and histograms for the identification of inter-area and local area modes. 

7.2.2.1.2. Effects of armature resistance and leakage reactance on oscillatory modes 

The effect of including armature resistance and leakage reactance on all synchronous 

machines were investigated and results compared with (7.2.2.1.1) above. 

7.2.2.2. System with thyristor exciter with high transient gain, no PSS 

At this stage, thyristor (A VR) excitation systems with high transient gain were modelled 

on all synchronous machines and tested. The following simulations were performed: 

7.2.2.2.1. Modal analysis on inter-area and local area modes 

The effect of modelling generators with high transient gain thyristor excitation controls 

for primary voltage regulation was investigated. The effects of armature resistance, 

leakage reactance and saturation were then analysed and a comparison made for all three 

simulation tools. In PacDyn tool, both the user-defined A VR controllers and built-in 

A VR models were used to accurately model the simple thyristor A VR excitations system. 
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The effects of saturation were analysed on all three tools. Mode shapes and participation 

factors were computed and plotted using compass plots and histograms for the 

identification of inter-area and local area modes. 

7.2.2.3 Thyristor exciter with transient gain reduction (fGR), no PSS 

Thyristor (A VR) excitation systems with transient gain reduction (fGR) were then 

modelled and tested. Modal analysis and time domain simulations were conducted. Their 

effects on stability of the power system model were determined in modal analysis on 

inter-area and local area modes. 

Time domain simulation results were compared with modal solution results. The effects 

of saturation were analysed and compared. Eigenvectors and participation factors were 

used for the identification of inter-area and local area modes. 

7.2.2.4. Thyristor exciter with high transient gain and PSS 

Thyristor A VR excitation systems described in Case 2 above were modelled together 

with power system stabilizers and the following simulations performed: 

7.2.2.4.1. Modal analysis and time domain simulations on inter-area and local area modes 

The effects of thyristor exciters and PSS were determined in modal analysis and time 

domain simulations. The effects of saturation were analysed. Eigenvectors and 

participation factors were used to identify oscillatory modes. 

7.2.2.4.2. Time domain simulations 

Time domain simulations were done using each software simulation tool and the results 

were compared for all three simulation tools. 

7.3 Summary 

Two different power system models used for small-signal stability analysis in this thesis 

were presented. These were modelled and simulated using all three software tools. 

Identical network data was used for a comparative study. A brief overview of the case 

studies to be conducted were also presented. Simulation results of all simulation tools are 

covered in chapter 8. 
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Chapter 8: 

8. Simulation Results And Discussions 

8.1 Results on the SMIB model 

The SMIB power system was modelled using different synchronous machine models 

from classical 2nd order to detailed 6th order models. Case studies conducted included 

generator on manual control where the effects of damping coefficient, saturation, 

armature resistance and leackage reactance were investigated and compared for all three 

simulation tools. Other case studies simulat~d were done, when the synchronouns 

machine was controlled by A VR excitation only as well as A VR and PSS on the 

generator. 

8.1.1 Manual control 

a) The effects of damping coefficient without saturation 

The synchronous machine on the SMIB power system was modelled using a classical 

electromechanical generator (2nd order) and all three simulation tools (pacDyn 8.1.1, 

PSAT 2.1.2 and MatNetEig) gave similar results. The table below shows results from 

each software tool for different values of damping coefficient (KJ without saturation 

considered. 

Table 8.1: Effect of damping coefficient on modal solution (classical model) 

K.t PacDyn 8.1.1 PSAT 2.1.2 MatNetEig 

A1,2=0±j6.3862 A1,2=0±j6.3862 A1,2=0±j6.3862 

0 f=1.0164 Hz f=1.0164 Hz f=1.0164 Hz 

~=O.OO% ~=O.OO % ~=O.OO % 

A1,2=0.7143±j6.3461 A1,2=0.7143±j6.3461 "-t,2=0.7143±j6.3461 

-10 f=1.01 Hz f=1.01 Hz f=1.01 Hz 

~= -11.185 % ~= -11.185 % ~= -11.18 % 

A1,2= -0.7143±j6.3461 A1,2= -0.7143±j6.3461 A1,2= -0.7143±j6.3461 

+10 f=1.01 Hz f=1.01 Hz f=1.01 Hz 

~=11.185 % ~=11.185 % ~=11.18 % 
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T~ble 8.1 ,bows tbe eigenvalue •• the o,dlal"'), fr'q""neie, and d~mping rati,,, for 

different damping coefficients. "''hen using SSView graphical lISe, intelf.cc in 

MatN~tEig too\, results ~re rounded off, re.uhlng in , mon differencc, in "'mping ",ti", 

~, compared to P~cDyn "nd PSA'f ""ult, . By tn~king U'e of the cotrunand line ver.;ion 

of this tool, all ,imu!o.tion too!' gave the ,"rm rc.uh •. TIlC rounded off "'mping rntio 

r",ult< were ±11.18 % a, oppo.ed to ±11.185 % when the damping coefficients were 

±IO. P.cDyn giv ... damping mios in percentoge. while MatNetEig tool give. damping 

nlti", in per unit, additional calculation. were done to change the,e to percentage' , psxr 
doe, n"t provide damping nlrio" a -r-latlab ,cript W1I' written tu colcu!o.re damping rnrio, 

in pe=ntoge from the eigen,'alue, f"r PSAT in thi, reg;ml. 

A dampil1g coeffi"ient (I<,.) of 0,0 ",sulted in ~ frequency of LOIM 1-1< and a dampil1g 

rorio of 0,0 %. \Vhen K.. "," set to -10, the 'y<tem becarm un'table~, expected with 

p",irive real p>t1S "f the dgem"Ollle' os.cillating with. freq""nc), of 1-01 H~ and " 

dampil1g .. Ii" of _11 185 0;.. A po<.itive d~tnping coefficient (K.., '" + 10) ",suited in " 

.f>lbk 'J'<tem o<dlating ~t I ,OJ H" with. '"'-mping ratio of +11.185 %. 

A 'm.Jl-disturb:lflce WII' ~ppli(" cI , t the L11 cclmnical power input of the ,ynchronou, 

machine (pmec was increased by 0.01 p.u) ~t rime t=O and b.ted for 5 •. 'firm domain 

simulation re.ulr. for the rotor .peed rc' pon" were plotted fo' five second, os ,hown in 

Fig, 8, 1 for tm ca,e where the damping codficient w,,, ~cw ming PacD"n tool. , 

:;:l 2.2E.4 
o 

~ 1.IE·4 
,Q 

.1§ 1.2E-9 
~ 
~ 
"0 -1,lE-4 
• 
[ 
If) _2.2E-4 

Rotor Speed response to 0.01 
-1'-'- --1 J \ -- ----T l\ -- , 

,,- '" ---- -- - , , , 

, 

, I 
. . - - -" --- -_ . , 

v-:- Kd=e .v L 
o , 

Time (s) 

p.u channge in Pmec 

17\ 
" ' '',!\ ' 

I 
" " , , 

-1------ , 1-
I V I 
3 , , 
-- -----

Figur. 8.1, l'acl)yn rotor speed response for no damping eoeffieient [Kd=01 

Fig, 8.1 .how, th~t tmre;' a 110 damping on the cb"ic.j gencmtor in P"cDyn , imulation 

too!' '1 be moximum rotor 'peed <kvi~tion i, 2.2"x1 0-1 per unit. 
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S.mple time me",mement, were token to c.lcuhte the ... enlB" period (1'0) and the 

oscillatory frequency of the rotor speed in Fig. 8.1 '1'he me",ured fr"'luenc), was 

1.016399 Hz while the frequency from th" moo.l solution w"' 1.0164 Hz. '1'lle difference 

between Ihi , and the m".",red fi-equency i, lx1 0.6 liz, smo ll enough to be ig'lOred. 

Figure ~.2 shows a slep re'po""e on [he same classic.! m.chine moJd [or negative 

damping coefficient in Pad))'n simuhcion tool. 

Rotor Speed response to 0.01 p.L1 change In Pmec 

,. 
Time (s) 

Figure 8.2: PacDyn rolor "pecd deviation re.pon.c fot ncgativ~ damping c~fficient 

A negoti .. e damping cod fiCient (Kd= -10) re$lu", in ,n umc:>bk ' Ftem with 11lcreosing 

'I"ed amplitude ,hown in Fig. ~.2 above. agtce ing "'Ih intnpremt;on of mooal wiuuon. 

Figure 83 ,how, • 'tep re' ponse on th" "rn" d."ic.l m.chme model [or a positiV<' 

damping coefficient in l'acD)'n simulation tool. 

Rotor Speed response " 0.01 p., change '" Pmec ., 
<i 

1.9E-4 f\ i - I I 
. . ... 

II 
• 1.0E_4 .. h ' ....... I I I 0 
.2 

... ·· A .~ I __ L , 
2.0E_3 - - -- . . . . - - - - . 

> • L V " " -6.3E-5 - . - - . ... . - - - - ------ ... - - - -- - -- - - -- - ---

• J I 
Kd_ 10 • -

0 -1.SE-4 • 
•• ,. ,. ,. • ,. 

Time "J 

Figure ~.3: PacDyn totor .pecd dcvialion re~pon"c for positive damping coefficient 
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When a pmitiv~ damping coefficient "'a. u. ed, the 'p;tem re'pon ' e w,,, stabl~ and 

damped out in fiye s~cond., Th~ graph in I'ig_ 8.3 confinn, what wa' predicted m ing 

modal analysis technique in PacDyn ,,,"ult, 

MatNetEig simulation tool was ust'd for ~ domain ,imulation, "nd the rotor speed 

<kviatiom were plotted for diff~rt'nt value. o[ the damping coefficient. ~ dimll"oonce 

was applied on the ,ynchronou. machine', ~chanical power input (pmin) where a step 

change o[O.ot per unit (p.n) wa, used. ~ ' mill-disrurbonce 'tep change was applied at 

time t=0 and la8ted for five seconds. Figure 8.4 below sh""" the .imwation re,wts_ 

;" ,;o,'_~ __ ~~~,R,esponse of spee,d";0C;p~m,,;"~ _ _ ~_~_ , 

x 1 0~ , 
, 

" 
__ c-___ , __ , __ -'- ___ __ , __ ___ __ __ 

, 

, 

~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~r~ ~ ~~~ .~~ •• -:;: ••• ~~~ __ ~ ~ ~:~ ~ ~~u,~~,,~.,,~o Ij~ ~ < 
;;--",,"~---'-;C--;--;:-C----;,;C-- ' , o 0.5 1 1.5 2 2_5 3 3.5 4 4. 5 ~ 

____ --'Time (s} _______ _ __ " 

Hgure 8.4-: .\-latNetEig rotor .peed. ttspanse [or different damping coefficient. 

Rotor .pecd deviation on the top of Fig. 8.4 i, for a ' ystem with a Zeto J'mping 

coefficient. The 'ystem Wll' o"cilbting ",-ith con.tant amplitude and had. maximum 

speed devi.tion of 2.2·h lO-' p.u showing that there Wll' nO damping on the synchronous 

generator. When the damping codficknt was set to -10, the o,cilLuory tnO<k was 

umtable with incre,~.mg roto, "P"ed .. ,hown in the middle of Fig. 8.4. The last graph 

,hoW'S t.he cas~ wh~n the damping coeffici ent was + 10 and the system proved to be 
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.table a. indicated by the decaying 'peed amplimde. The oscillations were d. mpal in five 

' e<:ond •. 

The rotor ,pe~d re' ponse graph, in Fig_ 8.4 are , imilar to those obtained in P.cDyn 

,imuhtion (001 re,ults and .ccuratcly predict the , t.biliry of the powcr syotetn model a. 

de, cribed using moo.1 .olutioru indiC<lted in roble 8.1. 

A ,mali disrnrbance of 0.01 p.u step increase in the mechanical input po=r of the 2"" 

order ,ynchronous m.dline mooel w:as sirnubted ming PSAT PSAT too! give, rotor 

,peeds in per Urn( "" opposed to devi. tion, in P.cDyn .nd M.tN~tEig. A 1-latlab , crip( 

wo, written to conver! re, ult (0 dev:io.tiom The result. in Fig. 8.5 below ,how the rotor 

speed deviation ,. 

Rotor Speed response to 0.01 pu change in Pm 

o -----

" "" '-, 
o 0.5 

" 

~ --, 

" Time (s) 

__ 1- <Osyn 1 [Kd +10] 

3 3.5 4 4_5 

Figure 8.5: {'SAT rotor speed re'ponse [or a .mall dialurh~nee, Kd effect. 

, 

The time domain ,imuhtioo plot, in Fig. 8.5 above show an und.mped o,cilhtory mooe 

wh.." the damping coefficient was K.J=O for the top graph with a muimum 'peed 

devi~tion of 2.24xW--' p.u. The 'ystem W", unsbble for K,,= _10 0<1 the middle gnoph 
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indicated by a growing speed amplitude on Fig. 8.5 while the system was stable for 

l<.!=+10 on the bottom graph. When the damping coefficient was and l<.!=+10, the 

oscillations were damped in 5 seconds. 

PSAT rotor speed plots in Fig. 8.5 predict the system response as interpreted on the 

modal solution. The oscillatory frequencies from the plots accurately match the 

frequencies given in the modal solution table. 

All three tools gave similar results using both modal analysis technique and rotor speed 

dynamics for all values of damping coefficient used. 

b) Effect of saturation on the generator models 

The 4th and 6th order detailed synchronous machines were modelled with leakage 

reactance <Xt) and armature resistance (R.) and no damping coefficient (l<.i=0) in all 

synchronous machine models. The effects of including and neglecting saturation have 

been investigated as shown in table 8.2. The round rotor 4th and 6th order synchronous 

machines with the exponential saturation (type 1) as described in chapter 5 were used in 

MatN etEig tool. 

Table 8.2: Modal solutions of systems with and without saturation 

Case Order PacDyn8.1 PSAT 2.1.2 MatNetEig 

~=-
4th ~= -0.1428±j6.3822 ~= -O.164±j7.1989 0.1428±j6.3823 

~1J order f=1.058 Hz f=1.1457 Hz f=1.0158 Hz ." .... ~ C,) ~=2.2363 % ~=2.277 % ~=2.24% si 
~= -0.203±j6.4206 ~= -0.2647±j7.2239 ~= -0.203±j6.4207 J1 ~ 6th 

order f=1.0219 Hz f=1.1497 Hz f=1.0219 Hz 
~=3.1603 % ~=3.661 % ~=3.16 % 

"0 ~=-
~ 4th ~= -0.1624±j6.4331 ~= -0.24148±j7.1989 0.1141±j6.4486 .a order f=1.0239 Hz f=1.1457 Hz f=1.0263 Hz C,) 

.S 
~=2.5231 % ~=3.3525 % ~=1.77 % 

~ ." 6th ~= -0.2109±j6.4012 ~= -0.34065±j7.2383 ~= -0.1656±j6.477 ~ 

~ order f=1.0188 Hz f=1.1520 Hz f=1.0308 Hz 
Ul ~=3.2935% ~=4.7010% ~=2.56% 
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The results in table 8.2 show that for PacDyn, PSAT and MatNetEig simulation tools; 

the 6th order machine has higher damping ratios as compared to the 4th order 

synchronous machine model. The system is stable for all generator models with 

saturation included and when the saturation is neglected. 

The damping ratios are slighdy higher on generators with saturation in PacDyn and 

PSATwhile lower for systems with saturation on MatNetEig software tool. PacDyn and 

MatNetEig gave similar results for systems modelled without saturation. The differences 

are attributed to different saturation models used by the respective simulation tools. 

When using PSAT simulation tool, the frequency and damping ratios remain the same on 

the 4th order and increased on the 6th order synchronous machine model when the system 

was modelled with saturation included. The frequency decreased in PacDyn tool while it 

increased in MatNetEig tools respectively when saturation parameters were included. 

The change in frequency (~f) and damping ratio (~O due to saturation on the 4th order 

and 6th order synchronous machines were calculated using the following equations (8.1): 

!:if = 1m - lsi 
ll( = (an - (Sl 

(8.1) 

Subscripts "sn" and "si" are for saturation "neglected" and "included" respectively. 

Results in table 8.3 shows the effects of saturation noted on the frequency and damping 

ratio by means of deviations in equations (8.1). ~f or ~~ is negative for an increase. 

Table 8.3: Damping ratio and frequency deviations due to saturation 

Order Change Saturation effect on modal solution 

PacDyn 8.1.1 PSAT 2.1.2 MatNetEig 
4th M 0.0341 Hz 0.0000 Hz -0.0105 Hz 

order ~~ -0.287 % -1.076 % 0.470 % 

6th ~f 0.0031 Hz -0.0023 Hz -0.0089 Hz 
order ~~ -0.133 % -1.040 % 0.600% 

The frequency deviations due to saturation shown in table 8.3 can be summarised as 

follows for PacDyn, PSAT and MatNetEig simulation tools: The highest frequency 
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devi.ti<Jn;'; in l'aclJyn (a decre .. e in frequenc)' of 0.0341 Hz} followed by on incroa.o in 

frequency of 0.0105 Hz in MatNetEig PSAT gave an increa.e of 0.0023 Hz on the 6'" 

ordor and no ch"n~", on the 4" order model 

TIlt: damping ratios changed with a maximum increa,e of 1.076 % on the 4'" order 

,yochtonou,; machine model in 1'SAT, a maximum damping ratio incre .. e of 0.287 % 

"",. noticed on the 4" order machine in PacDyn tool and reductions in damping ratio. in 

~htNetEig with. maximum deviation of 0.6 % on the 6" order machine model. 

Saturation in l'acDyn for \'o lh the 4" and 6'" order "",chin. model. <howed an incre., ., 

in damping ratio .nd a decrea<e in oscillatory frequenC)-. In MatNetP.ig tool, tho 

inclu;ion of ,aluraLiou remltcd in au increa,,, in frequency .nd • reduction in tho 

d.mping ... ti<J re.poctivdy. l'SAT tod gave a negligible froquency deviation and higher 

damping ratio increa,e on all machine model.. The differernce, are attributed to different 

mathom~tical ,amrarion model, implemented in the.e tool,., indicated in the App"ndix. 

c) Time domain simulations showing saturation effects 

Time dom.in simulations were performed and results ?olted on one set of axe. to 

compare differences in damping and fr"<Jtlency of oscillations 011 cla,,;c:ol, 4'" order """ 

6'" order ~nerator models '",itbOll1: saturation. The simulations were done for a .tep 

change in mechamcal power input to the ' ynchrono,," machine using PacDyn 8.1.1 

simulation tool and results shown in Fig. 8.6. 

Rotor speed response to 0.01 p.u change in Pmec ,. 2.3E·4 

" 
T _ .. , 1.1E·4 ., I .. 

.~ 1.IE·6 , 
~ .1.1E.4 . """"_4th.,,,,,,; 

~ 6th 
'" _2.2E_~ 

" 
-' 

I 
I 

-, 

Time (s) 

Fig"'" 8.6, ",,<'D)',, toIor "p"ed deviation plots for different n"'chi,,~ modds 

•• 

').1 
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Th~ plots on Fig. 8 _ ~ .how tMt th~ 6" OrdcI modcl ha, ~ higher damping NtiO compa.r~d 

to 4" ord~r modd. which in tum ha, higher damping ratio compared to the classicru 

m~clline model 'lhe frcyuency and damping (decay rat<;) ratio p~a~m' agree with th~ 

interpretation of re,ul~ found using modal ~n~IY';" in table 8.2 for the synchronous 

m~chine model wi thout . aturation. 

Similar step re'pome rime domain ,imulauom on clossical machi~e, 4" order arnl 6'" 

order ,ynchronous m~chinc models withom soruro.tion includcd wcre .1' 0 ob,ctycd in 

PSAT ~nd MnNetEig ,;mul ~tion tools. 

Note that the r~duction in rime pctiou on the gn.ph indialtes ~n increase in frequency 

while the reduction in amplitu<le "",an, ~n incre •• e in damping ratio ond Vlce-Ve,,"-

Figl"'C 8.7 ,how, :1", e ffect> o f ,at""';"'l OIl 6 -j, mde< "IlchWnollS lllochlIle 11l 1 'ad)Y1l. . . 

6th Ord~r _ S"turation vs. No saturation 

, 
'~ T 0 , 1.2E·4 

.0 

.~ 2.0E·3 

L I I 
L------''-Ic-------+I-----l--~ 

, 
" a: _S.2E_5 

• U> .1.8E.4 l----" 

o. 1. ,. , ,. 
Time (5) 

Figll!e 8.7: PacDyn salllr-.dion etrec1s on Gth order ,ynci1O'(lI1ou, tn3chine model. 

From th~ dbgrom in F;g. 8.7 ~bove, the dfects can b~ negl~cted over tbe whole ~me 

frame. 1"[", diffcrencc due to saNralion i, marginal on t~ freqU<'ncy ""d uomping ovct 

five , cwIld, ,imul.tion interrai 

Th~ ~ffects of ,aNration on the 4· or<ler synchronous machine .... e negligible during the 

enru.- fh-e second, with ... Iight incr ... ,e in damping and fttqUC'11CY noticc"bk after two 

.~conds on .ynchronou, machine witb .. turatioo. The ' Y"tem remains <table when 

,aturauon is eithor included ot ncgkcnod in the,e <ynchronom mochifl<" model,. 
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Figure 8.8 ,h"w, ,aturation dfem on the 6" "rue, ,ynchmnou, m~chine in M~tNetEig_ 

Response ofspeed to pmln (6th order models) 

s- _2 -

,; 

, 
-- : -----1 Nos~,u"'tim' h 

__ . With S"t~ I 
--- - -- - ~ -- - - - --

o 

t oJ - --- - - , :- - -, , 
~ , 
~ 

" 
, , 
, 

, , , 
Time (s) 

Figure R.R: MatNetE ig ,pe.e<1 deviations d,,,, to ut,,'at;on on (,th ordet model 

Figure 8_8 . hows that ,1", d.mping ratio i. Ie" and the f"'quency is high on the 'y"em 

with ,atuntion. This correspond, 10 tile interpretation made on modal ana1j--.i,_ The 4" 

order machine model g~ve a , imilar 'peed response, The ef[ec(]; a'e ,mall on £,equt"ncy 

and damping ratio lOr the fIrst lwo second!;, Satur:uion d fects given by M.'lL"'letEig art" 

opp"'in, P~cDyn r",ull< where the damping ratio increased while frequency dec,ea. ed. 

Fig",e S.? ,h(m-, ,~tur;!tion effect' (lCJ the rotor speed following a . m.ll dismrhnce 

J escribed ,,[ 1).r)1 p_ll chang<: in ITll"ch.,tlcal power input as simulated usmg PSAT tool. 

2 ~-- ----

o -----

" 
j'l 

c;--~-~,-

-,-----

, 

, ' " 

? 3 
Time (s) 

- "'oy', 1 I N~ S~tcmtiml 

, 

Figu'" H_'!' PSAT 'Of or speed 1'1<)[" dTects of ,aTU'ation on 6th order model 

The rotor 'peed, pl<ltted in Fig. 8.9 .how ~ ,uble ,"spome. The d.mping ;'; higher when 

the synChttlCJOll' tn.chine ;,; modelled with satutation, The effecl!; of saturation on tht" 

frequency ore negligible but to .ome extem. high on th.. d~mping_ 
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d) Effects of armature resistance and leakage reactance 

Th~ effect of neglecting armature resistance (RJ and leakage reactance (XV on the 

synchronous machine has also been investigated. In general, the resistance can be 

neglected but not the leakage reactance. However, the leakage reactance has been 

neglected here in order to investigate the effects of including or excluding these 

parameters on small-signal stability analysis. For all three power system simulation tools 

to be analysed, synchronous machine models without saturation were used. 

Table 8.4 below shows modal solutions for all three tools when R,. and X. parameters 

were neglected, compared with results in table 8.2 when saturation was not included. 

Table 8.4: Effects of armature resistance and leakage reactance (no saturation) 

Case Order PacDyn8.1 PSAT 2.1.2 MatNetEig 

4th 1..1,2= -0.1429±j6.3591 "-t,2= -0.1429±j6.3591 1..1,2= -0.1429±j6.3591 

aOC f=1.0121 Hz f=1.0121 Hz f=1.0121 Hz 
~ order 

oc.E! ~=2.246% ~=2.246 % ~=2.246 % 
~ u .51 

6th "-t,2= -0.2077±j6.3833 "-t,2= -0.21±j6.3576 "-t,2= -0.2077±j6.3833 

~8 order f=1.0159 Hz f=1.0118 Hz f=1.0159 Hz 

~=3.253 % ~=3.301 % ~=3.253 % 

The change in frequency and damping ratio due to R,. and X. on classical, 4th order and 

6th order synchronous machines were calculated. PacDyn and MatNetEig gave similar 

results. All tools gave similar result for the 4th order synchronous machine model without 

R,. and X.. PSAT results differ with both PacDyn and MatNetEig result on 6th order. 

Equations (8.2) below were used to compute the change in frequency (at) as well as the 

change in damping ratio (ar;): 

4[=/;-/n 
ll( =(i -(n 

(8.2) 

where the subscripts "i" and "n" indicate ''included'' or "neglected" respectively. The 

results in table 8.5 shows the effects as calculated using the above equations. 
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'fable 8.5: Effect" or ~rmatllre resislance and leakage reactance on modal solution 

Order Change Effect' ofR and X, on modal solution 

PacD",8.1.1 PSAT 2.1.2 MatNelEig 

4'" M 11.IH5~ Hz O.1.11fi llz OJI'"ki9 Hz 

order L:.~ ·0.11111 % 0.11.,2 " .. ', -OJIHI "< 
,- M 11.01":(. H~ O.1.l79 lIz O,(t)(i 11-. 

order L' • -IUN2% 0.%1% -OJ)()2 % 

A na]y"" of moJo] ,n]LLUons in t.ble K4 and d eviation< on frequ ency anI] d.mplng r.no, 

in uble 8 __ 0 """al digh l increase in ",,,nping ntio (i. e, 1j,IJli1 % • nd O,lI92 % on 4" and r," 

Orlkr machine mnJd, re,!",cti,·ely), a, wen as negligibk frequ ency drop on the,e 

machJn" mcxkh on LJolh PKDyn and !o.-lat" e[Ejg [,)()l, when K •• nd X, .re m-gie"[ed, 

PSAr resed", ,bow ,lut n"gkcling atmalure resi,tancc and leah)}' rco",once decrcose; 

b",h tbe fr"'luenc,- ,nl] 1]a)11rin); nt'n oi {he 4':' ~nd G'" order ;,nchrono", machines, A 

maximum damping rario Il<"".~on nf (Uti! " .. ', ~nd a maxlI!ll~n itcYliency reducuon oi 

0,1379 Hz were nouud on the (," emln ,ynchmnous n"chine n",dcl. TI'e,e dcvi,,,;on> 

arc ,m~ll and ~"'n be 19nored In ,m.lkigm ] H,LJility ~",h-",. 

Figure R,lll ,h"",s {he rolClr 'peed deyi"ion riot, when R,. and X, "" LJolh n<gkctrd ~nd 

included in PacDyn ,;.imulation tool. A Hep inc""", in Pmec nfOJllr, u \HS ~rrlied, For 

simrlicily, only the r," older model In ,II thr"e toois i, comra ,-d. 

" ~ , , 

'" • , 
0 

2 
.~ " • ~ 
~ , 
• 
~ 
~ , 

x 10'" 

" 

Effects of leakage reactance and armature resistance 

, 
Time (s) 

-- Ra and XI Nct iocluded _ 

Ra and XI iocle<:lad 

, , 

Figure 8.10: l'acDyn speed pk,u<: Effect. ofRa and Xl on the 6'" order machine 
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l\lthough ,mall "nd negligible. during the fir" two ".cond" ,he frequency incre,,,e cttn be 

,ee.n on Fig_ 8_JI) above ,,-hen It. "nd X were included on ,he lo,t three seconil s of lhe 

'Ullllhtion The effect on Jampmg ratio con be ,.fdy ignored in PacD}'n simulation t,~~ 

I>hti'-<e.tEig ,rep u~pome. ,imul'~01'" gave rotor 'pe"d deyiaoo1lS "'-'ponse iilenticol lO 

P,cOyn plm' in rig. 8.10 ,bove. confirmmg mo..hl ftllaly'" re.sult" 

The 6'" orUer 'rnchrono'" machine wilh ttnil wilh",,, R. anil X, wos ,i1l1ubted fm " 

'LTIall-ili'l.utb,,'ce dung~ in LTIechttnicttl powe! inpuL The roWr 'p"eil rL<pn'''''' wa,' 

plotted "g~imt each olher O"et five "TOnUs in Fi~. ~ . 1 1 foe- T'SA T ,imub~n" rnul,,_ 

. 10" Rotor Speed response to 0.01 pu change in Pm 

o ----- ----

_ "-'sy, 1 {Without Ra and )Ill 
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Figur~ 8.11: PSAT rotor "!",ed plm., EITecL, of R, and X,on ,he 6th orde r machine 

TIl(" ""oe- 'pe{d " "pn""" in l'ig. R.ll indic~", th~t tk 'YW'lll j, ,,"bk The freque.ncy 

anil Jamplllg tuio incteaseil when ho{h H. .. ,nil X ore ind ,xkil, At three and h~l f 

" ,coo&.. the N-o modd , have ",tm 'P'"ed, " 1811 degree., ap'f[_ The,e ,-.nations are. loo 

big ,nil can nOl be ignoreil. TI,e s!",eil re'poa", ,imul~lion 'e,,,I1l, contradict 'he modal 

wlutiOCl where ,he drens of neglecting R, and X were negligible on I'SA T re,ul,,_ 

8.1.2 G~n~ra tor controlled by A VR excitation with no pt,wer "y"tem "tab ilizer 

Th~ nlOc1al solutions were compmed to "",ly"- {he eff~ct o! A V R eHilHion con"ol On 

4'" order and G" order 'y"chronD'" lll,chi,,(' mDdeJo ,,~{h ,aturooon consid e.red, Only the 

IDcal o,cillatory mod,,, are ,hown ,nd di , c,,",ed . T!" 1,,!1 "imWl!"" art' iu Appmdix H.2. 
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The simple A VR exciter given by Kundur [21] is modelled using the three simulation 

tools as follows (The descriptions and block dialflJ11ls are covmd in chapters 4, 5 and 6 for PSAT, 

MatNetBig and PacDyn respectivelY): 

• PSAT: A VR Type III - simplest A VR modd used for "rough" stability analyses. 

• MatNetEig: AC Type 7 exciter (AC4a) and Static Type 10 exciter (ST1a). 

• PacDyn: Simple A VR excitator represented by built-in modd 3 and unc. 

To avoid repetition, modal results for the system under manual control (mc) are not 

included in this section; Please, refer to section 8.1.1(b) table 8.2 with saturation included. 

Table 8.6 shows modal solutions for the 4th and 6th order modds for all simulation tools. 

Table 8.6: Modal solutions of SMIB system with A VR excitation only 

Order PacDyn 8.1.1 PSAT2.1.2 MatNetEig 

A.=0.5123±j7.4098 1..= -0.3422±j6.9507 A.=0.4488±j7.3462 
4th f=1.1793 Hz f= 1.1 062 Hz f=1.1692Hz 

~= -6.8979 % ~=4.918 % ~= -6.1 % 

A.=0.4927±j7.3433 1..= -0.5033±j7.0521 A.=0.4542±j7.4026 

6th f=1.1687 Hz f=1.1224 Hz f=1.1782 Hz 

~= -6.694% ~=7.119 % ~= -6.12 % 

The modal eigenvalues presented in table 8.6 provide the following: 

• PacDyn and MatNetEig simulation tools predict that the system is unstable (real 

parts of the eigenvalues are positive) on the 4th and 6th order synchronous 

machine modds. 

• PSA T predicts a stable system for all synchronous machine modds. Results from 

MatNetEig and PacDyn simulation tools gave five eigenvalues while PSAT gave a total 

of seven eigenvalues for the power system modelled with a 4th order synchronous 

machine model and an A VR exciter. For a 6th o.rder machine model, PSA T gave nine 

eigenvalues while PacDyn and MatNetEig gave seven eigenvalues each. Additional 

eigenvalues in PSAT are all due to A VR modd used. Refer to chapter 4 section 4.2 on 

modelling of A VR excitation systems for disadvantages of A VR excitation modds in 

PSAT. The simple A VR excitation system used "adds" one additional state on the system 
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and thus PacDyn and MatNetEig results are more realistic than results given by PSAT. 

PacDyn and MatNetEig are closer to those given by [2, 11, 14,21,43]. 

The effects of the A VR exciter were calculated using the deviation in damping ratios and 

frequencies on the 4th order and 6th order synchronous machines using equations (8.3). 

4f = fmc - fAVR 

Il.( = (me -(AVR 
(8.3) 

The subscripts "me" and "A VR" are for "manual control" and "A VR excitation control" 

respectively. Table 8.7 shows the effects as calculated using equations (8.3). 

Table S.7: SMIB with A VR only: Effects on &equency and damping ratios 

Order Change Frequency and damping ratios deviations due to A VR 

PacDyn S.l.l PSAT 2.1.2 MatNetEig 

4th Ilf -0.1554 Hz 0.0395 Hz -0.1534 Hz 

order IlC 9.420 % -1.566 % 8.340% 

6th Ilf -0.1499 Hz 0.0296 Hz -0.1563 Hz 

order IlC 9.988% -2.418 % 9.280% 

It is evident from table 8.7 that the AVR exciter had marginal increase in frequency on 

PacDyn and MatNetEig tools for all two synchronous machine models. The frequency 

decreased in PSAT results for all models with A VR exciters. There were higher reduction 

in damping ratios of 9.42 % and 9.988 % for both 4th and 6th order machine models in 

PacDyn respectively, while the reduction in damping ratios were 8.34 % and 9.28 % on 

4th and 6th order machines respectively in MatNetEig. Damping ratios in PSAT increased 

on the 4th and 6th order machine models by 1.566 % and 2.418 % respectively. Negligible 

variations in results were noticed between PacDyn and MatNetEig results. 

Time domain simulation rotor speed deviation plots for a step change of 0.01 p.u 

mechanical input power change were simulated. PacDyn and MatNetEig tools' time 

domain simulations gave unstable oscillatory speed deviations with negligible differences 

in amplitudes. Differences are due to the saturation models used by these simulation 

tools as predicted using modal analysis. PSAT step response indicated a decaying speed 
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with very little damping. PacDyn and MatNetEig simulation tools' results are closely 

related and comparable for the purpose of small-signal stability analysis. 

8.1.3 System controlled by an A VR and a power system stabilizer 

Modal solution and the effects of A VR exciter and power system stabilizer (PSS) on 4th 

and 6th order synchronous machine models were analysed. All synchronous machines 

were modelled with R., ~ and saturation considered. A PSS model and data given by [21] 

was used with peed input signal. Eigenvalues found were compared for all three 

simulation tools as shown in table 8.8. 

Table 8.8: Modal solutions ofSMIB system with A VR and PSS 

Case Order PacDyn 8.1.1 PSAT 2.1.2 MatNetEig 

- 4* A= -O.1624±j6.4331 A= -0.24148±j7.1989 A= -0.1141 ±j6.4486 
g order f=1.0239 Hz f=1.1457 Hz f=1.0263 Hz 
8 ~=2.5231 % ~=3.3525% ~=1.77 % u 
";I 

6* A= -O.2109±j6.4012 A= -0.34065±j7 .2383 A= -O.1656±j6.477 

~ order f=1.0188 Hz f=1.1520 Hz f=1.0308 Hz 
)1 

~=3.2935% ~=4.7010% ~=2.56% 

4* A= -1.0806±j6.6851 A=0.1787±j7.5872 A= -0.9183±j6.7085 

rIl order f=1.064 Hz f=1.2075 Hz f=1.0677 Hz 
rIl 
~ ~=15.958 % ~= -2.355 % ~=13.56 % 

1 6* 
A= -1.058±j6.7366 A=0.1645±j7.499 A= -1.0061±j6.7253 

~ f=1.0722 Hz f=1.1935 Hz f=1.0704Hz 
~ order 

~=16.199 % ~= -2.193 % ~=14.8 % 

Table 8.8 shows that the system with either 4th or 6th order synchronous machine model 

is stable and well damped in PacDyn and MatNetEig tools. The damping ratio of the 6th 

order synchronous machine is higher than that of the 4th order synchronous machine. 

PSAT results show that the system is unstable as indicated by positive real parts of the 

eigenvalues on all synchronous machine models with A VR and PSS. 

PacDyn is more optimistic compared to MatNetEig that has slighdy lower damping 

ratios. PSA T results are incorrect in this case study. 

The change in damping ratios and oscillatory frequencies on the 4th order and 6th order 

synchronous machines were calculated using (8.4). 
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4f = f me - fArR+PSS 

11( = (me -(ArR+PSS 
(8.4) 

where the subscripts "me" indicates system on "manual control" and "A VR + PSS" 

indicates system with A VR and PSS excitation control. An increase in damping ratio is 

indicated by a negative deviation (110 while a negative frequency deviation is for an 

increase due to A VR and PSS on the synchronous machine model. The effects of A VR 

and PSS are shown in table 8.9 as calculated using equations (8.4). 

Table 8.9: SMIB with A VR and PSS effects on &equency and damping ratios 

Order Change Syt tem with A VR and PSS 

PacDyn 8.1.1 PSAT 2.1.2 MatNetEig 

4th 11f -0.0401 Hz -0.0618 Hz -0.0414 Hz 

order 11~ -13.435 % 5.708% -11.79 % 

6th 11f -0.0534 Hz -0.0415 Hz -0.0396 Hz 

order 11~ -12.906 % 6.894% -12.24 % 

Changes in damping ratios and frequencies in table 8.9 can be summarised as follows: 

PacDyn and MatNetEig simulation tools' results: Both the frequency and damping ratio 

increased on all synchronous machine models. The maximum change in frequency for 

PacDyn was found to be on the 6th order machine (0.0534 Hz) while the maximum 

frequency deviation in MatNetEig was on the 4th order machine (0.0414 Hz). The 

deviation in damping ratio in PacDyn is higher on the 4th order compared to 6th order 

machine model while in MatNetEig it is higher on the 6th order compared to 4th order 

synchronous machine model. 

PSAT results showed an increase in frequency for systems modelled with A VR and PSS 

compared to systems modelled under manual control. The frequency deviation was 

maximum on the 4th order machine model (i.e. M=0.0618 Hz). The damping ratios 

decreased in all machines. The damping ratio deviation on 6th order model in PSAT was 

+6.894 % compared to -12.906 % and -12.24 % in PacDyn and MatNetEig respectively. 

The type ofPSS used in PSAT does not accurately model the one given by Kundur [21]. 
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T ime domain .imulation plot. for system with AVR and PSS 
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Figure 8.12: PacDyn totor . peed plot for a 6th order machine with AVR and PSS 
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model we' e damped in four second, ior . 11 di,mrho nce tJ-l'"s, '1'he maximum ' peed 

de"i.rion .,.-,,, I .'i(,x 1 0-' when a slep chanli" " 'o. .pplied on ,he rcf('tt:nu: ""Ito)!"_ 

Figure 8_13 ,how, the ' p('ed ""Ix""e, to ,h(' ",,/,:tt:f\C(' ""It,)!" or the AVR {V, et) " well 

as meGhaIllCal po" .. r input (pmln) in Mal'-:e'Fig ,i I '-Hll~ri"fl t(Xll. 
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Figure 8.13: MatN etEig rotor .peed for 61h order m achine with AVR and PSS 
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Rotor speed <kviatiorn plots fol' a step d;,tucban~e in Pmio as ,,'ell as Vref do, eIy mat~h 

those in Pa<:Dyn. 'lhe 'ptem" stable and damped in four se~ond, in M~tNetEig. The 

r"'pames are ~, p",di~ted by t~ i1l1erp"'tation of modal solution for ~ system with AVR 

and a PSS where the 'ystem is "able ",ith negative I'eal par! on the eigenvalue,. The 

response in Fig. 8.13 mat~hed PacDyn simuhtion results. The maximum <peed ,k"iation 

wa< 1.68xt 0 < """en a step ~hange was applied on the ",ference volL~~. 

Figu'" 8. t 4 indicates time domain simulations results in PSA T for ~ <rnaIl diS[urban~e on 

the mechanical inpltt power. 

! 
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, " A r; i 2

1
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Figul'e 1\.14: PSAT _peed ees/",,"' e" for 6th OI'der wilh AVR and PSS 

1be I'Otoe 'peed resporne, to step chaOSe, in Pm "nd V,d indicated Fig. 8.14 above 

<how un<table <y<1em fur:ill type' of m<!urbance<. Reference to [2, 11, 14, 21, 42] ,ho",. 

that PacD)'I1 and MatNetEig a", mo,.., optimi,tic while PSAT results are incorrect fm 

this powcr sy,t:cm model. 

8.1.4 Acce,,;bility of lhe system's A stale manix in Ihe simulation tools 

lbe use of ~omm"nd line tool, in PSAT and MatNetEig simulation tools provide access 

to the A m~trix of the power 'y,tcrn model. PacDyn ,imubtion 1001 has an option to 

export the <bte 'po.ce modellh~{ CiUl be r"",d by the accompanying Matlab ,ct:ipt ~ode, 

to comfnlct the A matrix. n, A stair matrix frrJm all thm J;m,,!atiM mlf for th, dtWital 

madlin, mgdtf, rJ' crdtr mcdtl M n"''''((ll "'n~f, 6'" orda 0" AVR ,xciMtion (md rJ' mrr mMd on 

A VR and PSS ,,,-d/(1!;0" 'p"ms an! ind"dd in ,IN AfFtndix H, u .tiglJ HJ 
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8.2 Results on the 2A4M system model 

The synchronous machine models were modelled using 6th order models for all four 

machines. The effects of varying damping coefficients, including as well as neglecting R.. 
~ and saturation have been investigated. Additional simulated cases included the effects 

of static non-linear ZIP (and voltage dependent VOL in PSA1) loads as opposed to 

constant PQ load models using all three simulation tools. Inter-area and local area 

oscillatory modes were identified and comparisons made on these modes using modal 

analysis and time domain simulations. 

8.2.1 Manual control 

The first test case was modelled with generator number 3 set as a reference machine in 

PacDyn tooL The eigenvalues computed gave 23 modes with two local area modes and 

one inter-area oscillatory mode. Both PSAT and MatNetEig gave 24 eigenvalues. This 

was due to the absence of absolute rotor angular reference in PSAT and MatNetEig 

tools. When the system was modelled without a reference bus in PacDyn, the tool gave 

24 eigenvalues with one pair of oscillatory mode close to the origin. 

PSAT tool does not allow small-signal stability analysis of a system without at least one 

slack bus while MatNetEig requires one bus to be defined as a swing generator in order 

to successfully get a converged load flow solution and initialize dynamic components. 

This resulted in no redundant states in both PSAT and MatNetEig tools. 

The infinite bus in PacDyn was modelled as described in chapter 6 section 6.2. In 

MatNetEig tool, the infinite bus (Bus 3) was set using the command "setib" as described 

in chapter 5 section 5.2. To set an infinite bus in PSAT, a swing bus is defined using 

SW.con with the synchronous machine on that specific bus. The eigenvalues found were 

18 for all simulation tools when the generator on bus 3 was set as an infinite bus. 

The infinite bus and reference bus in these power system simulation tools eliminated 

redundant states on the system modes. This is consistent with [2, 11, 14,21, 43]. 

Table 8.10 shows the modal solutions for the inter-area and local area modes in all three 

software tools for the system on manual control with constant PQ loads. The system was 

still modelled with generator 3 set as a reference bus in PacDyn or swing bus in both 
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PSAT and MatNetEig simulation tools. The synchronous machines were all modelled 

neglecting saturation and the effects of armature resistance and leakage reactances were 

analysed in all tools. 

Table 8.10: Manual control: Inter-area and local area modes 

Case Mode PacDyn 8.1.1 PSAT 2.1.2 MatNetEig 

Inter-
).= -O.09919±j3.4218 ).= -0.26259±j3.3127 ).= -0.09921±j3.422 

~ area f=0.5446 Hz f=0.5272Hz f=0.5446Hz 

~ ~=2.898 % ~=7.902 % ~=2.898% 

" "'6il ).= -0.572±j6.6935 ).= -0.57005±j6.5517 ).= -0.5719±j6.694 
~ Local 

~ area 1 f=I.0653 Hz f=1.0427 Hz f=1.065 Hz 

~ ~=8.514 % ~=8.668 % ~=8.514% 
~ 

).= -0.576±j6.9176 ).= -O.57992±j6.698 ).= -O.576±j6.914 r/ Local 
area 2 f=1.101 Hz f=1.066 Hz f=1.101 Hz 

~=8.299 % ~=8.626% ~=8.298% 

Inter-
).= -0.09211 ±j3.4265 ).= -0.20162±j3.7576 ).= -0.09213±j3.427 

~ area f=0.5453 Hz f=0.5980 Hz f=0.5453 Hz 
tl 
~ ~=2.687 % ~=5.358% ~=2.688 % .... a Local 

).= -O.5726±j6.8115 ).= -0.89861±j7.8217 ).= -0.5726±j6.811 
c 
CJ 

area 1 f=1.0841 Hz f=I.2449 Hz f=1.0841 Hz 
~ 
~ ~=8.376 % ~=11.414% ~=8.376% 

~ ).= -O.5742±j7.0355 ).= -0.9227±j8.0393 ).= -0.5742±j7.036 
r/ Local 

area 2 f=1.1197 Hz f=1.2795 Hz f=1.1197 Hz 

~=8.1343% ~=11.403 % ~=8.134% 

Table 8.10 above shows that the system is stable in all tools. There are low damping 

ratios in PacDyn and MatNetEig in the inter-area mode. PSAT has higher frequency and 

much higher damping ratios compared to MatNetEig and PacDyn in all modes. The 

results in MatNetEig are similar to results given by PacDyn when R,. and X. are 

neglected, the differences are due to rounding errors discussed in in section 8.1.1 (b). 

PacDyn and MatNetEig gave results that are closely similar with the following due to R,. 

and X.: The frequencies increased in all modes with a maximum deviation of 0.0188 Hz 

in local area 1, wich is small and negligible. The damping ratios decreased in all modes, 

the maximum deviation is 0.1647 % in local area 2 mode due to the inclusion ofR,. and 

X. in the generator models. 
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The frequency differences between PSAT and PacDyn are 0.0527 Hz in inter-area mode, 

0.1608 Hz in local area 1 and 0.1598 Hz in local area 2. The maximum damping ratio 

difference is 2.671 % in inter-area mode when both Ra and Xt were neglected and it is 

3.038 % in local area 1 and 3.269 % in local area 2 when these parameters are considered 

respectively. These differences are big and can not be neglected. 

Both PacDyn and MatNetEig tools' results are consistent with recent research and 

analyses results in this model and therefore deemed correct. 

8.2.1.1. Effects of Damping coefficients on &equency and damping ratios 

Similar to the test case simulated on the SMIB power system model, the 2A4M model 

was analyed for the effects of varying the damping coefficients. Three damping 

coefficient values <K.t=0, 1<.!=-10 and 1<.!=+10) were used for the synchronous machines 

modelled without saturation while both Ra and Xt were included. Table 8.11 below shows 

results found when I<.! was set to zero on all four generators. 

Table 8.11: Manual control modes for zero damping coefficients on MatNetEig 

Kd=O Eigenvalue Freq. (Hz) Damp(%) Mode (Bus number) 
Inter-area -0.09213±j3.427 0.5453 2.688 Speed BUS 01 
Local area-l -O.5726±j6.811 1.0840 8.376 Speed BUS 01 
Local area-2 -0.57 42±j7 .036 1.1197 8.134 Speed BUS 01 

The system was modelled and simulated for the cases when the damping coefficient 

values were set to 1<.!=-10 and 1<.!=+10 respectively and 1<.!=+10 respectively and the 

results (included in the Appendix) were analysed. Table 8.12 shows the effects of varying 

I<.! on the modal frequency and damping ratios as simulated in MatNetEig 

Table 8.12: Effects of damping coefficients on &equency and damping ratios 

Case ~f(Hz) ~t(%) Case ~f(Hz) ~t(%) 

Inter-area 0.0063 11.640% 0.0012 -11.432% 
Kd=-10 Local area-l 0.0031 5.897% Kd=+10 lE-04 -5.844% 

Local area-2 0.004 5.993% 0.0003 -5.936% 

A negative damping coefficient (Kd=-10) decreased both the frequency and damping 

ratio while a positive damping coefficient (Kd=+10) resulted in an increase in both the 

frequency and damping ratios on the local and inter-area oscillatory modes. The effects 

are small and negligible on the frequency but big on the damping ratios on all three 
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simulation 100/" The 'Y'lem remained <table for ill volues of damping coefficient used 

on PadOyn \vhile unsmble on the intet ·are, mode On PSAT ,nd J\btNetEig 1001, for a 

d''''i'ing coefficient of -10. PSAl' and PacDyn t{",,],' re.ult arc in Appendix. 

8.2.1.2. Identification of 05dUatoty modu in Pacl)yn . ,,[lwar<: 

The ' en<iti"itie. of tM gcnentors' rowr ,peed, ""-'Ie comp"ted in PacDyn in the 

electromechanical o,cill~tory mode, uoing mode ,hape. and pattidpation f"tot>. These 

mode ,hape. "xl p.rlicipation f. ctors were cakulated on the ,dected mod<" a, wciated 

wilh speed {Jl1lput of the synchronous machine, to ,how how generatot> at<: oocillating 

apin.t each other, This helped to identify inte",-are. and local area oscillatolY mode, . 

Mode ,hape. indkate tebuv" magnitude and phase of oscillatiom of • given 'ystem 

vari.ble while patticipation faclors give a meo.sure or how a giYel! ,t.te varigble 

participate in an o,dllatoty mode. 

Different foom of sensitivity re,ult. from Pa<:Dyn ore av.ilable (i,e. p'.,hr pkJlS, 

histograms and lim), Figure 8,15 (0) and (b) . how mode sh,pe, fot the 'y'tcm with 

'vnchrof1()us gmerato,-.; On manll.J control. using polar plots and histogram" Th. Ii,' if 
mod, Jim?" .,howi,,)! omptifttdts, pb,m an!,ier and b1l' /liJlffU foyil," wilh tho bl{' "mnb," for 

parlidpa6"J l .mcral .... ,. "" ;~dJldd in Apff1ldix H.2, 

Output: WW 
1I __ 0.0960a4+J3 .4244 

! 

Li4 1 

'--~--=C---, Output; ww 
"'''·O.096004+J3.4244 

l'tgure 8.15(a) M"de ,hap"" M.nual control l'igur<: 8.15(b) Mode ,h.pes: I li,togram, 

The tendL' in Fig 8.15 (~) ond (b) ,how the following reports for analysis of the 

eigenvalu<'" i.= -O.096+j3,4244: 

(a) Mode ,hapes in pc'! .. plOl for aU four g<1l"raw,", pattidpating in the <peed mode. 

lif> 
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(b) Th~ ,arne mode .ha~, in (~) were pre<entcti n<ing Hi,togram, "dth rdative 

amplitll<1es ~nd directiOfl' taken into co."ider.uion. 

The mode ,m.!"" in Fig. 8.15 indicate that gcneJ:1toro 1 ~nd 2 are swinging wge,h.,r 

agojrt" 3 ~nd 4. It is on inter-ate. mode with two area. swinging against each other. 

The resuhs in Fig.8.16 indicate mode ,ha!"" fot the eigcm-a!ue i. = -0.5759+;6.77(.6: 

Output: ww 
Eig o.nvalue: _O.~7~BG+j6.77G6 

I G~'~~"'"n~ __ ,I-I-"G"-' , 

Output: WW 
·O.57586+J6.7766 

G2 G3 G4 

Figure 8.16(~) Manual control: Mode sm.pe' Figure 8.16(1)) Manu.l control.: Mode 

(polat) ,hape. (Hi,{ognllm) 

The result, in Fig.8.16 indicate the following for both (a) and (b) re,~ctivdy on the 

giI--en eigenvalue; where (~) is polar plot ond (b) i, a hi,togram of the mode ,hape.: 

G enerator 1 is o, eil1J.ting a~i"'t generator 2 while negliglble genenuor. 3 and -1- are and 

o.dllating ago.in" each other. TIlls i, a locol area 1 oscilblOry mode 

The re,wt' in Fig. 8.17 (a) ",,<1 (b) imli.;"e the mode 'hapes using vector plot and 

histograms for the eigenvolue J..= -O.5795+j7.0008: 
,--,--------, 

L 
Output; ww 

Eigcnval"e:( -0. 57946+J7.(008) 

T 

1 
Fi,,"'"e 8. 17(a) M:annol control: rob" 

Output: WW 
A _ _ O.~7946+J7. OOOB 

G2 G1 

-0 .74 

riglLr~ 8. 11(b) "'[anua! control Hi,tograms 
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The mo,lc<h1pt:, iu polar plot (a) and histogrrum (b) of Fig_ 8.17 indicate that the 

synchronous machi"" 3 is oscillating agaimt m'-Chin~ 4 while geneutors 1 and 2 are 

negligibk on this mode, This mode i< a loc:al area 2 mode. 

Apm f(>tm the mode 'hape" PacDyn pwvide, particip<ltion factors in the form of lim 

and histog=" The 'peed modt: particip<ltion factors for the sys tem on manual control 

in PacD yn w~e compllted a' ,hown ming the hi<togr:un< in Fig. lUg (a), (b) and (e), 

-<),0%004+ J3.424-4 _O.57M&-J7.QQQ8 

I" ~ 1"' 

-o.57586+J6.7766 ,. 

o 
,<) 

Figure 8.18: Mauua! control: Participation factors 

The histogram, ,hown in Fig. 8.1B{a), (b) and (c) indicRtc the following for the 

dgcnvalll<.-" 'pecified on the tide" 

(a) Generotots -' and .. h1ve higher participation factors as compared to 8"""rators 1 and 

2, An"lysis of the amplitude, .1ld pha,e mglt:s revealed that generators I and 2 are 

oscillating ogainst generator; -' rod 4, Thi, i< an inter-area mode. 

(b) Gf'ller1tor 3 oscillates against generator 4. This i, a lo<;al are. 2 o<cillatory mode 

where gent:Il\!Ors in ,rca 1 have ncgligiblt: participation facto", 

(e) Genemtor 1 is o<eillating 19a1l't generator 2. The mode is a local area 1 oscillatory 

mode, 

8.2,1.3. Identification of inter-area and local "rea oscillatory mode. in PSA T 

PSAT simulation too! gives participanon factors using the mognitude, (Euclidean norm) 

on each cigenvalut: computed. These are indicated on the eigenvalue report file 1ttcr 

'mill-'igna! stability simulation. Participation factors ~"ociatt:d with t:ach mode were 

noted and the hi,togram, used to indicate rdativt: participation of each generator O<l the 

speed mone. Pigurc R.19 ,how, results [or the system on mon",,1 conn-oJ 
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Participartion Factors (Euclidean Norm) 

ornega_SYll_l ome/:,_S}',,_2 orn .~a_Syll_J ome/:a_S}' ,,_4 

State description (speed) 

. ),(9,10)
_2.259.ij! .6856 

. 1.(11,12)= 
-2.:J073±Jl .115 

I:l ),(1114)= 
.(1.~76±p.7576 

Figure 8.19: PSAT P artieipatinn ra~tnr. r", .ystcm on manual ""ntml 

• Th~ cigenvohles )" ,,",,, han dominant p"Arti~ip"Aoon fauots on mlor 'peeds {)n 

):ene!alors 1 and 1 mdicOlung thaI an clectromechallicalloc.l area mode HI area I. 

• Elg<:nvalu~, t,Ll.l~ IY.l\'C ciominon' par~cipation fucto" in ~,~. 2 where g<:netalr>r 3 " 

,,"cill o~ng ap.im' g<:n~t>.tOf ,1 Thi' '1lCcd ()'cill ol{)'y modc i, a h)c"1 ar~" 2 modc. 

• Modes i. ln , l~' show thaI all 'yll~hrollo\-" machilles are parlkipalill~ Oll the . pecd 

oscIDlor), mode. Generalo", I alld : ar,,- ''''1ngl1lg logelher ag-Ail1S1 gellernlO'" 3 alld 

4 in area:, TIllS mode lS allimer-area oscilhlOr), mode, 

Il w~, lloticecilhal participation factor< on rolor 'peed, "'cre e'lual to the rotor angle 

J"lrticipa~OIl fac",,, fo,. ll gelle""'r<, 

8.2.104. Identification of inter-area and local area oscillatory modes in MatNe tEig 

MoINetEi~ I{)ol prm,jde, lhe lise o[ eigem'ectors .nd parlicipalioll ['c"'rs in wmpln 

fomlS, Eigcnwcwrs ."ociatcd wilh o,cillata'y rolo' ,pecds of.ll g~nerators were mken 

from ,he ",suit, {)f the ' rr",Il ·,i):n~1 .<t.hility ,irnuIati{)m alld plotted in \'ccto", format' 

u"ng comp." plot<. Fi):me R.lil (.), (b) ond (e) ,h",,, tll<: proc~" ll.,~d to idcnti fy inte ,_ 

area .nd local area mode, [or the s)'Stem on m.nu"l control using eigen\'edors in 

comp""s plol formalS. 
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............. fCom ........ , ; ,",)<-0."" "" j,.'" 
• 

•• 

•• 

Figure 8.2O(a) l\bnwl Control 

, --""' \' --""" '---_ . 

• 

.... __ ~u 

Figu'" 8.20(c) Manual Control 

I 

, 

hgu'" 8.2O{b) Manual Control 

The d.i..gtatm in (al, (Ill and (c) show the 

eigenvectors compass plots fm 

l\btNetEig ,unul"rion tooL 

The d gem'ectors were calculated on the 

,,"onatory mod., gi~n by t~ eigenval,-", 

indicated on the title of each compass 

plot. 

Th., e th",. tn<)d", Can be int.rpr"ted as follow' for sf, rem on mmuol control: 

(.) Indica"'. thai g~n~rators 3 and 4 in area 2 "'" swinging tog<'ther agoimt generators 1 

and 2 in "rea 1. 'Ibis mode is "n inter-area mode with are" I oscillating apins' • 

,trongcr arca 2. 

(IlJ Show. that g~nerator 1 ~nd 2 ~r~ oscillating agoin.t each other. Ibis mode i •• loco! 

are" I ekctromechanical oscillatory mode. 

::c) indicate, a loco! area 2 mode with generator 4 oscillating agai"'t 3. The generators in 

arc. 1 have negligible eigenvectors OD thi, mod • . 
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The eigenvalues computed by each of the three tools were investigated and analysed. 

Electromechanical oscillatory modes associated with rotor speed modes were identified 

using participation factors and eigenvectors as either inter-area or local area modes. 

The system has one inter-area mode and two local area modes. One local area mode was 

identified in area 1 where generator number 1 is oscillating against generator number 2; 

this was shown as local area 1. The second local area mode was identified in area 2 where 

generator 3 is oscillating against generator 4; this mode is shown on as local area 2. 

8.2.1.5. Effects of saturation on modal solution of systems on manual control 

Table 8.13 shows the modal solutions for the inter-area and local area modes in all three 

simulation tools for the system under manual control with saturation considered. The 

results are compared with those in table 8.10 when saturation was neglected. Both R. and 

~ were included these case studies. 

Table 8.13: Manual control: Effects of saturation on inter-area and local area modes 

Case Mode PacDyn 8.1.1 PSAT 2.1.2 MatNetEig 

'0' Inter-
A= -0.09564±j3.4238 A= -0.21811±j3.7593 A= -0.0906±j3.428 

oe ~ f=0.5449 Hz f=0.5983 Hz f=0.5456Hz ~oe area 
~.a ~=2.792 % ~=5.792% ~=2.653 % oe U .... S 
III • 

A= -0.549±j6.809 A= -O.95557±j7.8289 A= -0.5086±j6.847 8~ Local U oe area 1 f=1.0837 Hz f=1.2460Hz f=1.09 Hz 
.j S C=8.036 % ~=12.116 % C=7.408% 

I" A= -0.5527±j7.0328 A= -0.98057±j8.0471 A= -0.5135±j7.069 ~.f! Local 
CI)~ area 2 f=1.1193 Hz f=1.2807 Hz f=1.125 Hz 

~=7.8352 % ~=12.096 % ~=7.245 % 

It is evident from table 8.13 that the system is still stable in all three tools. MatNetEig 

and PacDyn still have relatively lower damping ratios while the damping ratios in PSAT 

results are adequate in all modes. When comparing the results with those in table 8.10 

with R. and ~ included; PacDyn gave slight decrease in frequency in all modes, an 

increase in damping ratios in the inter-area mode. PSAT gave an increase in frequency in 

local area 1 mode while MatNetEig tool showed an increase in frequency in all modes as 

well as a decrease in damping ratios. 
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The effects of including saturation on synchronous machines can easily be analysed using 

deviations in frequency and damping ratios using the following equations (8.5): 

4[= /." - /.1 
11( = (,,, - ('1 

(8.5) 

The subscripts "sn" and "si" are for saturation "neglected" and "included" respectively. 

Results from table 8.10 and 8.13 were used to calculate variations in frequency and 

damping ratios using equations (8.5). 

The deviations are shown in table 8.14. 

Table 8.14: Manual control: Effects of saturation on oscillatory modes 

Mode Change Effects of saturation on modal solution 

PacDyn 8.1.1 PSAT 2.1.2 MatNetEi2 

Inter-area 
11f 0.0004 Hz -0.0096 Hz -0.0003 Hz 

11~ -0.105 % 0.152 % 0.035 % 

Local area 11f 0.0004 Hz -0.0668 Hz -0.006 Hz 
1 11~ 0.340% 0.566 % 0.968 % 

Local area 11f 0.0004 Hz -0.1596 Hz -0.005 Hz 
2 11~ 0.299 % 0.627 % 0.889 % 

The results in table 8.14 above can be summarised as follows for all three tools: 

PacDyn: Damping ratios increased in the inter-area mode and decreased in all local area 

modes with a maximum deviation of 0.34 % in local area 1 mode. The frequency 

decreased with a deviation of 0.0004 Hz in all modes. 

PSAT: The frequency increased in the local area 1 mode with a deviation of 0.0546 Hz in 

and decreased in the inter-area and local area 2 oscillatory modes. The damping ratios 

decreased in all modes with a maximum change of 0.627 % in local area 2. 

MatNetEig: The frequency increased in all modes with a maximum deviation of 0.006 % 

in the local area 1 mode, the damping ratios decreased in all modes with a maximum of 

0.968 % deviation on the local area 1 mode. 
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It is clear that the effects of saturation on small-signal stability analysis are different in all 

these three tools. PacDyn and PSAT gave small deviations compared to MatNetEig. 

Hoever, all these are small and can be ignored. The differences are due to variations in 

mathematical models of saturation used in these tools as discussed chapter 3 and the 

AppendixC. 

8.2.2 Thyristor exciter A VR with high transient gain, no PSS 

The 2A4M power system was then modelled with thyristor exciter with high transient 

gain (A VR with HTG) on all four synchronous machines. There were no turbine 

governors and no power system stabilizers in the generators. The effects of saturation 

and A VR with HTG on all generators were analysed with ~ and X. included. Table 8.15 

shows the results of the inter-area and local area modes for all three simulation tools. 

Table 8.15: A VR with high transient gain: Effects of saturation 

Case Mode PacDyn 8.1.1 PSAT 2.1.2 MatNetEig 

Inter-
i..=0.01501 ±j3.8491 i..=0.14643±j3.7246 i..=0.01506±j3.8491 

'tS area f=0.6126Hz f=0.5928 Hz f=0.6126 Hz 
c,:,~ 

~= -0.390 % ~= -3.9284% ~= -0.3911 % f-4 ~ ="&1 i..= -0.6594±j7.1858 i..= -0.22065±j5.454 i..= -0.6594±j7.186 
oS ~ Local 
'i 8 area 1 f=l.1437 Hz f=0.8680 Hz f=1.144 Hz 

~ 'g ~=9.138 % ~= -4.0423 % ~=9.138% 

< ! Local 
i..=:= -0.6572±j7.4092 i..= -2.3031±j8.4406 i..= -0.6572±j7.409 

rn f=1.1792 Hz f=1.3434 Hz f=1.179 Hz area 2 
~=8.835 % ~=26.324% ~=8.835 % 

Inter-
i..=0.04222±j3.8492 i..=0.28801 ±j3.4495 i..=0.01492±j3.833 

'tS f=0.6126 Hz f=0.549Hz f=0.6100 Hz 
~ area 

c,:,-8 ~= -1.097 % ~= -8.32 % ~= -0.389 % 
f-4 '. = ! Local 

i..= -0.6011±j7.1557 i..= -2.258±j8.2267 i..= -0.5824±j7.1585 
oS 8 
'i 8 area 1 f=1.1389 Hz f=1.3093 Hz f=1.139 Hz 

~ ';2 ~=8.371 % ~=26.468 % ~=8.108 % 

<! Local 
i..= -0.6039±j7.3765 i..= -2.3031±j8.4406 i..= -0.5855±j7.383 

as rn 
area 2 f=1.174 Hz f=1.3434 Hz f=1.175 Hz 

~=8.159 % ~=26.324% ~=7.906 % 

Table 8.15 shows that the system is unstable for both cases in all simulation tools as can 

be seen in the inter-area mode. PacDyn and MatNetEig tools gave similar results when 

neglecting saturation. There are marginal differences in both the frequency and damping 
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ratios in PacDyn and MatNetEig tools in all local area modes due to the inclusion of 

saturation. In PSAT tool; the frequency is lower in the inter-area mode, while the 

damping ratios are much higher than in both MatNetEig and PacDyn tools in all 

oscillatory modes. 

In PacDyn, the frequencies decreased with a maximum deviation of 0.0052 Hz while the 

damping ratios decreased with a maximum deviation of 0.7672 % when saturation 

parameters were considered. The effects of including and neglecting R. and ~ resulted in 

increased frequencies and reduction in damping ratios in all modes when both R. and ~ 

were included. Results are included in appendix. 

The thyristor exciter with high transient gain shifted the real part of the eigenvalues into 

the positive half of the complex plane, thereby introducing unstable oscillatory modes. In 

all three power system simulation tools, there are very small changes in frequency and 

damping due to saturation. 

8.2.2.1. Identification of oscillatory modes in PacDyn, PSAT and MatNetEig tools 

The same procedure used when the system was on manual control and for all generators 

modelled with thyristor A VR exciters with high transient gain was followed to identified 

inter-area and all two local area modes. The modes as indicated in table 8.15 as the 

discussions thereof were confirmed to be either inter-area or local area as indicated. 

Participation factors and mode shapes 111m colllPllted for the .!)stenr controlled by A VR excitation 

.!)stems with transient gain redllction are inclllded in Appendix H for aD three tools. 

8.2.3 Thyristor exciter with transient gain reduction (A VR TGR), no PSS 

The two area system was modelled with generators controlled by thyristor exciter with 

transient gain reduction (A VR TGR) excitation system on all four synchronous 

machines. The system had no turbine governors or power system stabilizers. Similar to 

the previous test cases, the system was modelled with R. and ~ included and the effects 

of saturation on all generators were analysed. 

The results in table 8.16 are the inter-area and local area modes for all three power 

system simulation tools. 
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Table 8.16: AVR with transient gain reduction: Effects of saturation 

Case Mode PacDyn 8.1.1 PSAT 2.1.2 MatNetEi2 

A= -
Inter A=0.1219±j3.4656 0.65222±j3.7834 A=0.1329±j3.474 

fl)1 area f=0.5516Hz f=0.6021 Hz f=0.5529 Hz 
fI) u 
~"tI ~= -3.517 % ~=16.988 % ~= -3.823 % 0· ... 
Z l! A= -0.5107±j6.8459 A= -2.2585±j7.9133 A= -0.474±j6.881 ~8 Local 
~ ~ areal f=1.0896 Hz f=1.2594 Hz f=1.095 Hz 
E-t ';:2 ~=7.439 % ~=27.445 % ~=6.872 % 

~i Local 
A= -0.5177±j7.0706 A= -2.3064±j8.1418 A= -0.4819±j7.105 

fI) 

area 2 f=1.1253 Hz f=1.2958 Hz f=1.131 Hz 

~=7.303% ~=27.255 % ~=6.767 % 

From table 8.16, PSAT modal solution predicts a stable system while PacDyn and 

MatNetEig show that the system is unstable in the inter-area mode. PSAT has higher 

damping ratios compared to MatNetEig and PacDyn. In PacDyn and MatNetEig, the 

damping ratios have slighdy increased on all modes due to saturation. The difference 

between PacDyn and MatNetEig on the damping ratio for the inter-area is 0.306 % while 

the difference between PSAT and PacDyn is 13.471 % in inter-area and 19.952 % in 

local area 2. 

The effects of saturation on the inter-area and local area modes are investigated using the 

deviations in frequency and damping ratio with the aid of equations (8.6). 

/!if = l4.YR]GR(m) - fAYR_TGR(Si) 

fl., = 'AYR_TGR(S,,) - 'AYR_TGR(Si) 

(8.6) 

Where f).f and f).~ are frequency and damping ratio deviations in Hz and % respectively 

due to saturation. The reslllts compllted llsing eqllations (8.6) are inclllded in the Appendix. 

The results computed using equations (8.6) above shows that there are small deviations 

in both frequency and damping ratios in all modes comp~ted by MatNetEig and PacDyn 

simulation tools. PSAT gave higher deviations in both frequency and damping ratios 

compared to MatNetEig and PacDyn results. 
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Knowledge of this power system model and reference to [2, 14, 21] reveals that this 

system is unstable and thus the results given by PSAT are incorrect. The excitation 

system modelled in this power system used in PSAT is not adequately representing the 

actual A VR exciter and this is the main reason for incorrect results. 

8.2.4 Thyristor exciter A VR with high transient gain and PSS 

The last test case was when the power system was modelled with all synchronous 

generators controlled by a thyristor A VR exciter with high transient gain (A VR with 

HTG) and a power system stabilizer. There were no speed governors on the power 

system model. 

Table 8.17 overleaf shows the results. 

Table 8.17: AVR with HTG and PSS: Effects of saturation 

Case Mode PacDyn 8.1.1 PSAT 2.1.2 MatNetEig 

00 Inter-
1..= -0.7167±j3.8154 1..= -0.19954±j3.7728 1..= -O.7167±j3.816 

00'0" area f=0.6072Hz f=0.600Hz f=0.6073 Hz ~ ~ 
"0 U ~=17.462% ~=5.282 % ~=18.46 % 
~i 

1..= -2.1602±j8.2667 1..= -0.4709±j6.1014 1..= -2.16±j8.267 ~ ~ Local 
:c g area 1 f=1.3157 Hz f=0.971 Hz f=1.316 Hz 
oS . ., ~=25.282% ~=7.695 % ~=25.28% 
·i 5 1..= -2.2428±j8.6236 1..= -0.47712±j6.238 1..= -2.243±j8.624 

~~ Local 
area 2 f=1.3725 Hz f=0.993 Hz f=1.373 Hz 

~=25.170 % ~=7.626% ~=25.17 % 
00 _ 

Inter- 1..= -0.6937±j3.8623 1..= -0.36627±j3.6064 1..= -O.6734±j3.78 
00"0 
~ ~ area f=0.6147 Hz f=0.5740Hz f=0.6016 Hz 
"O~ ~=17.677 % ~=10.104 % ~=17.54% ~ .. 
~ g 

Local 1..= -2.01±j8.2694 1..= -1.8085±j8.1369 1..= -2.06±j8.01 
f-4 u 
:c g area 1 f=1.3161 Hz f=1.295 Hz f=1.275 Hz 
oS • ., ~=23.618 % ~=21.697 % ~=24.9% 
·i ~ 

1..= -2.0985±j8.6114 1..= -1.8541±j8.3519 1..= -2.166±j8.368 ~J Local 
area 2 f=1.3705 Hz f=1.3292 Hz f=1.332 Hz <-

~=23.677 % ~=21.672% ~=25.06 % 

Table 8.17 shows that the system is stable in all tools with high damping ratios. The 

frequency and damping ratios increased when compared to results of the manual control 

presented in section 8.2.1. There are no major differences in MatNetEig and PacDyn 
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simulation results in all modes for cases when saturation was neglected; the negligible 

differences are due to rounding errors in MatNetEig. There are slight variations in results 

between PacDyn and MatNetEig tools for the case when saturation was considered. 

PSAT has lower damping ratios compared to MatNetEig and PacDyn in all cases. 

The effects of saturation in PSAT resulted in major increases in damping ratios in all 

modes (i.e. 4.822 % in the inter-area and 14.002 % increases in the local area 2 mode). 

The effects reported by PSAT are too big and cannot be ignored. 

The effects of saturation in the inter-area and local area modes are also investigated using 

change in frequency and damping ratio using equations (8.7). 

4f = fAYR_HTG+PSS(8,,) - fAYR_HTG+PSS(81) 

A( = (AYR_HTG+PSS(8") - (AYR_HTG+PSS(81) 

(8.7) 

Where f).f and f).~ are deviations due to saturation on synchronous machines controlled 

by thyristor exciter with high transient gain (A VR with HTG) and a power system 

stabilizer (PSS) on all synchronous machines. 

Table 8.18 below shows the change in frequency and damping ratios for all three 

simulation tools' results. 

Table 8.18: A VR with high transient gain and PSS: Effects of saturation 

Mode Change Effect of saturation on modal solution 

PacDyn 8.1.1 PSAT 2.1.2 MatNetEig 

Inter-area f).f -0.0075 Hz -0.0055 Hz 0.0057 Hz 
f).~ 0.785 % -4.822 % 0.920% 

Local area f).f 0.0042 Hz -0.324 Hz 0.041 Hz 
1 f).~ 1.493 % -14.002 % 0.380% 

Local area f).f -0.0004 Hz -0.3362 Hz 0.041 Hz 
2 f).~ 1.664% -14.046 % 0.110% 

Table 8.18 can be summarised as follows: 
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In PSAT, th~ inter-~t<'~ mOOe ha< a negligible frequency increase of 0.0055 Hz and the 

frequcncy increased in io<::ni ar~~ mOOc," b)· 0.324 Hz "nd 0,3362 Hz in Jocru area 1 and 2 

rc-.pcctively, lbe damping ratios increa.ed in 011 tnOde,. The dc\·iations are 14,[)()2 % and 

1"\,1)46 °10 inloc~l a""a 1 and 2 mOO", r"'p"L-tlvciy, The'e crumge' due to ,arurntion are 

big and c"n not be ignoI~d. 

PacOyn ond MatNetEig showed sffillii deviation. in fre'luency ~nd damping I~tim due to 

,"mIlltion as compared to PSAT Th~ ~ffi.rn ru:~ different on tl,.. frtquenc), while the 

<hmping ratio>; dcc!ea<ed when considering saturation in the synchronous machine., The 

effect:< are higher on <hmping raUu; and negligible on the frequencies in .ll 08cill"loty 

mode. in all simulation took 

8.2.4.1. Tim" domain "imubtion~ for system with AVR and PSS in PacDyn 

Time domain mmulatiom W<'I~ p"<formed . nd the rotor 'pecd tlevi"tion< plot.ted fOI , 

small dlsmroance in rotor speed ch"ng~ of 0.Q1 p.ll input on the pow~r 'pteln 8tabilizer. 

The dl,ruroance was ~pplied for 0.07 second, on generator 2. 'Jbe system """ moddIed 

with a thyristor AVR with high ttllmi~nt gain and POW~I "y, tem ,tabiliz~rs on :ill 

svnchronou.<; machine. using Pac0l'n tool. 

' In" dL" ~ ram in Fig, 8.21 ,ho ...... , lhe 'peed re'ponse [or .ll [u ur g~n~t:llU" for lhe 

di ,turo~ncc applicd. 

1 _5.6E·5 

• 
, 

Genenrtor 2 

_______ ~_ Gen .... ato~l __ 

Goon. rator 4 

,. 
Tim. ( ~) 

Figure 8.21: l'"cDyn: Speed deviation. for a change in V~ I on gencr~to' 2 

I 

I 

I 
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n.e 'peed "'"ponse plots above indica", that the .ptttn i, ,,~ble. Foe the duntion 0 to 

2.5" gen".wto I and 2 are oscillating again't each other while genenw" -' and 4 at< 

,,,~nging together, Aft" 2,5" generalots I and 2 HatTed ,winging together ogainH 

generators 3 and 4. At diff"enl time ftome" both local at"" and inttr-are~ mod", ~:u1 be 

,een on the rotor speed "'"pons<: plot. 

8.2.4.2. T 'me domain . imulations for system wilh AYR 'n<l PSS in PSAT 

Tim" dom";n , im ulation' Were performed on all rotor 'pe~d foe a ,mali disrurbanc<: in 

rotor 'peed change of 0.0\ p.u input on tM power system ,tabil.i2er of gtlltratoe 2, The 

mp ~hangc """ applied for the durawm of the ,imulation, The diagram in Fig, 8.22 

show. the ' p<'ed re'pon"" for all four ",norator, for 5 second,. 

, , 
i 
" 
1;Cf.l% 

" 

Speed ",spanse to (0.01 p.u) change in co on machine 2 
" r,'-,' _ .,.-.~- , , , 

, 
Time (51 

~"'s",, 1 
-- "'">o2 i 

-- tIl8"" 

-- "'s", . 

Figure 8.22, PSAT: Speed deviations for" change in .., in g enerator 2 (2A41\1) 

'lbe speed te' pon"" plot>; abov" indkate that g<!"JCrar<JCl; I ~nd 2 :Ue O 'iCill ~ring against 

each other while generator, -' and 4 :Ue ,winging together. At 1.9" gent:taroe, I and 2 

'tatted swinging together and evenrually caught up with generators 3 and 4 at 3.10. All 

gI'""".tors were. then oscill.ting rogeth'" "'"th gradual increa,,, in 'peed amplitude lJ[ltii 

the 'Y'tem beQlme un,lablc. J ncrc~,ing the ,imuhtion time to 20 'e~ond, indicated that 

the 'Y'km lrn;t 'lability. 

There " "',,, additional co n, ,,,: mo(k , ~-iK"f1nlu<:. with p<"itive real p~rt, inJic,~ nR' 

system instability; thi.; , du" to t"- A VR [Jl' xlc' meJ in PSAT, 

1~2 
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8.2.4.3. T d"n,ification of inter_area and I"cal area mode. in Mal:"! el.Eig 

n,e power .ystem wo.s m(>delkd with thyri<to< AVR v.~th high It:;m,iL"flt g.in md pow~t 

.ystem sm biliz. ", on all ' yn<=hr<)(!o". trul~hine, . Int<:t_atC1 ~fld loc~1 area mod~, were 

idontifi. d as shown on the comp' ... plot, l1"'iC ,,,~d ;n Pig. ~.2j ",r~,le1f. 

"'o.ft ""'~ ICoo.". .. "ot): "'.1"1 .... .",'.11 Tn 

• 

f<igure H.23(~) AVIt with BTG . nd PS5 

• 

-- ~-,. >" 
-,-- ------- "'" 

f1igllrc 823(b) AVR with HfG . nd P55 

~ .""~ rt~;oo.. p'~ ~"1 ' ''''"1--' '' ''' ;0., ,.:--: f1igute 8.24(~). (b) and (c) show the 

h gtll-" 8.2}::c) AVR with HTG and P55 

MatNetEig simllhtion tool. Eigenvectors 

were ~~k"latecl on !h. 'peed oscillatory 

mode fo' the .ystem with thynstor AVR 

e~cttariml Wllh h1gh trII.nSlem gain oncl a 

power ,ystem 

synclll,()flou< m::tclUne. 

Th~,e three tn<xl~, Clln he in t(Crr'el c~ , .< 

f"llow<, 

..... a mode with a",~ 1 o. ",Uating 'ga;",' ~1-e1 2. 

(b) Generat"'. 1 and 2 are ",ciU.ting .gainS! each other. Eigenvec tor< f"r gcnen.to!S j 

and 4 in ' . n-"~ 2 u c neglWble. T hi, L. . loeal.rea 1 oscillatory mode. 

(e) lhi.. indic' !e" ~ local are1 2 mode with g. nctator .3 o, ciUaring agai",t generator 

number 4. 
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8.2.4.4. Tim~ domain simulation, for 'Y'l~m wilh AVR and l'SS in MalNel.Eig 

i\ ,mall disrorhnce w~, ~ppli~d On the referenc~ voltage of the A VR u..ing otep rcspon'~ 

for time dr>main ";tnllbtio!l>< in M.tN~tEig tool. A ,t'1' ch1l1ge of 0_01 poll wa. ~pplicd 

on g<'nerator 2 and rolor <peed ""ponse, for ~ll g<'!J<'~ator' were plotted ovcr 5. inrerv,l. 

The step chang<' was applied ~I 1=0 for five second, . nd Fig. 8.24 ,ho"," result, of th~ 

simulations. 

, 
• 

JJ,5 

_u 

Respon$8 ohpaad to v .... , 

- - -- '- ---- - -- --- --' - - ---, , , 

-- -- - -- -- - --- ------ -- -- -, , 

Time Is) 

, 
_._ ------ - ---, 

Fig'urc R.24: M"I:"lcIEig: Speetl respomc to clumg" in V"J on bu. 2 AVR+PSS 

The di.gram above sh" ,,,,. th~1 th. ,),.Iem i, ,mbk at a ",",,' opernting condItion (i.e_ 

3. lxl0 ' p.u bd"w the initiol "penting point) . For the period 0 to 2.5 ,econ<18, generators 

1 and 2 swing ~gain.t e.ch oth<-~ while g<'"""ator 3 and 4- arc "5Cin~l1ng IDg-ether. After 

2Y, .econd." generntor!; 1 and 2 sbrl "",il1~ting togetht::r agaimt g<'nenltors 3 and 4 

inilicoting an inter-area llY.dc. The time domain simul.tion plot speed re,ron""s confirm 

n>Od~l an~lysi. ",.ult.~, &<cus.ed in the previrlUS seclio,,"_ 

'" 
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Chapter 9: 

9. Conclusions And Recommendations 

9.1. Conclusions 

The features and capabilities of PSAT 2.1.2, PacDyn 8.1.1 and MatNetEig power system 

simulation tools were investigated and compared. Comparisons were made on flexibility 

in input data, output results formats, components modelling and capabilities of each tool 

for small-signal stability anl)lysis. All three tools have constant PQ load modds, static 

non-linear ZIP load models, equivalent 7t~ircuit At traris~ssion lin,e m;dd, 

synchronous generator modds with saturation, A VR excitation systems and power 

system stabilizers. 

PacDyn tool provides mode shapes in polar, histograms and lists while PSA T and 

MatNetEig give these results in list formats only. PSAT and MatNetEig tools give 

participation factors using Euclidean norm (all add up to unity) while PacDyn gives 

normalized participation factors (maximum state participation is 1 p.u at 0 degrees). 

PacDyn and MatNetEig tools give both mode shapes and participation factors while 

PSAT gives the participation factors only. All three tools provide access to the A state 

space matrix via Madab workspace. PacDyn and MatNetEig give the time domain plots 

in deviations as opposed to the actual per unit quantities given by PSAT tool. Additional 

Madab scripts were written and Microsoft office Excd plots were used to enhance 

simulations and results visualisation to have common comparative results. 

PSA T 2.1.2 and MatNetEig tools are Madab based open source simulation tools. They 

have been devdoped to run in Madab environment in either graphical user interface or 

via the command line. The command line usage in these two tools offers additional 

functionalities such as access to all internal data, unlimited simulation support for small

disturbances and plotting utilities. Both MatNetEig and PSAT program codes can be 

easily modified to meet the user requirements and enhanced capabilities. The built-in 

disturbances in MatNetEig give limited flexibility as compared to PacDyn and PSAT. 
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PacDyn 8.1.1 is designed as a closed code simulation tool from CEPEL written in 

FORTRAN and Visual C++ with efficient algorithms and advanced graphical user 

interface. It has the "Transfer function Manager" through which the time domain step 

and frequency disturbance simulations can be customised with additional plotting and 

control variables. This tool is highly developed with advanced functionalities for power 

system modelling, simulations and analysis. CEPEL provides additional editors for data, 

user-defined controllers and plotting utilities to further enhance modelling and analysis. 

Two power system benchmark models were modelled and analysed using all three 

simulations. The two models used are the SMIB and the 2A4M power system models. 

The results were compared using eigenvalues, mode shapes, participation factors, time 

domain simulations and the A state space matrices. 

The following conclusions were drawn following the finding of the comparative 

investigations and analysis reseults: 

9.1.1. SMIB power system model. 

• System on manual control 

When the power system was modelled with a classical generator, all tools gave 

identical results for different values of the damping coefficient when using modal 

analysis and time domain simulations. A positive damping coefficient increases the 

damping ratio while a negative value decreases the damping ratio. The oscillatory 

frequencies measured from the rotor speed deviation plots closely matched the 

oscillatory frequency given in the eigenvalue reports for all three tools. The process 

used to measure the frequency from the time domain plots is adequate but time 

consuming. 

The 6th order generator model had higher damping ratios compared to 4th order and 

classical machines in all tools. This is consistent with theory on additional damper 

windings on higher order models. PacDyn results closely matched MatNetEig results 

in all synchronous machine models with negligible differences. 
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The effects of saturation on all machine models are different but small and negligible 

in all three simulation tools. Time domain simulation results showed negligible 

effects of saturation in 4th and 6th order generator models in MatNetEig and PacDyn 

tools confirming modal analysis results. PSA T gave highest damping ratio deviations. 

The effects of including as well as neglecting the armature resistance and leakage 

reactance resulted in negligible changes in frequency and damping ratios for all cases 

in PacDyn and MatNetEig tools. PSAT gave higher changes in frequency and 

damping ratios when using time domain simulations while there were negligible 

changes in modal solution due to the armature resistance and leakage. 

• System controlled by an A VR excitation control without a PSS 

The eigenvalues of the 4th and 6th order synchronous machines gave unstable system 

modal solutions from PacDyn and MatNetEig tools while PSAT gave stable modes 

due to A VR model used. 

The A VR exciter increased frequency and reduced damping ratios compared to a 

system on manual control in PacDyn and MatNetEig tools for all generator models. 

Differences are mainly due to the mathematical saturation models implemented as 

well as the A VR used in PSA T tool. 

• System controlled by an A VR and a power system stabilizer excitation system 

PacDyn and MatNetEig gave stable modal solutions while PSAT eigenvalues 

indicated an unstable system. 

Time domain simulation results in PacDyn and MatNetEig matched the modal 

analysis. The rotor speed response to step changes in reference voltage of the A VR 

01 reV and mechanical power input (pm) were damped in four seconds in both 

MatNetEig and PacDyn tools. PSAT gave incorrect results in both the modal 

eigenvalues and time domain simulation. 

9.1.2. 2A4M power system model 

The eigenvectors and participation factors were used to successfully identify the 

electromechanical modes as inter-area, local area 1 and local area 2 modes in all test 
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cases used on the 2A4M power system model. Setting a reference machine resulted in 

reduced number of eigenvalue due to the elimination of redundant eigenvalues. The 

effects of varying damping coefficient are minimal on the oscillatory frequencies but 

significant on the damping ratios. A positive damping coefficient increases the 

damping ratio while a negative value decreases the damping ratio. 

• System on manual control: Neglecting It. and X. on synchronous machines 

Three electromechanical oscillatory modes were identified in all tools as inter-area, 

local area 1 and local area 2 modes. For the system on manual control, the 

eigenvalues of these three modes gave a stable system in all tools. PSAT gave lower 

frequency and damping ratios compared to PacDyn and MatNetEig tools in all cases 

conducted. The results in MatNetEig closely matched PacDyn results. 

The eigenvector plots as well as participation factors in PacDyn and MatNetEig gave 

similar sensitivities of all generators for all three speed oscillatory modes. 

• System on manual control with It. and X. included 

The system modal solution predicted a stable system with negligible effects of ZIP 

loads as compared to PQ load models. The effects are similar in MatNetEig and 

PacDyn tools on the frequency and damping ratios. PSAT tool results are negligible 

although contrary to the results given by the other two tools. MatNetEig results 

slightly differ from PacDyn due to negligible rounding errors in MatNetEig tool. 

• Effects of saturation on a synchronous machine 

The system remained stable in all tools with negligible effects of saturation in all tools 

for the system on manual control. 

• System controlled by a thyristor A VR exciter with high transient gain 

The system had unstable eigenvalues in the inter-area mode in all tools when using 

this type of A VR excitation system. The A VR exciters introduced unstable modes. 

The effects of saturation were very small and negligible in all cases for the purpose of 

small-signal stability analysis in PacDyn and MatNetEig. PSAT gave incorrect results 

when all generators were modelled with saturation. 
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• System controlled by a thyristor A VR exciter with transient gain reduction 

PacDyn and MatNetEig gave unstable eigenvalues in the inter-area mode for all load 

types while PSAT gave stable eigenvalues. The results from PSAT tool showed 

higher frequency and damping ratios as compared to PacDyn, MatNetEig and 

reference to recent research on this benchmark model. PSAT results were confirmed 

to be incorrect for this A VR excitation system type. The effects of saturation were 

negligible in all tools. 

• System controlled by thyristor A VR exciters with high transient gain and PSS 

All simulation tools gave stable system on the electromechanical oscillatory modes. 

The effects of saturation are small and negligible in the frequency in MatNetEig and 

PacDyn tools, while PSA T higher in all modes in PSAT. 

Small-disturbance step response simulations in time domain analysis indicated the 

dynamic response as predicted using modal analysis in PacDyn and MatNetEig tools. 

Generators 1 and 2 started oscillating against each other and later against generators 

3 and 4 indicating both the local area and inter-area modes in all three simulation 

tools. The rotor speed in PSAT gave an unstable response noticed after 20 seconds. 

Unstable control modes were identified as the cause on instability in PSAT 

simulation results due to A VR models used. 

9.2. Recommendations 

• Mode shapes to be implemented in PSAT tool for small-signal stability analysis. 

• The participation factors and eigenvectors plots to be implemented in both 

MatNetEig and PSAT simulation tools. 

• The user should be able to specify the output results precision for the eigenvalues, 

oscillatory frequency and damping ratios in MatNetEig tool. This should be 

implemented on the small-signal stability analysis GUI in MatNetEig. 

• Small-signal stability results in PSAT 2.1.2 differed in almost all cases conducted on 

detailed higher order synchronous machine models, saturation case studies and A VR 
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excitor models. The tool gave good load flow results and should be used for load 

flow steady-state analysis. 

• Reference or infinite bus modelling to be fully developed in MatNetEig and 

implemented with the network data file as opposed to using command line usage and 

code modification. This eliminates redundant eigenvalues from the modal solution. 

• Armature resistance and leakage reactance data of the synchronous machines have 

negligible effects on small-signal stability analysis and should only be used when 

accurate data is available. This can save on computer memory requirements and 

increase processing speed. 

• The effects of saturation are small for systems on manual control but increases when 

modelling systems with A VR and PSS excitation systems. Appropriate saturation 

parameters should be calculated when simulation tools have different mathematical 

saturation models. 

• Time domain simulations performed in PSAT gave results contradicting modal 

analysis and therefore not reliable. Further research to be done to investigate causes 

of differences between modal and time domain simulations. 

• The A VR excitation system and power system stabilizer used in PSAT resulted in 

more eigenvalues compared to MatNetEig, PacDyn and other references. The 

models implemented in PSAT are inaccurate in modelling the simple A VR and PSS 

models. PSAT is not advisable for small-signal stability analysis of power systems 

with A VR and PSS excitation systems. 

• Results from PacDyn and MatNetEig tools were closely similar in all case studies 

performed with negligible differences in frequencies and damping ratios due to 

saturation and leackage reactance. These tools are suitable for power systems small

signal stability analysis. However, they have different saturation models that should 

be closely investigated. 

• PacDyn is recommended for power systems small-signal stability analysis due to 

advanced features, modelling capabilities and the results. 
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Appendix 

A. Power System Data 

A.t. SMIB data 

Bus 1 Bus 2 Bus 3 

® I U I I I 
jO.15 

I 
jO.5 

I (p.u) (p.u) Gen 

S=0.9+jO.3 
, 

V3=O.995LO° ~ Fault V,=l.OOLOo 

Bus 1,2 and 3: kV = 24 
Base MV A = 2220 
Transformer impedance between Bus 1 and Bus 2: X=jO.15 p.u 
Line (Bus 2 to Bus 3) R=O.O p.u, X=jO.5 p.u and B=O.O p.u 

Synchronous X'd X'q Xd Xq TdO TqO X"d 
Machine 0.3 0.65 1.81 1.76 8 1 0.23 
Data H Kd Ra Xl AU! Ba. C='PTt 

3.5 0 0.003 0.16 0.031 6.93 0.8 
AVRExciter Ka Tr PSSData Gw 
Data 200 0.02 9.5 

A.2. 2A4M data 

7 HOkm 8 HOkm 9 

lOkm lOkm 

X"q 
0.25 
Freq 
60 
Tw 
1.4 

T"dO T"qO 
0.03 0.07 

MVA kV 
2220 24 
T1 T2 

0.154 0.033 

Bus 1,2,3 and 4: kV = 20; Bus 5,6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11: kV = 230, Base MV A = too 
Transformers T1, T2, T3 and T4: 900MVA, 20/230 kV, X=j0.15 p.ll, 60 Hz 
Lines R=0.0001 p.u/km, X=jO.001 p.u/km and B=0.00175 p.u/km 

X'd X'q Xd Xq T'dO TqO X"d X"q T"dO T"QO 
Machine 0.30 0.55 1.80 1.70 8.0 0.40 0.25 0.25 0.03 0.05 
Data H Kd Ra Xl A ... Be •• C='PTt Freq MVA kV 

*** 0 0.0025 0.20 0.015 9.6 0.9 60 900 20 
AVR Ka Tr T1 T2 PSS Gw Tw T1 T2 T31T4 
Data 200 0.01 1.00 10.0 Data 20.0 10.0 0.05 0.02 3 15.4 
Note: *** Generators 1 and 2: H=6.5, Generators 3 and 4: H=6.175 
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B. Data files 

B.l. SMIB system with A VR and PSS 

B.l.l. PacDyn 

(a) Electrical network data file 

# SMIB System, Circuit# 2 of Line 2-3 out of service 
MVABASE 
# (base) 

2220.0 

BUS DATA 
#bus( name )( volt)( ang )( pgen)( qgen)( pload)( qload ) (gshunt) (bshunt) 

1 BUSl 1.0000036.01091998.000 666.4774 0.0000 0.00000.0000 0.000 
2 BUS2 0.96446 27.9646 0.0000 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 
3 BUS3 0.99500 0.0000 -1998.00 632.4089 0.0000 0.00000.0000 0.000 

-999 

BRANCH DATA 
#b#l b#2( res )( rea ) (charg ) (tap )(phase) 

1 20.00000 0.150000.000000.0000 
2 3 0.00000 0.50000 0.000000.0000 

-999 

(b) Dynamic data file 

TITU 
SMIB System, Machine model#5, Kd=O.O A VR WIlliOUT A PSS 
PacDyn Format Electical Network Data File 
PacDyn Dynamic Data File, DS Mudau 

DSYS 
# N = Network File: A = ANAREDE Fomatted File 
# H = ANAREDEHistory File 
# P = PACDYN Formatted File (DEFAUL1) 
# P = Network printout I T = Initial conditions test I V = Volts tab analysis 
#(freq) (base) (no) N P T V I 
60.000 2220.0 0001 P Y Y N A 

DGEN 
#(Nbl)noRM(Base)(HH) ()Cd) (X'q) (Xd)(Xq)(Ra) (TdO) (TqO) (Xp)(-Sat-) (-DD-)(Frq) 
#(Nbl)noUU(-X"d) (-X"q) (f"dO) (f"qo) (-Xl-) (-A--) (-B--) (-C--) ( -Xt-) (-Rtr) (-Xtr) (-Str) 

1 52220.03.500 0.300 0.6501.8101.7600.0038.00 1.00 0.00 1.7948 0.000 60.0 
1 10.2300.2500.0300.0700.1600.0316.9300.80 

00003 
-999 

DUDC 
#(Ncdu) (---Name---) 
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lliXj()()l AVR_GEN_l 

#1'\"g , (Nb) (Type) S(Vinp) (V()ul) (---A----) ( --Il----) (- --C----) (---D----) (--E ----) 
OUT Ern Ern I 

2 
3 
3 

INVTIETl 
IN VREl' VRl'.l' 1 
IN VPSS VPSS I 

# ('<b) (l'y~) S(Vinp) (VOUI) (-A----) ( __ R __ ) ( ___ r: _11 __ D ____ ) (--E- --) 
5 LDLG ET X l 1.0 0,00 1J))(J(J IJJJ20(J 
G SLIM +VREF X2 

-X> 
VPSS 

STOP 7 GAIN X2 EFD 21nO 
O()(xJ02 PSS-GEN.l 

# AVR and PSS data fwm P'J;<' 775 
#F1.g (Nb) (J'yp~) S(Vinp) (Vout) (---A----) (- -Il---) ( ___ C-__ ) (-D----) (---E---) 

1 OCT VPSS VPSS I 
2 IN \'\'\-';' \'\"X' 1 

# l-hg (Nb) (Type) S(Vinp) (Vom) (---A----) (-Il----) (--C----) (---D----) (---E ----) 
4 GAIN \~,W XI2 9,500 
3 LDLG X12 XU 0. 0(1] 1.4lJ(J 1,()(() 1.40() 

STOP 5 LDLG X13 VPSS I.OO() 0.154 1.000 0'(l33 
-9~) 

END 

B.1.2. PSAT 

t :)ata File ;,y :)S M-~da-~ 'd_~mb_kund"-rJl864. " · 

t PSAT 2.1,2 :)ata fil e 
1 74 S ~pt ~m~r 2~~B 

~ Lo a d f lo..-, Eig~ n VLU~ anLy~i~ ~nd uan~ien~ ~i"u1nions , 
,,' , COn - , , 

" 
, _ 0 0 . 0 ; , 

" L 0 0 _ 0 ; , 
" 

, , 0 _ 0 ; 

Lin~ _con M [ . , , 2nO " "' 
, , 0 • " •• , , 2220 " "' 
, , 0 • " •• , 

" _con - [ ... , 2220 " 0.-.995 G. ~; , 
~ - c •• , 2220 " o .9G 1_ G; , 
, °L' ,con f ormat, "" Orde r , 
" ~, '0 " " " ,-~ 

,. •• .-. T'do Pdo , XCi >< • '-' ><"q T'qo T "qo " _;m 
Syn.con_ , , 2no " "' 

, ~. 16 0.003 , 
" ~. 3 Q,?l "-' 0.03 

, 

m 
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" 
1. 76 0.650 , , , 0.251.0 0.07 7.0 

1 1 0. 11 03 O.33H; 
0.0 ... 

~ AVR Typ~ I II , ~ impl~~ t AVR aod~l u~ed for ~tabi l ity analy~e~ 

~ G~ Ex~ Vf""-x Vh,in uO T2 Tl vfO VO T", Tr ~~l 
Exc.con ~ 

1 ] 7 -6.4 2 00 1 1 .00 0.0 0.0 1 .0 0.02 0 1] ; 

P~~ . con 
1 2 1 999 -999 9 . 5 1 . 4 0.15 4 o.on 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 -1 1 -1 0 0 1 1 1 

R1.J. ;';(, tNctEig 

\ Dat ~ Fi l", by DS Mud~u 
\ PST V2 d~t~ fil~ far"'~t {PST V2.0.0 and MatNet."ig', 
~ --------------------------------.---- --- ------

% BUB da t a format 
t No Ivl An9" l~ P9" OS P l o a d Ql o a d G B Bu~ Qg!oax Qg!oi :1 V r "'mn;.: '.':ni. l 
t col10 bu~ typ~ bu~ tYP~ - 1, ~w1ng bu~ , , 2, g",n",ra tor bu~ {p.J bu~ 1 

3, l o~d bu~ (PQ bu~ . PO gene::"ato::" bus) 
bUB [ . 

1 1. 00 
2 1. 00 
3 0.995 
) , 

0.90 0 0 0 0 0 2 999 -999 24. 0 
0.00 0 0 0 0 0 ] 999 - 999 24.0 

0.00 0 0 0 0 0 1 999 -999 24.0 

~ Lin'" data ! onnat 
~ Frcrn To R lI: 

line _ I ... 

LOS 
1. 05 
1. 05 

0.9S, 
0.95, 
0.95, 

1 2 0.000 0.150 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0,000; 

2 3 0.000 0. 5 00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000, 
\ 2 J c.;>cc c.)Jc c.ccc ".000 '~, '~ '~'~ '~. '~'~'~ c.ccc c.OOO; 

~ Machin~ data farlM t '* b* ~A x l r a xd x'd x"d T ' do T"do xq 

• •• mac con _ [ 

xq' xq ' T 'qa T"qo H 
dl typ~ S l 91.2 frP frQ 

1122200 .16 0 .003 1.81 0.30 0.23 8.0 0.03 1.76 0 .6 5 0.2S ... 
1 .0 0.07 3. 5 0 0 31 0. 1 2 4 0 0,4957 1 1 , 

.3 • .• e6 0 0 0 1", - 6 0 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 1~6 0.000 a 1 a a 1 1 ; 

d1~p( ";Tl~ ';totic ~xc1 t,oti(." ~y~tcm n~ 0 ~i"ple ~xcit~r rr.odc l l e' ) 
e"c con I 

1 0 1 0 0 0.02 2 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 999 - 999 999 

-999 999 -999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 

di ~p ( ' ?owe r Syot~" St ~bil,izer, ~peed In,,·ut' ) 
\ Type Gen* Gp OB Tw Tnl Tdl Tn. Td. yma'" ym1n Twd Tn f Tdf nnf ndf GP 

p~~_con ~ [ 
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1 1 9.5 1.4 0.154 0.033 1 1 999 -999 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
] ; 

B.2. 2A4M system controlled by A VR with HTG and PSS 

B.2.1. PacDyn 

(a) Electrical network data file 

# Two area system data, from Kundur. DS Mudau 
MVABASE 
# (base) 

100.00 

BUS DATA 
#bus( name )( volt)( ang )( pgen)( qgen)( pload)( qload ) (gshunt) (bshunt) 

1 BUSOl 1.03 20.0477 700.00 179.0027 0 0 
2 BUS02 1.01 10.2984700.00 220.1040 0 0 
3 BUS03 1.03 -6.8 718.4967 168.7902 0 0 
4 BUS04 1.01 -16.959700.00 185.0345 0 0 
5 BUS05 1.007413.59080 0 0 0 
6 BUS06 0.9805 3.53140 0 0 0 
7 BUS07 0.9652 -4.8323 0 0 967.0 -100.0 
8 BUS08 0.9536 -18.579 0 0 0 0 
9 BUS09 0.9763 -32.0450 0 1767.0 -250.0 

10 BUSI0 0.9862 -23.686 0 0 0 0 
11 BUS11 1.0094 -13.415 0 0 0 0 

-999 

BRANCH DATA 
#b#l b#2( res )( rea ) (charg ) (tap )(phase) 

1 50.0000 0.01666670.00000 
2 60.00000.01666670.00000 
3 11 0.00000.01666670.00000 
4 10 0.0000 0.0166667 0.00000 
5 6 0.0025 0.0250000 0.04375 
6 70.00100.01000000.01750 
7 80.01100.1100000 0.19250 
7 80.01100.11000000.19250 
8 90.01100.1100000 0.19250 
8 90.01100.1100000 0.19250 
9 100.00100.0100000 0.01750 
10 11 0.00250.02500000.04375 

-999 
(J2) Dynamic data file 

TITU 
2A4M system, UDT AVRs (Thyristor with High Transient Grain) and PSSs 
PacDyn Format Electical Network Data File 
PaeDyn Dynamic Data File, DS Mudau 
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DSYS 
# N = Network File: A = ANAREDE Fomatted File 
# H = ANAREDE History File 
# P = PACDYN Formatted File (DEF AUL1) 
# P = Network printout I T = Initial conditions test I V = Voltstab analysis 
#(Freq) (Base) (No) N P T V I M E C 
60.000 100.000001 P Y Y N A 1 NY 

DGEN 
#(Nbl)noRM(Base)(HH) (X'd) (X'q) (Xd)(Xq)(Ra)(TdO) (TqO) (Xp) (-Sat-) (-DD-) (Frq) 
#(Nbl)NoUU(-X"d) (-X"q) (T"dO) (T"qo) (-Xl-) (-A--) (-B--) (-C--) (-X t-)(-Rtr)(-Xtr)(-Str) 

1 5900 6.500.300 0.55 1.801.700 0.00258.00 0.40 0.000.000 0.000 
1 1 0.25 0.25 0.03 0.05 0.200.015 9.6 0.9 
2 5900 6.500.300 0.55 1.801.700 0.0025 8.00 0.40 0.00 0.000 0.000 
2 10.250.25 0.03 0.05 0.200.0159.6 0.9 
3 R5 900 6.1750.300 0.55 1.801.700 0.0025 8.00 0.40 0.00 0.000 0.000 
3 1 0.25 0.25 0.03 0.05 0.20 0.015 9.6 0.9 
4 5900 6.1750.300 0.55 1.801.700 0.0025 8.00 0.40 0.000.000 0.000 
4 1 0.25 0.25 0.03 0.05 0.20 0.015 9.6 0.9 

-999 

DUDT 
#(Ncdu) (---Name---) 

1000AVR 
#Flag (Nb) (Type) S(Vinp) (Vout) (---A---) (---B----) (---C---) (--D----) (---E----) 

STOP 
-999 

AUDC 

1 IN VB ET #Nb 
2 IN VREF X2 #Nb 
3 IN VPSS X3 #Nb 
4 OUT X5 EFD #Nb 
5LDLG ET Xl 1 0 1 0.01 
6SUM -Xl X4 

+X2 
+X3 

7 GAIN X4 X5 200 
DPAR #Nb 

# A VRs for all generators 
#(No ) (---NOME---) (No ) (---NOME---) 

1001 AVR-Gen.l 1000 AVR 
# (--NAME--) (-VALVE--) 

STOP 
1002 A VR-Gen.2 

# 

STOP 
1003 AVR-Gen.3 

# 

#Nb 1 

l000AVR 
(--NAME~-) (-V ALUE--) 

#Nb 2 

l000AVR 
(--NAME--) (-V ALUE--) 

#Nb 3 
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STOP 
1004 A VR-GenA 1000 A VR 

# (--NAME--) (-V ALUE--) 
#Nb 4 

STOP 
-999 

DUDC 
#(Ncdu) (---Name---) 
000011 PSS-Gen.1 

#Flag (Nb) (fype) S(Vinp) (Vout) (---A----) (---B----) (---C---) (---D----) (---E----) 
1 OUT VPSS VPSS 1 
2IN WWWW 1 

#Flag (Nb) (fype) S(Vinp) (Vout) (---A----) (---B----) (---C----) (---D----) (---E----) 
3 GAIN WW X12 20.00 
4 IDLG X12 X13 0.000 10.00 1.000 10.00 
5 IDLG X13 X14 1.000 0.050 1.000 0.020 

STOP 6 IDLG X14 VPSS 1.000 3.000 1.000 5.400 
000012 PSS-Gen.2 

#Flag (Nb) (fype) S(Vinp) (Vout) (---A----) (---B----) (---C----) (---D----) (---E----) 
1 OUT VPSS VPSS 2 
2INWWWW2 

#Flag (Nb) (fype) S(Vinp) (Vout) (---A----) (---B----) (---C----) (--D----) (---E----) 
3 GAIN WW X22 20.00 
4 IDLG X22 X23 0.000 10.00 1.000 10.00 
5 IDLG X23 X24 1.000 0.050 1.000 0.020 

STOP 6 IDLG X24 VPSS 1.000 3.000 1.000 5.400 
000013 PSS-Gen.3 
#Flag (Nb) (fype) S(Vinp) (Vout) (---A----) (---B----) (---C----) (---D---) (---E----) 

1 OUT VPSS VPSS 3 
2INWWWW3 

#Flag (Nb) (fype) S(Vinp) (Vout) (---A----) (---B----) (---C----) (---D----) (--E----) 
3 GAIN WW X32 20.00 
4 IDLG X32 X33 0.000 10.00 1.000 10.00 
5 IDLG X33 X34 1.000 0.050 1.000 0.020 

STOP 6 IDLG X34 VPSS 1.000 3.000 1.000 5.400 
000014 PSS-GenA 
#Flag (Nb) (fype) S(Vinp) (Vout) (---A----) (---B----) (---C----) (---D----) (---E----) 

1 OUT VPSS VPSS 4 
2INWWWW4 

#Flag (Nb) (fype) S(Vinp) (Vout) (---A----) (---B----) (---C----) (--D----) (---E---) 
3 GAIN WW X42 20.00 
4 IDLG X42 X43 0.000 10.00 1.000 10.00 
5 IDLG X43 X44 1.000 0.050 1.000 0.020 

STOP 6 IDLG X44 VPSS 1.000 3.000 1.000 5.400 
-999 
END 

8.2.2. PSAT 

% 2 Area 4machine power system data in PSAT 2.1.2 format 
% DS Mudau 
% Data from P Kundur, pp 813-814 
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t All Tr~nstOrT>.e r iIf!l ~"~r. c~ ~ conv"rt ~d to 1 00MVA ba~" 
% ---- ---- .. ------- ----- -- - --- - ------ ----------------- - -

t Bu s da t a in PSAT f ortl\8.t 
~ # k V V p u v_angle(ra~ ) 

BU8. con. 

, '" 1. 0 3 
1.01 
1. 03 
1. 01 
1. 00 
1 ,00 
1. OD 
1. OD 

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

o. 
o. 
o. 
0, 
o. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
0, 
0, 
0, 

'" '" '" m 
m 
no 
~30 

m 
m 
m 

t Al l TransforI~r i~pedanc,,~ con v e rted t o 10 0~A b as e 
\ Li n e ~at" in PSAT format 
t 1. Line (L INE ) S tructur~ 

\ FrOll'l To MYA ~V F (!JZ ) 1( ~1fl ) R (p .u l Xl p. ul B{p . ,, '" L =N~ 

~ 2. Tran ~ for"'er ITR FR I Struct ur" 
\ FrOll'l To MYA ~Y F(!J Z I vr" tio R(p . u l X (p u l \ TRPR 

Line.con • , 
o , , , , 
; 
; 

" " , 
'" , , 

5 gOO 20 60 0 

6 900 ~O .0 0 
II 9 00 ~O .0 0 
10 900 ~O .0 0 
6 100 ~30 60 0 
7 100 23 0 60 0 
8 100 23 0 60 0 
8 100 2 30 60 0 
9 1 00 2 30 60 0 
g 100 230 60 0 
10 100 no .o 0 
II 100 ~30 60 0 

t PQ (Lo ad l dau 
%BUS" MY~ 1<-.' P pu 

pc.con . 

20/2 30 
2 0/230 
20/230 
20/230 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 

7 100 ~30 9.67 
9 100 230 17.67 , , 

-1.00; 
- 2 .50; 

~ I'V Gener a t o r b \.," ( " t~ 

nu~" MYlI ~V ? O p u ' ." 0 pu 
PV.con _ [ ... 

1 1 00 20 7 1.03; 
2 100 20 7 1.01 ; 
4 1 00 20 7 1.01 ; , , 

0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0025 
0.0010 
0.0110 
O,OllO 
O.OllO 
O,O llO 
0,001 0 
0.0025 

0.15 
0,15 
0.15 
0.15 
0.0250 
0.0100 
0.1100 
0.1100 
0.1100 
O,llOO 
0,0100 
0.025 0 

~ Sl " c k bu~ d a ta (Re f e rence vol tag~ and a ngl " l 
~Bu~# INA kV Y p u v_"ngle(ra~ ) 

Sl'1. con _ [ ... 
3 1 00 20 1.03 -O .11n, 

0.0000; 
0.0000; 
0.0000; 
0.0000, 
0.0437 5 ; 
0.0175; 
0.19~5; 

0.19~5; 

0.19~5; 

0.19~5; 

0.0175 ; 
0.04375 ; 
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~ ,C;y"C:Y'C::1CU~ rnacllin~ C ~ ner"tor d"t", '.do l: ~~ouBoion 
t>"'~~ ).IVA kV FI:~l~ Mod~ l Xl R" Xd X'd X"d T 'C:O -::- "C:O 
~. Xq X'q x ' q T'qo T"qo " ("0 ~ 

". <4>Lr.~~; d ,ot,o " .. Kp "'P "'C' Taa Sl 0 Sl , 

Syn .ccn . 
9 00 2 0 6 0 6 0.2 0.002 5 1 . B 0. 3 0.2 5 8 0,0 3 

1. 7 0. 55 0.2 5 O. ~ 0.0 5 13 0.00 

2 9 GG '0 

, , , 
O.OO g 1 .8 

0.0377 0. 21 0 9 , 
0. ] 0.2 5 8 0.03 

G,5 5 , G. ' G.G 5 
G.G3 77 

13 0 . 00 
G.2 109 , 

0.002 5 ~. a 

0. 55 0 .• 5 

0.3 0. 25 

0.4 0.0 5 
B 0.0 3 

1 • . 3 5 0.0 , , 1 0.03 7 7 0. 21 0 9 , 
4 9 00 ' 0 ' 0 , 0.) 0.00) 5 l . a 0.3 0. 25 a 0.0 ] 

1. 7 0. 55 0. 25 0. 4 0.0 5 -. 2 . ]5 0.0 , , 

1 AVR ~fF~ ===, ~inpl~~t AV7 
~ (;1 Exc Vt"ax Vtn~n uO T2 

h.c.ccn [ ... 

1 0,0377 0.) 1 0 9 , 

"."d~ l u~ ~ d for " t~bility 

Tl vfO VO T~ Tr 

1 37_6 ,4'OG 
2 37-0,4 '0 0 

1.GO 0.01.0 1.0 0.01 0 0 I , 
-.,GG 0.01.0 1.0 0.01 0 0 1 , 

3 3 7 -0. 4 '00 1 1.GG G.G I.G .G 0 . 01 0 0 1 , 
4 3 7 -0, 4 200 1 1 ,00 G,G :.G 1.G G.G l 0 0 1, 

I , 

l -'-V~1 PSS I nput V~""''' Ve 'Tlir: '(W -::-" T~ T2 -::-3 T4 '(~ -:~ Kp tv 
t Varna" Vomir. V~*'TloX V~ 'nin ~L~r ",tll:c ~2 con 

p"" .con , , 
, , 

, -0,2 

" -0, 2 

) 0 . 0 

0.0 4 -' 
2 0.0 
0.045 

1 0,0 0.0 5 0.0 2 1. 0 
O,O ~ -' O,Og G,G g 

1 0.0 0.0-' 0, 0 / 3,G 
0.045 0.0 45 -0.0 45 

, , " G. 95 
/ 5 

0. 95 , , 0.2 -0.2 20.0 1 0.0 0.05 0.0 2 3.0 5 .4 25 0.5 
20 5 0.0 ~ 5 0.04 5 0,045 -0.0 45 0. 95 0 1 , 

4 1 0. 2 _0 .2 20 .0 1 0.0 0.0 5 0.02 3.0 5 . 4 2 5 0. 5 
2 0 5 0 .G ~5 0.0 4 5 0 .04 5 -0,0 4 5 1 0. 95 G 1, 

] ; 

I\ll ~ _ n o"",~ • { . 
""'" 01 ' ; ' Bu ~ 0 2 ' , ' Bu~ 03' ; 'Il" ~ O" ; 'Ilus 0 5 ', 'Bus Oo ' , 'Bu . 0 7 '; 
'~ u~ 08' , 'Bll " 0 9 ' ; 'll,,~ ~O' ; ' H c~ 

B.2.3. MatNetEig 

t 2 A~~" ~=cllin~ :"<Y4~ r ~yHe", .~~~ ~ 

\ :xC; M"d,ou 
~ AE :'ran~f,, ::n~ :c ;rrF"", d"nc:" " c:cmv."-~,,~ ,.0 -.GGMvA ""S~ 

\ b~~ vclo a~g;~ 
\:0 1: ~ 2 

, 
p g e n 
B 

(,l3€n 1 00~ q l ood 
H 15 

,<2 
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.0 .• 0 7.00 

10.50 7.00 

·".80 7.19 

, -17.00 7.00 

1. 00 

.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 

1. 00 

1. 00 0.00 0.00 

10 1. 00 0.00 0.00 

1.00 0.00 0.00 

, , 
\ 1 iEe d~t" f ont"'t 

• . 35 

1. 76 

7.0~ 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

9.67 

0.00 

0.00 
99 - 99)Q 1.) 0.8: 
0.00 
99 -9920 1.20.8; 

0.00 
99 -9920 1.. 0.8; 

0.00 
99 - 99 ~O 1.2 0. B; 

0.00 
o , 
0.00 , , 

- 1. 00 

0.00 

, 
no , 1 .) 0.8: , , 
2J0 1.2 , , 

o 0 
17.67 - • . 50 

. 30 ,.~ 0.8; , , , 

. ]0 1. . o. a; 
0.00 

730 1.2 o. a; 
0.00 0.00 

) 3 01 , 70.8; 

, line, fro.<l bu" , t o b u". "es; H.~r."~ :pl.' l. ~C,.,ct~"c e 'P'·l: , 
l li n " cl1;>.r'lin'l':'Pu ! , t ;>.'P r;>. t .io, t.;>.p pl'~se, t ~pm.:lX, t~pTli ~ , t~p"iz" 

lill,' • [ 

" , 

1 ~, 0.0000 

) " O.O~~O 
J 11 ~,~~~~ 

4 1 0 0.0000 
5 6 0.007 5 
6 7 0,0010 
7 8 0,0 1 10 
7 8 ~,~ ll ~ 

8 9 0.0 11 0 
8 9 0.011 0 
9 10 0.0010 
, 0 11 0.002 5 

0. 15 / 9 
0. 1 5/9 
~, 1 5/9 
0. 1 5/ 9 
0.0750 
0.0100 
0. 1 100 
0. 11 00 

~. 11 ~~ 

0. 11 ~~ 

0.0100 
0.0250 

0,0000 

0.0000 
0,0000 

~.~OOO 

0.~ 4 ]8 

0.0 1 75 
0. 19 7 5 
0. 19 )~, 

~, 1 925 

~.1925 

~. n75 
0.0 4 38 

xl r a x6 x'd x " <l. , ' de T" d e xq 

'" 
xq' xq" 
d1 tl-'po 

T'qo T "qe E 
3 1 31. 2 trP 

m.:l C con - [ 
1 1 9 ~~ 0 . • 0.0075 '. a 0. ] 0.2 5 ~ .O O.~l 1.7 0, 5 5 ~, '5 O.G 

0.0 5 6. 5 0000 I I ~,~392 ~, :I6n 1 1 ; 

2 2 9 00 0.7 0.007 5 1 . a 0.] 0.25 ~.O 0.03 
, n 0.0 5 6.500 0 

3 3 9 00 0 . • 0.007 5 l . a 0.] 0.25 a .o 0.03 

0.0 5 6.175003 1 
4 4 9 00 0.7 0.007 5 1 . a 0.] 0, 2 5 a.o 0.03 

0.0 5 6. 1 7 5 0 0 3~ 

1.7 0.55 0 . • 5 0. 4 

0.03 92 O.26 n 1 1 ; 

1. 7 O."~' 
0.03 9 ) 

1 .70."" 
0.03 9:1 

0 . • 5 0. 4 
0.7077 
O.)~, 0 . • 

0.) " 77 , , 

d i sp" S,1 ~ St~t i c e xcitat i on , y , t e m , simp' e e x"; t.er Tl~dc~ - 10' ) 

e xc cc:l [ 
1 0 1 0 0 o. n 2 ~~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 999 - 999 999 

- 999 999 -999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ ~; 

1 0 2 0 0 0.0 1 2~~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 999 - 99 9 9 99 
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-999 999 -999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
10 3 0 0 0.01 200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 999 -999 999 ... 

-999 999 -999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
10 4 0 0 0.01 200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 999 -999 999 ... 

-999 999 -999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
] ; 

disp ( , Power system stabiliser, PSS' ) 
pss_con = [ 

1 1 20 10 0.05 0.02 3.0 5.4 999 -999 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
1 2 20 10 0.05 0.02 3.0 5.4 999 -999 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
1 3 20 10 0.05 0.02 3.0 5.4 999 -999 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
1 4 20 10 0.05 0.02 3.0 5.4 999 -999 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
] ; 

C. Saturation models 

Magnetic saturation in synchronous machines presents a complex generator models in 

power system stability and analysis. To account for flux linkages in stator and rotor 

dynamics, mathematical models have been developed for synchronous machine models. 

Various power system simulation tools use different modelling concepts and different 

mathematical models for saturation. The differences in mathematical models used in 

simulation tools results in variations in simulation results. 

A total saturation model is widely used to model machine saturation. This model 

accounts for the linear and no-linear characteristics of the magnetic saturation along the 

air-gap line. Figure C.l below shows the open-circuit and the air-gap lines mosdy used 

for total saturation modelling in power systems [2,4,21,44]. 
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x ........ 
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:::J 
4- UZJ 

1... C=0.8 
o 
Q) 
CJ"l 
ro 

+> ........ 
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:> 

Synchronous mochlne soturotlon curves 

AIr-gap lIne (a) 

I 
I 

DCC curve (b) 

--------------------------- - - I ---------------~-------------------
I I I 

I I I I 
I I I I 

-----r--~--~---------------r-------------------I I I I 
I I I I 
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I I I I 
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I I I I 
I I I I 
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FIeld current (l f d) [p.u] 

Figure C.t: Synchronous machine saturation model 
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The open circuit saturation curve (OCC) line in Fig.C.l above is used to define the 

direct-axis (d-axis) saturation of the synchronous machine. The saturation model in other 

simulation tools is defined using the direct-axis only while others assume similar direct

and quadrature (q-) axis saturation models. The synchronous machine saturation models 

on the d- and q-axis are either similar, different or neglected depending on the respective 

simulation tools. 

The OCC curve in Fig.C.1 is linear up to a flux ('II) or voltage (e') level C='I'T1=0.8 per 

unit. The non-linear curve is defined by equation (C.l) [2,4, 14,21,44]. 

I (III) = A eB",,(V'-C) 
fd T sat 

C = 'f/1j 
(C.l) 

The equation C.l is used to calculate the values St.O and St.2 that are differendy used by 

simulation tools. The parameters St.O and St.2 can be calculated from the air-gap line and 

OCC curve using at> ~, b1 and b2 indicated in Fig.C.l where al is the field current at 

required to produce 1.0 p.u flux on the air-gap line, a2 is the field current required to 

produce 1.2 p.u flux, bl and b2 are field current required for a 1.0 p.u flux and 1.2 p.u on 

the OCC curve respectively. The next sections show mathematical models used by 

PSAT, PacDyn and MatNetEig simulation tools for synchronous machine modelling. 

C.l. PacDyn model 

PacDyn synchronous machine models are subdivided into two groups [41]. Group 1 

covers machines that require what is termed "primary record" only and group 2 covers 

machines that need both primary and secondary records. Group 1 machines are classical, 

3m order and 4th order synchronous generators, while group 2 machines are 5th order, 6th 

order and synchronous machines used for sub-synchronous resonant models. The 

machines in group 1 use the mathematic models given by equations (C.2) and (C.3). 

Ifd =Vocc +SFAC(Vocc)7 

C _ SFAC-1.2 
d - 1.27 

(C.2) 

where Cd is internally used to derive the d- and q-axis saturation models. The user enters 

the per-unit field current Ifd at Vocc= 1.2 p.u (defining 1.0 p.u of Ifd as that current 
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required to produce 1.0 p.u Vocc along the air-gap line). This Ifd value is called SFAC on 

the synchronous machine data [40,41]. The equation (C.2) is used to fit an OCC curve. 

Group 2 synchronous machine models use the equation (C.3) to fit the OCC curve. 

(C.3) 

SAT is internally used when calculating SATd• and SATq- for the d- and q-axis saturation 

models with C is normally used as 0.8 [37, 41 - 44]. Equation (C.3) is similar to (C.l) and 

thus machine models in group 2 of PacDyn use the same OCC curve indicated in (C.l). 

C.t.t. Saturation parameters in PacDyn 

The saturation data in PacDyn is specified using SF AC for group 1 and A ..... Boat and C 

for group 2 synchronous machines. Given the OCC curve, the user can calculate both 

Sl.O and St.!! using equations (C.4) below. 

(C.4) 

Where at> ~, b t and b2 are the field current values shown in Fig.C.l. Manipulating 

equations (C.4) results in equations (C.S) for bt and b2 respectively. 

b l = 1 + 81 (S1.0) 

b2 =1+82(SI.2) 
(C.S) 

The equations (C.S) are used to compare PacDyn with both PSAT and MatNetEig tools' 

saturation models. 

C.2. PSAT model 

The equation used to fit OCC curve in PSAT is similar to both (C.l) and (C.3) used by 

PacDyn group 2 machine models. However, both (C.3) and PSAT model use the per unit 
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voltage instead of flux shown in equation (C.l). PSAT fits the acc saturation curve 

using the equation (C.6) as follows: 

(C.6) 

The equation (C.6) shows that PSAT models the generator saturation using the sub

transient voltage (e'J from the quadrature axis synchronous machine parameters. 

C.2.t. Saturation parameters in PSAT 

Saturation data is specified using Sl.O and SI.2 in PSAT simulation tool and the following 

equations (C. 7) are used: 

S =1-.!L 
1.0 b 

1 

S =1-~ 
1.2 b 

2 

These equations are used to calculate b l and b2 as follows: 

1 
bl =---

a l - S1.0 

1 
b2 =---

a2 - S1.2 

(C.7) 

(C.S) 

Analysis of (C.S) above shows that b l is inversely proportional to S1.o' This applies to b2 

as a function of S1.2' Comparing (C.S) and (C.S) used in PacDyn shows that in PacDyn, b l 

and b2 are proportional to S1.0 and SI.2 respectively. Although the acc curves used by 

these two simulation tools are similar, the overall mathematical modelling of generator 

saturation in PacDyn and PSAT are different. 

C.3. MatNetEig model 

MatNetEig simulation tool has three saturation models [14, 20]. The round rotor 

synchronous generator model given by "type 21 or 31" as defined in MatNetEig uses 

mathematical model given by equations (C.9) 
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I ('IF) = 'If + A eB .. (IV.-0.8) - A 
fd T a sal sat 

Bsal = 5.0101 1.2S1.2 J 5l S1.0 

A = S e-O.2B .. 
sat 1.0 

(C.9) 

The equations above indicate that the mathematical model is identical to (C.2) and (C.6) 

with an additional term given by 'l'a-Asat. The value of e is fixed at 0.8 per unit. 

MatNetEig uses the flux as opposed to voltage used in PacDyn and PSAT. The ace 
saturation in MatNetEig differs from the models used in both PacDyn and PSAT tools. 

Col.t. Saturation parameters in MatNetEig 

Synchronous machine saturation data is specified using SI.O and St.2 in MatNetEig 

simulation tool and the following apply: 

(C.10) 

Since at=l and ~=1.2, we get bt and b2 as follows: 

b l = 8 1 + 8 1S1.0 = 1 + 8 1S1.0 

b2 = 8 2 + 8 2S1.2 = 1.2 + 8 2S1.2 
(C.ll) 

Taking the additional factor into consideration, the above can be written as: 

b l = 2 + 8 1 (SI.0) - Asat = (1- A8Q') + [1 + 8 1 (SI.0)] 

b 2 = 1.2[2.4 + 8 2 (S1.2 )-Asat ] = (1.88 -1.2Asa,) + [1 + (82)2 (S1.2 )] 
(C.12) 

The equations (C.10), (C.11) and (C.12) suggest that the saturation models in MatNetEig 

is different from the model used in PacDyn by the factors l-Asat and 1.88-1.2Asat for bt 

and b2 respectively, with b2 proportional to (~2 compared to ~ in PacDyn and PSAT. 
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The mathematical models used in PSAT, PacDyn and MatNetEig simulation tools are all 

different as indicated in this section. The simulation results from these three tools are 

therefore expected to be different following these variations in magnetic saturation in 

generator models. 

The effects of variations in saturation models in PSAT, MatNetEig and PacDyn 

simulation tools are indicated in the results and discussion section of this thesis. 

D. Description of internal variables 

Appendix D highlights the system internal variables accessible for monitoring and 

control of power system in PacDyn, MatNetEig and PSAT simulation tools. These 

variable names are case sensitive and can all be monitored or controlled after load flow 

convergence. Usage of these variables can be seen on the data and perturbation files in 

PSAT, on the UDC data and transfer function manager in PacDyn and in the time 

domain simulation GUI in MatNetEig. 

D.t. PacDyn variables 

Table D.l below shows the names and description of variables that can be used for 

control and monitoring purposes in PacDyn simulation tool. 

Table D.t: PacDyn tool's internal variables 
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D.2. MatNetEig variables 

The list in table D.2 gives the input and output variables commonly used for monitoring 

and control of power systems in MatNetEig simulation tool for stability analysis. 

Table D.2: MatNetEig tool's intemal variables 

Name Variable description Unit 
vref Reference voltage input of the A VR p.u 
pmin Generator mechanical input power p.u 
vma.e; Bus volta.e;e magnitude p.u 
van]:?; Bus voltaJZe phase angle p.u 
busf Bus frequency p.u 
speed Rotor speed p.u 
~elec Generator electrical power output p.u 
efd Output volta.e;e of the A VR p.u 
ifd Field current p.u 
~m Generator mechanical power set point p.u 
pt Generator terminal real power output p.u 
qt Generator terminal reactive power output p.u 

Dol. PSAT variables 

Appendix D.3 covers the variable names used in PSAT simulation tool. Only the 

variables that were used in step response and time domain simulation perturbation files 

are indicated. It is important to note that all data structures defining the steady-state and 

dynamic component models can be monitored and controlled via the GUI command or 

via the Matlab command prompt. Table D.3 shows commonly used variables in PSAT. 

Table D.3: PSAT tool's intemal variables. 

Name Variable description Unit 
DAB Differential alJZebraic equation -
vreID A VR volta.e;e se~oint p.u 
vref Reference volta.e;e of the A VR p.u 
vbus Bus volta.e;e p.u 
Varout Vector of variable list -
Syn Synchronous machine -
pmO Generator machenical power setpoint p.u 
pm Mechanical power input of the JZenerator p.u 
omega Rotor speed p.u 
Exc A VR excitation -
delta Rotor an.e:1e p.u 

All the system internal variable names in tables D.l, D.2 and D.3 are case sensitive. 
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E. Matlab script listings 

Thi, ""cLion em'"" th. auth(Jr', Madab codes d",d(Jped to u,e with PSAT, M~tNctEiJ; 

(Jr PacDyn simwaLion to(Jk 

E. l. MatIab code lis ting for saturation parameters 

funct i on y _ abc2s_Bat{a .b , c); 
1----------------- . --------- --- ------- ------- -------- - -----------
~ Conv~ r t ~ c iv~t ABC o r A, B & Flux to Sl .C & Sl.< 
\ Conp~t~ ~ a l , ~2 , b l & b2 
\ Ca l ~u lat~~ ~atllrat ion t act oH t o r Pa~Dyn, »SAT & i>'atNHE i g 
~ By, DS Mlldall, 20 Canu;lry 2~0 9 , 
~ 7,ag~ , y _ a bc2c , at {A , B , C} ; ~ \>'h~r~ S - A-~"p [B - ':Vt-Cl l 
~ "-e ~'~lt~, [SFAC, n, B, C, Sl_ ~ , 31 2 , Sl , S 2] 
\ - -- ----- - --- -- ------------------------------------

~ ehe~k mY. verit y ~ 1l i npl:t~ 

1 f (na~gin __ 2J; dbp { ' n, B specifi.ed, defalt [C_ G. 3J '~~ ~ d ' }; c,O. B; 
eheif (narg1n < 2i; 

di ~p( "liarning' A, B & C r~quir~c. y- abc.~_~atiA ,3,CI' ); 

di~p( '?::-o grarn terminatec, u"e corre~t ~yntax' I; rctu::-n 
~l.'c ; i :: (e < OJ; c _ -c; d i ~p( 'C >.0, ab~.:e) u~ed.' I; e nd 

i ~ (~ __ 01, a _ l e_9; 

d i sp( 'FV- n'.lme-- ical stability," _ 19 -9 usoo,' I: 

\ C alc~c~a t ~ Sl. C , Sl .2 & :O-O=d::y ecmdi t i on.' 
~1_0 ~ a· ~xp (b· (1-~11; ~1_. R a · ~xp(b· (1 .2-c}); 
S1 R a · ~xp(b·{l-cll- a ; S. E { a * ~xp(b·(1.2-cl)-al/~.2; U iNE Typ9 1 

\ Sln3 '. ~; S:ln3 _ ~ ''-l :l "bll l . :l ; \MN~ 'Yl'''' 3 
blO _ 1 + ~ l 0; alO • 1; a12 • 1 .2 ; bl~ _ l . ~ • (l.~ · s ~ 21 

t Sat '~,at'i"n f ac t ore f or all d mulat i on t oo:, 
s lO _ {blO __ alO}/al0; ~12_ ID12_a12}/a12; S~Ae_b12; ~ Pa CDyn 
( Sl .O,S- .~,SF"C : 

"' _ ~l O/{e"p{b _ {l __ cl 1 I; 3 _ 1og( 9~2/"'i/(1.2-c), e _e; t paeDyn iA , 3 & C: 
Sl_O-l - (<!llO/blOI; Sl.< _ l __ i~12/h~~I; 1 ~SAT (31 . 0 & S l , 2 1 
Slml_hlO _<!llO; S2nl _ ib12 - ~UI/aU; t ~'~Ul~ tEig Modi ti eC: IS1 & S~i 

y _ (SF"C, A, B, C , Sl_O , Sl_., Sl , S.]; t Al l O'.ltpute 

l ?::-i nt a s-~mma ry r~port 
fp, i nt:: ( .. , . \ n__________________ S"'MMlII!.Y 1!.3POI!.T ________________ __ -" •• • \n ' ) 
fp::- i nt :: ( ... 
'i - Pa cDyn Data 

fpdnt:: I ... 
;>SAT Data -,- MatN~t3ig -,- HodiH e d 

, SFllC n 3 

t p::-int ~ ( ... 
, H.3f H.1:: 

\6. 4t \n' , 

C 

If . t.:: 

81, ~, 81- , 
t f. t.:: tf.1' 

n " n 

tf , 4f H ." H. H " 
SFAC, ft, 3, C, 51 0, 51 2, Sl, S2, Sl ml, S2nl J 

t printt ( .. . 

,1f 

'" - ! 'In' ) 

S2\n' ) 

, - - - " __ " __ _ _ " _ _ ___ ______ _ ~ND __________________________ _ __ \n \n ' I 

~nc 
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E.2. Matlab cod~ listing for samration curve plotting 

func~ion ~" t-~"tJllot 11<, pi 
~ --------- -- ------- -- --- .. 

~ pl OC a ~ m ~ cl:i r.e ~E'-TEiar. ClTVe, ~ , d e f i ncod i n NC~yn R. '
dccumen ".ot ·j on 

\ S ~ ".ur ~ t tor. 'Cu r vco e;cofinco "- by, If ~ - Voc • (koVac', ) 
~ ·~d _ ISFA·~ 1.21/1.2 " , ; h cDyn 8. 1 
\ Far h 'CDyn [SI'N-; , ' . , B , '~ 1 ; PS;o.T cS l ,O , S l , 2: ~ )htN~t3i'l [SI , ,S2] 
~ S"tu~ ~ ti ar. u Btng To t" l Socu ro Cion TOCK;co l , 
~ 1J~og" , t _ " " t _" l o tik, ,,} 
~ '.'h co r co k i < t l:~ ~ ;>. t u r"t i ar. canot" n t ,k >_ 0: 
~ p _ Oil or fa l <e / tru e ta 'di~"b l e }/i en ~ble l mo~1<B 

t Re t u rn, :k , SI".C , A, B, S l . O, Sl . 2, S l, ,S21 dth l e - 4 cc l ~r1!'''c ~ 

~ D,S :~,-,d"u, " ';-fm 2009 
\ ----- ---------

~O~ck & v~~i!y L~~ k t a ctc r ~p"cified & M t dehu~t8 j f need e d. 
!f lna~gjn< l l; 

di ~p I 'Na 1< e:l". e ~ ed , ~ _ C· " T ,,,1 - b e l: ~ ~ "- . U~ ~g~, y_ ~ ~tJllot Ik , p I' I; 
k. 0. 1 , P _ 0; ~ p p _ [0, 

~ l ~e \ Ilr." bl e ar d i5" b l e p- o t ' ~t ~ ', scoCClon n~~h Ip _ T C" p _ O] 
H (na r "in > 1 & P > 01; pp - p; P _ 1 ; e15e ; p _ Q; en,l 
if ( ~ < o ); 

d t Bp (' ;o;"rn i n", k n n n a t b ~ _e o< cl: ~n , e ~a, d~ f a'~l t k - 1 u o ~ d 'l; 
1<_ 1 ; 

e lB e tf ( ~ _ _ o,\; 

con "
con "-

d i 5p(' Fa r r.u mer t'C"l " ".a bilicy, k _ 1.CO 9 '."ill bco l: ~CO "- ') 

k- 1e-9; 

% p r~porco c tco p l at. t i U e ;>.r.d l;>.bel ~. 

fi9'-'~ e l l l; h ole; o n 
t itle I , 

'Ge n e r"t o::- ~ "tur"tion 'Curvc " t o" IP~CCJyn, p SAT '" 'hc Ne nigl 'I 
" label ( ' Curre n t , r[,,- ' p u ll '), yl abcol i"vc _ t ag~ [ ~ I q ' pu ) l ' I 

~ Cf,l'Cul~t.icn ~ [0,," f'.meLon CU,,"V~ D 

v _ O, 0 . 01 , 1. 4, i O .v+i O .Q~v"A71, i k_v+I1<>V"A~I; 

~ - i n~ a ,," & ~"pcnenc hl 5" tu::-at i on hc".o~& bO'Jn,l'cy eo~ "-H i on~ 

~ T~ ~ t '~i ~~'l 2M:~ d ~ ~ o f ~o" K 'J~ "-'J" 10.[01'; ,9. " , 0 .9 ) 
a l O_ l , " U , l , 2 , b 1 0 _ l+1<; bLl _ l "'+( ~ ' l "A71, 

~ Sa t u,,"a c i cr. hC".ar ~ to r 01 1 ~i " 'J -o Cian ~aal ~ 

"1 0_ (b l O-a1 01!,,1 0, 5Ll _ lb Ll __ a Ll I!aD ; t Sl.O & S1. 2 f c ~ F1>c:lyn 
S FA C_b U ; !".~ 10" " 1 512 ; B_ S >log 1 &l '!" 1 0 1 ; :: _ 0 . 8; , P~cDy" (SFAC, A , BlOC) 
S l 0_ 1 _ (alO/ b l OI ,S l 2 _1 .. ·l a l '!bl'l; t PSA'l' 151.0 ~ S1. :;;) 
S l -:b 1 0-alO, ,S 2 _ (b12 -;12 1/1. '; % "! ~tlkoCE i g ' Si'" S2 ) 

I ?~ot M r g" p linc ~ S;>.tur H i a n cun'e 
J,>l o t (i O,v,' m'l, p l o t ( H ,v,'b'l; 

t ? _ct v e ::-tt c " l l 'jncs "ne; Ha ri,ant;>.l line o 
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plot(aI O,v, 'k' l, plot_t ":2,v,'~'1 ploo:b~'J,·_·,-'< '!; 

plot (b12, v, 'r ' I, plot_ t"",x:i-J, ikl ,1. ':l, " < ' I ; 
plot(lMx(iO,ikl .~.", - ," I; plo~-:max{in,ikl ,oJ_8, ' b ' I, 

% Pl o t int" rs" ction ' Hrk3 ~ ~ 1 . 0 ~ 1.2 p _u voltag"-~ r"5p<oc t iv"ly 
it (1<>0.02 & p • • II , 

\ ~ om-n'~llt out if ""'r,<~ ar~ not n~~d~d 
pIO~-:~lO, l , 'bo' I, p 1otlbl0,1, ' bo ' I, 
pIO~,-:~l:-,l :-, ' ro' l, p 1ot(bU,1.2, 'ro' I, 

d i s p I ' ----- --- --- ---- - - ------ -- ------ - - - -- -- - - -- - - ---------- - - - ---- - - - ' I 
disp ( ' Saturation r,,_~ ult ~ , p" cDyn B, 1, PSAT 2 .1.2 "' M~tNetEig' I 
fprin~t(' Script/Cod"_ by, DS Muda'~\n1 4 J " nu" ry 2009\n' l 
diBP I ' ___ - - _ _ - - ___ _ ••••••• ••• • ~ «~'- - - ~ •• ~ - - ~ - '" - --------------------- ' I 

~ Pr1nC ~~cDyn re3ult~ 

fpri ntf I ' \nS" tur" Uon const~nt specified [k _ %6 _ U] \n\n' , k) 
di ~pI ' ---- -- FOR P" cDyn 8.1 1 WEN ] for #1 , ~2, U3 ~nd #1 ---- -------' 1 
tprinU I' \nSaturat i on Pactor ISFAC] to be us ed\nSFAC _ H . H\n\n' , 
SFACI 
d 1 ~pI '- --- - - FOR P~cD'jn 8_' I WEN] tor #5, #6, #7 and #8 -------'1 
fprl ntfl " IS'O _ %6.H, S,. ~ ~6_4!]\n' , ~1 0, ~1"' 

fprintf1 ' \nSatur.cic;n F.ctors lA, B ~ C] t_8 b e ,-,~ed\n\n ' l 
fprintf1 'E\. _ H .H\nB _ H.1f\nC _ H _H\n\n', A, B, 0.81 

, Print PSAT r "sults 
diBpl '----------- FOR PSAT 2,1.2 [syn.con] for ALL rrodels ---------- ' 1 
diBpI ' ~l . O & ,~ 1.2 --> Air g a p lin" a t 1 pu & 1 . 2 pu r"sl"'ctiv~ ly' ) 

di ~pl' bl,O & bl.2 --> S~tur~ion cur"".t pu & '.2 pu respectively' ) 
tprinU I ... 

'* la1.Q~ \6 ,H,bl.O _ \6.1f]\n" :~l.~ H.1f , b1.2 
H _UJ\n' , 

a lQ , hlO, a 12, bnl 
fprintf ( _ 

'Saturaoion F.ctor . [Sl.0 & Sl.2] to be. u~ ,,_d on PSAT ~ 1_2\n\n 'l 
fprintfl' S1.0 _ H.1f\nS1.2 _ H.4t\n\n' ,S I _Q, 31_21 

, Print MlI.tN" tRig r~ ~ult~ 
di~pl'----- -- FOR Mat NetElg ["~c_con] tor ALL nlOd,, ' t_}Fe . ----------- '1 
fprintfl " [Sl _ \6.1f, ,_ .S. _ t 6 _4!]\n\n ', S~, 1_~ · S21 

fprintf(' Sa tura tion nctora [5l & S2] to be u~,,_d 8n M"tN~tE ig\n\n' ) 
fpri ntf( '51 _ \6.H\nS2 _ t 6 _U\n ', Sl, S2] 
di s p I ' _______________ " 

~ Prlnt ~ ~ urr.-nary report 
fprintf I ... '\n __ _ _ ________ _ _ ~ r ~ . ~~ SUMMARY REPORT K _ _________ ___ _ _ ___ _ ____ \n' l 

fprintt I . 
, I Inrut I 

f p r 1ntt I ' k 
f printt I . 

PacDyn 
SFA!; 

Dat" 

• 
-----1-- PSAT Da t a 

S1.0 
- - I --
51.J 

Mat""tEig 

" 
-- I\n' l 
S2\n' l 

, H _3 t ~ 6.4t H .4f %6.4f \ 6,4f H,H H.1f H.1f t 6.H\n' , . 
k, SF"'C, A, B. C, S l 0, Sl_2, 51, 521 

fprinU I ... , ___ __ _ K_." " ••• n~ _' ww " ____ END ______ _ _ _ ______ ____ _ _ _ ______ __ \n\n' l 

if Inargin < 1 I pp > 1), 
<l.i~pl 'Warn i ng' (b_ O] ~h(}U I <l. be spec i C!(; r. p _ O/l/true l t~l ~e' l 
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E.3. Matlab code Ii. ting for PSAT .lep change on Pm 

t DS ~h,a " ,-, 

{ 'J~ In'9"~t ~OO'l 
t PSl\-::' -::'i l> ~ dc". l n ~imul~ticn ~er~pt 

~ ~ner~a ~ ~ Pl>. by 0.01 p. u 
" 

e~ e ,.r t ; e l ~ .r Va roc.Lt ; e~ ~,.r ~pMd ; 

initp~at., SHc. i. ng ~ ."va_100, t ;:""'J; 
S ~ttinq~ . dyntol _1 ~ ,005, S~tt.inq~ . fixt • 1; Sett-ings. t.st. e p • 1 C!-2; 

what. 

b r c · l,nc 
"hat 

' "' 

fn ~ inputl 'Fi l ~ n." ~ ' , '~' I; 

n;.np~ a t If n, 'd" ~. " · I 
nmp~a~I 'p=' 1 

Syn.p~111 .Syn.pmQI11+Q.Q1; 

rnnp B. c.I ' c.~~a ' I 
",dB • 
tdc. i npu~.( 'Do t i "", domain ~imc.bt ion " :G/1: ? ' I; 
if tdc~G 

ee • 1; 
r~np~ ,.t ( 'td' I; ~ .• 1,'. rou~ .. ~., ~ p::!C!d (" cl .1,';uouc .. va r ~ (,, 2 ) , 

ee • 0, 
~nd 

e: · [ 'b' , ' c' , 'g' , '01' , ' 'I' ] i 

if ee>O 

~nd 

fcr i e • 1.e 
~U::-p~ct (e, 1 , i e! 
p~ct It . ~peed (, , i e! - 1 , '[,in~'I; l dt-h' ,2, 'CUer' ,cl ( i c) I 
i f i e __ 1 

ti C~ ( '?ctc" Speed r~ ~pGn . ~ t.C O. 01 F~ eh,.n,,~ i n Pm' . 
'Fcnt."<1Il"" , 'Ol~ lv~tiea ' , 'l'entS i z ~ ' • 12 . ' l'cnt'';e ig-ht' , 'bold' I 

," 
if c ~ " 

H {i.e ~ 1 ) & (i e ~ c) 
y labd ( ' Rete" Sp~~d :p."I' , 'PcntNMne ' , '~-fe l vHi""' , 

'PontSh~ ' , 1 2, 'Fon~.we' g-ht' , 'bcl d ' ) 
C!nd 

C! 1 ~ C! 

yhbel ( ' P.o~or Speed :p . 'JI' , 'Fon~.,," "e ' , · " ~1v~t.ica ' 

' l'on ~S i , ~ ' ,l:l, 'pcn t>~eigh~.' , 'bol a' ) 
C!nd 
H k ·· " 

~nd 

" label ( ' Time : ~ I' , ' Font""""" , ' He1 v~C. i. c a ' , 'Fent.Siz~' ,12, . 
' l'on~,~eigh~', 'bola' I 

1 C!g~nd( '\"",e" ft_{syn 1) [,a __ J.G?: ' I 
y : i.m I [m i n ( ~peed {" icl --11 '1 .1 max ( ~p~~d (" i.el - 1 1 ·1. 1 ) ) 
G:HD 0:1; ~ e~{gc", 'Y-::'i ek' , [01, 'xGr id' . 'on' , 'YGl:id' . 'en' ) 
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EA. Matlab code H.ting for PSAT .lep change on V HI 

i ni tP3at 
n.:npsat( '·ci_2 ar e a avr htg poo Fl.".' . 'c.~ t ~ · 1 

n.:npsat( 'p t ' l 

S ~tting~ .fixt _ 1; 

Setting~ .t ~ tep _ 0.01; 
:;:xc.vrifO(:11 _ 3xc.vrif0{ 2 1.0.01 ; 

n:np~1lt{' c"' 1 

t _Varout. t; 
1lng le_varou t. V1lra {, , 1 :' 
~peed_varout. vara (, ,2:. 

f igure 
plot ( t , ~ peed) 

t i tic ( 'Speed' :' 
xla"oeI( ' Timc ( ~ I' ) 

yla"oe l I ' Ro tor Speed (p. u) ' ) 

fi'J".r ~ 

plotlt, angl e l 
xhbcll · Ti.~ I, ~ : 

ylabe~ I 'Rotor ~"g~~ I,p. '-" - I 

E.5. Matlab code li5ling fot PSAT A matrix cumputation 

,,',o'oal DAE 
t Com puting Btate matrix l\ a t'" e j.g cnv1l1l:e ~ t or PSAT 

A DAE.I'" _ DAE."Y'inv(nAE _Clyl*DAE _Clx; \ Sp<>' UQ Ma nix 
" f ull (A :, \ ,'ull "t1lte m.o.trix 
e eig-{A) \ 3 igenvalue3 

E.6. Matl"b code lioling fur PSAT perrnrbation fIle. 

f:mct i on y _p--,,,,,,_increae () 
\ :ncrc a ~ ~ "", chani c,_~ input p o l>'e r IF" : by 0, 01 >, 0, 

Syn. praO _Syn .praO ~O. Oll 

t Syn.>,,.o _syn.pnO~l.Ol' 

~nd 

function y _p_3pccd 'llcresell 
~ Increaae the 3PCC<'l by 0 _ 01 pt: 

nAE.~(Syn.omega (11)_DAE_xISyn . omega l l ll~0.01 , 

lDAE _ " (Sy n _ """"g1l (11 1 rl . v~ : 

E.7. Matlab code li"ting fur MatNetEig modified SSSA program 

~ Se t a ~pecified machin e 113 1ln infinite bu" 
% Ca ll, Mne infl), 
l DS Mudau 
~ Rev 0, March 2009 
\ - - --------------

clear ~ ~~ 
SVCo.. [] ; 
TCSCD _ [] ; 
-]PPCD- [] ; 
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HV))CCD- (I , 
ibg_i ~ :<_ (l , 

[s , G~ nSl'~ , SVCD, TCSC)), UPPC)), 'N:X::C, g~ 1b _1<"', g~ 1b ld", . 
lmod_con, rlmod_con, 1 ",'d __ conl H r dp5tv2 i 

En, 1 t __ solv~ l H n~ tflo·."(n~t_c (SI , ":loJT hl ' ,1); 
[sgc,atT'gc, ~ __ f1agl • f Onl>9M (G~ nSl-'~,nl 
[ ~ uc, ~ l'~_~t,n e , St,'t ~ ~a,*" ,D~vi c eNa~ , ~ tr~uc, ~_nag] _ fon.u~~ (n, 

GenSl-'~, -TO()(l __ con, rl rood cen, load_con, SVCD, TCSCD, UPFCr:;.. 'lVOCC)),1 ; 

ibg idx ~ 0, 

1n f b,,~ i np.1tdlg( ... 
{ 'M"chi " ~ Nu1Obe r( ~ 1 to t e M t a ~ hoinite l>L ~ ' e B\ 
' Initinhe llu5 ' ,1 , { " f, 'on' l; 

i tg_id" _ [atr2nuTO(1n! _bu~{l ))] 

it :'bg iax ~ 01 
t Set a ~p edfied Tu c iline a ~ a n i n finite b us 

di ~.,( , ' I 
f.,ri nCf: ' Tr. tir.it e bue. " u mber e.pe ~ i = iea., H 'In' , i be i axl 
:suc, sys scaC H , State~am<'r, IJ.ev1c e Name r , ~ C rBUC, "rror nac] _ 

~"Cib (sue, sY" s tat <' , Stat<,Na m<' , D<'v 1 c <,Na rne , ~tr ~uc, 1be 1<=1 

( sp~, ~ t T'~p~ 1 H full~~m( ~uc, ~tr~uc,n); 

[ l,ld,~a~,~T'eq ,u,v,p: - full"",( ~ ,,~ ); 

di ~p( ' ' ) 
d.i ~:9 ( . I':ig"n"a 1 U" 
f o:t:11lat ~hort 

di~p (:l fre qdam.,: 

E.8. Matlab code li.ling fnr Compa." plot" 

funeti.on a_my-plot ~ (xl,x.,x3,x~ 1 

l paT'ticipatio n hton in Ma tNe t3ig 
tDS Mud~u 
'" 01 June 2009 
~ -- -- - - - -- ------ --- - -----

d a rrping ratio' ) 

x l- 0.00111 -0. 000~ 09 i ; X. _ G·. G01 G9 - 0 _ OO::iOl i, x3 _ 0 _ 211-0 _ OO~]li, 
x4-0.31l+ C·.G1 65 i , y _ [x1 x::i x3 x~l, 

figur,,; com .. ~ss{max (y,l, ',n "" I, ho~d m, 
com,,~ ~~ (xl, 'b - ' I; 
corrn:"'~~ (x . , ' y-' I , 
com,o·a ~~ (x], 'g-' 1 , 
corrn:,aa~ (:<4, 'c- ') , 
t i t le ( ' ?,H't 1ctpat i on tactor~ (Compa M plot), Eig(nl _ adO) ' I 
leg"n <l ( 'Ma:<' , 'C<'n l' , 'G<'n 2' , 'Ge n 3 ' . ' Ge n 4' ) 
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F. Power system bus classifications 

A power system bus or node is a virtual point on the network where different power 

system components can be connected. This is an optimal location to measure system 

voltages with respect to the reference node. 

There are different types of buses based on the components connected and both the 

known and unknown variables prior to loadflow solution. Each bus has a total of four 

variables (i.e. real power, reactive power, magnitude of bus voltage and phase angle). To 

describe and easily classify different types of buses used in power systems, a generic bus 

(Bus k) adopted from [11] shown in Fig. F.l is used [11,21,22]. 

Busk 

Transmission line to other buses 

Figure F .1: A general bus of interest - Bus k 

Bus k in Fig. F.l shows real and reactive load (Pu and QuJ, real and reactive power 

injected (PGk and QGJ as well as the bus voltage magnitude and phase angle (Vk and 8J. 

Real and reactive components of the load on the bus are given by equation (F. 1 ) below: 

Pk=POk-Pu 

Qk =QOk -Qu 
(F. 1) 

The complex power at bus k is the vector sum of real and reactive power components. 

(F.2) 
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For the N bus system, the total complex power at each bus "k" is given by the following 

summation: 

N 

Sj = L~P~ +Q~ (F. 3) 
1=1 

A loadflow solution is achieved when the bus voltages, phase angles, loads (real and 

reactive), generation (real and reactive), system losses and currents converge to steady

state values. At each bus, two four variables at Bus k should be specified while the other 

two are solved by the loadflow program, leading to classification of buses as follows: 

F .1.1. Swing bus 

The swing bus (or the slack bus) is the system reference associated with an infinite 

capacity generator connected. The voltage magnitude (Y J and phase angle (8J are 

known while the real and reactive powers are not known prior to the loadflow 

convergence. The voltage magnitude at this bus is usually set to rated bus voltage (1.0 

p. u) and the phase angle set to zero while PI< and Q. are unknown. 

F.l.2. PV or voltage controlled bus 

At this bus, the total real power P GI< injected to the bus is known and voltage magnitude 

VI< is fixed. The reactive power and the phase angle are not known. At this location, 

voltage regulating devices such as static var compensators (SVC) , shunt reactors and 

shunt capacitors can be installed for the control of voltage magnitude. It is customary to 

set reactive power limits on this bus type [18,21]. 

F.1.3. Load (PQ) bus 

A load bus has known real and reactive powers while the voltage magnitude and phase 

angle are not known. This bus is ideal for connecting large power users where the total 

load required is known well in advance. The voltage limits are specified on loadflow data. 

It is evident from all bus classifications that there are always two known and two 

unknown variables. This implies that at least two algebraic equations are required to solve 

the load flow problem. 
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Note that when the voltage magnitudes and phase angles are not known, it is common 

practice to set initial estimates at 1.0 p.u and 0.0 degrees for voltages and angles 

respectively. 1bis is known as a flat start and it help to speed up the loadflow 

convergence [18,21,23]. 

G. The swing equation and equal-area criterion 

G.t. The swing equation 

This method is used to analyse the rotor angular difference of any rotating machine with 

respect to a synchronous reference machine. The swing equation is a nonlinear 

differential equation for the synchronous generator rotor. The equation can be derived 

and easily explained using the Newton's second law or the "mass-spring analogy" as 

follows [22,25,27]: 

Tm-Te=Ta 

T =Pm 

m tV 
r 

(G. 1) 

where Tm, T., and T. are mechanical torque, electrical torque and accelerating torque 

respectively, Pm is the mechanical power and OOr is the rotor speed. By using the torque 

and power relationship at rated synchronous generator angular speed (OOr=l pu), we get 

(G.2) 

Where COs is the base angular velocity in radians per second, B(t) is the rotor angular 

position in radians, H is the inertia constant representing stored kinetic energy at 

synchronous speed, Pm is the mechanical power of the machine, p. is the electrical power 

output and Pa is the net accelerating or decelerating power [11,21,28]. 

The equations (G.2) are non-linear and are solved by digital computer simulation tools 

using analytical and numerical integration methods. The swing equation given by [21] 

including the effects of damping coefficient is as follows: 
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tiM!), _ 1 (T- T- K <- ) --___ - - .!..lw r 
dl 211 ,'., " . ' 

dS 
---;;; = m",v'o, 

\Vhe"" K" is the damping u)cffiLient, OJ, is 

tn"chin~ totor.nd fj, j, a small p~rturhati"n. 

G.2. Equal-area c,itc<ion 

(G.3) 

th~ .nguhr velocity of lilt: synLhronom 

A tv;'o machine 'y'tem or th~ SMlB 'ptcrn i, u,.d to d.riv' th . power tran,fer '" • 

function of rotor ongIe (GA). Thi , rn . thod i, based On lh~ <wing "'-lu~li"n assuming ,h. 

voltage behind ,ub-transient rcacmnc~ and that the y"lt.g~ at lhe inf' nite bu, TI,m,;o, 

con,tant during analysis period [21,23,25,27]. 

(GA) 

\v"h~[~ P, j, the . Iccnic,] rowc, Iram[errtJ from 1ll"dilll~ 1 to machine 2. b_ ,, {he bus 

voltage m.gnirnd~ at machine 1, E, i, ,he blJ5 volt"g" mognitlHk at machine 2. x" is th. 

total imp~danc~ t.ctween the two machine. ~nd B i, till: phase .ngl. diff=nc~ of the two 

synchronous machine "'t",... 

Figure G. l ,ho",,, the pow~r---anglc ourve of the two "",chitlt s)"t~m or " SMlB sy,[em. 

Figure G.l: Pow~r-angle curve. 

Anolysis of "obility is done by calculating the ""uleraling are. "Ai' :and the decd.erating 

are. "A,". The two area, mu,( be "lual for ".bility to be .nained afte< clearing the fault. 
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The maximum power is transferred when the angle (8) is 90 degrees and this is known as 

the steady-state stability limit. Power systems are normally operated below this steady

state stability limit angle for improved stability margins [21, 22, 26]. During a normal 

steady-state condition, the synchronous generator mechanical power P mO is equal to the 

output electrical power Pe• After a disturbance, the electrical power output drops and the 

generator control mechanism speed up the rotor to generate more electrical power. This 

forces the rotor angle to accelerate, when the new electrical power is equal to the 

mechanical power output, the rotor continues to rotate due to the mechanical torque of 

the machine. Deceleration takes place until the rotor stops and goes back; this makes it 

oscillate around the new synchronous rotor position [11]. 

If the two areas are equal and angle 82 is less than 180°, then stability of the system is 

maintained or a new steady state operating condition is attained; otherwise the system 

becomes unstable and loses synchronism. There is a critical clearing angle (time) during a 

fault condition under which the system regains stability [21,23, 27]. The rotor angle 8t 

should be less than the critical clearing angle 8c• for stability to be maintained. The 

accelerating and decelerating areas are calculated by integrating the power-wgle transfer 

function as given by the equation (G.5) below: 

Area = J~(6)dO (G.S) 

The resulting areas (At and A~ for the above curve are then given by: 

Al = 1~dO=Pmo(01 -00 ) 

80 (G. 6) 
;. EE 

A2 = J~do = __ I _2 cos(6) I~ 
B. X l2 

When analysing power system stability using the swing equation and equal-area criterion, 

three operating conditions are checked. These are; pre-fault, faulted and post-fault 

conditions. These operating conditions give different power transferred due to changes 

in line admittance [23]. 
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The diagram in Fig. G.2 .haw:< different power It;\n,fer curve, fo' three operating 

conditions . ArtaS Al and A, are equal for 1 ,,,,hil. ' y,tetn. 

FigUIe G.2: Power-ang le curve for diffetent ope .... ting condition. 

Analy.i, of Fig. G .2 .how, that the power rra", fer capability change. u diffc [Cf1t 

operating conditions . The severily and duratio" of the fault affects the C '; l. j c~' angk 

H. Simulation results 

H .I. Load tIow res lilt. 

The load flow n: .ulrs for the two power sy'tem model, computed by PS.-\T and 

MatNetEig are included . , fd/ow", 

H.i.i. SMIB 

PSAT2.1.2 

Author: Federico Milano. {cJ 2{)()2-2{)()8 
e-mail Federico.Mi11nC@uclm.es 
web,ite: http://www.uclm.e;/area/ gsee/Web/Federico 

File: F:\My Document.<\MSc cuttent\F;",,! SimuI~tio<,,,\p'at\Ml. SMm Mode!\ 1. 
M .. nual Control\c. S .. l"LtIation effcc t\<L-p'''Lsmib_6,h_,Jtder 
Ihte: 28-Aug-2009 10:53:14 

NElWORK STATISTICS 

Buses; 

T';""o: 

, , 
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Geoerators: 2 
Loads: 0 

SOLUTION STATISTICS 

Nwnber ofIteratioos: 4 
Maximwn P mismatch [ p.u.] 0 
Maximwn Q mismatch [ p.u.] 0 
Power rate [MV A] 2220 

POWER FLOW RESULTS 

Bus v 
[p.u.] 

phase 
[rad] 

Pgeo 
[p.u.] 

Q geo P load Q load 
[p.u.] [p.u.] [p.u.] 

Bus 1 
Bus2 
Bus3 

1 0.62851 0.9 0.30022 0 o 
o 
o 

0.96446 0.48807 0 o 0 
0.995 0 -0.9 

STATE VARIABLES 

delta_Syo_1 
omega_Syo_1 
e1<J-Syo_1 
e1d_Sy~1 
e2q_Syo_1 
e2d_Syn_1 

1.3989 
1 

0.84054 
0.47182 
0.77792 
0.65961 

0.28487 0 

OTHER ALGEBRAIC VARIABLES 

vCSyn_1 0.995 
pm_Syn_1 2.1006 
p_Syn_1 0.9027 
q_Syo_1 0.9 

LINE FLOWS 

From Bus To Bus Line PFlow QFlow PLoss 
[p.u.] [p.u.] [p.u.] [p.u.] 

Bus 1 Bus2 1 0.9 0.30022 0 0.13502 
Bus2 Bus3 2 0.9 0.1652 0 0.45006 

UNEFLOWS 

From Bus To Bus Line PFlow QFlow PLoss 
[p.u.] [p.u.] [p.u.] [p.u.] 

Bus2 Bus1 1 -0.9 -0.1652 0 0.13502 
Bus3 Bus2 2 -0.9 0.28487 0 0.45006 

QLoss 

QLoss 
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GLOB1\L SCMl,IARY REPORT 

1'O'IALGENERATION 

RG\L PO\VP.R I p.u.] " REAC1TVE rO\liER I p.lL] 

TOTALLO.-\D 

REAL POWER 1 p_lL] 0 
R£AC11VE PO\I/ER I p_u_] 

TOT.'.L LOSSES 

Rfu\L POWER I p.lL] " RTIACfrVE POWER I p.tl.] 

0.58508 

0 

1).5~5<1~ 

" , 
__ J 

1M 
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;',-.-.' .. ...-i 

c """ 

• - -._1 

"' .... CMt_"""'N~~ 
1--1---- '---;- ! = 
, - -' 

, 
"" " 1 0
, ' L 

0::;00 "". • ""...... , .,., """ 0 _ "" ~ 

[' 56IIrn<--T= I_,m:wml 2",, "" i--2211ml I 

---'---1 

~l_ ~m L§_ I , .. , 

o 

~,. 

o 

" &<.oroe X ""'-<Ce "]x Yh Top 

o l , 0 0 --;~"·di 
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.I0109... m'gnitu"e PU 

RI.2.2>\4'-1 

H.l.2.!. PSAT results 

POWER FLOW REPORT 

PSAT2.1.2 

.t\uthor: I'edetico Milano, (el 2ilO2-2008 
e-moil: Fedetiro.Mihno@udrn.es 

bus inlt .. 

wchoitc; http://www.udm.cs/are./gsce/Web/Federico 

File: f: \ldy DOClU1l<'nts \MSc current\ Final Simuhtinm \p'3t\M2 Two A= 4 l<fachine 
jl,Iodd\ 1. Manual Control\d~area....manual_with_,aCwith_~1 
Dale: 28_Aug·21Xl9 10:57:55 

NET\VORJ(STATlSTICS 

Buses: 11 
Lines; 8 
"fransfonncrs: .. 
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Generators: 4 
Loads: 2 

SOLUTION STATISTICS 

Number of Iterations: 5 
Maximum P mismatch [p.u.] 0 
Maximum Q mismatch [ p.u.] 0 
Power rate [MVA] 100 

POWER FLOW RESULTS 

Bus V phase Pgen 
[p.u.] [rad] [p.u.] 

Bus 01 1.03 0.34983 7 
Bus 02 1.01 0.17969 7 

Qgen P load Qload 
[p.u.] [p.u.] [p.u.] 

1.7897 0 0 
2.2005 0 0 

Bus 03 1.03 -0.1187 7.1849 1.6875 0 0 
Bus 04 1.01 -0.29598 7 
Bus 05 1.0074 0.23716 0 
Bus 06 0.98052 0.06161 0 
Bus 07 0.9653 -0.08435 0 
Bus 08 0.95369 -0.32425 0 
Bus 09 0.97637 -0.55924 0 
Bus 10 0.98626 -0.41337 0 
Bus 11 1.0094 -0.23413 0 

STATE VARIABLES 

delta_Syn_1 
omega_Syn_1 
e1q_Syn_1 
e1d_Syn_1 
e2q_Syn_1 
e2d_Syn_1 
delta_Syn_2 
omega_Syn_2 
e1q_Syn_2 
e1d_Syn_2 
e2q_Syn_2 
e2d_Syn_2 
delta_Syn_3 
omega_Syn_3 
e1q_Syn_3 
e1d_Syn_3 
e2~Syn_3 
e2d_Syn_3 
delta_Syn_ 4 
omega_Syn_ 4 
e1q_Syn_4 
e1d_Syn_4 

1.0582 
1 

0.85008 
0.48574 
0.81519 
0.64935 
0.87813 

1 
0.84584 
0.47085 
0.80862 
0.62945 
0.60886 

1 
0.83854 
0.49651 
0.80292 
0.66374 
0.42375 

1 
0.82978 
0.48262 

1.8498 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 9.67 -1 
0 0 0 
0 17.67 -2.5 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
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e2q_Syn_4 
e2d_Syn_4 

0.79365 
0.64518 

OlliER ALGEBRAIC VARIABLES 

vCSyn_1 
pm_Syn_1 
p_Syn_1 
q_Syn_1 
vCSyn_2 
pm_Syn_2 
p_Syn_2 
q_Syn_2 
vCSyn_3 
plD..-Syn_3 
p_Syn_3 
q_Syn_3 
vCSyn_4 
pm_Syn_4 
p_Syn_4 
q_Syn_4 

LINE FLOWS 

From Bus To Bus 

Bus 01 Bus 05 
Bus 02 Bus 06 
Bus 03 Bus 11 
Bus 04 Bus 10 
Bus 05 Bus 06 
Bus 06 Bus 07 
Bus 07 Bus 08 
Bus 07 Bus 08 
Bus 08 Bus 09 
Bus 08 Bus 09 
Bus 09 Bus 10 
Bus 10 Bus 11 

LINE FLOWS 

From Bus To Bus 

Bus 05 Bus 01 
Bus 06 Bus 02 
Bus 11 Bus 03 
Bus 10 Bus 04 
Bus 06 Bus 05 
Bus 07 Bus 06 

1.0094 
1.8112 

7.0137 
7 
1.7897 

1.8706 
7.0147 
7 
2.2005 

1.8192 
7.1991 
7.1849 
1.6875 
1.8233 

7.0143 
7 

Line 
[ p.u.] 

PFlow 
[p.u.] 

QFlow PLoss 
[ p.u.] [ p.u.] 

1 7 1.7897 0 0.8201 
2 7 2.2005 0 0.87969 
3 7.1849 1.6875 0 0.85572 
4 7 1.8498 0 0.85648 
5 7 0.96958 0.12312 1.188 

QLoss 

6 13.8769 1.1024 0.20158 1.9992 
7 2.0027 0.05157 0.04758 0.29858 
8 2.0027 0.05157 0.04758 0.29858 
9 1.9551 -0.24701 0.04653 0.28605 
10 1.9551 -0.24701 0.04653 0.28605 
11 -13.8529 1.4339 0.20349 2.018 
12 -7.0564 0.40914 0.12845 1.2409 

Line PFlow QFlow PLoss QLoss 
[p.u.] [p.u.] [p.u.] [ p.u.] 

1 -7 -0.96958 0 0.8201 
2 -7 -1.3208 0 0.87969 
3 -7.1849 -0.8318 0 0.85572 
4 -7 -0.99327 0 0.85648 
5 -6.8769 0.21842 0.12312 1.188 
6 -13.6753 0.89686 0.20158 1.9992 
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Bus 08 Bus 07 7 -1.9551 0.24701 
Bus 08 Bus 07 8 -1.9551 0.24701 
Bus 09 Bus 08 9 -1.9085 0.53306 
Bus 09 Bus 08 10 -1.9085 0.53306 
Bus 10 Bus 09 11 14.0564 0.58414 
Bus 11 Bus 10 12 7.1849 0.8318 

GLOBAL SUMMARY REPORT 

TOTAL GENERATION 

REAL POWER [p.u.] 
REACTIVE POWER [p.u.] 

28.1849 
7.5274 

TOTAL LOAD 

REAL POWER [p.u.] 
REACTIVE POWER [p.u.] 

TOTAL LOSSES 

REAL POWER [p.u.] 
REACTIVE POWER [p.u.] 

H.1.2.1. MatNetEig results 

27.34 
-3.5 

0.84487 
11.0274 

number of controlling generators 4 
iteration number 0 
maximum power error at bus 4 is 24.7177 pu 
reactive power error at bus 1 is 3.8051 pu 
number of controlling generators 4 
number of generator controlled buses 4 
number of controlling shunts 0 
iteration number 1 
maximum power error at bus 4 is 3.8001 pu 
reactive power error at bus 10 is 8.3274 pu 
number of controlling generators 4 
number of generator controlled buses 4 
number of controlling shunts 0 
iteration number 2 
maximum power error at bus 4 is 0.25705 pu 
reactive power error at bus 10 is 0.76773 pu 
number of controlling generators 4 
number of generator controlled buses 4 
number of controlling shunts 0 
iteration number 3 
maximum power error at bus 9 is 0.0075332 pu 
reactive power error at bus 10 is 0.010553 pu 
number of controlling generators 4 
number of generator controlled buses 4 

0.04758 0.29858 
0.04758 0.29858 
0.04653 0.28605 
0.04653 0.28605 
0.20349 2.018 

0.12845 1.2409 
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H.2. Eigenvalue results 

H.2.1. SMIB 

H.2.1.1. PSAT results 
1. Manual control 

EIGENVALUE REPORT 

P SA T 2.1.2 

Author: Federico Milano, (c) 2002-2008 
e-mail: Federico.Milano@uclm.es 
website: http://www.uclm.es/area/gsee/Web/Federico 

File: f:\My Documents\MSc current\Final Simulations\psat\M1. SMm Model\1. 
Manual Control\c. Saturation effect\d-psacsmib_6th_order 
Date: 28-Aug-2oo9 11:00:54 

STATE MATRIX EIGENVALUES 

Eigevalue Most Associated States Real part Imag. Part Pseudo-
FrequencFrequency 

EigAs #1 e2q_Syn_1 -36.2155 0 0 0 
EigAs #2 e2d_Syn_1 -21.5382 0 0 0 
EigAs #3 omega_Syn_1, delta_Syn_1 -0.34065 7.2383 1.152 1.1533 
EigAs #4 omega_Syn_1, delta_Syn_1 -0.34065 -7.2383 1.152 1.1533 
EigAs #5 e1d_Syn_1 -1.9926 0 0 0 
EigAs #6 e1q_Syn_1 -0.02094 0 0 0 

PARTICIPATION FACTORS (Euclidean norm) 

delta_Syn_1 omega_Syn_1 e1q_Syn_1 e1d_Syn_1 e2<J-Syn_1 

EigAs #1 0.00419 0.00417 0.01027 0 0.98135 
EigAs #2 0.00125 0.00125 2e-005 0.04679 8e-005 
EigAs #3 0.47617 0.47637 0.02986 0.00167 0.0135 
EigAs #4 0.47617 0.47637 0.02986 0.00167 0.0135 
EigAs #5 0.00054 0.00053 0.00171 0.95076 2e-005 
EigAs #6 0.00025 0.00019 0.99521 0.00207 0.00209 

PARTICIPATION FACTORS (Euclidean norm) 

Eig As #1 1e-005 
Eig As #2 0.9506 
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EigAs #3 
EigAs #4 
EigAs #5 
EigAs #6 

STATISTICS 

0.00243 
0.00243 
0.04644 
0.0002 

DYNAMIC ORDER 6 
# OF EIGS WITH Re(mu) < 0 6 
# OF EIGS WITH Re(mu) > 0 0 
# OF REAL EIGS 4 
# OF COMPLEX PAIRS 1 
# OF ZERO EIGS 0 

2. A VR and PSS 

EIGENV ALVE REPORT 

PSA T 2.1.2 

Author: Federico Milano, (c) 2002-2008 
e-mail: Federico.Milano@uclm.es 
website: http://www.uclm.es/area/ gsee/Web IFederico 

File: f:\My Documents\MSc current\Final Simulations\psat\M1. SMIB Model\3. AVR 
and PSS\d_psaCsmib_6th_order 
Date: 28-Aug-200911:04:10 

STATE MATRIX EIGENV ALVES 

Eigevalue Most Associated States Real part Imag. Part Pseudo-
FrequencFrequency 

EigAs#l vtD_Exc_1 -49.111 0 0 0 
EigAs # 2 e2,!-Syn.....1 -37.174 0 0 0 
EigAs#3 v2_Pss_1 -31.2155 0 0 0 
EigAs# 4 e2d_Syn_1 -21.522 0 0 0 
EigAs#5 omega_Syn_1, delta_Syn_1 0.16453 7.499 1.1935 1.1938 
EigAs#6 omega_Syn_1, delta_Syn_1 0.16453 -7.499 1.1935 1.1938 
EigAs# 7 vf_Exc_1,e1q_Syn_1 -0.58167 3.8107 0.60649 0.61352 
EigAs#8 vf_Exc_1,e1,!-Syn_1 -0.58167 -3.8107 0.60649 0.61352 
EigAs #9 v1_Pss_1 -0.74085 0 0 0 
Eig As #10 e1d_Syn_1 -1.8682 0 0 0 
EigAs #11 vr3_Exc_1 -1 0 0 0 
EigAs #12 v3_Pss_1 -1 0 0 0 

PARTICIPATION FACTORS (Euclidean norm) 

delta_Syn.....1 omega_Syn_1 e1q_Syn_1 e1d_Syn_1 e2,!-Syn_1 
Eig As # 1 5e-005 0.00022 0.01586 0 0.06252 
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EigAs# 2 0.00231 0.01582 0.01224 1e-005 0.7943 
EigAs # 3 0.00077 0.02371 0.02031 1e-005 0.11886 
EigAs # 4 0.00199 0.00187 0.00058 0.04656 0.0009 
EigAs # 5 0.37221 0.42049 0.06023 0.00115 0.0071 
EigAs # 6 0.37221 0.42049 0.06023 0.00115 0.0071 
EigAs # 7 0.12701 0.01422 0.34301 0.01704 0.04284 
EigAs # 8 0.12701 0.01422 0.34301 0.01704 0.04284 
EigAs # 9 0.03517 0.00037 0.00043 0.0028 1e-005 
EigAs #10 0.00278 0.0042 0.00504 0.92757 0.0003 
EigAs #11 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #12 0 0 0 0 0 

PARTICIPATION FACTORS (Euclidean norm) 

e2d_Syn_1 Vln_Exc_1 vr3_Exc_1 vCExc_1 vCPss_1 
EigAs # 1 1e-005 0.90455 0 
EigAs # 2 0.00021 0.09744 0 
EigAs# 3 0.00022 0.00975 0 
EigAs # 4 0.94653 0.00051 0 
EigAs # 5 0.00179 0.0025 0 
EigAs # 6 0.00179 0.0025 0 
EigAs # 7 0.00879 0.03285 0 
EigAs # 8 0.00879 0.03285 0 
EigAs # 9 6e-005 0.00054 0 
EigAs #10 0.04244 7e-005 0 
EigAs #11 0 0 1 0 
EigAs #12 0 0 0 0 

PARTICIPATION FACTORS (Euclidean norm) 

EigAs # 1 
EigAs # 2 
EigAs # 3 
EigAs # 4 
EigAs # 5 
EigAs # 6 
EigAs # 7 
EigAs # 8 
EigAs # 9 
EigAs #10 
EigAs #11 
EigAs #12 

STATISTICS 

0.00026 0 
0.05675 0 
0.80656 0 
0.00048 0 
0.0455 0 
0.0455 0 
0.04916 0 
0.04916 0 
0.00369 0 
0.00236 0 
o 0 
o 1 

DYNAMIC ORDER 12 
# OF EIGS WITH Re(mu) < 0 10 
# OF EIGS WITH Re(mu) > 0 2 
# OF REAL EIGS 8 

0.01653 0 
0.02066 0.00026 
0.01923 0.00057 
0.00057 0 
0.08144 0.00758 
0.08144 0.00758 
0.34392 0.02115 
0.34392 0.02115 
0.00119 0.95574 
0.01091 0.00432 

0 
0 
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# OF COMPLEX PAIRS 2 
# OF ZERO EIGS 0 

H.2.1.2. PacDyn results 

Manual control 

PacDyn - Small Signal Stability Analysis of Electrical Power Systems 

=================================================== 

CEPEL - Centro de Pesquisas de Energia Eletrica 

Version 8.1 - August 2008 

Initializing dynamic data 

Reading dynamic data ....... P:\data files\pacdyn\M1. SMIB Model\1. Manual 
Control\c. Saturation effect\smib_6th_order.dyn 

Case Tide 

SMIB System (Machine model#5 [6]), Kundur's Saturation parameters 
PacDyn Format Electical Network Data File 
PacDyn Dynamic Data File, DS Mudau 

System Data 

System Frequency: 60.0 Hertz 
System MY A Base : 2220.0 MY A 

Initializing network data 
Reading network data ....... P:\data files\pacdyn\M1. SMIB Model\1. Manual 
Control\c. Saturation effect\smib_cct2_out.sav 

BUS DATA 

x ----X ------------X --X --X --------X ---------X --------X ----------X---------X ---------X ---------X-
BUS VOLTAGE GENERATION LOAD 

SHUNT 
NUM. NAME TP AR MAGNIT. ANGLE MW Mvar MW Mvar 

MW Mvar 
X ----X ------------X --X --X --------X ---------X -------X ----------X---------X ---------X ---------X-

1 BUSl 
2 BUS2 
3 BUS3 

LINE DATA 

1.0000 36.0109 1998.00 666.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.9645 27.9646 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.9950 0.0000 -1998.00 632.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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x ---------x ----x ----------x ----------x ----------x ---------x ----------X 
BUS CIRC RESIST. REACT. SUSCEP. TAP ANGLE 

FROM TO NUM. pu pu Mvar pu Degree 
X----X----X----X----------X----------X----------X--------X---------X 

1 2 1 0.0000 0.1500 0.0000 
2 3 2 0.0000 0.5000 0.0000 

Converged Load Flow 

Maximum specified tolerances: 

Voltage module: 
Voltage angle: 
Active power: 
Reactive power: 

0.00072 ( pu ). 
0.05000 (degrees). 
1.00000 ( % ). 
1.00000 ( % ). 

Maximum differences found : 

Voltage module: 0.28242E-05 ( pu ) on bus 2. 
Voltage angle: 0.50997E-04 (degrees) on bus 2. 
Active power: 0.18576&02 (MW ) on bus 1. 
Reactive power: 0.14044E-02 (Mvar ) on bus 1. 

Synchronous Machine Dynamic Data 

+------- Identification -------+--- Mechanical---+---------------- Reactances (pu) ----------
----+------+--- Time Constants (s) ---+---- Saturation ----+------+ 

S Bus Gen. MV A Damp Transient Synchronous Sub-Transient 
Ra Transient Sub-Transient Freq. 

T No. No. Bus Name M UP Base Inert. (l/s) D-axis Q-axis D-axis Q-axis D-axis 
Q-axis Potier (pu) D-axis Q-axis D-axis Q-axis ABC (HZ) 
+-+-----+---+------------+-+--+------+------+----+------+------+------+------+------+-----

1 0 BUSl 5 12220.0 3.500 0.00 0.3000 0.65001.8100 1.76000.23000.2500 
0.0000 0.003 8.000 1.000 0.030 0.070 0.031 6.930 0.800 60.00 

3 0 BUS3 0 2220.0 0.000 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.000 0.000 60.00 

3 0 BUS3 Machine modelled as infinite bus. 

INITIAL CONDITIONS 

(------ bus ------) s/m rotor mechanic ( terminal power ) (terminal voltage) 
terminal field 
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name no. no. angle power active reactive modulus angle current 
voltage 

degree MW MW Mvar pu degree pu pu 

BUS1 
2.4333 

1 0 78.974 2003.99 1998.00 666.48 1.0000 36.011 0.949 

System Summary On Off Tot. Max. 
;-------------------------------------------------;-------;-------;-------;-------;-
AC buses 3 120 
AC branches 2 25000 
Non-linear loads 0 16000 
Dynamic loads 0 16000 
PV /Slack buses 0 3000 
Infinite buses 1 16000 
Induction motors 0 0 500 
HYDC converters 0 0 40 

;-------------------------------------------------;-------;-------;-------;-------;-
Synchronous machines 1 0 1 3000 
Excitation systems (built-in) 0 0 0 3000 
Excitation systems (ODC) 0 0 0 4000 
Rotor speed control systems (built-in) 0 0 0 3000 
Rotor speed control systems (ODC) 0 0 0 4000 
Power system stabilizers (built-in) 0 0 0 1000 
Power system stabilizers (ODC) 0 0 0 4000 
FACTS devices (built-in) 0 0 0 20 
User defined controllers 0 0 0 4000 

System Summary 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------;-------;-

Reference generator bus number 0 
Reference generator number 0 
Abort on power flow error? YES 

Matrix Summary: Jacobian & State Matrices 

Description Num. Max. 

;-------------------------------------------------------------;--------;--------;-
Jacobian matrix dimension 23 150000 
Number of non-zero elements 66 900000 
Number of state variables 6 
Number of algebraic variables 15 
Number of null variables 2 
State matrix dimension (for full system eigensolution) 6 4000 
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Synchronous Machine Control Data 

Bus Gen. Synchr. A VR GOV PSS 
No. Bus Name No. M Conden. (M)/UD (M)/UD (M)/UD Inpl Inp2 Inp3 ... 
1------1-------------1-----1--1--------1--------1--------1---------------------------1-

1 BUSl 05 no 

Spining Reserve Data 

Bus Gen. No. MV A Base Gener. Load 
No. No. Bus Name Unt. Unit Total MV A % Status 
1------1-----1-------------1-----1--------1--------1--------1------1------------------1-

1 0 BUSl 1 2220.0 2220.0 2106.2 94.9 Ok 

EIGENVALUES 

No. Real Imaginary Damp (%) Freq (HZ) Maximwn Participation Factor 

1-36.34772 EQ" BUSl # 1 
2 -21.44648 ED" BUSl # 1 
3 -.2109401 1-j 6.401203 «< 3.29 1.02DELT BUSl # 1 
4 
5 -2.159397 ED' BUSl # 1 
6 -.1658894 EQ' BUSl # 1 

AVRandPSS 

PacDyn - Small Signal Stability Analysis of Electrical Power Systems 

=================================================== 

CEPEL - Centro de Pesquisas de Energia Eletrica 

Version 8.1 - August 2008 

Initializing dynamic data 

Reading dynamic data ....... P:\data files\pacdyn\M1. SMIB Model\3. AVR and 
PSS\smib_6th_ordecavr_and_pss.dyn 

Case Tide 

SMIB System, Machine model#5, Kd=O.O A VR WI1HOUT A PSS 
PacDyn Format Electical Network Data File 
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PacDyn Dynamic Data File, DS Mudau 

System Data 

System Frequency: 60.0 Hertz 
System MV A Base : 2220.0 MV A 

Initializing network data 
Reading network data ....... P: \ data files \pacdyn \Ml. SMIB Model\3. A VR and 

PSS\smib_cct2_out.sav 

BUS DATA 

x ----X --------X --X --X -----X -------X ------X-------X -------X ---------X ---------X ---------X 
BUS VOLTAGE GENERATION LOAD 

SHUNT 
NUM. NAME TP AR MAGNIT. ANGLE MW Mvar MW Mvar 

MW Mvar 
X ----X --------X --X --X ------X -------X --------X --------X --------X ---------X ---------X -------X 

1 BUSI 
2 BUS2 
3 BUS3 

LINE DATA 

1.0000 36.0109 1998.00 666.48 0.00 0.00 
0.9645 27.9646 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.9950 0.0000 -1998.00 632.41 0.00 0.00 

X ---------X ----X ---------X ----------X ----------X ---------X ----------X 

0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 

BUS CIRC RESIST. REACT. SUSCEP. TAP ANGLE 
FROM TO NUM pu pu Mvar pu Degree 

X ----X ----X ----X ----------X ----------X ----------X ---------X ----------X 

1 2 1 0.0000 0.1500 0.0000 
2 3 2 0.0000 0.5000 0.0000 

Converged Load Flow 

Maximwn specified tolerances: 

Voltage module: 
Voltage angle: 
Active power: 
Reactive power: 

0.00072 ( pu ). 
0.05000 (degrees). 
1.00000 ( % ). 
1.00000 ( % ). 

Maximwn differences found : 

Voltage module: 0.28242E-05 ( pu ) on bus 2. 
Voltage angle: 0.50997E-04 (degrees) on bus 2. 
Active power: 0.18576E-02 (MW ) on bus 1. 
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Reactive power: 0.14044E-02 (Mvar ) on bus 1. 

Synchronous Machine Dynamic Data 

+------- Identification -------+--- Mechanical ---+---------------- Reactances (pu) ----------
----+------+--- Time Constants (s) ----+---- Saturation ----+------+ 

S Bus Gen. MY A Damp Transient Synchronous Sub-Transient 
Ra Transient Sub-Transient Freq. 

T No. No. Bus Name M UP Base Inert. (l/s) D-axis Q-axis D-axis Q-axis D-axis 
Q-axis Potier (pu) D-axis Q-axis D-axis Q-axis ABC (HZ) 
+-+-----+----+------------+-+--+------+------+----+------+-----+------+------+------+-----

1 0 BUSl 5 12220.0 3.500 0.00 0.3000 0.6500 1.8100 1.7600 0.2300 0.2500 
0.0000 0.003 8.000 1.000 0.030 0.070 0.031 6.930 0.800 60.00 

3 0 BUS3 0 2220.0 0.000 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.000 0.000 60.00 

3 0 BUS3 Machine modelled as infinite bus. 

USER DEFINED CONTROLLER DATA 

UDC (--Block---) (- Variable -) (------------------- Parameters ------------------------) 
No. No. Type Input Output ABC D E 

1 --------------------------- A VR-G EN .1 
1 OUT EFD EFD 1 
2IN VB ET 1 
3 IN VREF VREF 1 
4 IN VPSS VPSS 1 
5 LDLG ET Xl 1.0 0.00 1.0000 0.0200 
6 SUM + VREF X2 1.0 

-Xl 1.0 
VPSS 1.0 

STOP 7 GAIN X2 EFD 200.0 

2 -------------------------- PSS-G EN.l 
lOUT VPSS VPSS 1 
2IN WW WW 1 
4 GAIN WW X12 9.500 
3 LDLG X12 X13 0.000 1.400 1.000 1.400 

STOP 5 LDLG X13 VPSS 1.000 0.154 1.000 0.033 
%Dynamic data file line # 43. 
%Warning: More outputs than references. Some outputs will be calculated. 

INITIAL CONDITIONS 

(------ bus ------) s/m rotor mechanic ( terminal power ) (terminal voltage) 
terminal field 
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name no. no. angle power active reactive modulus angle current 
voltage 

degree MW MW Mvar pu degree pu pu 

BUSl 
2.4333 

1 0 78.974 2003.99 1998.00 666.48 1.0000 36.011 0.949 

INITIALIZATION THROUGH NEWTON 

USER DEFINED CONTROlLER VARIABLES 

UDC Var. Init. Value Variation Mismatch 

1 ET 
VREF 
VPSS 
Xl 
X2 
EFD 

1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
1.0122 0.59952E-16 0.0000 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.12166E-Ol 0.59952E-16 0.0000 
2.4333 0.0000 -0.11990E-13 

UDC Var. Init. V alue Variation Mismatch 

2WW 
X12 
X13 
VPSS 

1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
9.5000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.53291E-15 0.53291E-15 0.17764E-14 
0.53291E-15 0.53291E-15 0.0000 

Number of iterations to calculate initial values of UDC variables: 2. 

System Summary On Off Tot. Max. 
~------------------------------------------------~------~------~------~------~ 
AC buses 3 120 
AC branches 2 25000 
Non-linear loads 0 16000 
Dynamic loads 0 16000 
PV /Slack buses 0 3000 
Infinite buses 1 16000 
Induction motors 0 0 500 
HVDC converters 0 0 40 

~------------------------------------------------~------~------~------~------~ 
Synchronous machines 1 0 1 3000 
Excitation systems (built-in) 0 0 0 3000 
Excitation systems (UDC) 1 0 1 4000 
Rotor speed control systems (built-in) 0 0 0 3000 
Rotor speed control systems (UDC) 0 0 0 4000 
Power system stabilizers (built-in) 0 0 0 1000 
Power system stabilizers (UDC) 1 0 1 4000 
FACTS devices (built-in) 0 0 0 20 
User defined controllers 2 0 2 4000 
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System Summary 
+------------------------------------------------------------------+------+ 
Reference generator bus number 0 
Reference generator number 0 
Abort on power flow error? YES 

Matrix Summary: Jacobian & State Matrices 

Description Num. Max. 
+-----------------------------------------------------------+-------+------+ 
Jacobian matrix dimension 36 150000 
Number of non-zero elements 99 900000 
Number of state variables 9 
Number of algebraic variables 25 
Number of null variables 2 
State matrix dimension (for full system eigensolution) 9 4000 

Synchronous Machine Control Data 

Bus Gen. Synchr. A VR GOV PSS 
No. Bus Name No. M Conden. (M)/UD (M)/UD (M)/UD Inp 1 Inp2 Inp3 ... 
+-----+------------+----+-+------+-------+-------+--------------------------+ 

1 BUSl 0 5 no 1 2 WW 

Spining Reserve Data 

Bus Gen. No. MV A Base Gener. Load. 
No. No. Bus Name Unto Unit Total MVA % Status 
+-----+----+------------+----+-------+-------+------+-----+----------------+ 

1 0 BUSl 1 2220.0 2220.0 2106.2 94.9 Ok 

EIGENVALUES 

No. Real Imaginary Damp (%) Freq (HZ) Maximum Participation Factor 

1 -54.43249 X 0005 AVR-GEN.l # 1 
2 -34.03553 X 0005 PSS-GEN.l # 2 
3 -13.42491 +j 17.19172 « 61.55 2.74EQ' BUSl # 1 
4 
5 -21.60378 ED" BUSl # 1 
6 -1.105838 +j 6.736551 «< 16.20 1.07DELT BUSl # 1 
7 
8 -1.675415 ED' BUSl # 1 
9 -.7499622 X 0003 PSS-GEN.l # 2 
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H.2.1.3. MatNetEig results 
Manual control 

» mne_inf 
load flow d_mne_smib_sub_6.....gen_3 C with_sat 
converged in 3 iterations 

Eigenvalue freq [Hz] damping ratio 
o 0 1.0000 
o 0 1.0000 

-0.1824 0 1.0000 
-1.9029 0 1.0000 
-0.1656 - 6.477Oi 1.0308 0.0256 
-0.1656 + 6.477Oi 1.0308 0.0256 

-23.2738 0 1.0000 
-37.6757 0 1.0000 

AVRand PSS 

» mne_inf 
AC4a Exciter set up as a simple static exciter model- 7 OR 
ST1a Static excitation system as a simple exciter model- 10 
Power System Stabilizer, speed input 
load flow d_mne_smib_sub_6.....gen_31 
converged in 3 iterations 

Eigenvalue freq [Hz] damping ratio 
o 0 1.0000 
o 0 1.0000 

-0.7348 0 1.0000 
-1.0000 0 1.0000 
-1.9512 0 1.0000 
-1.0061 - 6.7253i 1.0704 0.1480 
-1.0061 + 6.7253i 1.0704 0.1480 

-13.0514 -16.6384i 2.6481 0.6172 
-13.0514 +16.6384i 2.6481 0.6172 
-24.4369 0 1.0000 
-34.7023 0 1.0000 
-54.4431 0 1.0000 

H.2.2.2A4M 

H.2.2.1. PSAT results 

1. Manual control 
EIGENVALUE REPORT 

P SA T 2.1.2 
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Author: Federico Milano, (c) 2002-2008 
e-i:nail: Federico.Milano@uclm.es 
website: http://www.uclm.es/area/ gsee/Web/Federico 

File: f:\My Documents\MSc current\Final Simulations\psat\M2. Two Area 4 Machine 
Model\ 1. Manual Control\d_2area_manual_ with_saCwithJl 
Date: 28-Aug-2009 11:05:42 

STATE MATRIX EIGENV ALVES 

Eigevalue Most Associated States Real part Imag. Part Pseudo-
FrequencFrequency 

EigAs # 1 
EigAs # 2 
EigAs # 3 
EigAs # 4 
EigAs # 5 
EigAs # 6 
EigAs # 7 
EigAs # 8 
EigAs # 9 
EigAs #10 
EigAs #11 
EigAs #12 
EigAs #13 
0.60506 
EigAs #14 
0.60506 
EigAs #15 
EigAs #16 
EigAs #17 
EigAs #18 
EigAs #19 
EigAs #20 
EigAs #21 
EigAs #22 
EigAs #23 
EigAs #24 

e2d_Syn_ 4 -38.7826 0 
e2d_Syn_2 -38.0858 0 
e2q_Syn_l, e2q_Syn_3 -36.1901 
e2CJ-Syn_l, e2CJ-Syn_3 -36.1901 
e2q_Syn_2 -32.7307 0 
e2CJ-Syn_ 4 -31.4018 0 
e2d_Syn_3 -24.4096 0 
e2d_Syn_l -22.0929 0 
omega_Syn_2, delta_Syn_2 -2.2591 
omega_Syn_2, delta_Syn_2 -2.2591 
omega_Syn_ 4, delta_Syn_ 4 -2.3074 
omega_Syn_ 4, delta_Syn_ 4 -2.3074 
omega_Syn_l, delta_Syn_l -0.57598 

omega_Syn_l, delta_Syn_l -0.57598 

eld_Syn_2 
e1d_SytL4 
eld_Syn_3 
e1d_Syn_2 
e1q_Syn_2 
e1q_Syn_2 
e1CJ-Syn_3 
e1CJ-Syn_3 
delta_Syn_l 
omega_Syn_l 

-6.5614 0 
-6.6185 0 
-4.7052 0 
-3.7273 0 
0.31625 0 

-0.2021 0 
-0.19611 0 
-0.01119 0 
o 0 

-0.00265 o 

o 
o 

0.14938 
-0.14938 

o 
o 
o 
o 

7.8857 
-7.8857 
8.1151 

-8.1151 
3.7578 

-3.7578 

o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 

o 
o 

0.02377 
0.02377 

o 
o 
o 
o 

1.2551 
1.2551 
1.2916 
1.2916 
0.59807 

o 

0.59807 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 

PARTICIPATION FACTORS (Euclidean norm) 

EigAs # 1 
EigAs # 2 
EigAs#3 
EigAs # 4 
EigAs # 5 

o 
0.00074 
0.00292 
0.00292 
le-005 

o 0.00035 0.01281 0.0256 
0.00074 0.00269 0.03149 0.10204 
0.00292 0.01832 0.00633 0.25713 
0.00292 0.01832 0.00633 0.25713 
le-005 0.00075 0.00047 0.2937 

5.7599 
5.7599 

1.3055 
1.3055 
1.3428 
1.3428 
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EigAs # 6 0 0 0.00043 0.00048 0.09792 
EigAs # 7 3e-005 3e-005 7e-005 0.01981 0.00024 
EigAs # 8 0.00039 0.00039 0.00016 0.02353 0.00027 
EigAs # 9 0.14594 0.14599 0.06576 0.01048 0.01654 
EigAs #10 0.14594 0.14599 0.06576 0.01048 0.01654 
EigAs #11 0.01908 0.01909 0.00772 0.0023 0.00196 
EigAs #12 0.01908 0.01909 0.00772 0.0023 0.00196 
EigAs #13 0.13978 0.13987 0.04652 0.00036 0.00557 
Eig As #14 0.13978 0.13987 0.04652 0.00036 0.00557 
EigAs #15 0.01118 0.01117 0.00695 0.31797 0.00214 
EigAs #16 0.00145 0.00145 0.00098 0.04555 0.00032 
EigAs #17 0.0006 0.0006 3e-005 0.20309 le-005 
EigAs #18 0.00695 0.00694 0.00118 0.25752 0.00021 
EigAs #19 0.01606 0.01445 0.19074 0.00299 0.00278 
EigAs #20 0.00643 0.00667 0.31187 0.00427 0.00067 
EigAs #21 0.00834 0.00869 0.16171 0.00201 0.00032 
EigAs #22 0.00055 0.00157 0.25991 2e-005 0.00095 
EigAs #23 0.27833 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #24 0.01689 0.25044 0.0039 0 2e-005 

PARTICIPATION FACTORS (Euclidean norm) 

e2d_Syn_l delta_Syn_2 omega_Syn_2 elq_Syn_2 eld_Syn~ 

EigAs#1 0.09622 0.00017 0.00017 0.00047 0.02056 
EigAs # 2 0.23507 0.00108 0.00108 0.00138 0.03221 
EigAs # 3 0.04661 0.0032 0.0032 0.01001 0.00262 
EigAs # 4 0.04661 0.0032 0.0032 0.01001 0.00262 
EigAs # 5 0.00346 0.00038 0.00038 0.01511 0.00211 
EigAs # 6 0.00349 le-005 le-005 2e-005 0.0016 
EigAs # 7 0.19208 0.00017 0.00017 0.00119 0.00987 
EigAs # 8 0.36126 0 0 0.00047 0.01727 
EigAs # 9 0.00631 0.17453 0.17458 0.05779 0.03278 
EigAs#10 0.00631 0.17453 0.17458 0.05779 0.03278 
Eig As #11 0.00144 0.02994 0.02995 0.01267 0.00347 
EigAs #12 0.00144 0.02994 0.02995 0.01267 0.00347 
EigAs #13 0.0001 0.08612 0.08619 0.0413 0.00213 
EigAs #14 0.0001 0.08612 0.08619 0.0413 0.00213 
EigAs #15 0.04351 0.00873 0.00872 0.00676 0.36948 
EigAs #16 0.00624 0.00248 0.00248 0.00188 0.08768 
EigAs #17 0.02058 0.00337 0.00337 0.00123 0.13917 
EigAs #18 0.01621 7e-005 7e-005 0.00214 0.26736 
EigAs #19 0.00057 0.01849 0.01659 0.24805 0.00373 
EigAs #20 0.00065 6e-005 6e-005 0.36727 0.00442 
EigAs #21 0.00031 0.00554 0.00574 0.10652 0.00127 
EigAs #22 0 0.00042 0.00125 0.19453 le-005 
EigAs #23 0 0.25175 0 0 0 
EigAs#24 0 0.00268 0.24314 0.00388 0 

PARTICIPATION FACTORS (Euclidean norm) 
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e2q...Syn_2 e2d_Syn_2 delta_Syn_3 omega_Syn_3 elq_Syn_3 

EigAs # 1 0.02406 0.15446 le-005 le-005 0.00079 
EigAs # 2 0.0394 0.2405 0.00038 0.00038 0.00113 
EigAs # 3 0.11894 0.0193 0.0027 0.0027 0.01658 
EigAs # 4 0.11894 0.0193 0.0027 0.0027 0.01658 
EigAs # 5 0.38693 0.01542 2e-005 2e-005 0.00633 
EigAs # 6 0.15511 0.01171 0.00011 0.00012 0.00729 
EigAs # 7 0.00113 0.09573 le-005 le-005 0 
EigAs # 8 0.00429 0.26508 0 0 0.0001 
EigAs # 9 0.01439 0.01974 0.03227 0.03228 0.01444 
EigAs #10 0.01439 0.01974 0.03227 0.03228 0.01444 
Eig As #11 0.00331 0.00217 0.15072 0.15078 0.06836 
EigAs #12 0.00331 0.00217 0.15072 0.15078 0.06836 
EigAs #13 0.00501 0.00062 0.10308 0.1031 0.01072 
EigAs #14 0.00501 0.00062 0.10308 0.1031 0.01072 
EigAs #15 0.00234 0.05056 0.0014 0.0014 0.00132 
Eig As #16 0.00061 0.01201 0.00821 0.0082 0.00577 
EigAs #17 0.00015 0.0141 0.00034 0.00034 le-005 
EigAs #18 5e-005 0.01683 0.00053 0.00054 0.00339 
Eig As #19 0.00365 0.00071 0.01746 0.01906 0.17412 
EigAs #20 0.00077 0.00067 0.00107 0.00111 0.10614 
EigAs #21 0.0002 0.00019 0.01291 0.01345 0.34134 
EigAs #22 0.00073 0 0.00042 0.00124 0.3092 
EigAs #23 0 0 0.24592 0 0 
EigAs #24 2e-005 0 0.00148 0.23291 0.00039 

PARTICIPATION FACTORS (Euclidean norm) 

eld_Syn_3 e2q...Syn_3 e2d_Syn_3 delta_Syn_ 4 omega_Syn_ 4 

EigAs # 1 0.02826 0.0589 0.21227 0.00034 0.00034 
EigAs # 2 0.01409 0.03943 0.1052 0.00035 0.00035 
EigAs # 3 0.00703 0.24063 0.0518 0.00316 0.00316 
EigAs # 4 0.00703 0.24063 0.0518 0.00316 0.00316 
EigAs # 5 0.00048 0.13761 0.00349 0.00014 0.00014 
EigAs#6 0.00014 0.24587 0.00104 2e-005 2e-005 
EigAs#7 0.04156 4e-005 0.40304 0.00023 0.00023 
EigAs#8 0.0115 0.00159 0.17657 0.00063 0.00063 
EigAs # 9 0.00172 0.00367 0.00103 0.01834 0.01834 
EigAs #10 0.00172 0.00367 0.00103 0.01834 0.01834 
EigAs #11 0.00848 0.0178 0.0053 0.17169 0.17173 
EigAs #12 0.00848 0.0178 0.0053 0.17169 0.17173 
EigAs #13 0.00742 0.00123 0.00215 0.09867 0.09869 
Eig As #14 0.00742 0.00123 0.00215 0.09867 0.09869 
EigAs #15 0.06885 0.00046 0.00942 0.00247 0.00247 
Eig As #16 0.28203 0.00188 0.03864 0.01016 0.01015 
EigAs #17 0.32163 0 0.0326 0.00392 0.00393 
EigAs #18 0.16973 0.00019 0.01068 0.01128 0.0113 
EigAs#19 0.0029 0.00258 0.00055 0.01957 0.0214 
EigAs #20 0.00146 0.00021 0.00022 0.00419 0.00435 
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EigAs #21 0.00418 0.00061 0.00064 0.00718 0.00746 
EigAs #22 1e-005 0.0012 0 0.00034 0.00106 
EigAs #23 0 0 0 0.22401 0 
EigAs #24 0 0 0 0.01569 0.22826 

P ARTICIP ATION FACTORS (Euclidean norm) 

e1q....Syn_4 e1d_Syn_4 

EigAs # 1 0.00013 0.04204 
EigAs # 2 0.0001 0.01616 
EigAs # 3 0.01201 0.00278 
EigAs # 4 0.01201 0.00278 
EigAs # 5 0.00514 0.00074 
EigAs # 6 0.00146 0.00378 
EigAs#7 0.00134 0.0217 
EigAs # 8 0.00538 0.00747 
EigAs # 9 0.0049 0.00436 
EigAs #10 0.0049 0.00436 
EigAs #11 0.05343 0.03381 
EigAs #12 0.05343 0.03381 
EigAs #13 0.00731 0.01027 
EigAs #14 0.00731 0.01027 
EigAs #15 0.00094 0.06283 
EigAs #16 0.00721 0.4064 
EigAs #17 0.0012 0.22662 
EigAs #18 0.01217 0.19169 
EigAs #19 0.21589 0.0037 
EigAs #20 0.17475 0.00207 
EigAs #21 0.30677 0.00358 
EigAs #22 0.22569 0 
EigAs #23 0 0 0 
EigAs #24 0.00029 0 

STATISTICS 

DYNAMIC ORDER 24 
# OF EIGS WITH Re(mu) < 0 22 
# OF EIGS WITH Re(mu) > 0 1 
# OF REAL EIGS 16 
# OF COMPLEX PAIRS 4 
# OF ZERO EIGS 1 

2. A VR and PSS 

EIGENVALUE REPORT 

P SA T 2.1.2 

e2q_Syn_4 e2d_Syn_4 

0.00629 0.31575 
0.01339 0.12062 
0.14545 0.0205 
0.14545 0.0205 
0.12175 0.00542 
0.44167 0.02771 
0.00086 0.21046 
0.00836 0.11465 
0.00119 0.00262 
0.00119 0.00262 
0.01367 0.02114 
0.01367 0.02114 
0.00083 0.00297 
0.00083 0.00297 
0.0003 0.0086 
0.00253 0.05567 
0.00016 0.02297 
0.00091 0.01207 
0.00324 0.00071 
0.00032 0.00031 
0.00051 0.00055 

0.00091 0 
0 

0 0 
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Author: Federico Milano, (c) 2002-2008 
e-mail: Federico.Milano@uclm.es 
website: http://www.uclm.es/area/ gsee/W eb /Federico 

File: f:\My Documents\MSc current\Final Simulations\psat\M2. Two Area 4 Machine 
Model\4. Thyristor Exciter with high transient gain & 
PSS\d_2area_avcpss_ with~_with_sat 
Date: 28-Aug-2009 11:06:32 

STATE MATRIX EIGENV ALVES 

Eigevalue Most Associated States Real part Imag. Part Pseudo-
FrequencFrequency 

EigAs # 1 
EigAs # 2 
EigAs # 3 
EigAs#4 
EigAs # 5 
EigAs # 6 
EigAs #7 
EigAs # 8 
EigAs #9 
EigAs #10 
EigAs #11 
EigAs #12 
EigAs #13 
EigAs #14 
EigAs #15 
EigAs #16 
EigAs #17 
EigAs #18 
EigAs #19 
EigAs #20 
EigAs #21 
EigAs #22 
EigAs#23 
EigAs#24 
EigAs#25 
EigAs#26 
EigAs #27 
EigAs #28 
EigAs #29 
0.57692 
EigAs #30 
0.57692 
EigAs#31 
EigAs#32 
EigAs #33 
EigAs#34 

vm_Exc_1 -99.9137 0 
vm_Exc_3 -99.915 0 
vtlLExc_ 4 -99.9054 0 
VOLExc_2 -99.9025 0 
v2_Pss_3 -49.9071 0 
v2_Pss_1 -49.9121 0 
v2_Pss_2 -49.9802 0 
v2_Pss_ 4 -50.0013 0 
e2q_Syn_1, e2<J-Syn_3 -37.4036 
e2<J-Syn_1, e2<J-Syn_3 -37.4036 
e2d_Syn_ 4, e2d_Syn_3 -38.0957 
e2d_Syn_ 4, e2d_Syn_3 -38.0957 
e2<J-Syn_2 -33.5057 0 
e2<J-Syn_4 -32.1439 0 
e2d_Syn_3 -24.5559 0 
e2d_Syn.J -22.3417 0 
delta_Syn_ 4, omega_Syn_ 4 -1.8541 
delta_Syn_4,omega_Syn..4 -1.8541 
delta_Syn_2,omega_Syn_2 -1.8085 
delta_Syn_2, omega_Syn_2 -1.8085 
e1<J-Syn_ 4, e1q_Syn_3 0.55643 
e1<J-Syn_ 4, e1q_Syn_3 0.55643 
e1<J-Syn_1, vCExc_1 -0.34701 
e1<J-Syn_1, vCExc_1 -0.34701 
e1d_Syn_ 4 -6.2 0 
e1d_Syn..2 -6.1594 0 
e1d_Syn_3 -4.8181 0 
e1d_Syn..1 -4.2824 0 
delta_Syn_3, omega_Syn_3 -0.36627 

vf_Exc_1,e1<J-Syn_1 
vf_Exc_1,e1<J-Syn..1 
vf_Exc_4,e1<J-Syn_4 
vCExc 4,e1<J-Syn 4 

-0.96 
-0.96 
-0.9714 
-0.9714 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

0.61164 
-0.61164 
0.04634 
-0.04634 

o 
o 
o 
o 

8.3519 
-8.3519 
8.1369 

-8.1369 
4.6535 
-4.6535 
4.8675 

-4.8675 
o 
o 
o 
o 

3.6064 

-3.6064 

2.9163 
-2.9163 

2.8521 
-2.8521 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

0.09735 
0.09735 
0.00738 
0.00738 

o 
o 
o 
o 

1.3292 
1.3292 
1.295 
1.295 

0.74062 
0.74062 
0.77468 
0.77468 
o 
o 
o 
o 

0.57397 

0.57397 

0.46414 
0.46414 
0.45392 
0.45392 

5.9537 
5.9537 
6.0631 
6.0631 

1.3616 
1.3616 

1.3266 
1.3266 
0.7459 
0.7459 
0.77665 
0.77665 

0.48864 
0.48864 
0.47953 
0.47953 
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EigAs #35 v3Yss_2 -0.23124 0 0 0 
EigAs #36 v3Yss_3 -0.18227 0 0 0 
EigAs #37 v3Yss_l -0.17935 0 0 0 
EigAs #38 v3Yss_3 -0.17919 0 0 0 
EigAs #39 vlYss_3 -0.10136 0 0 0 
EigAs #40 vlYss_l -0.10273 0 0 0 
EigAs #41 vlYss_3 -0.1028 0 0 0 
EigAs #42 vlYss_2 0.00611 0 0 0 
EigAs #43 vlYss_2 -0.00035 0 0 0 
EigAs #44 delta_Syn_2 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #45 vr3_Exc_l -1 0 0 0 
EigAs #46 vr3_Exc_2 -1 0 0 0 
EigAs #47 vr3_Exc_3 -1 0 0 0 
EigAs #48 vr3~xc_4 -1 0 0 0 

PARTICIPATION FACTORS (Euclidean norm) 

delta_Syn_l omega_Syn_l elq_Syn_l eld_Syn_l e2CJ-Syn_l 

EigAs # 1 0 0 0.00046 0 0.00076 
EigAs # 2 0 0 0 0 le-005 
EigAs # 3 0 0 0.00023 0 0.00034 
EigAs # 4 0 0 0.00021 0 0.00029 
EigAs # 5 0 2e-005 2e-005 0 ge-005 
EigAs # 6 5e-005 0.00086 0.00077 0 0.00361 
EigAs # 7 0 0.00014 0.00014 0 0.00039 
EigAs # 8 0 0 0 0 le-005 
EigAs # 9 0.00373 0.00321 0.00904 0.01552 0.23176 
EigAs #10 0.00373 0.00321 0.00904 0.01552 0.23176 
EigAs #11 0.00065 0.00056 0.00114 0.00494 0.04926 
EigAs #12 0.00065 0.00056 0.00114 0.00494 0.04926 
EigAs #13 3e-005 7e-005 0.00964 0.00128 0.25269 
Eig As #14 0 0 0.0025 4e-005 0.08257 
EigAs#15 7e-005 7e-005 0.00047 0.01797 0.00115 
EigAs #16 0.00025 0.00026 0.00022 0.02607 0.00054 
Eig As #17 0.01733 0.01699 0.00569 0.00149 0.00141 
EigAs #18 0.01733 0.01699 0.00569 0.00149 0.00141 
EigAs #19 0.14566 0.14104 0.06645 0.00771 0.01676 
EigAs #20 0.14566 0.14104 0.06645 0.00771 0.01676 
EigAs #21 0.01608 0.02882 0.07279 0.00842 0.0102 
EigAs #22 0.01608 0.02882 0.07279 0.00842 0.0102 
EigAs #23 0.02677 0.02664 0.12704 0.00809 0.01821 
EigAs #24 0.02677 0.02664 0.12704 0.00809 0.01821 
EigAs #25 0.00066 0.00081 0.00088 0.01763 0.00022 
EigAs #26 0.01766 0.02137 0.01792 0.29861 0.004 
EigAs #27 0.00281 0.00304 0.00121 0.13173 0.0002 
EigAs #28 0.00089 0.00088 0.00035 0.34975 5e-005 
EigAs #29 0.07516 0.07371 0.05269 0.00358 0.0053 
EigAs #30 0.07516 0.07371 0.05269 0.00358 0.0053 
EigAs #31 0.03169 0.03511 0.1591 0.04293 0.01483 
EigAs #32 0.03169 0.03511 0.1591 0.04293 0.01483 
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EigAs #33 0.00363 0.00308 0.01617 0.0044 0.00148 
RigAs #34 0.00363 0.00308 0.01617 0.0044 0.00148 
EigAs #35 0.00614 0.02458 0.00012 0 0 
EigAs #36 0.00411 5e-005 3e-005 1e-005 0 
EigAs #37 0.01729 7e-005 0.00027 0.00026 0 
EigAs #38 7e-005 1e-005 0 0 0 
EigAs #39 0.00346 1e-005 1e-005 0 0 
EigAs #40 0.01439 2e-005 0.00014 0.00012 0 
EigAs #41 0.00016 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #42 0.02818 0.10487 2e-005 0 0 
EigAs #43 0.02669 0.09922 0 0 0 
EigAs #44 0.17284 3e-005 0 0 0 
EigAs #45 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #46 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #47 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #48 0 0 0 0 0 

PARTICIPATION FACTORS (Euclidean nonn) 

e2d_Syn_1 delta_Syn_2 omega_Syn_2 e1q_Syn_2 e1d_Syn_2 

EigAs # 1 1e-005 0 0 0.00037 0 
EigAs # 2 0 0 0 1e-005 0 
EigAs#3 1e-005 0 0 0.00021 0 
EigAs#4 2e-005 0 0 0.00031 0 
EigAs#5 0 0 6e-005 5e-005 1e-005 
EigAs# 6 3e-005 5e-005 0.0007 0.00064 5e-005 
EigAs#7 2e-005 0 0.00014 0.00014 0 
EigAs # 8 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs # 9 0.11522 0.00377 0.00375 0.00103 0.0131 
EigAs #10 0.11522 0.00377 0.00375 0.00103 0.0131 
EigAs #11 0.03692 0.00185 0.00152 0.00497 0.00938 
EigAs #12 0.03692 0.00185 0.00152 0.00497 0.00938 
EigAs #13 0.00937 0.00059 1e-005 0.00885 0.00203 
EigAs #14 0.00031 3e-005 1e-005 0.00292 0.00117 
EigAs #15 0.17155 0.0002 0.00021 0.00271 0.00897 
EigAs#16 0.36965 0 0 0.0035 0.01895 
EigAs #17 0.00097 0.02761 0.02674 0.01141 0.00235 
EigAs #18 0.00097 0.02761 0.02674 0.01141 0.00235 
EigAs #19 0.00489 0.17177 0.16818 0.04359 0.0244 
EigAs #20 0.00489 0.17177 0.16818 0.04359 0.0244 
EigAs #21 0.00344 0.00882 0.01744 0.07727 0.0089 
EigAs #22 0.00344 0.00882 0.01744 0.07727 0.0089 
EigAs #23 0.00308 0.02149 0.01095 0.09751 0.00644 
EigAs #24 0.00308 0.02149 0.01095 0.09751 0.00644 
EigAs #25 0.00237 0.00253 0.0032 0.00315 0.04628 
EigAs #26 0.04003 0.01417 0.01821 0.02184 0.37638 
RigAs #27 0.01383 0.00586 0.00464 0.00529 0.08454 
RigAs #28 0.03014 4e-005 0.00015 0.01521 0.27677 
RigAs #29 0.00103 0.07534 0.07295 0.01964 0.00606 
EigAs #30 0.00103 0.07534 0.07295 0.01964 0.00606 
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EigAs#31 0.00933 0.03676 0.01713 0.14132 0.03302 
EigAs #32 0.00933 0.03676 0.01713 0.14132 0.03302 
EigAs #33 0.00094 0.00584 0.00466 0.02725 0.00654 
EigAs #34 0.00094 0.00584 0.00466 0.02725 0.00654 
EigAs #35 0 0.01062 0.02601 0.00017 0 
EigAs #36 0 0.00334 5e-005 3e-005 1e-005 
EigAs #37 4e-005 0.01378 3e-005 0.00024 0.00025 
EigAs #38 0 0.00023 1e-005 0 0 
EigAs #39 0 0.00283 1e-005 1e-005 1e-005 
EigAs #40 2e-005 0.01146 1e-005 0.00013 0.00012 
EigAs #41 0 0.00026 0 0 0 
EigAs #42 0 0.04739 0.10883 3e-005 0 
EigAs #43 0 0.04486 0.10297 0 0 
EigAs #44 0 0.35222 3e-005 0 0 
EigAs #45 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #46 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs#47 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #48 0 0 0 0 0 

PARTICIPATION FACTORS (Euclidean nonn) 

e2q_Syn-2 e2d_Syn_2 ddta_Syn_3 omega_Syn_3 e1q_Syn_3 

EigAs # 1 0.0006 2e-005 0 0 1e-005 
EigAs# 2 2e-005 0 0 0 0.00049 
EigAs # 3 0.00034 1e-005 0 0 0.00022 
EigAs # 4 0.00046 1e-005 0 0 0.00016 
EigAs # 5 0.00029 5e-005 5e-005 0.00094 0.00085 
EigAs # 6 0.00281 0.0004 0 5e-005 5e-005 
EigAs # 7 0.00047 3e-005 0 6e-005 6e-005 
EigAs # 8 1e-005 0 0 1e-005 1e-005 
EigAs # 9 0.01962 0.09726 0.00281 0.00243 0.00637 
EigAs #10 0.01962 0.09726 0.00281 0.00243 0.00637 
EigAs #11 0.1564 0.07005 0.00276 0.00244 0.00379 
EigAs #12 0.1564 0.07005 0.00276 0.00244 0.00379 
EigAs #13 0.40536 0.01481 0.0001 0.00031 0.00362 
EigAs#14 0.14222 0.00853 0.00024 0.00044 0.01482 
EigAs #15 0.00318 0.08565 5e-005 5e-005 2e-005 
EigAs #16 0.0035 0.26868 0 0 0.0013 
EigAs #17 0.00291 0.00154 0.14941 0.14473 0.06896 
EigAs #18 0.00291 0.00154 0.14941 0.14473 0.06896 
EigAs#19 0.00976 0.01548 0.02944 0.02836 0.0136 
EigAs #20 0.00976 0.01548 0.02944 0.02836 0.0136 
EigAs #21 0.01095 0.00363 0.01511 0.02522 0.10949 
EigAs #22 0.01095 0.00363 0.01511 0.02522 0.10949 
EigAs #23 0.01386 0.00245 0.03352 0.04172 0.05195 
EigAs #24 0.01386 0.00245 0.03352 0.04172 0.05195 
EigAs #25 0.00069 0.00622 0.01335 0.01676 0.01655 
EigAs #26 0.00504 0.05045 0.0007 0.00125 0.00269 
EigAs #27 0.00083 0.00888 0.00289 0.00319 0.00307 
EigAs #28 0.0022 0.02385 0 4e-005 0.0044 
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0.00267 
0.00267 
0.01317 
0.01317 
0.00248 
0.00248 
o 

EigAs #29 
EigAs #30 
EigAs #31 
EigAs #32 
EigAs #33 
EigAs #34 
EigAs #35 
EigAs #36 0 
EigAs #37 0 
EigAs #38 0 
EigAs #39 0 
EigAs #40 0 
Eig As #41 0 
EigAs#42 0 
EigAs #43 0 
EigAs #44 0 
EigAs #45 0 
EigAs #46 0 
EigAs #47 0 
EigAs #48 0 

0.00175 0.07932 0.07638 0.06209 
0.00175 0.07932 0.07638 0.06209 
0.00718 0.00946 0.00127 0.02728 
0.00718 0.00946 0.00127 0.02728 
0.00139 0.03066 0.02504 0.14058 
0.00139 0.03066 0.02504 0.14058 

o 0.00888 0.02734 0.00012 
o 0.00435 4e-005 3e-005 
4e-005 4e-005 1e-005 0 
o 0.01753 7e-005 0.00028 
o 0.00369 1e-005 2e-005 
2e-005 3e-005 0 0 
o 0.01455 2e-005 0.00014 
o 0.03885 0.1127 2e-005 
o 0.03677 0.10662 0 
o 0.16646 3e-005 0 
o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 
000 0 
o 0 0 0 

PARTICIPATION FACTORS (Euclidean norm) 

EigAs # 1 0 
EigAs# 2 0 
EigAs # 3 0 
EigAs# 4 0 
EigAs# 5 0 
EigAs# 6 0 
EigAs # 7 0 
EigAs# 8 0 
Eig As # 9 0.0122 
Eig As #10 0.0122 
Eig As #11 0.0225 
Eig As #12 0.0225 
Eig As #13 0.00136 
Eig As #14 0.00021 
Eig As #15 0.04299 
Eig As #16 0.01126 
Eig As #17 0.00646 
Eig As #18 0.00646 
Eig As #19 0.00139 
Eig As #20 0.00139 
Eig As #21 0.00613 
Eig As #22 0.00613 
EigAs #23 0.00765 
EigAs #24 0.00765 
Eig As #25 0.26031 
Eig As #26 0.03006 

2e-005 
0.00081 
0.00032 
0.00023 
0.00394 
0.00021 
0.00017 
2e-005 

0.17116 
0.17116 
0.16652 
0.16652 
0.12665 
0.21968 
5e-005 
0.00169 
0.0181 
0.0181 
0.00345 
0.00345 
0.01653 
0.01653 
0.00882 
0.00882 
0.00375 
0.00061 

o o 0 
1e-005 
2e-005 
1e-005 
4e-005 
o 0 

o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
6e-005 0.00069 

1e-005 0 
2e-005 

6e-005 
o 0 

0.09057 
0.09057 
0.16797 
0.16797 
0.0099 
0.00153 
0.41035 
0.15969 
0.00424 
0.00424 
0.00088 
0.00088 
0.0025 
0.0025 
0.00291 
0.00291 
0.035 
0.00403 

1e-005 
0.00261 
0.00261 
0.00501 
0.00501 
0.00017 
7e-005 
0.00023 
0.00041 
0.17066 
0.17066 
0.01642 
0.01642 
0.01066 
0.01066 
0.01463 
0.01463 

0.01589 
0.00281 

0.00244 
0.00244 
0.00486 
0.00486 
o 
4e-005 
0.00025 
0.00043 
0.16754 
0.16754 
0.01631 
0.01631 
0.01554 
0.01554 
0.01928 
0.01928 

0.02044 
0.00281 
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EigAs #27 0.39424 0.00052 0.0414 0.00527 0.00435 
~ EigAs #28 0.11159 0.00064 0.00962 0.00169 0.00078 

EigAs #29 0.01341 0.00739 0.00387 0.06451 0.06107 
EigAs #30 0.01341 0.00739 0.00387 0.06451 0.06107 
EigAs#31 0.00585 0.00256 0.00127 0.00499 0.00634 
EigAs #32 0.00585 0.00256 0.00127 0.00499 0.00634 
EigAs #33 0.03549 0.01287 0.00755 0.03623 0.02503 
EigAs #34 0.03549 0.01287 0.00755 0.03623 0.02503 
EigAs #35 0 0 0 0.00451 0.02893 
EigAs #36 le-005 0 0 0.0039 4e-005 
EigAs #37 0 0 0 0.00024 le-005 
EigAs #38 0.00025 0 4e-005 0.01435 3e-005 
EigAs #39 le-005 0 0 0.0033 le-005 
EigAs #40 0 0 0 0.00011 0 
EigAs #41 0.00011 0 2e-005 0.01169 le-005 
EigAs #42 0 0 0 0.01964 0.11706 
EigAs #43 0 0 0 0.0186 0.11075 
EigAs #44 0 0 0 0.3082 4e-005 
EigAs #45 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #46 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #47 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #48 0 0 0 0 0 

PARTICIPATION FACTORS (Euclideaooonn) 

elq_Syo_4 eld_Syo_4 e2<J-Syo_4 e2d_Syo_4 vtll_Exc_l 

EigAs # 1 0 0 0 0 0.54407 
EigAs#2 0.00033 0 0.00054 3e-005 0.00381 
EigAs#3 0.00028 0 0.00043 le-005 0.23875 
EigAs#4 0.00029 0 0.00043 0 0.21013 
EigAs # 5 0.00064 5e-005 0.00279 0.00045 0 
EigAs # 6 2e-005 0 8e-005 0 3e-005 
EigAs # 7 6e-005 0 0.00018 le-005 0 
EigAs#8 le-005 0 3e-005 0 0 
EigAs # 9 0.00303 0.01058 0.07508 0.07857 0.00306 
EigAs #10 0.00303 0.01058 0.07508 0.07857 0.00306 
EigAs #11 0.00219 0.02454 0.05465 0.18325 0.00072 
EigAs #12 0.00219 0.02454 0.05465 0.18325 0.00072 
EigAs #13 0.00241 0.00053 0.11085 0.00387 0.00383 
EigAs #14 0.00955 0.00326 0.4518 0.02382 0.00095 
EigAs #15 0.00342 0.0226 0.00646 0.21567 0.00011 
EigAs #16 0.00753 0.00732 0.00293 0.1038 0.0001 
EigAs #17 0.03791 0.02597 0.00861 0.01704 0.0001 
EigAs #18 0.03791 0.02597 0.00861 0.01704 0.0001 
EigAs#19 0.00251 0.003 0.00049 0.0019 0.00101 
EigAs#20 0.00251 0.003 0.00049 0.0019 0.00101 
EigAs #21 0.11579 0.00726 0.01714 0.00296 0.00352 
EigAs #22 0.11579 0.00726 0.01714 0.00296 0.00352 
EigAs #23 0.05061 0.00618 0.00815 0.00235 0.00573 
EigAs #24 0.05061 0.00618 0.00815 0.00235 0.00573 
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EigAs #25 0.02424 0.41226 0.00566 0.05543 3e-005 
EigAs #26 1e-005 0.03184 0 0.00427 0.0004 
EigAs #27 0.00817 0.22942 0.00136 0.02409 3e-005 
EigAs #28 0.01462 0.10082 0.0021 0.00869 2e-005 
EigAs #29 0.04213 0.01038 0.00494 0.003 0.00203 
EigAs #30 0.04213 0.01038 0.00494 0.003 0.00203 
Eig As #31 0.01534 0.00478 0.00143 0.00104 0.00479 
EigAs #32 0.01534 0.00478 0.00143 0.00104 0.00479 
EigAs #33 0.16327 0.04011 0.01491 0.00854 0.00047 
EigAs #34 0.16327 0.04011 0.01491 0.00854 0.00047 
EigAs #35 0.00016 0 0 0 4e-005 
EigAs #36 3e-005 1e-005 0 0 1e-005 
EigAs #37 0 0 0 0 3e-005 
EigAs #38 0.00026 0.00026 0 4e-005 0 
EigAs #39 2e-005 1e-005 0 0 0 
EigAs #40 0 0 0 0 1e-005 
EigAs #41 0.00013 0.00012 0 2e-005 0 
EigAs #42 2e-005 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #43 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #44 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #45 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #46 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #47 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #48 0 0 0 0 0 

PARTICIPATION FACTORS (Euclidean norm) 

vr3_Exc_1 vCExc_1 vm_Exc_2 vr3_Exc_2 vCExc_2 

EigAs # 1 0 0.00047 0.43588 0 0.00038 
EigAs#2 0 0 0.01107 0 1e-005 
EigAs # 3 0 0.00023 0.22798 0 0.00022 
EigAs # 4 0 0.00021 0.32181 0 0.00032 
EigAs#5 0 2e-005 0 0 7e-005 

. EigAs # 6 0 0.00095 2e-005 0 0.00079 
EigAs # 7 0 0.00014 1e-005 0 0.00015 
EigAs # 8 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs # 9 0 0.00577 0.00023 0 0.00045 
EigAs #10 0 0.00577 0.00023 0 0.00045 
EigAs #11 0 0.00129 0.00216 0 0.00392 
EigAs #12 0 0.00129 0.00216 0 0.00392 
EigAs #13 0 0.00773 0.0039 0 0.00852 
Eig As #14 0 0.00206 0.00151 0 0.00331 
EigAs#15 0 0.00034 0.00047 0 0.00147 
EigAs #16 0 0.00035 0.00091 0 0.00329 
EigAs #17 0 0.00271 0.00021 0 0.0033 
EigAs #18 0 0.00271 0.00021 0 0.0033 
EigAs #19 0 0.01523 0.00156 0 0.03059 
EigAs #20 0 0.01523 0.00156 0 0.03059 
EigAs #21 0 0.0836 0.00375 0 0.08613 
EigAs #22 0 0.0836 0.00375 0 0.08613 
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EigAs #23 0 0.11414 0.00428 0 0.08212 
EigAs #24 0 0.11414 0.00428 0 0.08212 
EigAs #25 0 0.0007 6e-005 0 0.0019 
EigAs #26 0 0.01159 0.00061 0 0.01583 
EigAs #27 0 0.00113 0.00012 0 0.00449 
EigAs #28 0 0.00047 0.00066 0 0.01926 
EigAs #29 0 0.02662 0.00106 0 0.02182 
EigAs #30 0 0.02662 0.00106 0 0.02182 
EigAs #31 0 0.16343 0.00435 0 0.13996 
EigAs #32 0 0.16343 0.00435 0 0.13996 
EigAs #33 0 0.0168 0.00083 0 0.02696 
EigAs #34 0 0.0168 0.00083 0 0.02696 
EigAs #35 0 7e-005 ge-005 0 0.00015 
EigAs #36 0 1e-005 1e-005 0 0 
EigAs #37 0 0 2e-005 0 1e-005 
EigAs #38 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #39 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #40 0 1e-005 1e-005 0 2e-005 
EigAs #41 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #42 0 1e-005 1e-005 0 2e-005 
EigAs #43 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #44 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #45 1 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #46 0 0 0 1 0 
EigAs #47 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #48 0 0 0 0 0 

PARTICIPATION FACTORS (Euclidean norm) 

vm_Exc_3 vr3_Exc_3 vCExc_3 vm_Exc_4 vr3_Exc_4 

EigAs#1 0.0161 0 1e-005 0.00082 0 
EigAs#2 0.58458 0 0.0005 0.39744 0 
EigAs # 3 0.22895 0 0.00022 0.30097 0 
EigAs# 4 0.16715 0 0.00016 0.29749 0 
EigAs # 5 3e-005 0 0.00105 2e-005 0 
EigAs # 6 0 0 6e-005 0 0 
EigAs # 7 0 0 6e-005 0 0 
EigAs # 8 0 0 1e-005 0 0 
EigAs # 9 0.0023 0 0.00435 0.00096 0 
EigAs #10 0.0023 0 0.00435 0.00096 0 
EigAs #11 0.0025 0 0.00447 0.00072 0 
EigAs #12 0.0025 0 0.00447 0.00072 0 
EigAs #13 0.00113 0 0.00252 0.00105 0 
EigAs #14 0.0032 0 0.00672 0.00469 0 
EigAs#15 0 0 2e-005 0.00073 0 
EigAs #16 0.00036 0 0.00132 0.00118 0 
EigAs #17 0.00103 0 0.0136 0.00155 0 
EigAs #18 0.00103 0 0.0136 0.00155 0 
EigAs #19 0.00023 0 0.00289 0.00016 0 
EigAs #20 0.00023 0 0.00289 0.00016 0 
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EigAs #21 0.00524 0 0.09421 0.00536 0 
EigAs #22 0.00524 0 0.09421 0.00536 0 
EigAs #23 0.00317 0 0.08763 0.00284 0 
EigAs #24 0.00317 0 0.08763 0.00284 0 
EigAs #25 0.00039 0 0.01106 0.00069 0 
EigAs #26 7e-005 0 0.00185 0 0 
EigAs#27 0.00012 0 0.00342 0.00031 0 
EigAs #28 0.0002 0 0.00572 0.00057 0 
EigAs #29 0.00261 0 0.05939 0.00174 0 
EigAs #30 0.00261 0 0.05939 0.00174 0 
EigAs #31 0.00086 0 0.02665 0.00046 0 
EigAs #32 0.00086 0 0.02665 0:00046 0 
EigAs #33 0.00422 0 0.14216 0.0049 0 
EigAs #34 0.00422 0 0.14216 0.0049 0 
EigAs #35 4e-005 0 7e-005 8e-005 0 
EigAs #36 1e-005 0 1e-005 1e-005 0 
EigAs #37 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #38 3e-005 0 0 3e-005 0 
RigAs #39 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #40 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #41 2e-005 0 1e-005 1e-005 0 
EigAs #42 0 0 1e-005 1e-005 0 
EigAs #43 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #44 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #45 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #46 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #47 0 1 0 0 0 
EigAs #48 0 0 0 0 1 

PARTICIPATION FACTORS (Euclidean norm) 

vCRxc_4 v1_Pss_1 v2_Pss_1 v3_Pss_1 vCPss_2 

EigAs # 1 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs # 2 0.00034 0 0 0 0 
EigAs # 3 0.00029 0 0 0 0 
EigAs # 4 0.00029 0 0 0 0 
EigAs # 5 0.00079 0 0.01141 0 0 
EigAs # 6 2e-005 0 0.51461 0 0 
EigAs # 7 6e-005 0 0.34494 0 0 
EigAs#8 1e-005 0 0.12161 0 0 
EigAs# 9 0.00184 0 0.00278 0 0 
EigAs #10 0.00184 0 0.00278 0 0 
EigAs #11 0.00134 0 0.00047 0 0 
EigAs #12 0.00134 0 0.00047 0 0 
EigAs #13 0.00231 0 0.0002 0 0 
EigAs #14 0.01027 0 1e-005 0 0 
EigAs #15 0.0023 0 1e-005 0 0 
EigAs#16 0.00425 0 1e-005 0 0 
EigAs #17 0.02986 2e-005 0.0005 3e-005 4e-005 
EigAs #18 0.02986 2e-005 0.0005 3e-005 4e-005 
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EigAs #19 0.00316 0.00023 0.00481 0.00034 0.0002 
EigAs #20 0.00316 0.00023 0.00481 0.00034 0.0002 
EigAs #21 0.09819 0.00027 0.00169 0.0004 0.00023 
EigAs #22 0.09819 0.00027 0.00169 0.0004 0.00023 leo 

EigAs #23 0.07183 0.00052 0.00369 0.00078 0.00046 
EigAs #24 0.07183 0.00052 0.00369 0.00078 0.00046 
EigAs #25 0.0178 0 5e-005 0 1e-005 
EigAs #26 1e-005 6e-005 0.00113 0.0001 7e-005 
EigAs #27 0.00884 0 5e-005 1e-005 3e-005 
EigAs #28 0.01757 0 0 0 0 
EigAs#29 0.03917 0.00152 0.00602 0.00227 0.00116 
EigAs #30 0.03917 0.00152 0.00602 0.00227 0.00116 
EigAs #31 0.01605 0.00157 0.00463 0.00241 0.00165 
EigAs #32 0.01605 0.00157 0.00463 0.00241 0.00165 
EigAs #33 0.16483 0.00018 0.0005 0.00027 0.00031 
EigAs #34 0.16483 0.00018 0.0005 0.00027 0.00031 
EigAs #35 0.00013 0.01405 0.00013 0.13437 0.02792 
EigAs #36 1e-005 0.00505 2e-005 0.25488 0.00413 
EigAs #37 0 0.02188 ge-005 0.51304 0.01733 
EigAs #38 1e-005 0.0001- 0 0.00216 0.00028 
EigAs #39 0 0.25514 1e-005 0.00268 0.20907 
EigAs #40 0 0.52796 4e-005 0.01153 0.4195 
EigAs #41 2e-005 0.00564 0 0.00013 0.00936 
EigAs #42 1e-005 0.07195 1e-005 0.00106 0.14657 
EigAs #43 0 0.07834 0 7e-005 0.15965 
EigAs #44 0 3e-005 0 0 5e-005 
EigAs #45 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #46 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #47 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #48 0 0 0 0 0 

PARTICIPATION FACTORS (Euclidean norm) 

v2_Pss_2 v3_Pss-2 v1_Pss_3 v2_Pss_3 v3_Pss_3 

EigAs # 1 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs#2 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs # 3 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs # 4 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs # 5 0.03382 0 0 0.53517 0 
EigAs # 6 0.42946 0 0 0.03114 0 
EigAs # 7 0.3562 0 0 0.14928 0 
EigAs # 8 0.17377 0 0 0.27648 0 
EigAs # 9 0.00029 0 0 0.00212 0 
EigAs #10 0.00029 0 0 0.00212 0 
EigAs #11 0.00179 0 0 0.00169 0 
EigAs #12 0.00179 0 0 0.00169 0 
EigAs #13 0.00258 0 0 0.00095 0 
EigAs #14 0.00017 0 0 0.00088 0 
EigAs #15 0.0001 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #16 1e-005 0 0 0 0 
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EigAs #17 0.00082 6e-005 0.00022 0.00502 0.00033 
EigAs #18 0.00082 6e-005 0.00022 0.00502 0.00033 
EigAs#19 0.00432 0.0003 5e-005 0.00101 7e-005 
EigAs #20 0.00432 0.0003 5e-005 0.00101 7e-005 
EigAs #21 0.0014 0.00033 0.00028 0.00176 0.00042 
EigAs #22 0.0014 0.00033 0.00028 0.00176 0.00042 
EigAs #23 0.00328 0.00069 0.00056 0.00397 0.00084 
EigAs #24 0.00328 0.00069 0.00056 0.00397 0.00084 
EigAs #25 0.00021 2e-005 6e-005 0.00105 ge-005 
EigAs #26 0.00123 0.00011 1e-005 0.00017 1e-005 
EigAs #27 0.000Z6 4e-005 1e-005 6e-005 1e-005 
EigAs #28 3e-005 1e-005 0 1e-005 0 
EigAs #29 0.00459 0.00173 0.00098 0.00389 0.00146 
EigAs #30 0.00459 0.00173 0.00098 0.00389 0.00146 
EigAs#31 0.00489 0.00254 0.00032 0.00094 0.00049 
EigAs #32 0.00489 0.00254 0.00032 0.00094 0.00049 
EigAs #33 0.0009 0.00048 0.00156 0.00444 0.0024 
EigAs #34 0.0009 0.00048 0.00156 0.00444 0.0024 
EigAs #35 0.00026 0.26694 0.01406 0.00013 0.13447 
EigAs #36 2e-005 0.20827 0.00525 2e-005 0.26486 
EigAs #37 7e-005 0.4064 6e-005 0 0.00144 
EigAs #38 0 0.00636 0.02222 0.0001 0.50563 
EigAs #39 1e-005 0.0022 0.27023 1e-005 0.00284 
EigAs #40 4e-005 0.00916 0.00119 0 3e-005 
EigAs #41 0 0.00021 0.51955 5e-005 0.01168 
EigAs #42 3e-005 0.00217 0.06929 1e-005 0.00103 
EigAs #43 0 0.00013 0.07544 0 6e-005 
EigAs #44 0 0 2e-005 0 0 
EigAs #45 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #46 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #47 0 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #48 0 0 0 0 0 

PARTICIPATION FACTORS (Euclidean nonn) 

v1_Pss_4 v2_Pss_4 v3_Pss_4 

EigAs#l 0 0 0 
EigAs#2 0 0 0 
EigAs#3 0 0 0 
EigAs#4 0 0 0 
EigAs # 5 0 0.40651 0 
EigAs#6 0 0.01248 0 
EigAs#7 0 0.14707 0 
EigAs # 8 0 0.42799 0 
EigAs # 9 0 0.00098 0 
EigAs #10 0 0.00098 0 
EigAs #11 0 0.00077 0 
EigAs #12 0 0.00077 0 
EigAs #13 0 0.00074 0 
EigAs #14 0 0.00048 0 
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EigAs #15 0 0.0001 0 
RigAs #16 0 0.00023 0 
EigAs #17 0.00018 0.00408 0.00027 
EigAs #18 0.00018 0.00408 0.00027 
RigAs #19 2e-005 0.00036 3e-005 
EigAs #20 2e-005 0.00036 3e-005 
EigAs #21 0.00025 0.00154 0.00036 
EigAs #22 0.00025 0.00154 0.00036 
RigAs #23 0.00033 0.00233 0.00049 
RigAs #24 0.00033 0.00233 0.00049 
EigAs #25 7e-005 0.0014 0.00012 
RigAs #26 0 0 0 
RigAs #27 2e-005 0.0002 3e-005 
EigAs #28 2e-005 0.00016 4e-005 
RigAs #29 0.00056 0.0022 0.00083 
EigAs #30 0.00056 0.0022 0.00083 
EigAs#31 0.00015 0.00045 0.00023 
RigAs #32 0.00015 0.00045 0.00023 
EigAs #33 0.00179 0.00511 0.00276 
RigAs #34 0.00179 0.00511 0.00276 
RigAs #35 0.02548 0.00024 0.24368 
EigAs #36 0.00469 2e-005 0.23667 
EigAs #37 0.00029 0 0.00676 
EigAs #38 0.01809 8e-005 0.41149 
EigAs #39 0.24184 1e-005 0.00254 
EigAs #40 0.00384 0 8e-005 
RigAs #41 0.41668 4e-005 0.00937 
EigAs #42 0.12826 2e-005 0.0019 
EigAs #43 0.1397 0 0.00012 
EigAs #44 4e-005 0 0 
EigAs #45 0 0 0 
RigAs #46 0 0 0 
RigAs #47 0 0 0 
RigAs #48 0 0 0 

STATISTICS 

DYNAMIC ORDER 48 
# OF EIGS WITH Re(mu) < 0 44 
# OF EIGS WITH Re(mu) > 0 3 
# OF REAL EIGS 30 
# OF COMPLEX PAIRS 9 
# OF ZERO EIGS 1 

A VR and PSS with ZIP Loads (Eigenvalues only) 

EIGENVALUE REPORT 

P SA T 2.1.2 

Author: Federico Milano, (c) 2002-2008 
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e-mail: Federico.Milano@uclm.es 
website: http:/ /www.uclm.es/area/gsee/Web/Federico 

File: D: \ Common Data \My Documents \MSc \Reports \ Simulations \ Tl. PSAT 
Cases \M2. Two Area 4Machine Model - ZIP Loads \ 4. Thyristor Exciter with high 
transient gain & PSS\d_2area_avr_htg....pss_pq 
bate: 02-Jul-2009 09:06:12 

STATE MATRIX EIGENVALUES 

Eigevalue Most Associated States Real part Imag. Part Pseudo-
FrequencFrequency 

EigAs # 1 Vffi_Exc_l -99.9137 0 0 0 
EigAs # 2 vm_Exc_3 -99.915 0 0 0 
EigAs # 3 vm_Exc_4 -99.9054 0 0 0 
EigAs # 4 vm_Exc_2 -99.9025 0 0 0 
EigAs # 5 v2_Pss_3 -49.9071 0 0 0 
EigAs # 6 v2_Pss_l -49.912 0 0 0 
EigAs # 7 v2_Pss_2 -49.9801 0 0 0 
EigAs # 8 v2_Pss_4 -50.001 0 0 0 
EigAs # 9 e2~Syn_l,e2q_Syn_3 -37.4053 0.62022 0.09871 5.9541 
EigAs #10 e2q_Syn_l,e2q_Syn_3 -37.4053 -0.62022 0.09871 5.9541 
EigAs #11 e2d_Syn_4,e2d_Syn_3 ~38.0901 0.08943 0.01423 6.0622 
EigAs #12 e2d_Syn_4,e2d_Syn_3 -38.0901 -0.08943 0.01423 6.0622 
EigAs #13 e2q_Syn_2 -33.5066 0 0 0 
EigAs #14 e2q_Syn_4 -32.1486 0 0 0 
EigAs #15 e2d_Syn_3 -24.5488 0 0 0 
EigAs #16 e2d_Syn_l -22.3321 0 0 0 
EigAs #17 delta_Syn_ 4, omega_Syn_ 4 -1.8541 8.3527 1.3294 1.3617 
EigAs #18 delta_Syn_ 4, omega_Syn_ 4 -1.8541 -8.3527 1.3294 1.3617 
EigAs #19 delta_Syn_2, omega_Syn_2 -1.8085 8.1374 1.2951 1.3267 
EigAs #20 delta_Syn_2, omega_Syn_2 -1.8085 -8.1374 1.2951 1.3267 
EigAs #21 elq_Syn_4,elq_Syn_3 0.55571 4.6584 0.7414 . 0.74666 
EigAs #22 elq_Syn_4,elq_Syn_3 0.55571 -4.6584 0.7414 0.74666 
EigAs #23 elq_Syn_l, vCExc_l -0.34582 4.8685 0.77485 0.7768 
EigAs #24 elq_Syn_l,vf_Exc_l -0.34582 -4.8685 0.77485 0.7768 
EigAs #25 eld_Syn_4 -6.1999 0 0 0 
EigAs #26 eld_Syn_2 -6.1593 0 0 0 
EigAs #27 eld_Syn_3 -4.8173 0 0 0 
EigAs #28 eld_Syn_l -4.2804 0 0 0 
EigAs #29 delta_Syn_3, omega_Syn_3 -0.36709 3.6045 0.57367 
0.57664 
EigAs #30 delta_Syn_3, omega_Syn_3 -0.36709 -3.6045 0.57367 
0.57664 
EigAs #31 vf_Exc_l,elq_Syn_l -0.96008 2.9163 0.46414 0.48865 
EigAs #32 vCExc_l, elq_Syn_l -0.96008 -2.9163 0.46414 0.48865 
EigAs #33 vf_Exc_4,elq_Syn_4 -0.97143 2.8521 0.45393 0.47953 
EigAs #34 vf_Exc_4,el~Syn_4 -0.97143 -2.8521 0.45393 0.47953 
EigAs #35 v3_Pss_2 -0.22686 0 0 0 
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EigAs #36 v3_Pss_3 -0.18232 0 0 0 
EigAs #37 v3_Pss_1 -0.17934 0 0 "0 
EigAs #38 v3_Pss_3 -0.17921 0 0 0 
EigAs #39 v1_Pss_3 -0.10134 0 0 0 
EigAs #40 v1_Pss_1 -0.10273 0 0 0 
EigAs #41 v1_Pss_3 -0.1028 0 0 0 
EigAs #42 v1_Pss_2 -0.00843 0 0 0 
EigAs #43 v1_Pss_2 0.00022 0 0 0 
EigAs #44 delta_Syn_2 0 0 0 0 
EigAs #45 vr3_Exc_1 -1 0 0 0 
EigAs #46 vr3_Exc~ -1 0 0 0 
EigAs #47 vr3_Exc_3 -1 0 0 0 
EigAs#48 vr3_Exc_4 -1 0 0 0 

Eigenvalues of 2A4M on manual control for different damping coefficients (pSA 1) 

Effects of Damping coefficients on frequency and damping ratios - PSAT 
Af (Hz) A~ (%) Af (Hz) A~ (%) 

Inter-area 0.0046 10.7243 
Kd=-10 Local area-1 0.0015 5.1798 

Local area-2 0.0014 5.2419 

EIGENVALUE REPORT 

P SA T 2.1.2 

Author: Federico Milano, (c) 2002-2008 
e-mail: Federico.Milano@uclm.es 

Kd=+10 

website: http://www.uclm.es/area/ gsee/Web/Federico 

0.0021 
0.0015 
0.0019 

File: T:\psat\M2. Two Area 4 Machine Model\1. Manual Control\d_2area_kdO 
Date: 23-Nov-2009 10:27:40 

STATE MATRIX EIGENV ALVES 

Eigevalue Most Associated States Real part Imag. Part Pseudo-
FrequencFrequency 
EigAs # 9 delta_Syn_2, omega_Syn_2 -0.89861 7.8217 1.2449 
EigAs #10 delta_Syn~, omega_SytL2 -0.89861 -7.8217 1.2449 
1.2531 
EigAs #11 omega_Syn_ 4, delta_Sy~ 4 -0.9227 8.0393 1.2795 
EigAs #12 omega_Syn_ 4, delta_Syn_ 4 -0.9227 -8.0393 1.2795 
EigAs #13 omega_Syn_1, delta_Syn_1 -0.20162 3.7576 0.59803 
0.59889 
EigAs #14 omega_Syn_1, delta_Syn_1 -0.20162 -3.7576 0.59803 
0.59889 

EIGENV ALVE REPORT 

-10.6044 
-5.1374 
-5.2041 

1.2531 

1.2879 
1.2879 
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P SA T 2.1.2 

Author: Federico Milano, (c) 2002-2008 
e-mail: Federico.Milano@uclm.es 
website: http://www.uclm.es/area/ gsee/W eb/Federico 

File: T:\psat\M2. Two Area 4 Machine Model\l. Maoual Cootrol\d_2area_kdml0 
Date: 23-Nov-200910:28:00 

STATE MATRIX EIGENVALUES 

Eigevalue Most Associated States Real part 
FrequencFrequency 
EigAs# 9 delta_Syo_2, omega_Syn~ -0.48796 
EigAs#10 delta_Syo~, omega_Syo_2 
1.2458 
EigAs #11 delta_Syo_ 4, omega_Syo_ 4 
1.2805 
EigAs #12 delta_Syo_ 4, omega_Syo_ 4 
1.2805 
EigAs#13 delta_Syo_l,omega_Syo_l 
0.59431 
EigAs #14 delCLSyo_l,omega_Syo_l 
0.59431 

EIGENVALUE REPORT 

P SA T 2.1.2 

Author: Federico Milano, (c) 2002-2008 
e-mail: Federico.Milano@uclm.es 

-0.48796 

-0.49566 

-0.49566 

0.20039 

0.20039 

Imag.Part 

7.8124 
-7.8124 

8.0303 

-8.0303 

3.7288 

-3.7288 

website: http://www.uclm.es/area/gsee/Web/Federico 

Pseudo-

1.2434 1.2458 
1.2434 

1.2781 

1.2781 

0.59345 

0.59345 

File: T:\psat\M2. Two Area 4 Machine Model\l. Manual Cootrol\d~area~dpl0 
Date: 23-Nov-2009 10:28:13 

STATE MATRIX EIGENVALUES 

Eigevalue Most Associated States Real part 
FrequencFrequeocy 
Eig As # 9 omega_Syo_2, delta_Syo~ -1.3111 
Eig As #10 omega_Syo_2, delta_Syn~ -1.3111 
Eig As #11 omega_Syo_ 4, delta_Syo_ 4 -1.3519 
Eig As #12 omega_Syo_ 4, delta_Syo_ 4 -1.3519 
Eig As #13 omega_Syo_l, delta_Syo_l -0.60549 
0.60371 

Imag. Part 

7.8123 
-7.8123 
8.0277 

-8.0277 
3.7446 

Pseudo-

1.2434 1.2608 
1.2434 1.2608 
1.2776 1.2956 
1.2776 1.2956 
0.59597 
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Eig As #14 omega_Syn_l, delta_Syn_l -0.60549 
0.60371 

H.2.2.2. PacDyn results 

1. Manual control 

-3.7446 0.59597 

PacDyn - Small Signal Stability Analysis of Electrical Power Systems 

=================================================== 

CEPEL - Centro de Pesquisas de Energia Eletrica 

Version 8.1 - August 2008 
Initializing dynamic data 

Reading dynamic data ....... P:\2area 26089\2area_dyn_withAra_with_sat.dyn 

Case Tide 

Two area system, Manual Control, Bus#3 as a reference machine 
PacDyn Fonnat Electical Network Data File 
PacDyn Dynamic Data File, DS Mudau 

System Data 

System Frequency: 60.0 Hertz 
System MV A Base: 100.0 MV A 

Initializing network data 
Reading network data ....... P: \2area 26089\2are~elec.sav 

BUS DATA 

x ----X ------------X --X --X --------X --------X --------X ----------X ---------X ---------X ---------X-
--------X 

BUS VOLTAGE GENERATION LOAD 
SHUNT 

NUM. NAME TP AR MAGNIT. ANGLE MW Mvar MW Mvar 
MW Mvar 
X ----X ------------X --X --X --------X ---------X -------X ----------X ---------X ---------X ---------X
--------X 

1 BUSOl 1.0300 20.0477 700.00 179.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 BUS02 1.0100 10.2984 700.00 220.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3 BUS03 1.0300 -6.8000 718.50 168.79 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4 BUS04 1.0100 -16.9590 700.00 185.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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5 BUS05 1.0074 13.5908 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6 BUS06 0.9805 3.5314 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
7 BUS07 0.9652 -4.8323 0.00 0.00 967.00 -100.00 0.00 
8 BUS08 0.9536 -18.5790 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
9 BUS09 0.9763 -32.0450 0.00 0.00 1767.00 -250.00 0.00 

10 BUS10 0.9862 -23.6860 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11 BUS11 1.0094 -13.4150 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LINE DATA 

}(---------}(----}(----------}(----------}(----------}(----------}(----------)( 
BUS CIRC RESIST. REACT. SUSCEP. TAP ANGLE 

FROM TO NUM. pu pu Mvar pu Degree 
}(----}(----}(----}(----------}(----------}(----------}(----------)(----------}( 

151 
262 
3 11 3 
4 10 4 
565 
676 
787 
7 8 8 
899 
8 9 10 
9 10 11 
10 11 12 

0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 

0.0025 
0.0010 
0.0110 
0.0110 
0.0110 
0.0110 
0.0010 
0.0025 

0.0167 0.0000 
0.0167 0.0000 
0.0167 0.0000 
0.0167 0.0000 
0.0250 4.3750 
0.0100 1.7500 
0.1100 19.2500 
0.1100 19.2500 
0.1100 19.2500 
0.1100 19.2500 
0.0100 1.7500 
0.0250 4.3750 

Converged Load Flow 

Maximum specified tolerances: 

Voltage module: 
Voltage angle: 
Active power: 
Reactive power: 

0.00072 ( pu ). 
0.05000 (degrees). 
1.00000 (% ). 
1.00000 ( % ). 

Maximum differences found : 

Voltage module: 0.80255E-04 ( pu ) on bus 7. 
Voltage angle: 0.44803E-03 (degrees) on bus 5. 
Active power: 0.79873E-01 (MW ) on bus 1. 
Reactive power: 0.17854E-01 (Mvar ) on bus 1. 

Synchronous Machine Dynamic Data 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
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+------- Identification -------+--- Mechanical ---+---------------- Reactances (pu) ----------
----+------+--- Time Constants (s) ---+--- Saturation ----+------+ 

S Bus Gen. MV A Damp Transient Synchronous Sub-Transient 
Ra Transient Sub-Transient Freq. 
T No. No. Bus Name M UP Base Inert. (1/ s) D-axis Q-axis D-axis Q-axis D-axis 

Q-axis Potier (pu) D-axis Q-axis D-axis Q-axis ABC (HZ) 
+-+-----+----+------------+-+--+------+------+----+------+------+------+------+------+-----

1 0 BUS01 5 1 900.0 6.500 0.000.3000 0.5500 1.8000 1.70000.25000.2500 
0.0000 0.003 8.000 0.400 0.030 0.050 0.015 9.600 0.900 60.00 

2 0 BUS02 5 1 900.0 6.500 0.000.3000 0.5500 1.8000 1.7000 0.2500 0.2500 
0.0000 0.003 8.000 0.400 0.030 0.050 0.015 9.600 0.900 60.00 

3 0 BUS03 5 1 900.0 6.175 0.00 0.3000 0.5500 1.8000 1.70000.25000.2500 
0.0000 0.003 8.000 0.400 0.030 0.050 0.015 9.600 0.900 60.00 

4 0 BUS04 5 1 900.0 6.175 0.00 0.3000 0.5500 1.8000 1.70000.25000.2500 
0.0000 0.003 8.000 0.400 0.030 0.050 0.015 9.600 0.900 60.00 

INITIAL CONDITIONS 

(------ bus ------) s/m rotor mechanic ( terminal power ) (terminal voltage) 
terminal field 

name no. no. angle power active reactive modulus angle current 
voltage 

degree MW MW Mvar pu degree pu pu 

BUS01 
1.9358 

BUS02 
2.0035 

BUS03 
1.9473 

BUS04 
1.9540 

1 0 63.381 701.37 700.00 179.00 1.0300 20.048 7.015 

2 0 52.887 701.47 700.00 220.10 1.0100 10.298 7.265 

3 0 37.676 719.92 718.50 168.79 1.0300 -6.800 7.166 

4 0 26.981 701.43 700.00 185.03 1.0100 -16.959 7.169 

System Summary On Off Tot. Max. 
+------------------------------------------------+------+------+-----+------+ 
AC buses 11 120 
AC branches 12 25000 
Non-linear loads 0 16000 
Dynamic loads 0 16000 
PV /Slack buses 0 3000 
Infinite buses 0 16000 
Induction motors 0 0 500 
HVDC converters 0 0 40 

+-----------------------------------------------+------+------+------+------+ 
Synchronous machines 4 0 4 3000 
Excitation systems (built-in) 0 0 0 3000 
Excitation systems (UDC) 0 0 0 4000 
Rotor speed control systems (built-in) 0 0 0 3000 
Rotor speed control systems (UDC) 0 0 0 4000 
Power system stabilizers (built-in) 0 0 0 1000 
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Power system stabilizers (ODC) 
FACTS devices (built-in) 
User defined controllers 

System Summary 

o 
o 0 
o 0 

o 0 4000 
o 20 
o 4000 

~---------------------------------------------------------------------~------~ 
Reference generator bus nwnber 3 
Reference generator nwnber 0 
Abort on power flow error? YES 

Matrix Summary: Jacobian & State Matrices 

Description Nwn. Max. 

~------------------------------------------------------------~-------~-------~ 
Jacobian matrix dimension 90 150000 
Nwnber of non-zero elements 318 900000 
Nwnber of state variables 23 
Nwnber of algebraic variables 58 
Nwnber of null variables 9 
State matrix dimension (for full system eigensolution) 23 4000 

Synchronous Machine Control Data 

Bus Gen. Synchr. A VR GOV PSS 
No. Bus Name No. M Conden. (M)/UD (M)/UD (M)/UD Inp1 Inp2Inp3 ... 
~-----~------------~----~-~-------~-------~-------~--------------------------~ 

1 BUS01 05 no 
2 BUS02 05no 
3 BUS03 05 no 
4 BUS04 05 no 

Spining Reserve Data 

Bus Gen. No. MV A Base Gener. Load. 
No. No. Bus Name Unto Unit Total MVA % Status 
~-----~----~------------~----~-------~-------~-------~-----~-----------------~ 

1 0 BUS01 1 900.0 900.0 722.5 80.3 Ok 
2 0 BUS02 1 900.0 900.0 733.8 81.5 Ok 
3 0 BUS03 1 900.0 900.0 738.1 82.0 Ok 
4 0 BUS04 1 900.0 900.0 724.0 80.4 Ok 

EIGENVALUES 

No. Real Imaginary Damp (%) Freq (HZ) Maximwn Participation Factor 
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1 -37.17218 EQ" BUS02 # 2 
2 -37.10766 EQ" BUS03 # 3 
3 -35.86773 ED" BUS02 # 2 
4 -35.65510 ED" BUS03 # 3 
5 -34.96023 EQ" BUS03 # 3 
6 -34.12909 EQ" BUSOI # 1 
7 -29.93128 ED" BUS03 # 3 
8 -28.95899 ED" BUSOI # 1 
9 -.5527338 +j 7.032781 « 7.84 1.12DELT BUS04 # 4 

10 
11 -.5489639 +j 6.809021 8.04 1.08DELT BUS02 # 2 
12 
13 -5.268755 ED' BUS04 # 4 
14 -5.238942 ED' BUS02 # 2 
15 -3.835550 ED' BUS03 # 3 
16 -.9563500E-Ol +j 3.423770 «< 2.79 0.54DELT BUSOI # 1 
17 
18 -3.102541 ED' BUS02 # 2 
19 -.3140507 EQ' BUS02 # 2 
20 -.2168714 EQ' BUSOI # 1 
21 -.2078740 EQ' BUS03 # 3 
22 -.577 4135E-Ol WW BUS03 # 3 
23 -.1836858E-12 WW BUSOI # 1 

2. A VR and PSS 

PacDyn - Small Signal Stability Analysis of Electrical Power Systems 

=================================================== 

CEPEL - Centro de Pesquisas de Energia Eletrica 

Version 8.1 - August 2008 

Initializing dynamic data 

Reading dynamic data ....... P: \A VR HTG and PSS\2area_dyn_witlLxLra_with_sat.dyn 

Case Tide 

Two area system, Manual Control, Bus#3 as a reference machine 
PacDyn Format Electical Network Data File 
PacDyn Dynamic Data File, DS Mudau 

System Data 

System Frequency: 60.0 Hertz 
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System MV A Base: 100.0 MV A 

Initializing network data 
Reading network data ....... P:\A VR HTG and PSS\2area_elec.sav 

BUS DATA 

x ----X --------X --X --X -------X --------X -------X --------X --------X --------X --------X --------X 
BUS VOLTAGE GENERATION LOAD 

SHUNT 
NUM. NAME TP AR MAGNIT. ANGLE MW Mvar MW Mvar 

MW Mvar 
X ----X ---------X --X --X ------X --------X -------X --------X --------X --------X --------X --------X 

1 BUSOl 1.0300 20.0477 700.00 179.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 BUS02 1.0100 10.2984 700.00 220.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3 BUS03 1.0300 -6.8000 718.50 168.79 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4 BUS04 1.0100 -16.9590 700.00 185.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5 BUS05 1.0074 13.5908 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6 BUS06 0.9805 3.5314 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
7 BUS07 0.9652 -4.8323 0.00 0.00 967.00 -100.00 0.00 0.00 
8 BUS08 0.9536 -18.5790 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
9 BUS09 0.9763 -32.0450 0.00 0.00 1767.00 -250.00 0.00 0.00 

BUS DATA 

X ----X --------X --X --X -------X --------X -------X --------X --------X --------X --------X --------X 
BUS VOLTAGE GENERATION LOAD 

SHUNT 
NUM. NAME TP AR MAGNIT. ANGLE MW Mvar MW Mvar 

MW Mvar 
X----X---------X--X--X------X--------X-------X--------X--------X-------X--------X--------X 

10 BUSI0 
11 BUS11 

0.9862 -23.6860 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1.0094 -13.4150 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LINE DATA 

X --------X ----X ----------X ----------X ----------X ---------X ----------X 
BUS CIRC RESIST. REACT. SUSCEP. TAP ANGLE 

FROM TO NUM. pu pu Mvar pu Degree 
X----X----X----X----------X---------X---------X--------X---------X 

1 5 1 0.0000 0.0167 0.0000 
2 6 2 0.0000 0.0167 0.0000 
3 11 3 0.0000 0.0167 0.0000 
4 10 4 0.0000 0.0167 0.0000 
5 6 5 0.0025 0.0250 4.3750 
6 7 6 0.0010 0.0100 1.7500 
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7 8 7 0.0110 0.1100 19.2500 
7 8 8 0.0110 0.1100 19.2500 
8 9 9 0.0110 0.1100 19.2500 
8 9 10 0.0110 0.1100 19.2500 
9 10 11 0.0010 0.0100 1.7500 
10 11 12 0.0025 0.0250 4.3750 

Converged Load Flow 

Maximum specified tolerances: 

Voltage module: 
Voltage angle: 

0.00072 ( pu ). 
0.05000 (degrees). 

Active power: 1.00000 ( % ). 
Reactive power: 1.00000 (% ). 

Maximum differences found : 

Voltage module: 0.80255E-04 ( pu ) on bus 7. 
Voltage angle: 0.44803E-03 (degrees) on bus 5. 
Active power: 0.79873E-Ol (MW ) on bus 1. 
Reactive power: 0.17854E-Ol (Mvar ) on bus 1. 

Synchronous Machine Dynamic Data 

+------ Identification -------+--- Mechanical ---+---------------- Reactances (pu) ----------
----+------+--- Time Constants (s) ----+--- Saturation ----+------+ 

S Bus Gen. MV A Damp Transient Synchronous Sub-Transient 
Ra Transient Sub-Transient Freq. 

T No. No. Bus Name M UP Base Inert. (l/s) D-axis Q-axis D-axis Q-axis D-axis 
Q-axis Potier (pu) D-axis Q-axis D-axis Q-axis ABC (HZ) 
+-+-----+----+-----------+-+--+------+------+----+------+-----+------+------+------+-----

1 0 BUSOl 5 1 900.0 6.500 0.00 0.3000 0.5500 1.8000 1.70000.2500 0.2500 
0.0000 0.003 8.000 0.400 0.030 0.050 0.015 9.600 0.900 60.00 

2 0 BUS02 5 1 900.0 6.500 0.00 0.3000 0.5500 1.8000 1.70000.25000.2500 
0.0000 0.003 8.000 0.400 0.030 0.050 0.015 9.600 0.900 60.00 

3 0 BUS03 5 1 900.0 6.175 0.00 0.3000 0.5500 1.8000 1.70000.25000.2500 
0.0000 0.003 8.000 0.400 0.030 0.050 0.015 9.600 0.900 60.00 

4 0 BUS04 5 1 900.0 6.175 0.000.3000 0.5500 1.8000 1.70000.25000.2500 
0.0000 0.003 8.000 0.400 0.030 0.050 0.015 9.600 0.900 60.00 

USER DEFINED CONTROLLER MODEL DATA 

UDC (-Block-) (- Variable --) (------------------- Parameters ------------------------) 
No. No. Type Input Output ABC D E 
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1000 --------------------------- A VR 
1 IN VB ET #NB 
2 IN VREF X22 #NB 
3 IN VPSS X23 #NB 
4 OUT X25 EFD #NB 
5LDLG ET X21 1 0 1 0.01 
6 SUM -X21 X24 1.0 

+X22 1.0 
+X23 1.0 

7 GAIN X24 X25 200 
DPAR #NB 

STOP 

USER DEFINED CONTROLLER DATA 

UDC (--Block ---) ( - Variable -) (------------------- Parameters -------------------------) 
No. No. Type Input Output ABC D E 

1 ---------------------------AVR-GEN.1 1000 AVR 
#NB 1 

2 ---------------------------AVR-GEN.2 1000 AVR 
#NB 2 

3 ---------------------------AVR-GEN.3 1000 AVR 
#NB 3 

4 --------------------------- AVR-GEN.4 1000 AVR 
#NB 4 

USER DEFINED CONTROLLER DATA 

UDC (--Block---) (- Variable -) (------------------- Parameters -------------------------) 
No. No. Type Input Output ABC D E 

11 --------------------------- PSS-GEN.1 
lOUT VPSS VPSS 1 
2IN WW WW 1 
3 GAIN WW X12 20.00 
4 LDLG X12 X13 0.000 10.00 1.000 10.00 
5 LDLG X13 X14 1.000 0.050 1.000 0.020 

STOP 6 LDLG X14 VPSS 1.000 3.000 1.000 5.400 
%Dynamic data file line # 72. 
%Warning: More outputs than references. Some outputs will be calculated. 

12 --------------------------- PSS-G EN.2 
lOUT VPSS VPSS 2 
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2IN WW WW 2 
3 GAIN WW X22 20.00 
4 LDLG X22 X23 0.000 10.00 1.000 10.00 
5 LDLG X23 X24 1.000 0.050 1.000 0.020 

STOP 6 LDLG X24 VPSS 1.000 3.000 1.000 5.400 
%Dynamic data file line # 81. 
%Waming: More outputs than references. Some outputs will be calculated. 

13 --------------------------- PSS-GEN.3 
1 OUT VPSS VPSS 3 
2IN WW WW 3 
3 GAIN WW X32 20.00 
4 LDLG X32 X33 0.000 10.00 
5 LDLG X33 X34 1.000 0.050 

STOP 6 LDLG X34 VPSS 1.000 3.000 
%Dynamic data file line # 90. 

1.000 10.00 
1.000 0.020 

1.000 5.400 

%Waming: More outputs than references. Some outputs will be calculated. 

14 --------------------------- PSS-GEN.4 
1 OUT VPSS VPSS 4 
2IN WW WW 4 
3 GAIN WW X42 20.00 
4 LDLG X42 X43 0.000 10.00 
5 LDLG X43 X44 1.000 0.050 

STOP 6 LDLG X44 VPSS 1.000 3.000 
%Dynamic data file line # 99. 

1.000 10.00 
1.000 0.020 

1.000 5.400 

%Waming: More outputs than references. Some outputs will be calculated. 

INITIAL CONDITIONS 

(------ bus ------) slm rotor mechanic ( terminal power ) (terminal voltage) 
terminal field 

name no. no. angle power active reactive modulus angle current 
voltage 

BUS01 
1.9358 

BUS02 
2.0035 

BUS03 
1.9473 

BUS04 
1.9540 

degree MW MW Mvar pu degree pu pu 

1 0 63.381 701.37 700.00 179.00 1.0300 20.048 7.015 

2 0 52.887 701.47 700.00 220.10 1.0100 10.298 7.265 

3 0 37.676 719.92 718.50 168.79 1.0300 -6.800 7.166 

4 0 26.981 701.43 700.00 185.03 1.0100 -16.959 7.169 

INITIALIZATION THROUGH NEWTON 

USER DEFINED CONTROlLER VARIABLES 
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1000AVR 
UDC Var. Init. Value Variation Mismatch 

1 ET 1.0300 0.0000 0.0000 
X22 1.0397 0.94369E-16 0.0000 
X23 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
X21 1.0300 0.0000 0.0000 
X24 0.96791E-02 0.94369E-16 0.0000 
X25 1.9358 0.0000 -0.18874E-13 

1000AVR 
UDC Var. Init. Value Variation Mismatch 

2 ET 1.0100 0.0000 0.0000 
X22 1.0200 0.27534E-15 0.0000 
X23 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
X21 1.0100 0.0000 0.0000 
X24 0.1OO18E-01 0.53291E-16 -0.22204E-15 
X25 2.0035 0.0000 -0.10658E-13 

1000AVR 
UDC Var. Init. Value Variation Mismatch 

3 ET 1.0300 0.0000 0.0000 
X22 1.0397 0.25646E-15 0.0000 
X23 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
X21 1.0300 0.0000 0.0000 
X24 0.97366E-02 0.34417E-16 -0.22204E-15 
X25 1.9473 0.0000 -0.68834E-14 

1000AVR 
UDC Var. Init. Value Variation Mismatch 

4 ET 1.0100 0.0000 0.0000 
X22 1.0198 0.56621E-16 0.0000 
X23 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
X21 1.0100 0.0000 0.0000 
X24 0.97699E-02 0.56621E-16 0.0000 
X25 1.9540 0.0000 -0. 11324E-13 

UDC Var. Init. V alue Variation Mismatch 

11WW 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
X12 20.000 0.0000 0.0000 
X13 0.0000 -0.35527E-14 -O.35527E-14 
X14 0.0000 -O.34417E-14 0.0000 
VPSS 0.0000 -O.35527E-14 -0.86351E-16 

UDC Var. Init. V alue Variation Mismatch 

12 WW 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
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X22 
X23 
X24 
VPSS 

20.000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 

0.0000 0.0000 
-0.35527E-14 -0.35527E-14 
-0.34417E-14 0.0000 
-0.35527E-14 -0.86351E-16 

UDC Vat. Init. Value Variation Mismatch 

13WW 
X32 
X33 
X34 
VPSS 

1.0000 
20.000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 

0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 

-0.35527E-14 -O.35527E-14 
-0.34417E-14 0.0000 
-O.35527E-14 -0.86351E-16 

UDC Vat. Init. V alue Variation Mismatch 

14WW 
X42 
X43 
X44 
VPSS 

1.0000 
20.000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 

0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 

-0.35527E-14 -O.35527E-14 
-0.34417E-14 0.0000 
·0.35527E-14 -0.86351E-16 

Number of iterations to calculate initial values of UDC variables: 2. 

System Summary On Off Tot. Max. 
-r-------------------------------------------------r-------r-------r-------r-------r 
AC buses 11 120 
AC branches 12 25000 
Non-lineat loads 0 16000 
Dynamic loads 0 16000 
PV /Slack buses 0 3000 
Infinite buses 0 16000 
Induction motors 0 0 500 
HVDC converters 0 0 40 

-r-------------------------------------------------r-------r-------r-------r-------r 
Synchronous machines 4 0 4 3000 
Excitation systems (built-in) 0 0 0 3000 
Excitation systems (UDC) 4 0 4 4000 
Rotor speed control systems (built-in) 0 0 0 3000 
Rotor speed control systems (UDC) 0 0 0 4000 
Power system stabilizers (built-in) 0 0 0 1000 
Power system stabilizers (UDC) 4 0 4 4000 
FACTS devices (built-in) 0 0 0 20 
User defined controllers 8 0 8 4000 

System Summary 
-r---------------------------------------------------------------------r-------r 
Reference generator bus number 3 
Reference generator number 0 
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Abort on power flow error? YES 

Matrix Summary: Jacobian & State Matrices 

Description Nwn. Max. 
1-------------------------------------------------------------1--------1--------1-
Jacobian matrix dimension 150 150000 
Nwnber of non-zero elements 470 900000 
Nwnber of state variables 39 
Nwnber of algebraic variables 102 
Nwnber of null variables 9 
State matrix dimension (for full system eigensolution) 39 4000 

Synchronous Machine Control Data 

Bus Gen. Synchr. A VR GOV PSS 
No. Bus Name No. M Conden. (M)/UD (M)/UD (M)/UD Inp1 Inp2 Inp3 '" 
1------1-------------1-----1--1--------1--------1--------1---------------------------1-

1 BUS01 0 5 no 1 11 WW 
2 BUS02 05 no 2 12 WW 
3 BUS03 05no 3 13 WW 
4 BUS04 05no 4 14 WW 

Spining Reserve Data 

Bus Gen. No. MY A Base Gener. Load. 
No. No. Bus Name Unto Unit Total MY A % Status 
1------1-----1-------------1-----1--------1--------1--------1------1------------------1-

1 0 BUS01 1 900.0 900.0 722.5 80.3 Ok 
2 0 BUS02 1 900.0 900.0 733.8 81.5 Ok 
3 0 BUS03 1 900.0 900.0 738.1 82.0 Ok 
4 0 BUS04 1 900.0 900.0 724.0 80.4 Ok 

EIGENVALUES 

No. Real Imaginary Damp (%) Freq (HZ) Maximwn Participation Factor 

1 -97.56031 X 0005 A VR-GEN.4 # 4 
2 -97.49699 X 0005 A VR-GEN.2 # 2 
3 -95.94106 X 0005 A VR-GEN.3 # 3 
4 -95.34011 X0005AVR-GEN.2 # 2 
5 -50.57113 X 0005 PSS-GEN.4 # 14 
6 -50.52309 X 0005 PSS-GEN.2 # 12 
7 -50.30550 X 0005 PSS-GEN.3 # 13 
8 -50.25535 X 0005 PSS-GEN.1 # 11 
9 -36.15705 ED" BUS04 # 4 
10 -36.05449 ED" BUS02 # 2 
11 -31.68160 ED" BUS03 # 3 
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12 -30.86805 ED" BUS01 # 1 
13 -17.48323 +j 18.73111 68.23 2.98EQ' BUS04 # 4 
14 
15 -25.31529 EQ" BUS03 # 3 
16 -24.69490 EQ" BUS01 # 1 
17 -18.19558 +j 15.35513 76.42 2.44EQ' BUS01 # 1 
18 
19 -13.69759 EQ' BUS02 # 2 
20 -12.99581 EQ' BUS04 # 4 
21 -2.098535 +j 8.611350 23.68 1.37DELT BUS04 # 4 
22 
23 -2.009961 +j 8.269362 « 23.62 1.32WW BUS02 # 2 
24 
25 -.6936547 +j 3.862263 «< 17.68 0.61 DELT BUS01 # 1 
26 
27 -3.687203 ED' BUS04 # 4 
28 -3.534369 ED' BUS02 # 2 
29 -2.755530 ED' BUS01 # 1 
30 -2.705929 ED' BUS03 # 3 
31 -1.240491 WW BUS02 # 2 
32 -.3714346 X 0006 PSS-GEN.2 # 12 
33 -.1786782 +j 0.3224392E-03 100.00 0.00 X 0006 PSS-GEN.3 # 13 
34 
35 -.1779373 X 0006 PSS-GEN.4 # 14 
36 -.1033928 X 0004 PSS-GEN.4 # 14 
37 -.1030594 +j 0.1858201E-03 100.00 0.00 X 0004 PSS-GEN.3 # 13 
38 
390.3816402E-12 *** X 0004 PSS-GEN.2 # 12 

Eigenvalues of 2A4M on manual control for different damping coefficients (pacDyn) 

Effects of Damping coefficients on frequency and damping ratios - PacDyn 

Kd=-10 

Kd=O Real 
Inter-area 
Local area-1 
Local area-2 

Kd=-10 
Factor 
Inter-area 
Local area-1 
Local area-2 

~f(Hz) ~~(%) ~f(Hz) ~~(%) 

Inter-area 0.0003 1.283 -3E-04 -1.2805 
Local area-1 0.0002 0.6527 Kd=+10 -lE-04 -0.652 
Local area-2 0.0002 0.6633 -2E-04 -0.6626 

Imaginary Freq. (Hz) Damp(%) Participation Factor 
-0.09211 3.4265 0.5453 2.6873 DELT BUS01 # 1 
-0.57266.8115 1.0841 8.3764 DELT BUS02 # 2 
-0.57427.0355 1.1197 8.1343 DELT BUS04 # 4 

Real Imaginary Freq. (Hz) Damp(%) Participation 

-0.04809 3.4244 0.545 1.4043 DELT BUS01 # 1 
-0.52766.8102 1.0839 7.7237 DELT BUS02 # 2 
-0.527 7.0342 1.1195 7.471 DELT BUS04 # 4 
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Kd=+10 Real Imaginary Freq. (Hz) Damp(%) Participation 
Factor 
Inter-area -0.13613.428 0.5456 3.9678 DELT BUS01 # 1 
Local area-1 -0.61766.8125 1.0842 9.0284 DELT BUS02 # 2 
Local area-2 -0.62147.0366 1.1199 8.7969 DELT BUS04 # 4 

A VR and PSS with ZIP loads (Eigenvalues only) 

Real Imaginary ModuleFreq. (Hz) Damp(%) Part. Factor 
1 -0.53613.8744 3.9113 0.6166 13.706 DELT BUS01 # 1 
2 -0.5361-3.8744 3.9113 -0.616613.706 
3 -2.08548.4650 8.7181 1.3473 23.920 DELT BUS04 # 4 
4 -2.0854-8.46508.7181 -1.347323.920 
5 -2.01408.1567 8.4017 1.2982 23.971 WW BUS02 # 2 
6 -2.0140 -8.15678.4017 -1.298223.971 
7 -17.54422.482 28.517 3.5781 61.522 EQ' BUS04 # 4 
8 -17.544-22.48228.517 -3.578161.522 
9 -18.47916.623 24.855 2.6456 74.347 EQ' BUS01 # 1 
10 -18.479-16.62324.855 -2.645674.347 
11 -97.4830. 97.483 O. 100.00 X 0005 A VR-GEN.3 # 3 
12 -97.4230. 97.423 O. 100.00 X 0005 AVR-GEN.1 # 1 
13 -95.6490. 95.649 O. 100.00 X 0005 AVR-GEN.1 # 1 
14 -94.5020. 94.502 O. 100.00 X 0005 AVR-GEN.4 # 4 
15 -50.5400. 50.540 O. 100.00 X 0005 PSS-GEN.4 # 14 
16 -50.5030. 50.503 O. 100.00 X 0005 PSS-GEN.2 # 12 
17 -50.2160. 50.216 O. 100.00 X 0005 PSS-GEN.3 # 13 
18 -50.2020. 50.202 O. 100.00 X 0005 PSS-GEN.1 # 11 
19 -36.1390. 36.139 O. 100.00 ED" BUS04 # 4 
20 -36.0320. 36.032 O. 100.00 ED" BUS02 # 2 
21 -31.5500. 31.550 O. 100.00 ED" BUS03 # 3 
22 -30.7010. 30.701 O. 100.00 ED" BUS01 # 1 
23 -24.7810. 24.781 O. 100.00 EQ" BUS03 # 3 
24 -24.0480. 24.048 O. 100.00 EQ" BUS01 # 1 
25 -14.4170. 14.417 O. 100.00 EQ' BUS01 # 1 
26 -13.6470. 13.647 O. 100.00 EQ' BUS04 # 4 
27 -3.63400. 3.6340 O. 100.00 ED' BUS04 # 4 
28 -3.49830. 3.4983 O. 100.00 ED' BUS02 # 2 
29 -2.78210. 2.7821 O. 100.00 ED' BUS01 # 1 
30 -2.73370. 2.7337 O. 100.00 ED' BUS03 # 3 
31 -0.58180. 0.5818 O. 100.00 X 0006 PSS-GEN.4 # 14 
32 -0.47030. 0.4703 O. 100.00 X 0006 PSS-GEN.4 # 14 
33 -0.18020. 0.1802 O. 100.00 X 0006 PSS-GEN.3 # 13 
34 -0.17860. 0.1786 O. 100.00 X 0006 PSS-GEN.1 # 11 
35 -0.17810. 0.1781 O. 100.00 X 0006 PSS-GEN.3 # 13 
36 -0.10330. 0.1033 O. 100.00 X 0004 PSS-GEN.3 # 13 
37 -0.10310. 0.1031 O. 100.00 X 0004 PSS-GEN.1 # 11 
38 -0.10230. 0.1023 O. 100.00 X 0004 PSS-GEN.3 # 13 
39 -2.31967e-015 O. 2.31967e-015 O. 100.00 X 0004 PSS-GEN.2 # 
12 
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H.2.2.3. MatNetEig results 

Manual control 

» mne_inf 
load flow d-pstv2~area_100mva_31 
converged in 4 iterations 

Eigenvalue freq [Hz] damping ratio 
0.0023 0 -1.0000 

-0.0023 0 1.0000 
-0.0559 0 1.0000 
-0.2699 0 1.0000 
-0.2807 0 1.0000 
-0.3020 0 1.0000 
-2.9568 0 1.0000 
-0.0910 - 3.4279i 0.5456 0.0265 
-0.0910 + 3.4279i 0.5456 0.0265 
-3.6482 0 1.0000 
-4.9409 0 1.0000 
-4.9779 0 1.0000 
-0.5086 - 6.8466i 1.0897 0.0741 
-0.5086 + 6.8466i 1.0897 0.0741 
-0.5135 - 7.0693i 1.1251 0.0725 
-0.5135 + 7.0693i 1.1251 0.0725 
-30.1888 0 1.0000 
-31.1724 0 1.0000 
-34.8168 0 1.0000 
-35.6715 0 1.0000 
-36.6895 0 1.0000 
-36.8536 0 1.0000 
-37.8393 0 1.0000 
-37.9281 0 1.0000 

AVRand PSS 

» mneJnf 
ST1a Static excitation system as a simple exciter modd - 10 
Power system stabiliser, PSS 
load flow d-pstv2_2area_100mva_31 
converged in 4 iterations 

Eigenvalue freq [Hz] 
-0.0000 - 0.0005i 0.0001 
-0.0000 + 0.0005i 0.0001 
-0.1023 - 0.0001i 0.0000 
-0.1023 + O.OOOli 0.0000 
-0.1025 0 
-0.1800 0 
-0.1803 - 0.0003i 0.0000 

damping ratio 
0.0027 
0.0027 

1.0000 
1.0000 

1.0000 
1.0000 

1.0000 
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-0.1803 + 0.0003i 0.0000 
-0.3714 0 
-1.2299 0 
-3.7469 0 
-3.8336 0 
-0.6734 - 3.7799i 0.6016 
-0.6734 + 3.7799i 0.6016 
-4.2778 0 
-4.4394 0 
-2.0598 - 8.0104i 1.2749 
-2.0598 + 8.0104i 1.2749 
-2.1659 - 8.3682i 1.3318 
-2.1659 + 8.3682i 1.3318 

-11.0617 0 
-11.5880 0 
-17.8348 -14.9458i 2.3787 
-17.8348 +14.9458i 2.3787 
-17.2693 -18.3798i 2.9252 
-17.2693 +18.3798i 2.9252 
-25.6021 0 
-26.0629 0 
-32.4262 0 
-33.2875 0 
-37.5576 0 
-37.6409 0 
-50.2586 0 
-50.3100 0 
-50.5443 0 
-50.5919 0 
-95.3255 0 
-95.9214 0 
-97.4829 0 
-97.5446 0 

1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 

0.1754 
0.1754 

1.0000 
1.0000 

0.2490 
0.2490 

0.2506 
0.2506 

1.0000 
1.0000 

0.7665 
0.7665 

0.6847 
0.6847 

1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 

Eigenvalues of 2A4M on manual control for different damping coefficients (MatNetEig) 

Effects of Damping coefficients on frequency and dampinJ ratios - MatNetEig 
Af(Hz) 

Inter-area 0.0063 
Kd=-10 Local area-1 0.003 

Local area-2 0.004 

Kd=O Eigenvalue freq [Hz] 
Inter-area -0.09213 + 3.427i 
Local area-1 -0.5726 + 6.811i 
Local area-2 -0.5742 + 7.036i 

A~(%) 

11.640% 
5.897% Kd=+10 
5.993% 

damping ratio 
0.5453 2.688% 
1.084 8.376% 
1.12 8.134% 

Kd= -10 
Inter-area 
Local area-1 
Local area-2 

Eigenvalue freq [Hz] damping ratio 
-8.952% 
2.479% 
2.141% 

0.3044 + 3.387i 0.539 
-0.1684 + 6.791i 1.081 
-0.1502 + 7.013i 1.116 

Af(Hz) AC(%) 
0.0012 -11.432% 

0 -5.844% 
0 -5.936% 
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Kd= +10 
lnt~r-He. 

Loc.l .re.- l 
Loc. l ", •• -2 

E igt'nnluc freg [liz] damping ratio 
14. 120"/0 -0.4877 + 3419i 0.5441 

-0.9786 + 6812i 
-1 0 + 7.035; 1 120 

1.084 14.220'% 
14.07(1% 

AVR and I'SS with ZIP lo.d, (Eigenvalu"" only) 
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H.3. A matrix 

Due to the volume of the data, only the A matrix results for the 2A4M model with A VR 

and PSS are presented. 

H.3.1. PSAT 

> > mds-psactd 

<PSAT> 
Copyright (C) 2002-2008 Federico Milano 

Version 2.1.2 
June 26, 2008 

PSAT comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; type 'gnuwarranty' 
for details. nus is free software, and you are welcome to 
redistribute it under certain conditions; type 'gnulicense' 
for details. 

Host: Matlab 7.6.0.324 (R2oo8a) 
Session: 28-Aug-2oo9 11:54:25 
Usage: Command Line 
Path: F:\My Documents\MSc current\Final Simulations\psat\M2. Two Area 4 
Machine Model\4. Thyristor Exciter with high transient gain & PSS 

M-files in the current directory F:\My Documents\MSc current\Final 
Simulations \psat\M2. Two Area 4 Machine Model\4. Thyristor Exciter with high 
transient gain & PSS 

d_2area_avcpss_ with_xl_no_sat fm_call 
d_2area_avcpss_ with_xl_ with_sat 
Number of cases? > 1 

M-files in the current directory F:\My Documents\MSc current\Final 
Simulations\psat\M2. Two Area 4 Machine Model\4. Thyristor Exciter with high 
transient gain & PSS 

d_2area_avr-pss_ with.-xl_no_sat fm_call 
d_2area_aVLpss_ with.-xl_ witlLsat 

File name: d_2area_avr-pss_ with_xl_ with_sat 
Load data from file ... 

Newton-Raphson Method for Power Flow Computation 
Data file "F:\My Documents\MSc current\Final Simulations\psat\M2. Two Area 4 
Machine Model\4. Thyristor Exciter with high transient gain & 
PSS\d_2area_aVLpss_ witlutLwith_sat" 
Writing file "fm_call" ... 
PF solver: Newton-Raphson method 
Single slack bus model 
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Iteration = 1 Maximwn Convergency Error = 0.51524 
Iteration = 2 Maximwn Convergency Error = 0.09606 
Iteration = 3 Maximwn Convergency Error = 0.0082594 
Iteration = 4 Maximwn Convergency Error = 6.8443e-005 
Iteration = 5 Maximwn Convergency Error = 6.4914e-009 
Initialization of Synchronous Machines completed. 
Initialization of Automatic Voltage Regulators completed. 
Initialization of Power System Stabilizers completed. 
Power Flow completed in 0.11 s 

A= 

1.0e+003 * 

Columns 1 through 10 

0 0.3142 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-D.OOOI 0 0 0 -0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0 0 0 
-0.0004 0.0001 -0.0001 0 -0.0004 0.0000 0.0003 0 0 0 
0.0023 0 o -0.0025 0.0004 -0.0046 -0.0024 0 0 0 
-0.0026 0 0.0333 o -0.0362 -0.0000 0.0021 0 0 0 
0.0062 0 0 0.0200 0.0010 -0.0325 -0.0064 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3142 0 0 
0.0001 0 0 0 0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 0 0 0 
0.0002 0 0 0 0.0004 0.0000 -0.0003 0.0001 -0.0001 0 
-0.0033 0 0 0 -0.0006 0.0035 0.0034 0 0 -0.0025 
0.0013 0 0 0 0.0030 0.0008 -0.0024 0 0.0333 0 
-0.0088 0 0 0 -0.0016 0.0095 0.0090 0 0 0.0200 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0000 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 
0.0000 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 
-0.0001 0 0 0 -0.0000 0.0001 -0.0002 0 0 0 
0.0000 0 0 0 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0 0 0 
-0.0003 0 0 0 -0.0001 0.0003 -0.0006 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0000 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 
0.0000 0 0 0 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 
-0.0003 0 0 0 -0.0002 0.0002 -0.0006 0 0 0 
0.0000 0 0 0 0.0005 0.0003 0.0003 0 0 0 
-0.0007 0 0 0 -0.0005 0.0005 -0.0015 0 0 0 
-0.0031 0 0 0 0.0702 0.0597 0.0019 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-0.0001 5.5556 0 0 0.0012 0.0011 0.0000 0 0 0 
-0.0008 0 0 0 0.0059 0.0056 -0.0016 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-0.0000 0 0 0 0.0001 0.0001 -0.0000 5.5556 0 0 
-0.0001 0 0 0 0.0004 0.0005 0.0001 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-D.OOOO 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 
-0.0003 0 0 0 0.0008 0.0010 -0.0000 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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-0.0000 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 0 0 0 
0 -0.0020 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -1.5000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0.0041 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 o -0.0020 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 o -1.5000 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0041 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Columns 11 through 20 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0001 -0.0001 0.0000 0 0 0 0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 0 
0.0004 -0.0001 0.0000 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 
0.0008 0.0035 -0.0000 0 0 0 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0 
0.0031 -0.0002 0.0001 0 0 0 0.0002 0.0000 0.0004 0 
0.0022 0.0096 -0.0000 0 0 0 0.0004 0.0004 0.0002 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0 0 0 0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 0 
-0.0003 0.0001 0.0000 0 0 0 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0 
0.0006 -0.0060 -0.0001 0 0 0 0.0002 0.0003 -0.0000 0 
-0.0358 0.0001 0.0003 0 0 0 0.0005 0.0001 0.0008 0 
0.0016 -0.0361 -0.0002 0 0 0 0.0006 0.0008 -0.0000 0 

0 0 0 0.3142 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0001 0 0 o -0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0 
0.0001 0.0000 -0.0004 0.0001 -0.0001 o -0.0003 0.0000 0.0003 0 

-0.0000 0.0003 0.0023 0 o -0.0025 0.0005 -0.0047 -0.0020 0 
0.0005 0.0002 -0.0026 0 0.0333 o -0.0359 0.0001 0.0024 0 

-0.0000 0.0007 0.0063 0 0 0.0200 0.0013 -0.0327 -0.0054 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3142 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0 0 0 0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 0 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0 0 0 0.0004 0.0001 -0.0003 0.0001 
-0.0003 0.0005 -0.0030 0 0 0 -0.0005 0.0033 0.0038 0 
0.0011 0.0005 0.0015 0 0 0 0.0035 0.0010 -0.0018 0 
-0.0007 0.0013 -0.0081 0 0 0 -0.0013 0.0089 0.0103 0 
0.0076 0.0035 0.0003 0 0 0 0.0007 0.0002 0.0009 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 
0.0718 0.0578 0.0005 0 0 0 0.0014 0.0005 0.0018 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0013 0.0011 0.0000 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 
0.0011 0.0008 -0.0029 0 0 0 0.0697 0.0612 0.0029 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0000 0.0000 -0.0001 5.5556 0 0 0.0012 0.0011 0.0001 0 
0.0021 0.0016 -0.0001 0 0 0 0.0070 0.0059 0.0004 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 0 0 0 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 5.5556 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 o -0.0020 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 o -1.5000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0.0041 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.0020 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.5000 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0041 

Columns 21 through 30 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0000 -0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0001 -0.0000 0 0 0.0001 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0004 0.0002 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0005 -0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0011 0.0006 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0000 -0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0001 -0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0.0001 
0 0 0.0006 0.0005 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0012 -0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0017 0.0014 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0001 -0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0004 -0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0010 0.0033 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0036 -0.0002 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0028 0.0090 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -0.0001 0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 0 

-0.0001 o -0.0002 0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o -0.0025 0.0008 -0.0064 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.0333 o -0.0347 0.0002 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0.0200 0.0021 -0.0374 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0016 0.0001 -0.1000 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 o -0.0010 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0000 0.0000 -0.2000 0.0010 -0.0010 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0032 0.0004 0 0 o -0.1000 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o -0.0010 0 
0 0 0.0001 0.0000 0 0 o -0.2000 0.0010 -0.0010 
0 0 0.0089 0.0035 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0002 0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0732 0.0590 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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0 0 0.0013 0.0011 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Columns 31 through 40 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0.0001 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2778 0.1111 0.2000 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2778 

-0.1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o -0.0010 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

-0.2000 0.0010 -0.0010 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -0.1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 o -0.0010 0 0 0 0 0 
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0 0 0 -0.2000 0.0010 -0.0010 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 o -0.0001 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 o -0.0750 -0.0500 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0002 0.0001 -0.0002 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o -0.0001 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o -0.0750 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0002 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Columns 41 through 48 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.1111 0.2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.2778 0.1111 0.2000 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

-0.0500 0 0 
. 0.0001 -0.0002 

0 0 -0.0001 
0 0 -0.0750 
0 0 0.0002 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

e= 

-99.9124 
-99.9137 
-99.9051 
-99.9024 
-49.8959 
-49.8897 
-49.9795 
-50.0013 
-39.2340 + 0.6757i 
-39.2340 - 0.6757i 
-38.7845 + 0.7068i 
-38.7845 - 0.7068i 
-34.3071 
-32.1017 
-24.5008 
-22.2862 
-0.2134 + 7.6194i 
-0.2134 - 7.6194i 
-0.1877 + 7.4514i 
-0.1877 - 7.4514i 
0.0930 + 5.0449i 
0.0930 - 5.0449i 
0.7349 + 4.5306i 
0.7349 - 4.5306i 
-6.4757 
-6.4302 
-4.8252 
-4.2804 
-0.6538 + 3.189Oi 
-0.6538 - 3.189Oi 
-1.2134 + 2.705Oi 
-1.2134 - 2.705Oi 
-1.2100 + 2.6566i 
-1.2100 - 2.6566i 
-0.2312 

0 
0 
0 

0 0 0.2778 0.1111 0.2000 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
-0.0500 0 0 0 0 
0.0001 -0.0002 0 0 0 
0 o -0.0001 0 0 
0 o -0.0750 -0.0500 0 
0 0 0.0002 0.0001 -0.0002 
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-0.1817 
-0.1781 
-0.1779 
-0.1016 
-0.1033 
-0.1034 
0.0059 

-0.0004 
-0.0000 
-1.0000 
-1.0000 
-1.0000 
-1.0000 

Do time domain simulations [0/1] ? 0 

H.3.2. PacDyn 

»a=pacstatCF:\My Documents\MSc current\Final Simulations\PacDyn-
2A4M\2A4M\A VR HTG and PSS\Case#04\matlab.out') 

State Matrix Dimension = 39 

Reading State Matrix ... 

a= 

1.0e+003 * 

Columns 1 through 10 

-0.0343 -0.0003 0.0323 0 0.3472 -0.0016 0.0013 -0.0005 
0.0008 -0.0255 0 0.0185 0 0.0028 0.0019 0.0045 0 
0.0017 -0.0001 -0.0020 0 0.6944 -0.0001 0.0001 -0.0000 

-0.0008 0.0070 o -0.0107 0 0.0002 0.0001 0.0003 0 
-0.0001 0.0000 0 0 o -0.0001 0.0000 -0.0001 0 

0 0 0 0 0.3770 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0014 -0.0000 0 0 0 0.0008 -0.0346 -0.0006 0.0323 
0.0001 0.0049 0 0 o -0.0045 0.0018 -0.0267 0 
0.0001 -0.0000 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0017 -0.0001 -0.0020 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0.0185 

0 
0.0000 0.0003 0 0 0 -0.0003 -0.0007 0.0070 o -0.0107 
0.0000 -0.0001 0 0 0 0.0001 -0.0001 0.0000 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0001 -0.0000 0 0 0 0.0001 0.0002 -0.0001 0 0 
0.0001 0.0005 0 0 0 -0.0004 0.0004 0.0007 0 0 
0.0000 -0.0000 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 0 0 
0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 
0.0000 -0.0000 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 0 0 
0.0002 -0.0000 0 0 0 0.0002 0.0003 -0.0001 0 0 

0 

0 
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0.0001 0.0008 0 0 0 -0.0007 0.0004 0.0012 0 0 
0.0000 -0.0000 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 0 0 
0.0000 0.0001 0 0 0 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0 0 
0.0000 -0.0000 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0566 0.0458 0 0 o -0.0098 0.0190 0.0065 0 0 
0.0156 0.0127 0 0 o -0.0027 0.0561 0.0391 0 0 
0.0018 0.0009 0 0 0 0.0002 0.0031 0.0008 0 0 
0.0026 0.0019 0 0 0 -0.0002 0.0046 0.0020 0 0 

0 0 0 0 -0.0020 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 -1.5000 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0.0041 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Columns 11 through 20 

0 0.0012 0.0001 -0.0001 0 0 0 0.0000 -0.0002 0 
0 -0.0032 0.0005 0.0002 0 0 0 0.0008 0.0001 0 
0 0.0001 0.0000 -0.0000 0 0 0 0.0000 -0.0000 0 
0 -0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 0.0001 0.0000 0 
0 0.0001 -0.0000 -0.0000 0 0 o -0.0000 -0.0000 0 
0 0 0 0 0 o -0.3770 0 0 0 

0.3472 -0.0014 0.0001 -0.0002 0 0 0 0.0001 -0.0003 0 
0 0.0041 0.0007 0.0004 0 0 0 0.0012 0.0004 0 

0.6944 -0.0001 0.0000 -0.0000 0 0 0 0.0000 -0.0000 0 
0 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 0.0001 0.0000 0 
o -0.0001 -0.0000 -0.0000 0 0 o -0.0000 -0.0000 0 

0.3770 0 0 0 0 0 -0.3770 0 0 0 
0 0.0002 -0.0344 -0.0004 0.0323 0 0.3472 0.0011 -0.0007 0 
0 -0.0004 0.0012 -0.0258 0 0.0185 0 0.0023 0.0040 0 
0 0.0000 0.0017 -0.0001 -0.0020 0 0.6944 0.0001 -0.0000 0 
0 -0.0000 -0.0008 0.0070 o -0.0107 0 0.0002 0.0003 0 
0 0.0000 -0.0001 0.0000 0 0 0 0.0000 -0.0001 0 
0 0.0003 0.0013 -0.0002 0 0 o -0.0348 -0.0008 0.0323 
0 -0.0008 0.0008 0.0045 0 0 0 0.0027 -0.0274 0 
0 0.0000 0.0001 -0.0000 0 0 0 0.0017 -0.0001 -0.0020 
0 -0.0001 0.0001 0.0003 0 0 0 -0.0006 0.0070 0 
0 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0001 0 0 o -0.0001 0.0000 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.3770 0 0 0 
0 0.0046 0.0019 -0.0009 0 0 0 0.0025 -0.0020 0 
0 -0.0048 0.0031 -0.0010 0 0 0 0.0043 -0.0025 0 
0 0.0010 0.0558 0.0451 0 0 0 0.0186 0.0040 0 
0 0.0008 0.0160 0.0103 0 0 0 0.0553 0.0359 0 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

-0.0020 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-1.5000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0041 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.0020 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.5000 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0041 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Columns 21 through 30 

0 0 0.0002 -0.0125 0 0 0 0.0174 0.0069 0.0125 
0 0 0.0003 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0000 -0.0250 0 0 0 0.0347 0.0139 0.0250 
0 0 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0004 0 -0.0125 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0003 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0000 0 -0.0250 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0013 0 0 -0.0125 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -0.0023 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0001 0 0 -0.0250 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -0.0002 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0.3472 -0.0014 0 0 o -0.0125 0 0 0 

0.0185 0 0.0053 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0.6944 -0.0001 0 0 o -0.0250 0 0 0 

-0.0107 0 0.0004 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 o -0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0.3770 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0033 -0.1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0048 o -0.1000 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.0072 0 o -0.1000 0 0 0 0 
0 o -0.0007 0 0 o -0.1000 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 o -0.0001 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 o -0.0750 -0.0500 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0002 0.0001 -0.0002 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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0 -0.0020 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -1.5000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0.0041 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Coltunns 31 through 39 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.0174 0.0069 0.0125 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.0347 0.0139 0.0250 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0.0174 0.0069 0.0125 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0.0347 0.0139 0.0250 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0174 0.0069 0.0125 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0347 0.0139 0.0250 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

-0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-0.0750 -0.0500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0002 0.0001 -0.0002 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 o -0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 o -0.0750 -0.0500 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0.0002 0.0001 -0.0002 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 o -0.0001 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 o -0.0750 -0.0500 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0002 0.0001 -0.0002 

H.3.3. MatNetEig 

sps.a 
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ans = 
Columns 1 through 7 

o 1.0000 0 0 0 0 0 
-27.8963 0 -16.0760 -17.1477 -0.8254 -6.4597 0 
-0.0900 1.9649 -1.1312 0.9267 -0.0008 -0.0062 -37.0370 
-3.0002 0 28.9592 -35.7769 -0.0266 -0.2082 0 
-0.2354 0 -0.0969 -0.1033 -9.6169 8.5884 0 
-3.0763 0 -1.2658 -1.3501 14.3394 -27.7789 0 

o 0.0053 0 0 0 0 -0.1000 
o -3.9789 0 0 0 0 75.0000 
o 0.0109 0 0 0 0 -0.2058 

-9.8108 0 26.2464 27.9962 -5.0405 -39.4471 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 

27.9488 0 5.6365 6.0122 2.3860 18.6729 0 
0.0474 0 0.0363 0.0387 0.0001 0.0005 0 
1.5800 0 1.2104 1.2911 0.0021 0.0163 0 
0.3875 0 -0.0105 -0.0112 0.0463 0.3622 0 
5.0630 0 -0.1376 -0.1468 0.6048 4.7329 0 

o 000 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 000 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 

-2.7324 0 7.2491 7.7323 -1.3948 -10.9155 0 
o 0 0 0 000 

2.9238 0 0.3603 0.3843 0.2838 2.2207 0 
0.0064 0 0.0036 0.0038 0.0002 0.0017 0 
0.2149 0 0.1190 0.1269 0.0071 0.0554 0 
0.0319 0 -0.0059 -0.0062 0.0046 0.0357 0 
0.4171 0 -0.0766 -0.0817 0.0595 0.4659 0 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.1948 0 0.8475 0.9040 -0.1037 -0.8117 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4.6328 0 0.8163 0.8708 0.4131 3.2327 0 
0.0086 0 0.0058 0.0062 0.0001 0.0011 0 
0.2873 0 0.1923 0.2051 0.0045 0.0354 0 
0.0578 0 -0.0046 -0.0049 0.0074 0.0575 0 
0.7555 0 -0.0597 -0.0637 0.0961 0.7519 0 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000 0 0 0 0 

-0.1999 0 1.2187 1.2999 -0.2045 -1.6007 0 

Columns 8 through 14 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 26.0287 0 1.8658 1.9902 

14.8148 26.6667 -26.6667 0.0686 0 0.0336 0.0359 
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0 0 0 2.2856 0 1.1213 1.1961 
0 0 0 0.2724 0 -0.0787 -0.0840 
0 0 0 3.5592 0 -1.0287 -1.0972 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

-50.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0823 -0.1852 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0-100.0000 4.6162 0 8.7881 9.3740 
0 0 0 0 1.0000 0 0 
0 0 o -32.2656 o -19.1339 -20.4095 
0 0 o -0.0821 1.9649 -1.1383 0.9191 
0 0 o -2.7356 o 28.7229 -36.0289 
0 0 o -0.3567 o -0.1300 -0.1387 
0 0 0 -4.6606 o -1.6990 -1.8122 
0 0 0 0 0.0053 0 0 
0 0 0 o -3.9789 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0.0109 0 0 
0 0 0 -4.8189 o 26.0198 27.7544 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 4.2172 0 0.1537 0.1640 
0 0 0 0.0117 0 0.0051 0.0055 
0 0 0 0.3898 0 0.1715 0.1829 
0 0 0 0.0376 o -0.0153 -0.0163 
0 0 0 0.4913 o -0.1997 -0.2130 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0.9912 0 1.4363 1.5321 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 6.8938 0 0.6686 0.7132 
0 0 0 0.0165 0 0.0086 0.0092 
0 0 0 0.5498 0 0.2868 0.3059 
0 0 0 0.0733 o -0.0172 -0.0184 
0 0 0 0.9579 o -0.2249 -0.2398 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0.7841 0 2.1426 2.2854 

Columns 15 through 21 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.7361 21.4133 0 0 0 0 1.0857 
0.0031 0.0240 0 0 0 0 0.0087 
0.1021 0.7988 0 0 0 0 0.2908 
0.0428 0.3351 0 0 0 o -0.0087 
0.5594 4.3781 0 0 0 o -0.1135 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

-0.7353 -5.7546 0 0 0 0 1.9186 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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-0.9641 -7.5454 0 0 0 0 2.2176 
0.0013 0.0098 -37.0370 14.8148 26.6667 -26.6667 0.0138 
0.0418 0.3270 0 0 0 0 0.4614 
-9.6263 8.5149 0 0 0 0 -0.0027 
14.2167 -28.7389 0 0 0 0 -0.0348 

o 0 -0.1000 0 0 0 0 
o 0 75.0000 -50.0000 0 0 0 
o 0 -0.2058 0.0823 -0.1852 0 0 

-4.3117 -33.7434 0 0 0 -100.0000 2.7222 
o 0 0 0 000 

0.4648 3.6373 0 0 0 0 -30.9930 
0.0006 0.0048 0 0 0 0 -0.0895 
0.0203 0.1585 0 0 0 0 -2.9847 
0.0065 0.0512 0 0 0 0 -0.2636 
0.0855 0.6695 0 0 0 0 -3.4445 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000 0 0 0 0 
000 0 0 0 0 

-0.0928 -0.7266 0 0 0 0 -8.3537 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.6995 5.4744 0 0 0 0 27.1449 
0.0007 0.0052 0 0 0 0 0.0547 
0.0221 0.1729 0 0 0 0 1.8219 
0.0109 0.0857 0 0 0 0 0.3244 
0.1431 1.1196 0 0 0 0 4.2386 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 000 

-0.2187 -1.7115 0 0 0 0 0.0527 

Columns 22 through 28 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -0.7031 -0.7500 0.2347 1.8364 0 
0 0.0015 0.0015 0.0008 0.0062 0 
0 0.0484 0.0516 0.0265 0.2072 0 
0 -0.0187 -0.0199 0.0019 0.0145 0 
0 -0.2438 -0.2600 0.0242 0.1895 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0.8479 0.9044 0.0935 0.7319 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -0.8823 -0.9412 0.3942 3.0852 0 
0 0.0030 0.0032 0.0012 0.0090 0 
0 0.1006 0.1073 0.0384 0.3002 0 
0 -0.0272 -0.0290 0.0039 0.0303 0 
0 -0.3554 -0.3791 0.0505 0.3954 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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o 1.4025 1.4960 0.1021 0.7987 0 o 
1.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 

o -18.3886 -19.6145 -0.7900 -6.1824 0 
1.9649 -1.1326 0.9252 -0.0001 -0.0011 -37.0370 

o 28.9133 -35.8258 -0.0045 -0.0354 0 

o 
14.8148 
o 

o -0.1111 -0.1185 -9.6197 8.5666 0 
o -1.4519 -1.5487 14.3031 -28.0630 0 

o 
o 

0.0053 0 0 0 0 -0.1000 0 
-3.9789 0 0 0 0 75.0000 -50.0000 
0.0109 0 0 0 0 -0.2058 0.0823 

o 25.9302 27.6588 -4.9580 -38.8018 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 4.3857 4.6781 2.4924 19.5056 0 o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o 0.0339 0.0362 0.0012 0.0091 0 
o 1.1316 1.2070 0.0387 0.3026 0 
o -0.0348 -0.0371 0.0432 0.3379 0 
o -0.4547 -0.4851 0.5642 4.4158 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 000 
o 0 0 0 000 
o 7.4195 7.9141 -1.1337 -8.8725 0 o 

Columns 29 through 35 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.7820 0 -1.4035 -1.4971 0.3046 
0 0 0.0127 0 0.0011 0.0012 0.0013 
0 0 0.4239 0 0.0364 0.0388 0.0446 
0 0 -0.0283 0 -0.0311 -0.0331 0.0014 
0 0 -0.3693 0 -0.4059 -0.4330 0.0177 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 3.2761 0 1.1610 1.2384 0.2115 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 2.0992 0 -1.9021 -2.0289 0.5357 
0 0 0.0208 0 0.0030 0.0032 0.0020 
0 0 0.6942 0 0.0993 0.1059 0.0670 
0 0 -0.0281 0 -0.0469 -0.0501 0.0038 
0 0 -0.3675 0 -0.6133 -0.6541 0.0493 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 4.8291 0 1.9947 2.1277 0.2689 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 o 23.8519 0 0.3880 0.4139 2.7596 

o 

26.6667 -26.6667 0.0714 0 0.0297 0.0317 0.0039 
0 0 2.3800 0 0.9914 1.0575 0.1313 
0 0 0.1941 0 -0.0977 -0.1042 0.0377 
0 0 2.5361 0 -1.2766 -1.3617 0.4927 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-0.1852 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0-100.0000 7.1677 0 8.5976 9.1708 -0.4532 
0 0 0 1.0000 0 0 0 
0 o -38.6715 o -23.2594 -24.8100 -1.0521 
0 o -0.0798 1.9649 -1.1421 0.9151 0.0029 
0 o -2.6590 o 28.5982 -36.1620 0.0968 
0 o -0.4555 o -0.1609 -0.1716 -9.6328 
0 0 -5.9520 o -2.1022 -2.2424 14.1317 
0 0 0 0.0053 0 0 0 
0 0 o -3.9789 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0.0109 0 0 0 
0 0 -0.6368 o 25.6784 27.3903 -3.9582 

Colwnns 36 through 40 

0 0 0 0 0 
2.3840 0 0 0 0 
0.0105 0 0 0 0 
0.3489 0 0 0 0 
0.0106 0 0 0 0 
0.1389 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

1.6554 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

4.1921 0 0 0 0 
0.0157 0 0 0 0 
0.5245 0 0 0 0 
0.0295 0 0 0 0 
0.3859 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

2.1048 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

21.5966 0 0 0 0 
0.0308 0 0 0 0 
1.0275 0 0 0 0 
0.2951 0 0 0 0 
3.8558 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

-3.5468 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

-8.2336 0 0 0 0 
0.0227 -37.0370 14.8148 26.6667 -26.6667 
0.7574 0 0 0 0 
8.4639 0 0 0 0 
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-29.4044 0 0 0 0 
o -0.1000 0 0 0 
o 75.0000 -50.0000 0 0 
o -0.2058 0.0823 -0.1852 0 

-30.9775 0 0 0 -100.0000 

I. PSAT AVR excitation system block diagrams [17] 

PSAT simulation tool has three AVR excitation systems [17]. The block diagrams in for 

type I, type II and type III are shown below for reference, these were taken from the 

PSAT 2.0.0 user manual. 

1.1. PSAT AVR type I 

ft-L 
tIp-

'W + (T.- + 1)(7' •• + 1) ". • /: 1' ........ - 1 "I 

r~ 
po 

(Tl' + 1)(T.' + 1) jJ + T._+1 

... -1 

2" .. +1 

V 

Figure 1.1: A VR type I [17] 
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1.2. PSAT AVR type II 

TtL ... 
"'-

/ 
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"" 
1 v/ 

r~ 
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Figure 1.2: A VR type II [17] 

1.1. PSAT AVR type III 

"'- TtL 
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Figure 1.3: A VR type III [17] 

J. Author's publications 

I wrote three conference papers that were submitted to the conference review 

committees for presentation and publications. One paper was presented submitted to 

SAUPEC 2009 conference review committee and accepted as a discussion paper. The 

second paper was submitted to IEEE Africon 2009 conference; it was accepted, 

presented and published on the IEEE Explore. The last paper summarising the 
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dissertation is submitted to the SAUPEC 2010 conference. The details of all three papers 

are as follows: 

J.1. SAUPEC 2009, Stelenbosch, SouthAmca 

DS. Mudau, KA. Folly, "Effect of initial angle estimate on the convergence of 

Newton-Raphson method used for load flow studies", Discussion paper presented 

during the conference, SAUPEC, University of Stellenbosch, Stellenbosch, South Africa, 

2009 

J.2. IEEE AFRICON 09, Nairobi, Kenya 

DS. Mudau, KA. Folly, K Awodele, "User defined controllers in power system stability 

analysis using PacDyn 8.1.1 simulation tool", Paper submitted to IEEE AFRICON (peer 

reviewed, presented at the conference and published), Nairobi, Kenya, 23-25 September 

2009. 

J.3. SAUPEC 2010, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Amca 

DS. Mudau, KA. Folly, K Awodele, "Effects of variations in mathematical modelling of 

synchronous machine saturation on small-signal stability analysis", Paper submitted to 

SAUPEC 2010 for 28-29 January 2010 SAUPEC conference, Wits University, RSA. 
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